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Chapter 1

Introducing the Issues

In this study the concept of integration is used to explore systematically the various ways
individual immigrants relate to more indigenous urban residents. The individuals, with all the
diversity and dynamics of their everyday lives, will be ranked upon a single numerical scale
representing their degree of integration. Around this illusively simple instrument revolve two
central concerns, namely: (1) the attributes and activities that differentiate between those who are
integrated and those who are not, and (2) the presumptions made and the conditions created by
social researchers to infuse such measurements with a degree of validity.
Why one should be concerned with such matters is the topic of this first chapter. The study's
social relevance is first located within the context of ongoing policy debates that focus upon immigration as a European - and more specifically a Dutch - social issue. Then integration as an
academic concept is introduced, as I note that the controversial role it has played in public debates
reflects more theoretical ambiguities. Besides these broad and abstract concerns, I have more
immediate and practical reasons to undertake the study; these are presented in the third section.
The various research inquiries are subsequently introduced, offering an outline of topics treated
in the forthcoming chapters. To close the chapter, some mitigating remarks are placed concerning
the personal motives for presenting the study.

1.1 Immigration and social policy
Soon after the establishment of a European Common Market in the late 1950's, the demand for
laborers among member states exceeded the supply. Besides drawing immigrants from (former)
colonies in the southern hemisphere and Asia, so-called guest workers were recruited from
various lands surrounding the Mediterranean (Castles & Kosack, 1973). The immigration surplus
did not subside with the economic recessions of the subsuming decades. Instead, family
reunification and refugee movements altered more the character than the magnitude of the flow
(Castles, 1984). By the late 1980s, around eight million non-European citizens were residing in
the 12 member states, constituting visible minorities particularly in West Germany (5.2% of the
population), France (3 .8%), Belgium (3.3%) and the Netherlands(3.0%)(EECom, 1990:45-46).
The acknowledgment that immigration had evolved beyond a temporary and regional character
compelled governments at various levels to develop and implement integration policies.
The policy practice ofcourse is quite diversified (Castles, 1995; Bryant, 1997; Vermeulen, 1997).
Whereas policies in Germany were long characterized by differential treatment, legitimated by the

principle that only those of German ancestry have the rights of citizens, in France the policies are
based more upon objectives of cultural assimilation, as citizenship can in principle be acquired by
all who embrace the national culture. Dutch policies have focused more upon objectives of multiculturalism, i.e., immigrant groups were provided with services and facilities to cultivate their
cultural heritage, and to expedite an eventual remigration. When the permanence, and
marginalization, of immigrant groups became apparent (WRR, 1079), the national government and most municipalities with a sizeable immigrant population - implemented policies aimed toward
the provision of complementary educational and welfare facilities (Tweede Kamer, 1982/1983;
Entzinger, 1984). The establishment of such services constituted an acknowledgment that
immigrant and other minority groups have particular needs and rights to participate in society
according to their own customs and convictions.
In the 1980's, the closure of many industries that had relied upon migrant labor led to a drastic
increase in unemployment rates. Due in part to family reuniflcations, the percentage of foreignborn primary school children increased significantly. Accordingly, the focus of Dutch debates
shifted away from issues of multi-culturalism and more toward labor market barriers to
participation. The Scientific Council for Government Policy {Welenschappelijke Raad voor he!
Regeringsbeleid) reflected these developments where it proposed that multi-cultural policies be
replaced by more intensive educational programs to improve the labor market position of young
(second generation) immigrants, and by measures to encourage equal-opportunity employment
(WRR, 1989; Entzinger, 1994).
With that report, the notion of integration was introduced into Dutch immigrant policy debates.
By 1994, the national government had transformed its minority policy into an "integration policy
ethnic minorities," based explicitly on the consideration that;"... the term integration policy more
properly expresses that the social integration of minority groups, and the persons affiliated with
them, is a reciprocal process of acceptation. To this end concessions must be made by those
integrating as well as by the society in which they settle" (Tweede Kamer, 1993/94:6).
An important implication bound to this policy transition is that immigrants are viewed less as
members of an (oppressed) group, and more as individuals with socially problematic attributes (cf
Reinsch, 1990; Miles, 1993). This is exemplified by the requisite trajectories prescribed for newly
arrived immigrants (van der Zwan & Entzinger, 1994; Tweede Kamer, 1997). The shift however
has not been accompanied by a clear conception of social and policy objectives. There remains
a wide range of viewpoints concerning the goals of immigrant integration (Fermin, 1997), the
basic impediments to their realization (Engbersen & Gabriels, 1995), and the progress booked by
individuals and groups within this process (Vermeulen & Penninx, 1994; Veenman 1994, 1999,
Tesseret al., 1999).

1.2 Integration and social theory
As a concept, integration has done service in a wide range of scientific disciplines. It generally
denotes a process in which a certain unity is realized. Such abstract denotations are ambiguous
by definition. Does integration signify the process itself or the eventual culmination? Does the
unity refer to agents of change, the forces they wield, or the collision of forces? With my
2
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particular concern for individual immigrants' relation to their urban environment, a brief excursion
was taken through social science literature that uses a concept of "community integration." It
revealed that the concept commonly refers to initiatives to help the mentally disabled out of
sanatoria and into public life. This research tradition, in a nutshell, shed light on some fundamental
issues: community members are expected to be productive, self-reliant, and sociable (McColl et
al., 1998). Besides this insight into basic types - or what will later be denoted as end-goals - of
individuals' integration, the excursion illustrates several research obstacles surrounding the
integration concept: the diversity of social phenomena denoted as integration easily leads to
academic misunderstanding; the criteriaused to measure it are encased in moral strictures of social
desirability; and when the focus is too narrow particular research subjects might be inadvertently
construed as mentally ill-equipped. In this study, a more comprehensive concept and focus is
developed to contextualize rather than problematize the individual immigrant.
For the analysis of immigrant integration, Schermerhorn (1970) has provided in my view the most
comprehensive theory to date (cf Hartman-Eeken, 1992:1). In his study, presented more as a
"framework for theory," he focuses upon integration processes at the (macro) level of nationstates. Within the framework he distinguishes between independent, intervening and dependent
components, and thus suggests a specific causal sequence and hierarchy of relations. The three
dependent components identified in the framework may be construed as central dimensions of
integration processes and are roughly comparable to the types of "community integration" referred
to above. In chapter two these components will be presented and drawn upon to develop a
framework (i.e., a conceptual model) more attuned to my purposes.
What makes Schermerhorn's framework particularly comprehensive is the potential it provides
to represent a diversity of social processes, including processes of cultural diversification. Other
theories pertinent to immigrant integration have been developed that are more explicit (i.e.,
refutable) in their causal reasoning. Gordon (1963) for instance postulated the sequence in which
seven types of integration are enacted. One of his more important premises is that once
immigrants have become locally productive, other types of integration will follow (1963:81, cf
WRR, 1989:11). Characteristic for Gordon's theory is the ultimate range of effective unity:
integration is realized in all variant types as immigrants literally dissolve into their new social
environment. In the framework devised by Schermerhorn, such "assimilation" processes are
conceived to be but one of four ideal-typical "patterns" that characterize the relation between
groups. Distinctions between centripetal and centrifugal trends play a crucial role. Trends that
favor subordinate (e.g., immigrant) groups' participation in the (structural) institutions and
conformity to the (cultural) standards of the dominant (e.g., indigenous) group are considered
centripetal, while centrifugal trends increase the social and cultural distance between subordinate
and dominant groups (1970:81). For Schermerhorn, characteristic for the integration process is
not the direction of these trends, but the agreement between subordinate and dominant groups
regarding their direction.' In other words, the integration concept pertains to situations in which
immigrant and indigenous groups agree upon integration objectives, as opposed to situations in

' Schermerhorn formulated a more precise definition:"... integration is not an end-state but a process whereby units
or elements of a society are brought into an active and coordinated comphance with the ongoing activities and
objectives of the dominant group in that society" (1970:14).
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which immigrant and indigenous groups conflict concerning the purpose of the process.
The four general patterns are presented in figure 1. The first two represent integration tendencies.
Pattern A refers to processes in which both dominant and subordinate groups support centripetal
trends. When both groups support centrifugal trends, a B pattern exemplified by 'cultural pluralism' or 'autonomy' applies. The other two patterns, 'forced segregation' and 'forced assimilation',
are characterized by resistance and tend toward conflict instead of integration.
Figure 1: Congruent and incongruent orientations toward centripetal (Cp) and centrifugal (Cf)
trends of subordinates as viewed by themselves and superordinates (Schermerhorn, 1970:83).
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These conceptual distinctions provide a basis for this study, specifically a basis upon which
processes of cultural diversification can be seen as 'integrative'. Integration is perceived as a
process in which immigrants comply with the local activities and objectives of indigenous
inhabitants. This implies that the activities and objectives of the indigenous inhabitants are just as
pivotal - and as problematic - as those of immigrants. The process varies according to the nature
of the activities and objectives shared. Whereas the integration concept in Dutch ethnic studies
commonly refers to a more or less discrete range of social processes, distinct from assimilation
and autonomy (Shadid, 1979:87fr; Entzinger, 1984:40; Risvanoglu-Bilgin etal., 1986:3; Mullard
et al., 1990:58; Prins, 1996:27), the more general conceptual framework presented in the next
chapter encompasses a more diversified and continuous range of social processes.
The adaptation of an abstract integration concept implies that its ambiguities will be retained.
Besides the lack of agreement among scholars as to the distinction between types of integration,
a central obstacle by the concept's utilization is the lack of concrete criteria for its identification
and measurement. Under what conditions for instance does Schermerhorn's assimilation tendency
disintegrate into one of forced assimilation? When is an immigrant culture or, more precisely,
immigrants' cultural objectives incongruent with those of indigenous inhabitants? For decades this
obstacle has been emphasized both by exponents (Landecker, 1955:27; Angell, 1968:386) as well
as opponents (Miles, 1993:177) of the concept's use. Another point of confusion is the issue of
context. I have already noted that Schermerhorn's study focused upon integration within the
context of nation-states. Most comparative studies on immigrant integration (implicitly) focus
12 Chapter 2

upon this context. The process of individuals' integration within urban environments generally
refers to a more concise spatial setting, and has its own social and theoretical issues. These will
now be briefly introduced.

1.3 Surveys and the local context
In the early 1990s the Dutch policy shifts on immigration had its consequences for municipal
governments. Besides the dwindling availability of national funds for the separate services
provided minority groups at the local level, the consequences of this shift were not entirely clear.
Local authorities in the city of Haarlem wanted to revise existing minority policies for the coming
decade, and commissioned colleagues and me at Utrecht University to collect and convey the
views of local residents. To this end, besides extensive discussions with representatives of various
local organizations, and the analysis of policy and social trends, 600 survey interviews were held
with adult Haarlem residents. The interviews covered a wide range of issues pertinent to local
policy and everyday life in a "multi-cultural" setting, soliciting from individuals their views, positions and experiences. While the sampling technique offered any adult resident the chance to be
selected and interviewed, the survey was so stratified that detailed conclusions could be drawn for
the larger immigrant 'minority' groups, namely the Turks, the Moroccans, and a combined group
of Surinamese and Dutch Antilleans.
The diversity of perspectives and patterns of activity revealed in the study led to the formulation
of three general policy frameworks, each complete with objectives and tasks per policy sector, and
estimations of their popular support (Reinsch et al., 1995:187fl). The political - and normative choice for one of the frameworks was left to local authorities (cf Kunst et al., 1995). As for its
theoretical relevance, the survey provided a unique opportunity to systematically compare the
views and experiences of immigrant and indigenous residents.^
Upon its completion however, I was left puzzled by a series of problems. To begin with, the
(impending) local policy shift from a focus upon 'minority' groups to one upon 'non-integrated'
individuals raised the issue of target groups. Where minority programs could be designed and
offered to individuals on the basis of their affiliation by birthright with a specific immigrant group
(cf van Amersfoort, 1974:37; Penninx, 1988:47), no criteria were readily available to locate the
'non-integrated' resident. These hypothetical residents will be denoted in this study - due to its
common allusion to antagonistic partner relationships - with the descriptor estranged. Unless
immigrants are by definition perceived (and stigmatized) as estranged, more refined policy criteria
and adaptable monitoring instruments are necessary to designate those immigrants whose situation
is at odds with local objectives.
But what are valid integration criteria for local residents? When one acknowledges the widely
divergent meanings attributed to the notion of immigrant integration - by scholars, public officials
and the general public (Hartman-Eeken, 1992:6ff) - then an eventual instrument would have to

^ There are of course other Dutch surveys which offer comparisons between immigrant groups, most notably the
tri-annual S P V A (survey on immigrants' social position and participation) (see e.g. Martens, 1995, 1999). The
SPVA however does not address individuals' (cultural) orientations, nor is it representative for indigenous Dutch.
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X
allow for a diversity of criteria. When variations in local circumstance are considered, the
importance of this quality is immediately apparent. The range of problems, opportunities and local
policy objectives confronting the immigrant in Haarlem may differ markedly from those
encountered in Amsterdam just 15 miles eastward.' With the Haarlem study a conceptual model
applicable at a local level had been developed, in which three distinct sets of policy objectives
were delineated. The number and attributes of estranged Haarlemmers according to the divergent
objectives remained unclear, and consequently the extent in which divergent policies would target
divergent groups.
If such a conceptual model was available, the question remains whether it could lead to valid
empirical measurements? This issue may sound technical, but again it is informed by (policy)
practice: should ofllcials want to identify and locate the locally estranged without reverting to
preconceived generalizations (such as 'minority groups' or 'the foreign born'), then instruments are
needed that can compare the integration of all groups. For such purposes, structured interviews
in which local residents are randomly surveyed seem to present the most expedient and equitable
measurement technique. This issue is also informed by the Haarlem survey: although it was not
designed to measure the integration of individual respondents, it did contain numerous indicators
often drawn upon in academic literature and policy debates. Upon completion I was lead to
wonder how the data could be ordered and supplemented to identify and characterize estranged
Haariemmers.
These various issues can be succinctly summarized. To monitor individuals' integration into their
immediate social surroundings, a conceptual model is needed that: 1) allows for divergent
integration objectives; 2) provides a framework to order and evaluate empirical observations; and
3) elucidates concrete criteria to designate and locate the locally estranged (cf Engbersen &
Gabriels, 1995:390)-

1.4 Research inquiries and design
The challenge presented by the issues above entails the development and operationalization of a
conceptual framework in which normative elements (e.g., individual and group objectives) can be
readily distinguished from theoretical ones (i.e., attributes that affect the realization of objectives).
It should moreover offer the possibility to monitor individuals' integration within a local (urban)
context. My intention is to develop a formal model of immigrant integration, and then use it to
order and evaluate the Haarlem survey data. With these various activities, I seek an answer to the
following question:
What can structured (survey) interviews among immigrant and indigenous residents of an urban
locality reveal about their differences in integration?

' This issue of divergent policy objectives became explicit when, again with Utrecht Universit>' colleagues, we
advised the municipality of Utrecht to merge minority policies into more general policies focused upon the alleviation of social deprivation (Burgers et al' 1996). How should Utrecht officials delineate and locate the socially
deprived? Had w e alternatively targeted the 'socially isolated' or 'intolerant resident' what criteria and instruments
could be implemented to identify those residents who should benefit dircctly from such policies?
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To convey the nature of this challenge, and this study, properly I should clarify what is meant by
a formal model (cf. Kaplan, 1964:258n). Any model is a simplified representation of reality, and
in the social sciences such representations are commonly constructed with concepts. Models
become theories when the relations between their concepts provide not only a simplification of
reality, but also an interpretation of how reality evolves. A formal model is a model of a theory,
inasmuch as the relation between concepts in the model remain largely open to interpretation. The
model's concepts are presumably insightful for the subject at hand but their significance,
particularly in relation to other concepts within the model, remains ambiguous. By developing a
formal model to order and analyze the Haarlem survey data, itspolenlial to reveal theoretical and
normative issues will be illustrated. The word potential not only alludes to the limitations and
possibilities bound to the Haarlem survey; I am concerned with more general problems by the
operationalization and measurement of concepts pertinent to immigrants' integration.
The study will consist of seven more chapters. In the following chapter the general conceptual
model is presented. Using Schermerhorn's theoretical framework as point of departure, a descent
is made from the macro level of nation-states and their interrelations to the micro level of urban
residents and their interrelations. Once refocused, three primary dimensions of social process are
perceived that delineate individuals' relation to their social environment: people occupy social
positions, in these positions cultural orientations shape their perspectives; and through social
behavior (in their positions, with their perspectives) with other individuals they make and sustain
(interethnic) contacts. For each of these dimensions a series of concepts is delineated to specify
formal aspects of the relation. Further differentiation is provided by the parameter of domains, the
environment can be subdivided into social and spatial sectors in which individuals exchange
services and goods. Finally, within each dimension individuals are confronted with dilemmas
whose resolutions shape and alter the nature of their relations. The resolution of these dilemmas
can, in their combination over dimensions and in their recognition by entire groups, be construed
as normative objectives or individual end-goals. Chapter two, in short, is structured by the inquiry:
What are the primary parameters that constitute the immigrant integration process?
In chapters three through six problems and possibilities are considered that are associated with the
operationalization and measurement of the conceptual model. My departure point is the premise
that, to implement and evaluate local integration policies, individual integration processes can be
monitored via survey research techniques. By considering the specific components of the model,
per dimension and per domain, the tenability of this premise is systematically examined.
Chapter three begins with observations concerning the context and practice of survey research
among immigrants. Several issues characteristic of the survey activity are reviewed that affect the
measurements made and therewith the conclusions that can be drawn. These reflections revolve
around the inquiry:
Whatfactors limit the adequacy of empirical observations derived (solely)from survey interviews
with immigrant (and indigenous) individuals?
Some contexts and characteristics of the Haarlem survey are presented in the chapter. It
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culminates with the presentation of a heal inlef^ralian index. The index combines Haarlem survey
respondents' scores upon five survey measures deemed indicative for their degree of integration.
This standard serves in the remaining chapters as a point of reference whenever the (statistical)
significance of a given characteristic (i.e., position, orientation or behavior within a given domain)
is evaluated for individuals' integration.
Three chapters are then devoted to operationalization and measurement issues pertinent to the
three respective dimensions ofimmigrant integration: in chapter four components contained within
the positional dimension are considered, in chapter five components within the orientational
dimension, and chapter six the behavioral dimension. Each of these chapters is divided into
sections corresponding with the six domains of integration. Within most sections, data from the
Haarlem survey will be presented, to examine the significance of domain-specific attributes for
individuals' degree of integration. The data will also serve to illustrate specific measurement issues,
although to clarify the issues extensive references will be made to other research. The
presentations in these three chapters revolve around the two inquiries:
What significance may be attributed to individuals' various positions, cultural orientations and
interethnic contacts, as indicators of their integration within the heal (Haarlem) context?
What methodological obstacles, pertinent to the operationalization of individuals' social
positions, cultural orientations and personal contacts, render the (survey) measurement of
immigrant integration particularly problematic?
In short, in chapter two I present a formal model of concepts pertinent to the observation and
interpretation of individuals' integration. Then from chapter three through chapter six I order and
evaluate the Haarlem survey data within this framework. My purpose on the one hand is to
interpret the significance of the measures made, on the other hand to consider the possibilities for
more adequate measurements.
The methodical examination of empirical data culminates in chapter seven. The systematic
comparison of Haarlem survey measurements reveals a variety of patterns worthy of more general
theoretical interpretation. While illustrating the utility of the conceptual model, summary answers
are presented for the central and the various sub-inquiries that have guided my investigations in
the previous chapters.
A primary motive for this study concerns the possibility to conceptualize and perceive individuals'
integration into localities characterized by - in Schermerhorn's terminology - cultural pluralism.
This motive is associated with Dutch policy objectives, referred to in the first section above, in
which the rights of minority groups are acknowledged to live according to their divergent customs
and convictions. Moreover, it reflects my own convictions concerning the benefits of local
diversification within the European context of globalization. In the concluding chapter, this
explicitly normative issue is reviewed. More specifically, I address the question how social
research, and social policy, can contribute to the realization of localities in which cultural diversity
is retained as an objective ofimmigrant integration.
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1.5 Personal purpose and pretense
"In social science, as in public policy, inlegralion may be valued as a means or as an end, either
as a means of achieving a desired state of affairs, which may or may not be described as
integration, or as a desired state of affairs for the attainment of which integration may or may
not be the preferred method. At the same time, there is another dimension of complexity, namely,
whether, in respect of either means or ends where such a distinction can be maintained,
integration is sought as something that would be both wholly true and true of the whole (or either
of these) or with some lesser, more qualified connotation. Therefore, it is often easier to be clear
about what is deemed to be a lack of the desired degree or form of integration . . . rather than
the desired state itself.
Furthermore . . . parties may differ as to either what substantively would be equally integrative
for all, or, given that what it means for one party may not be the same for another, whether
integration is desirable at all.. .
Another plane of variation further to all of those thus far mentioned has to do with what the
integration in question is integration of. For instance, it may be of culture, society, polity, nation,
economy, personality or space, with say, planning, policy, analysing, building, negotiating and
other avenues of endeavour, together or separately. The approaches and indicators preferred
vary too.. .
So the entire subject is a miasma, a minefield, which one would be well advised to be wary to
enter." (Apthorpe, 1985:401)
I encountered the citation above at the beginning of the Haarlem research project. It has been a
vacillating source of inspiration and reproach ever since. For I too vacillate in my critique of the
concept's ideological ambiguities and my appreciation of its theoretical complexities. As lofty and
vague as my goals might be, I am aware that with each presumption or clarification that this study
conveys, a wave of criticism and confusion is possible. The reader is thus forewarned: as this study
vacillates between attempts to clarify the integration concept, and attempts to comprehend the
Haarlem practice, the forthcoming chapters will regularly reflect an entrapment in my own
miasma. Nevertheless, such vulnerability is embraced, with the conviction that my experiences and
reflections will be of value to all concerned with the relative deprivation, disaffection and solitude
experienced by inhabitants of European urban environments. Let me note a few more concrete
qualifications.
To begin with I am quite devoted to a sociological perspective, i.e., the conviction that society
is more than the sum of its individual participants and that individuals can only be understood
within their social context. The nature of the analysis however - an extensive review of numerous
integration factors within a formal model, instead of a more intensive examination of the relation
between several factors within a theoretical model - ultimately inhibits explanations along
disciplinary veins. Successful integration will not and cannot be attributed here either to
sociological, or to anthropological, psychological or biological determinants. With the presumed
perspective, the opportunities to perceive immigrant integration processes from the vantage point
of other disciplines will be insufficiently used.
Even the sociological knowledge wielded calls for a distinct degree of humility. The sheer quantity
Introducing the Issues
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of relevant sociological literature that pertains to the various concepts considered in the coming
chapters would require numerous lifetimes to consume. I can only attest to an awareness of the
social science research literature on immigrant integration that in the past 20 years has enlivened
academic debate in the Netherlands. Although in the coming chapters many excursions are taken
over the border in search of solutions to measurement problems, I hope that many issues, which
remain unresolved here, have been effectively unraveled by others elsewhere.
Finally, this study should help other social researchers systematize and ameliorate the analysis of
immigrant integration processes in other cities. This is indeed my pretense. It may also be
informative by the analysis of more general social integration processes, rural and urban. This
however is not my pretense, as I will remain focused upon issues affecting the individual
immigrant within an urban environment. The framework and measurements pertain to processes
in one Dutch city; their relevance for other cities remains to be seen.
This section could be construed as a premeditated "not guilty" plea; its purpose is more to prepare
the reader for various irritations and disappointments. Immigration and local integration are
processes so complex, that any pretense of virtuosity or objectivity deserves disdain. I hope that
the considerations presented in the coming chapters ultimately cultivate more mutual
understanding in academic and policy debates.
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Framing the Conceptual Model

The immigrant arrives as an outsider, even when the arrival has been announced or anticipated.
The individual's estranged situation can be perceived in many ways, with even more ways to
conceive and evaluate his or her endeavors to become part of the new environment. It is
essentially this process - inasmuch as it transpires to the satisfaction of all concerned - that I refer
to with the concept of integration. However, to generalize beyond this one hypothetical
newcomer, the integration concept is endowed with attributes that help to compare and evaluate
the diversity of processes individuals undergo. In this chapter these attributes are presented, a
network of concepts whose interrelations form the subject of endless theoretical debate.
My efforts to conceptualize the process in generalized terms revolve around the query:
What are the primary parameters that constitute the immigrant integration concept?
My purpose is to sketch the contours of a formal model that in the forthcoming chapters can be
used and elaborated upon to order and interpret the Haarlem survey data. Due to the subject
matter this chapter will remain quite abstract, which doesn't lend itself for leisurely reading. To
perceive the diversity of concepts and issues within a comprehensive framework warrants the
effort. The remaining chapters however can be read and presumably understood without
becoming first acquainted with the separate parameters' derivation and circumscription (an
overview is presented in figure 2 at the chapter's end).
The first order of business is to acknowledge the focal points when perceiving hypothetical
newcomers and their new environments. 1 have spoken in the previous chapter of immigrants,
minorities and refugees, and these terms can be supplemented by others (e.g., ethnic groups,
aliens, and the oppressed) used to designate an estranged categoiy of individuals. To perceive
their degree of integration - literally the progress realized in becoming part of the new
environment - such categories are regarded within a given context. The basic parameters that
define the perceived categories (actors) and context (environment) are delineated along two
analytical lines. The first is the perspective from which the process is viewed, i.e., the social and
spatial position from which the process is perceived, including the criteria used to appreciate it.
I will concentrate upon the subjective point of view conveyed by Haarlem immigrants in response
to survey questions. These may not only diverge significantly from each other. They may also
differ from the perspectives held for example by indigenous residents, local officials, and social
scientists. In this study these alternative perspectives are not necessarily more objective, only more
implicit. Dependent upon the perspective, various categories of actors are perceived and foreseen
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with problems and possibilities.
The second parameter is the focus with which the process is circumscribed. The primary focus in
this study is a micro-level consideration of Haarlem individuals, A diversity of concepts is
introduced that in the coming chapters serve to order their relations with each other. The
integration processes that individuals experience are intrinsically related to, and are imbued with
social significance in their reflection of, processes between groups. In this chapter first a more
wwc-w-level conceptual framework is presented that pertains to the relations between groups.
Micro and macro foci are perceived within contexts, in this study primarily the social and spatial
boundaries of a locality known as Haarlem. However, neighborhood, national and even global
contexts will not be ignored.
Based upon the conceptual framework developed by Schermerhorn, a distinction is made between
three primary types or dimensious of local integration: structural, cultural and interactive. These
will be expounded upon in §2.2, §2.3 and §2.4 respectively. For each dimension, central concepts
will be introduced that denote processes in and between local groups. Complementary to these
macro concepts, concepts pertinent to the integration of (immigrant) individuals are then derived.
Particularly important are the central objectives and end-goals that denote the disparate options
with which groups and individuals are confronted in their local activities.
Individuals - in their relations to their local environment - occupy a variety of positions, maintain
a variety of orientations, and behave in a variety of manners. Social scientists, policymakers and
local residents all use social and spatial distinctions to categorize the various aspects of everyday
life. For instance, around a category or domain of work, distinctions can be made in individuals'
job position, labor orientation, and professional contacts that affect their endeavors in other
domains. Pertinent to processes of local integration, six domains are delineated in §2.5.
While immigrant integration is a process, it presumably is a process in which at any empirical
moment individuals' progress can be evaluated with end-goal criteria. To this end disparate
criteria are considered in §2.6 for the designation of integrated individuals. Although the
correspondence is empirically and theoretically problematic, the criteria reflect (a combination oO
divergent objectives or visions of local integration. The distinctions in individual end-goals and
local objectives embody the normative standards that differentiate the integrated from the
estranged.
Having circumscribed levels, dimensions, domains and objectives of integration, by the end of this
chapter the network of concepts will have taken the form of a neatly structured cube. In closing,
the static character of the model will be considered. For even with finely tuned instruments
capable of near continuous measurements, the social scientist can only estimate how the
parameters of the models change with variations in perhaps the most central parameter - time.

2.1 Actors and activity: individuals and locality
References to newcomers - and efforts to comprehend their local estrangement - necessitate
presumptions as to the subjects and objects of research. In this section, the units of analysis within
the model are circumscribed that denote various actors involved with the integration process. First
I consider the hypothetical newcomer, and the diverse qualifications used in this study to
12
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differentiate him or her from other individuals. This implies a distinction between the newcomer's
perspective, and my perspective as a social researcher. Then I consider matters of focus, noting
that within the newcomer's environment, integration processes are conceived and interpreted at
various levels. More concretely, I am lead to distinguish between individual, group and local
integration. With these distinctions made, I defer to Schermerhorn's more general conceptual
framework for a presentation of three basic issues.
2.1.1 Immigrants, minorities, and ethnic categories
Without memory and history, we all arrive continually anew. We find ourselves surrounded by
objects and others whose attributes and actions are in need of comprehension. If only to decide
whether it's wise to remain in and become part of the surroundings. When I as social researcher
consult newcomers to measure their progress in this process, 1 should avoid disparate assumptions
that potentially distort my perspective. On the one hand, when focusing upon newcomers instead
of the environment they focus upon, I try not to assume that the personal attributes perceived
have any essential relation to the obstacles they perceive. In terms perhaps more concrete, it
implies that newcomers - as subject of research analysis - do not necessarily embody the obstacles
that inhibit their integration. The perception of these obstacles is indirectly but ultimately the
research objective. On the other hand, if a strict distinction between 'newcomers' and their
'environment' is maintained, the continuous and reciprocal relation between the research subject
and object is ignored. In other words, I must presume that the perspective and actions of
newcomers - and social researchers - do affect and are altered by the environment they perceive.
These methodological observations on the relation - and interaction - between the researcher, the
newcomer as research subject, and integration as research object, will be elaborated upon in
chapter 3. To refrain from flirther references to hypothetical newcomers, three qualifications are
introduced here that are used extensively in the forthcoming chapters to categorize the research
subjects:
• Immigrants and indigenes. According to common English usage, an immigrant is someone
who has moved into a country or region. Here the term refers to individuals and groups in
Dutch society of a non indigenous origin.' Considering the various multitudes who in the past
millennium have entered the geo-political region known as the Netherlands (Lucassen &
Penninx, 1994), a very large proportion of the population has immigrant origins. For the focus
upon the Haarlem locality, the term will refer only to first or second generation immigrants,
i.e., those inhabitants who were born outside the Netherlands or who have at least one parent
born elsewhere. According to this definition, which coincides with general Dutch policy and
research formulations (cf Tweede Kamer, 1993/1994; Roelandt & Veenman, 1987),
approximately one-sixth of the near 16 million inhabitants of the Netherlands has an immigrant
status.^ To what extent these millions of recent arrivals consider themselves Dutch, or for that

' The Dutch word migrant also carries the connotation of a transient existence. 1 am actually adapting the word
to represent the Dutch term allochtoon, which denotes a person of foreign origin, as opposed to an indigenous
autochtoon.
' Immigrant categorizations that focus only upon differences in nationality (i.e. citizenship) exclude those residents
with origins in the colonial Dutch West or East Indies. The exclusion of third generation or more implies that a
Framing the Conceptual Model
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matter the extent in which indigenous Dutch' consider themselves immigrants (cf. Hall, 1991),
is more an issue for study (see, e.g., §5.1.1) than a point of departure.
• Minorities and majoriHes. The term minority has played a central role in Dutch academic and
policy observations on immigrants the past two decades. In van Amersfoort's definition
(1974:37), which was later adopted by the Scientific Council for Government Policy (WRR,
1979) and the Dutch government (Tweede Kamer, 1982/1983), it refers to a collectivity
occupying an objectively low social position and limited in its potential to participate effectively
in political decision-making processes. For van Amersfoort, a minority is continuous in its
nature, in that it applies to more generations, and individuals' affinity with the group is given
precedence above their other social categorizations. In a certain sense, this study is the latest
edition in an extensive Dutch research tradition concerned with the issue which immigrants
warrant minority status (eg. Penninx, 1988; Vermeulen & Penninx, 1994; Tesser et al., 1995
& 1997). By the presentation of empirical observations, 1 will consistently compare the
integration of individuals grouped within three minority categorie.s, namely immigrants of
Moroccan, Turkish and Surinamese or Dutch Antil/ean origin. These three categories contain
the four largest target groups of Haarlem and Dutch minority policy (see §3.2.1). Two other
categories will be consistently differentiated within the analysis: indigenous Dutch (i.e., those
born in the Netherlands of Dutch-born parents), and 'Other' immigrants. One should not assume
that these latter two categories represent a majority, as individuals are contained in both who
according to policy distinctions are members of ethnic minority groups.
• Ethnic groups and categories. An ethnic group refers to those who have a "real or putative
common ancestry, memories of a shared historical past, and a cultural focus on one or more
symbolic elements defined as the epitome of their peoplehood" (Schermerhorn, 1970:12). The
shared memories and common cultural focus imply an awareness among the group members
that they are allied with each other. Ethnicity is in this sense more than a qualification, like the
foreign origins of an immigrant, that can be ascribed to individuals based on objective criteria.
It also refers to a subjective affinity that emotionally binds the group members. The term ethnic
category is less common in the literature. It is used here to refer to any one of the five Haarlem
collectivities (i.e., the four immigrant categories and the indigenous Dutch) compared in the
forthcoming chapters.'Besides their common geo-political region of origin, I do not presume
that individuals within an ethnic category share any common cultural orientation.'*
These distinctions are rather arbitrary. I have related them to theoretical and policy perspectives
that focus upon, and problematize, particular categories of individuals. In the coming chapters
they enable a more succinct and germane comparison of Haarlem individuals.

number of inhabitants who arc targeted by minority policy, including caravan-dwellers and Moluccan youth, arc
categorized as indigenous Dutch. Like most local Dutch registry offices, Haarlem's does not register foreign
descent past the second generation.
' Complementing tlie definition of immigrant, the indigenous Dutch are those individuals born in the Netherlands,
whose parents were both born in the Netherlands.
' When references are made for instance about Turks, the qualification refers only to their (1st or 2nd generation)
region of origin. Only when references are explicitly made in terms of ethnic Turks, (who can be differentiated e.g.
from ethnic Kurds) am I referring to a qualification that individuals use to characterize themselves.
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2.1.2 Individual, group and local integration
Much of the theoretical observations on immigration, ethnicity and integration focus upon these
processes within the context of nation-states. While the scope is seldom explicit, there are obvious
reasons why nation-states commonly serve as context. The nation-state, at least in most European
versions, is the spatial entity in which the jurisdiction regulating the relationships between
individuals and groups is most extensively developed. It is the political entity whose power and
provisions elicit allegiance from individual inhabitants. Ideally, at least among nationalists, it also
represents the social entity that serves as a banner for the common heritage and objectives of its
inhabitants.
The framework presented here pertains to a more immediate context, namely any densely
populated geo-political entity, in which an individual can conceivably encounter any other
inhabitant during everyday activities. This environment will be generally referred to as a locality
although, dependent upon the issue and context, references will be made to the city, the urban
environment, the municipality, and Haarlem. From a researcher's perspective, I am inclined to
perceive the locality's boundaries in geo-political terms. The inhabitant's perspective suggests
however that the boundaries be forever in flux. Dependent upon the specific locality, inhabitants
have the possibility to seek work, attend cultural events, and meet with friends in neighboring
localities. It is less feasible, when compared to the nation-state as context, to see the locality as
an isolated entity, independent of national and global processes. The consequences of this limited
context for the conceptualization of immigrant integration will become clear in the coming
chapters. For a brief preview: I note a greater emphasis upon the everyday contacts with fellow
inhabitants (see §2.4) and upon the spatial characteristics of individuals' activities (see §2.5).
Having described the (soft) boundaries of the scope, I now adjust the focus. It can be altered to
observe integration processes in variant detail. A general distinction is made here in three levels
of analysis, and these correspond with three levels of integration.' These are described in
sequence, beginning with the level that attracts my primary interest.
• Individual integration. The focus that provides the greatest detail corresponds with a micro
level of analysis. It is at this level that distinct individuals are perceived, active in establishing
and maintaining relations with other individuals in the locality. In accordance with Schermerhorn's distinction (see §1.2), the integrative nature of individuals' endeavors is interpreted as
their active and coordinated compliance with the ongoing activities and objectives of other
local residents (cf Schermerhorn, 1970:14).
• Group integration. When the focus is adjusted for observations at a meso level of analysis, the
individual detail is gradually replaced by an accent upon groups of individuals. Not only are
individuals seen to dissolve continually into and emerge from groups, the centripetal and
centrifugal trends proceed more immediately and clearly along group lines. A distinction can
be made between dominant groups that apparently set trends, and other groups that vary in
their compliance to these trends. Taking the cue again from Schermerhorn, I note that each
group is involved in a two-way process of compliance. Integration concerns on the one hand
compliance with the activities and objectives of other groups, particularly the dominant ones.

' The distinction in three levels of analysis presented here is sociologically common. Berger and Berger (1972)
initially inspired the metaphorical way 1 perceive the interaction between focal levels.
Framing the Conceptual Model
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On the other hand, group integration is an ongoing process of realizing and retaining the
afllnity of individuals.
• Local iiilc^ra/ion. At a macro level of analysis, the focus upon the locahty has lost the
individual detail. Indeed, group activities fuse into more historical entities social scientists call
institutions, while other groups simply dissipate. Even the dominant groups no longer appear
the absolute trend setters. Their existence and activities could be construed as institutional
reactions to developments that originate beyond the boundaries of the locality. The centripetal
and centrifugal trends at this level are an interplay of groups and institutions. At one moment
the entire institutional pattern appears obscure, and even the boundaries of the locality seem
porous, but then group interactions gradually realign and define the institutional pattern. Local
integration is this two-way process in which the activities of local groups, and the institutional
response to external pressures, reinforce local boundaries and objectives.
There are two basic observations that I derive from the continual dynamic within the locality and
the continual shift in focus. The first is that no immediate and absolute correspondence exists
between the patterns and trends observed at one level, and those at another. Individuals form and
respond to group and local processes, participating in a seemingly continuous chain of reciprocal
cause and effect. The processional chain never fuses in absolute centrism, nor are there
simultaneous centrifugal trends at all three levels that mark the locality's absolute dissolution. This
observation, admittedly obscure in its metaphor, reflects a sociological presumption concerning
the relative autonomy of individuals and localities. It also reflects an ideological presumption that
the process will never end. The second observation is a postulate that I intend to clarify (although
it cannot be verified) during this study. While the correspondence between individual and local
integration is never absolute, the greater the local integration, the more trends (i.e., shared
objectives) with which the individual must comply. A contrasting formulation provides perhaps
greater clarity: where local integration is lacking, empirical criteria for individual integration are
wanting.
The distinction in three levels of analysis is arbitrary. It is made here to suggest the limitations of
any single, static focus. This limitation applies to the model presented in this chapter's remaining
sections, and the empirical observations in the forthcoming chapters. Via a micro focus upon
individuals, generalizations will be formulated concerning the relative integration of entire ethnic
categories. However, the study will not elaborate upon conceptions, nor does it possess the focal
potential to comprehend social processes, at higher levels of analysis.
2.]. 3 Three primary dimensions by immigrant integration
With the description of three analytical levels, I have implied an ongoing dynamic between actors
upon all these levels. Moreover, I have visualized the dynamic with Schermerhorn's notion of
centripetal and centrifugal trends. To derive a more substantive conception of integration
processes, the nature of these trends needs further differentiation. I distinguish three dimensions
central to any dynamic between individuals or groups. In this sub-section I outline these
dimensions, and associate them with distinctions made by Schermerhorn.
Imagine at a micro level how individuals vary in their positions relative to each other. When we
liken the locality to a large marketplace, a newly arrived and socially dispossessed immigrant can
be metaphorically perceived at the periphery, whereas indigenous residents are generally more
16
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centrally located and possess more social goods for market exchanges. I am referring to what
Schermerhorn (at a macro level) termed "the differential participation rates in institutional and
associational life" (1970; 16). Schermerhorn alludes here to social structures within societies, the
various positions individuals and groups occupy within these structures, and their prospects for
mobility, i.e., for changes in their position. A centripetal trend in positional terms would be
characterized for instance by a more equal distribution of social goods among individual residents,
who thus metaphorically share the strategic locations at the market center. A centrifugal trend
would be contrarily exemplified by the evolution of a more diffuse marketplace, characterized by
the dispersion of particular goods over various locations, and by a greater discrepancy between
residents as to their opportunity to acquire goods. As for local objectives, the centripetal trend
represents the pursuance of social equality while the centrifugal trend can be perceived as the
pursuance of civil liberty. These distinctions will be elaborated upon in §2.2.
The second dimension concerns individuals' cultural orientations. What significance does the
newly arrived immigrant attribute to his or her local position? Does a more indigenous resident
in a comparable market position express divergent needs and convictions, for instance concerning
the value of a particular good? Schermerhorn formulated the issue as "the extent of satisfaction
or dissatisfaction . . . with the differential patterns of participation . . . together with
accompanying ideologies and cultural values" (1970:16). In the forthcoming chapters, with the
focus upon the Haarlem locality, orientational issues will indeed revolve around individuals'
satisfaction with the local situation. However, as will be elaborated upon in §2.3, the individual
and collective pursuit of satisfaction revolves around central cultural objectives of unity ov
diversity. As to marketplace trends, the issue is whether immigrants should - centripetally conform to a local culture, or whether they are - centrifligally - expected to develop their own
personality.
The third dimension concerns the actual behavior individuals exhibit in their contacts with other
locals. Imagine our immigrant has acquired a position near the center of the local marketplace,
and has adapted a cultural orientation more conducive with this position. Does the immigrant
behave differently when confronted with other immigrants? How do the more indigenous residents
behave when confronted with an immigrant in their midst? A centripetal trend would involve an
increasing contact between immigrants and indigenes upon the marketplace. When one or both
collectivities opt more for so-called exclusive contacts within 'the group' a centrifugal trend may
be perceived. Behavioral issues are intrinsically bound to those of position and orientation. The
premise here is that the behavior of individuals and the interactions between groups cannot be
simply clarified by differences in positions or orientations; the (lack of) interaction affects these
other two dimensions of integration. Such issues are associated with the third dependent variable
in Schermerhorn's framework: "overt or covert behavior patterns... indicative of conflict and/or
harmonious relations (and their) assessment in terms of continued integration" (1970:16).^ In
§2.4, this interactive dimension of local integration will be considered further.
The issues bound to differences in structure and position, culture and orientation, or interaction

Schermerhorn asserted that a specific relation exists between the three variables highlighted here: "the first two
deal with the former relationship (between subordinates and dominant groups) and are correlative with each other;
the third variable operationalizes the latter relation (between subordinates and the societj' as a whole)" (1970:16).
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and behavior are fundamental to the social sciences (cf. Thurlings, 1977; de Jager & Mok, 1978)7
Besides Schermerhorn, many other social theorists have underwritten their significance for the
conceptualization of integration processes (cf Landecker, 1955; Parsons, 1960; Peters, 1993;
Engbersen & Gabriels, 1995). There is a great deal of discrepancy as to the boundaries between
these abstract distinctions, particularly concerning those delineating the structural and cultural
dimensions on the one hand and the interactive dimension on the one other. Many studies on
Dutch immigrant integration only distinguish between structural and cultural dimensions (e.g.,
Campfens, 1979; Shadid, 1979; Entzinger, 1984; Risvanoglu et a!., 1986; Veraart, 1996). My
primary consideration by the adoption of a three dimensional conceptual model is that distinct
theoretical, methodological and policy issues focus directly upon the measurement of individual
behavior and group interactions.
In each of the coming three sections I will focus first on a macro level, introducing concepts
central to processes of local integration. Then the focus will be altered to present concepts more
pertinent to individual integration. Processes of group integration, inasmuch as they are perceived
and conceived within the local context or are derived from observations of individuals, will be
considered more implicitly in later chapters.

2.2 Structure and position: enclosure and engagement
Social structures are figurative constructs that represent man's relation to nature and to fellow
man. My purpose in this section is not to review local social structures; 1 introduce only those
concepts deemed central to an analysis of local integration. They subsequently serve as a basis for
the positional concepts pertinent to an analysis of individual integration.
Social structures function for the production and distribution of goods. There are an endless
variety of goods that individuals and groups need or want. These can be material goods, such as
food and lodging, medicine and money, or immaterial goods such as education and
companionship, welfare and work. In this section several notions will be circumscribed: the idea
of commodity markets and objects of exchange, the idea of vertical or horizontal barriers to
market mobility, and the. idea of market regulation and state intervention. These are then
complemented by a more microscopic focus. Individuals may experience their lack of possessions
as freedom or deprivation, their position within various markets as dependency or engagement,
and their benefit from market regulations as increased opportunity or larceny. The conceptual
basis that binds these issues is the tension between two structural objectives of local integration:
the realization of social equality, and the minimization of (state) constraints to civil liberties. The
contradictory character of these objectives can be succinctly formulated as a dilemma: local

' For the identification and formulation of these three issues, I was initially inspired by theoretical distinctions
made by Thurlings (1977:127-242). Despite the influence of his work (cf Musschenga, 1986; Choenni, 1992;
Reinsch et al, 1995; Fermin, 1997), the distinctions made here display more parallels with Schermerhom's
framework.
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authorities must either condone continued inequality, or opt for the injustice of constraints.'
2.2.1 Commodity markets and conditions of exchange
In order for individuals or groups to acquire a particular commodity, what goods or services must
they provide in exchange? These can take the material form of capital. For instance the acquisition
of housing, a material good, commonly involves the exchange of funds or other tangible goods
in return. The distribution may also be tied to the exchange of immaterial goods. Access to
schools, jobs and a wide range of leisure arrangements, may be conditional upon particular
loyalties (e.g., to the state or professions) or upon the possession of specific rights (based on age,
experience, local ties, etc.). Characteristic for the exchange process is the investment of time and
energy. Education for instance, besides the price of tuition and the immaterial rights and duties
bound to (generally youthful) age, typically involves years of sacrifice. Such sacrifice presumably
applies for the fulfillment of any basic need (cf Maslow, 1970; Adier, 1977): when groups lack
capital and social rights, their basic means to alleviate their structural marginalization is the
investment of time. This principle is the key to understanding the structural dilemma. An equal
distribution of social rights and capital would negate endeavors (of the rich and righteous) in the
past; alternatively the diminishment of inequality requires extra sacrifices (from the poor and
immoral) in the future.
Of course, the distribution of any particular social good can be contingent upon the exchange of
either capital, rights or time. Two other central notions, segmentation and regulation, help
represent such variations.
2.2.2 Segmented andpillarized markets
Are there a variety of channels through which the good is exchanged? The number of markets
existent for a given good is obviously dependent upon the conception of the good. One can
perceive for instance a single labor market on which all kinds of labor are supplied, but within this
market various labor segments are discernable. Distinctions in labor are made according to many
criteria: e.g., educational level, economic sector, production activity, or professional status. And
each of these criteria on their part refers to factors that suggest an explanation for the
marginalized labor market position of immigrants or other groups (cf Veenman & Martens,
1995:39fï). They may suggest for instance that the supply of the particular labor good simply
exceeds the demand.
I focus here on labor markets, but such distinctions can be made for any social good. By
dissecting the market into more concrete market segments, the distinctions may indicate the
differential access to one market segment for groups active upon another segment. I am referring
here specifically to conceptions that address the limited upward mobility of immigrant groups.
Such conceptions are found for instance in: theories on slit or dual-labor markets (e.g., Bonacich,
1972; Niesing, 1993), theories of housing succession in which immigrant groups receive access
to neighborhoods only when indigenous groups depart (e.g.. Park & Burgess, 1976; van

' The formulation of dimensional issues in terms of dilemmas is based upon Thurlings (1977). The perception of
social structures and social inequalitj' as the competition of individuals and groups upon various commodity
markets is inspired by - though not strictly derived from - Banton (1983: lOOff).
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Amersfoort, 1987), and theories that conceptualize ceilings to immigrant educational mobility
(e.g., Ogbu, 1978).
Besides distinctions in a hierarchy of markets, parallel segments may exchange the same good but
to divergent groups. Specifically relevant here are distinctions along ethnic lines, for instance,
separate (or segregated) job markets that capitalize upon labor supplied by a particular ethnic
category. Conceptions such as ellinic capita! (Sowell, 1981) or immigranl enclaves (Portes &
Manning, 1986) refer to the potential or real existence of such markets. Within this context the
concept oipiUahzation warrants attention: the organization of markets along parallel chains of
exchange, each regulated by a group with distinct social objectives. The concept of pillarization
is particularly relevant for a comprehension of Dutch social structures. In the first half of the 20th
century, the distribution of goods and services was mediated along four distinct pillars to
Protestants, Catholics, socialists and 'others' respectively (Lijphart, 1968; van der Horst, 1996).
Separate social services were available within each pillar: housing cooperatives, schools, media,
trade unions, and leisure arrangements. Due in part to secularist processes, the significance of
pillarization in the Netherlands has waned since the 1960's. For issues of immigrant integration
it remains relevant for at least two reasons: 1) a variety of markets are still segmented according
to pillarized distinctions, although market differences are no longer fundamental (inasmuch as
market access is no longer determined by exclusionary processes); and 2) the idea of separate
social institutions along ethnic lines may be considered morally suspect but it still serves in policy
debates as an optional path for immigrant integration (cf Tromp, 1992; Pettigrew, 1995).
2.2.3 Regulation and intervention
Various mechanisms structure the way a market functions, and these mechanisms may be
controlled by or geared toward the needs of a given group. The notion of social inequality refers
to mechanisms that generate prosperity for certain groups, while precipitating relative poverty for
others.
The notion of constraint provides a means to comprehend such processes. Constraint is namely
ambiguous in its meaning, as it denotes mechanisms of repression or restriction that limit the
activities of individuals or groups. It may refer then to mechanisms that limit the market access
of marginalized groups and consequently generate unequal distributions. It may also refer to
mechanisms explicitly designed to diminish inequality, for instance by compelling market providers
to increase exchanges with marginalized groups.' Within the formal model, these two forms of
constraint are differentiated by the concepts of regulation and intervention.
The differential distribution of social goods on any market is the result of regulation: the rules and
restrictions, natural processes and behavioral norms, principles and objectives that restrict and
legitimate the interaction between market actors. Market regulations that affect the supply of
labor for instance are related to: legal restrictions on minimum wage levels and the employment
of children, demographic processes (such as wars and baby booms), cultural norms (e.g..

' In this ambiguous sense constraint is neatly aligned with the notion of freedom, alluded to in objectives of civil
liberty. In its ideological connotation, a 'freedom to' (e.g. 'act') generally suggests an absence of (market)
restrictions and the subsequent differential access equated with inequality. Contrarily, a 'freedom from' (e.g.
'povcrt}'') suggests the presence of (market) access, though more in a 'centripetal' than an 'equitable' sense.
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concerning womens' role), entrepreneurial principles and profit motives. Rules, norms and
objectives are in themselves cultural factors (that as components ofthe cultural dimension will be
encountered in §2.3); the focus here is upon their analytical potential to delineate (alterations in)
market structures.
The notion of market regulation implies the existence of unregulated markets but, as the examples
suggest, any individual's (lack oO market position or behavior can be traced to patterns of
regulation.'" The notion of unregulated or 'free' markets is commonly reserved, within liberal
ideologies, for markets void of state intervention. National and local authorities have three basic
channels to regulate market structures, associated with their respective market roles. They can
supply a given commodity, demand the commodity, or provide the legislation and jurisdiction to
alter the distribution of a commodity. Within all three roles, state authorities affect market access
and acquisition. In short, there are myriad ways in which the state regulates market processes, and
such regulations are not necessarily made to limit social inequality. The notion of intervention is
then reserved in this study for references to those state activities implemented for the explicit
purpose of improving the market access and prosperity of socially marginalized groups. This
definition does not carry the presumption that the intervention actually alters the commodity's
distribution to any significant extent. It simply associates the notion with the state's responsibility
to promote social equality.
Macro concepts such as commodity exchange, market segmentation and regulation, represent
(structural aspects of) integration as a process oiallocation-, the distribution of a social good to
individuals and groups hinges upon their allotted position. Such conceptions are complemented or countered - by micro concepts that focus upon individuals' activities and opportunities. These
latter conceptions characteristically represent (structural) integration as a process of acquisition.
the possession of a social good hinges upon individuals' potential to secure market positions. The
tension that envelopes the conceptual polarities of allocation and acquisition reflects theoretical
and political issues central to Dutch debates on immigrant integration (cf Rex, 1986:81, Penninx,
1988:54ff; Fermin I997:46ff).
2.2.4 Social position and prospects for mobility
Having introduced basic concepts for the analysis of structural conditions pertinent to issues of
local integration, I now turn to (the perspective of) the individual immigrant. In the previous
paragraph a series of (micro) notions were mentioned that comprise a complement to more local
focal points: opportunity, position, and possession.
The concept oi opportunity refracts the notion of relative scarcity: the greater the scarcity of a
given social good, the less opportunity a given individual has to possess that good. Opportunity
refers to circumstances that optimize the probability of acquiring a certain social good but, like
the notion of probability, it presumes an element of chance. Individuals may experience their
opportunity as prospects: the estimated chance individuals perceive to acquire a given social

Another implication is that socalled 'black' or 'informal' market segments, where state regulations and
inten'entions are minimal, are not construed as separate or unregulated sectors. Such segments are perhaps subject
to alternative patterns of regulation, but they do not constitute an autonomous or 'bastard' domain ( c f Peters,
1993:175ff; Engbcrsen & Gabriels, 1995:30ff; Rath, 1995) upon which alternative goods are exchanged.
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good.
Opportunity varies with the availability of a social good, but it also varies with individual
circumstance. More specifically, opportunity varies with position, the extent in which an
individual (already) possesses a social good or the means of exchange to acquire it. In the market
metaphor it is reflected by the location an individual has on a given market. Is the person in a
position of engagemetil, where there are optimal prospects to meet and exchange with other
individuals, or is the person detached from market activity? The qualities that determine such
diflerences in position vary from one market to the next, and from one theory to the next.
For example, a central policy and theoretical concern is the importance of labor market position
for immigrants' positions on other markets (WRR, 1989, Roelandt, 1994). Do those immigrants
with paid work have more opportunity than those without? Presumably a job enhances individuals'
opportunity to find adequate housing, have friends and feel good." Acquiring ajob however can
be considered on its part dependent upon positions within markets for educational degrees and
social skills.
This abstract characterization of positions, and their interrelations, easily leads to conceptual
ambiguity. Bourdieu for instance has promoted the concepts of economic, cultural and social
capital. Delineated succinctly here, economic capital refers to an individual's assets as to material
goods, knowledge and skills; cultural capital refers to an individual's pattern of norms and values;
and social capital to an individual's contacts and ties with (influential) others (Bourdieu, 1992;
Roelandt, 1991). These three types of capital largely correspond with the three dimensions of
individual integration delineated in the formal model. The comparison invokes several clarifying
remarks.
Bourdieu's concept of economic capital corresponds with the notion expounded upon here of
scarce social goods, the possession of which is a matter of competition between individuals.
Success in accumulating possessions is expressed as a person's (relative) wealth ov deprivation.
The goods may be immaterial (such as knowledge or political favors), but they are perceivable
inasmuch as they can be exchanged and also possessed. Moreover, they have a generally
acknowledged value that can be expressed in material terms.
The idea that cuhural orientations and social behaviors (Bourdieu's cultural and social capital
respectively) also form objects of market competition is less tenable. An individual may aspire to
adapt a particular cultural orientation, or to maintain specific contacts and ties. However, such
personal characteristics are not possessed in the sense that they are acquired in exchange for other
goods (except time). This is not to deny that an individual's status is rooted in cultural capital (i.e.,
a particular cultural orientation). A physician's position for instance on the job market is
commonly attributed a high status, and the status is rooted in the specific cognitive and moral
components considered characteristic for physicians' cultural orientations. However what remains
marketable is the 'objective' position, not the 'subjective' orientation. Similarly, an individual's civic

" Pressing the metaphor that launclicd this section, let me reformulate the issue as follows. At a macro level a
profusion of markets is perceived; at a micro level one sees a mass of individuals frantically maneuvering to
improve their prospects, trading simultaneously on all these markets. These individuals can be likened to the
hyperactive brokers on the floor of a stock exchange. What about those with paid work on the labor market: do they
represent islands of relative tranquility in lliis volatile chaos, able to maneuver with ease and efficiency?
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position may be rooted in his or her local contacts and ties (i.e., social capital). Favors for instance
are exchanged on the basis of individuals' acknowledged position within a political network, but
the network itself is not an exchangeable good. Like any abstract distinction, the three dimensions
are theoretically and empirically intertwined.
Immigrant integration implies a dynamic. The integration of individual immigrants not only alludes
to a subjective dynamic between social positions, cultural orientations and local behaviors. It also
alludes to an objective dynamic between (a hierarchy oO social positions. This latter dynamic is
embodied in the notion oisocial mohility. an alteration in an individual's social position. Whether
this alteration can be perceived Vertically', that is as an improvement or decline in position, is in
part a methodological issue considered in chapter four. It is above all a normative issue,
dependent upon the perspective taken and the criteria used to evaluate the integration process.
For an evaluation of individuals' social positions, these criteria are related to the structural
dilemma concerning inequality and constraint.
2.2.5 Positional detachment: deprivation and dependency
Two central concepts have been alluded to in the sub-sections above without explicit
consideration, namely marginalization concerning a group's integration and detachment
concerning individual integration. To conclude this section, these two concepts are brought in
relation with the respective structural and positional dilemmas.
The concept of marginalization generally denotes a group's minimal participation in the central
institutions of a society. Within the market metaphor used here to visualize local structures^ it
refers to a group's peripheral location upon local markets and consequently the limited access to
social goods. Dichotomously opposed to marginalization is the concept of enclosure, which
denotes the group's occupation of more pivotal market locations (cf Schermerhorn, 1970:125£f).
Whether enclosure is characteristic of a group's local integration, or contrarily of their local
oppression, ultimately hinges upon the legitimacy and (centripetal or centrifugal) direction of local
objectives. The group itself may opt for instance for a marginalized location rather than conform
to the constraints of market regulations. Contrarily the group may aspire to more local exchange
as a channel toward greater prosperity, only to encounter constraints to more enclosed market
locations.
The concepts of enclosure and marginalization are complemented at a micro level by concepts of
engagement and detachment. These denote the spectrum that represents individuals' secured
opportunity to acquire local commodities. Referring again to the market metaphor, it contrasts
the powerful image of the (engaged) 'market broker' with the phlegmatic image of the idle
individual. This latter person is not necessarily socially isolated, characterized by a minimum on
local contacts, but his or her opportunities for local mobility are minimal. Turning again to the
labor market for an illustration, the currently employed individual who scans the personal network
in search ofjob opportunities may be considered more engaged than the newcomer whose search
is limited to newspaper want-ads. Allusions to the spectrum between engagement and detachment
denotes in this study an individual's (combined) position on the various local markets.
From the perspective of the (hypothetical) immigrant, the distinction between engagement and
detachment corresponds with the positional dilemma between dependency and deprivation.
Liberated from the constraints bound to social engagements in the land of origin, the immigrant
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may hesitate to engage in local market trade. With perhaps little to ofier except one's energy and
time to labor, why relinquish this one commodity for the prospects of an education, job or home?
Because as long as detachment is maintained, then one remains deprived of local goods and services. To attain these commodities, the immigrant must commit to exchanges, with their variant dependencies. There is of course a broad range of market exchanges and their corresponding
dependencies. The focus in this study will be upon individuals' dependency on the state for the
provision of necessary goods. Whether state dependency can be considered an 'upwardly mobile'
form of engagement is again a normative issue. This positional dilemma between dependency and
deprivation will be (re)considered in §2.6.

2.3 Culture and orientation: diversity and conformity
The previous section focused upon the nebulous qualities of social structure. Regarding culture,
the problem is not so much its imperceptibility but more centrally its ambiguity. Each word on this
page is a manifestation of culture but it is never entirely certain which meaning a certain word may
signify for a given reader. This ambiguity forever limits the possibilities to clarify the notion of
culture; in this section only those cultural concepts are briefly outlined that serve in this study by
the measurement of immigrant integration.
I begin with a succinct review of the culture concept, tracing its theoretical evolution from a
reified entity to an ambiguous symbol. This ambiguity leads to the notion of cultural orientation.
individuals within a locality, competing within a given market for specific social goods, rely upon
(a diversity oO culture to interpret their perceptions, and to instill their behavior and that of others
with meaning. These orientations are not necessarily determinants for behavior, nor are they
necessarily shared. I then return to the notion q{ethnicity, touched upon in §2.1.1, as a basis for
cultural differences relevant to processes of immigrant integration. Two parameters are presented,
cohesion and toleration, whose interactions circumscribe the ongoing significance of ethnicity and
other bases of cultural difference. Finally Schermerhorn's notion of cultural congruence is
reviewed, and its micro level complement, conformity. A primary issue addressed in this section
concerns cultural diversity and whether it can be understood as a cohesive and congruent
(centrifugal) trend.
2.3.1 Cultural patterns: cognition, morality and expression
In everyday usage, the notion of culture has four basic meanings pertinent to integration
processes, each of which reflects particular theoretical perspectives. Culture may be construed
as: 1) society or civilization; 2) the material and immaterial products of human endeavor; 3)
intellectual, artistic and behavioral refinement; and 4) the ideas, customs and arts produced and
shared by a specific group or society (cf Allee, 1977:94; Sinclair, 1987:345). The concept used
in this model corresponds most with the fourth variation (cf Gowricharn, 1995:207).
The idea of culture as synonymous with civilization dates back at least a century, to a time when
social scientists were more concerned with unraveling the difference between man and other
animals (cf Gilmore, 1992:404 ff ). It was in this era that Edward Tylor's classic definition of
culture was launched:"... that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law,
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custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society" (1924:1).
This conception is indeed so broad that it possesses little potential to differentiate between culture
and other potentially human activities. Still it contains the limiting presumptions that such
activities are "acquired" and part of a single "complex whole " The second meaning, culture as
man-made products, also dates from this era, and is more a complement than a serious alternative
to Tylor's notion. Here culture is not human "capabilities and habits," but more exclusively the
concrete manifestations of mankind's activities. Both these notions conceive culture as a
commodity, a tangible entity or mental quality acquired and possessed. This reifying quality
applies even more to the third everyday definition of culture as refinement. Here culture has
become scarce, a quality that hierarchically divides the elite from the uncultured masses.
For my purposes, a concept of culture is needed that does not presume it to reflect a singular,
desirable social entity, but instead a variety of customs and objectives that serve to regulate and
appraise the distribution of social goods. With reference to Schermerhorn, a concept of culture
is needed that captures "the extent of satisfaction or dissatisfaction . . . with the differential
patterns of participation" (1970; 16). This means a concept sensitive to variations in individual
states of consciousness, to how these individuals evaluate (market) activities, and to how such
'mental programs' (cf Hofstede, 1980:14 and §5.1.3) may alter through time and circumstance.
Kroeber and Parsons, in delimiting culture from structure, provided a general definition adequate
to these purposes: "... transmitted and created content and patterns of values, ideas and other
symbolic-meaningful systems as factors in the shaping of human behavior and the artifacts
produced [by] behavior" (1958:583).
Culture can be perceived here as any dynamic pattern of symbols that is more than a fleeting
fantasy, but is not entirely lucid nor determinant in its significance for human behavior. A central
conceptual issue concerns the delineation and distinction between patterns of symbolic meaning.
At least three distinctions are relevant for the conceptual model, namely domains, components,
and polarities. These are circumscribed sequentially in the next three paragraphs:
• For each market in which social goods are exchanged, (divergent) cultures can be distinguished
that signify and regulate transactions. Thus with respect to the job market recurring patterns
may be identified, substantively distinct from the patterns bound to educational, housing, and
welfare markets. Confusingly, markets may in themselves be considered the producers or
distributors of culture, particularly those concerned with immaterial social goods (e.g., welfare
services and local schools, cf Rex, 1996:21). In §2.5 a distinction in six domains of immigrant
integration is made that delineates the primary local markets.
• Within each domain, the cultural patterns consist of distinct, though conceptually interrelated,
components. The possibilities are literally endless: distinctions between norms and values,
between legal and informal traditions, facts and principles, immaterial ideas and material
artefacts. Within the conceptual model a broad distinction between cognitive, moral, and
expressive components of culture is made (cf Engbersen & Gabriels, 1995:21 fï). In the domain
of labor for instance, a distinction can be made between the technological knowledge needed
for specific forms of production (cognitive), the principles that legitimate patterns of
distribution and exploitation (moral), and the collective value and satisfaction associated with
the finished products (expressive).
• Cultural diversity refers to a plurality of (partially) conflicting or polar symbolic systems of
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meaning within a given domain. Within the domain of labor for instance, two values have
characterized individual beliefs since the advent of the Protestant ethic: one in which work is
construed as a form of salvation, and another in which it is at best a necessary evil (Mok,
1990). Whether these are contradictory values reflecting the dilemmas contained within a single
work ethic or, contrarily, are indicative of conflicting cultures, remains a matter of perspective,
conception and conjecture. In short, it is an issue bound to the evolution of the culture concept.
By presuming that a plurality of cultures may characterize a given domain, and that they are
not necessarily related to cultures prevalent in other domains, a culture concept is used that is
attuned to diversity and the dynamics of time, locality and marketplace (cf Barth, 1969;
Geertz, 1973; van den Berg & Reinsch, 1982; Vermeulen, 1992).
The concept of culture plays an often dubious role in debates on immigrant integration, in that
perceived positional and behavioral differences are seen as - seemingly intrinsic - diversions and
even deficiencies in immigrant cultures. Rather than presume that differences between immigrant
and indigenous cultures are germane to the integration process, the distinctions made here serve
instead to examine the possible significance of such differences. This is not to deny that cultural
patterns can be perceived for instance among immigrant Turks that differ greatly from patterns
observed among indigenous Dutch. Whether these differences indeed coincide with the cultural
polarities pertinent to local domains remains to be seen.
2.3.2 Cultural orientation: affinity and imagery
At a micro level, complementary distinctions are conceivable around the notion of cultural
orientation. Cultural orientation refers to the variant and relative significance attributable to
specific cultures in forming individuals' identity (and guiding their thoughts and actions). Parallel
to the culture concept, distinctions can be made in elements of individual cultural orientation
pertinent to specific domains of exchange. The concept captures an adherence to a diversity of
cultures within a domain, and the dynamics (i.e., reorientation) associated with cultural change.
Within the domain of labor for instance, the concept of labor orientation refers to the pattern of
knowledge, beliefs and affections that constitute individuals' ambition and capacity to seek,
acquire and fulfill positions on the labor market.
Culture and cultural orientation are concepts designed to monitor and interpret processes within
a variety of local domains. Their formal and abstract character however is prohibitive, since a
great many polar cultures can be conceived that make up potential differences in individuals'
orientations. When individuals are seen to be unique personalities, how can similarities
fundamental to individual integration be recognized? Or, in Schermerhorn's terminology, how can
centrifijgal and centripetal trends be discerned? Schermerhorn himself focused upon "the extent
of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with . . . the differential patterns of participation" (1970:16), i.e.,
upon expressive differences. In the examination of the Haarlem survey, I too will focus upon
measures of satisfaction to identify orientational differences in individual integration (see §3.4).
To examine more substantive theoretical issues concerned with the relation between cultural
orientations and individual integration, I will focus particularly upon differences in ethnicity. The
focus is arbitrary, since orientational differences in class, gender, or generation are also associated
theoretically with cultures that transcend the boundaries of particular market domains. The degree
in which ethnicity serves as a fundamental criterion that clarifies cultural differences between
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individuals is signified by the concept of ethnicization. More specifically, ethnicization refers to
the local process in which the salience of ethnicity as orientational focal point increases in relation
to other systems of meaning.
With ethnicity as focal point, two parameters will be derived and illustrated (in §5.1). Allow me
to assume, for the next few paragraphs, that the cultural diversity within a locality can be
consistently ordered along a single border. On the one side is an 'indigenous' culture, on the other
an 'immigrant' culture. The elementary differences between these cultures can be observed in all
market domains. A centripetal cultural trend would be a gradual fusion of these two cultures into
one. A centrifugal trend would be for instance an evolution into three or more distinct cultures.
The course of this process hinges upon two cultural parameters pertinent to (the two ethnically
distinct) local groups. The first concerns the cohesion within each group, the second the
toleration with respect to the 'other' group.
Ethnic cohesion refers to the degree in which a group or category is culturally homogenous and
perceives itself as a communal whole. A state of cultural unity is reflected for instance by
common language, education and heritage (cognitive components), by shared beliefs and ideals
(moral components), and by the observance of common cultural symbols and activities (expressive
components). It is also reflected by a consistency across market domains. When for instance the
immigrant culture with respect to the labor market is found ill-adapted to local processes, an
immigrant faction or the entire group could adopt the indigenous labor culture. Across domains
and their elementary components, the diversity of discernible factions suggests a lack of cohesion
within the immigrant or indigenous group.
Ethnic cohesion pertains to processes of inclusion, i.e., a culture gradually encompasses more
domains of local life or in its compatibility depreciates the group's susceptibility for other systems
of meaning. The complementary concept of toleration pertains more to processes of exclusion.
Toleration refers to the disposition toward the 'other' (Said, 1978), throughout this study the
'other' signifying members of other ethnic categories.'^ How (other) groups or categories are
perceived, concerning their cultural divergence from the own-group, can be considered, at least
in theory, as a continuity ranging from highly similar to highly different (cf Kleinpenning &
Hagendoorn, 1991). How this distance is evaluated can also be seen as a continuity, ranging from
a hostile aversion to an enthusiastic acceptance of the perceived cultural difference (cf
Hagendoorn, 1993; Walzer, 1993).
Corresponding concepts at micro level are provided by affinity and imagery. Ethnic affinity, as
complement to cohesion, refers to the degree in which an individual perceives him or herself as
member of an ethnic group, and gives priority to this membership above allegiances to other
groups and categories. A minimal affinity may coincide with positive imagery for other ethnic
categories, but this is not necessarily the case. Individuals may, in their ignorance of ethnic
polarities, be oblivious to all distinctions along such lines (cf Phinney, 1990:508). Contrarily, a
conscious ethnic affinity may motivate individuals to consider cultural distinctions with other
ethnic categories, and eventually lead to multipolar affinities. The individual counterpart to

Besides the use of 'other' when referring to an individual's relation to individuals or entire categories with a
divergent geo-political origin, I will extensively use the term 'Other' (i.e. with a capital ' 0 ' ) in the forthcoming
chapters when referring to (Haarlem) immigrants who are not included in one of the three minority categories.
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ethnicization is denoted by the concept of ethnic orieutation. It refers here to the variant
significance attributed to the immigrant (or indigenous) cultural origins in forming individuals'
identity.
The hypothetical locality perceived in the previous paragraphs otTers in its simplicity insight into
the complexity of cultural processes Already with only two cultures, individuals can vacillate
greatly in their market orientations toward one culture or the other. In practice the boundaries
between cultures, and their divergencies, are rarely clear. Considering the symbolic diversity and
ambiguity of European urban life, the notion of immigrants 'choosing between two cultures'
(Eppink, 1981) seems naive (cf Saharso, 1985; Fennema, 1991). In chapter five the
methodological issues associated with the perception and measurement of cultural orientations
are elaborated upon. Specifically, the theoretical assumptions and activities will be outlined,
necessary to discern whether an individual indeed is oriented more toward one culture than the
other. To close this section, I turn now to the notion of conformity.
2.3.3 Cultural incongruence and disorientation
Imagine the bewilderment of a lone immigrant upon first arriving in an urban environment,
confronted with new and weird perceptions. On the basis of experience and hearsay, only so much
is self-evident. Quick to imitate, the immigrant notes that even the simplest of everyday actions
elicits a wide variety of indigenous response. Either each situation differs imperceptibly from the
previous one, or each indigene differs radically from the next. Or both. The immigrant, or any
individual for that matter, can never be certain whether it's the prevailing culture that makes no
sense, or that it's the person self who fails to fit.
I am of course overstating the case. Disorientation is rarely absolute. Via communication with
(indigenous and immigrant) others we all gradually familiarize ourselves with the divergent ways
to perceive and behave when surrounded by strangers. Moreover we continually reflect upon and
revise our own moral culpability. With the case I emphasize the interpretative problems - for
immigrants and social researchers - when confronted with cultural diversity. When (most
European) localities are characterized by divergent cultures - that in themselves are permeated
with disparities and archaic elements - how does one identify those cultural components crucial
for individual and local integration? To this end I adapt Schermerhorn's notion of (in)congruence
(1970:83). He used it to refer to the consensus between dominant and subordinate groups
concerning the (centripetal or centrifugal) directions of intergroup process. Here it will refer
specifically to the (lack of) consensus between indigenous and immigrant groups concerning local
integration objectives.
The central cultural issue for instance pertains to objectives of unity or diversity. Do indigenous
groups favor a fusion of cultures (i.e., unity), exemplified by the gradual reduction of cultural
polarities within market domains? Or do they welcome (i.e., tolerate) more cultural polarities and
therefore greater cultural diversification across local domains? When indigenous groups concur
about these objectives, congruence is realized at (indigenous) group level; when immigrant groups
consent to the same objective, congruence is realized at the local level. These conceptual
distinctions are clearly little more than formal: instead of substantively identifying those cultural
components crucial to local integration, the notion of congruence simply denotes that local groups
concur concerning a given component's significance.
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At the micro level of individual integration, the complement to cultural (in)congruence revolves
around the notion of (dis)oheiUation. This notion reflects the tensions surrounding processes of
group and local integration. Indigenous residents may for instance all underwrite objectives of
cultural unity inasmuch as they expect immigrants to converse in the Dutch language. The
individual immigrant who only speaks in the native tongue may conform to the language skills and
objectives of entire immigrant categories. But the failure to speak Dutch is incongruent with local
integration objectives. The lack of Dutch language skills formally qualifies the individual
immigrant as disoriented, but should the qualification be attributed to entire linguistic
communities? The apparent paradoxes only increase where objectives of cultural diversity prevail:
the individual conforms via nonconformity; the desire to conform denotes an individual's
disorientation. The choice between objectives of cultural unity or diversity presents itself
consequently as a dilemma: cultural conformity implies the denial of individual personality; the
cultivation of personality fosters local anomie. The resolution to this dilemma is, I think, to focus
not upon individuals' right to be different and their right to belong. The focus should be upon
those cultural components that tax the limits of toleration. Toleration refers to the inherent right
to disagree; cohesion refers to the social necessity to agree about something.

2.4 Interaction and behavior: exclusive and inclusive contacts
Theoretical and policy debates on Dutch immigrant integration commonly focus upon structural
or cultural factors. Within this context, the (lack oO interactions between ethnic categories could
be construed as the problem in need of clarification. In social research however interactions are
largely overlooked as a distinct parameter of integration, either by associating them intrinsically
with structural factors via the concept of participation (e.g., Veenman, 1994:9), or by using a
culture concept that encompasses immigrants' interactions with the surrounding society (e.g.,
Vermeulen & Penninx, 1994:3). Here I will reveal my own difficulties in conceptualizing group
interactions and individual behavior as more than the manifestation of structural and cultural
processes. Nevertheless, I note that their theoretical status and empirical perception raise issues
deserving of attention distinct from the other two dimensions.
The concern for immigrant integration as a process implies a formal distinction in three
dimensions, if only to distinguish between and compare theoretical premises about the ongoing
dynamic (cf Peters, 1993:77ff). With reference to the market metaphor, it is presumed that
individuals from divergent ethnic categories, in their occupation of specific market positions, are
not compelled to interact with each other. Imagine all these individuals competing for strategic
locations on the marketplace, their minds filled with ambitions and anxieties. Who talks with
whom? Are they congenial or hostile toward each other (and do they agree upon the difference
between congeniality and hostility)? Who regulates the access to the most lucrative locations? Is
the control realized with communication or with apparent silence? Which individuals are ignored,
and virtually isolated? With knowledge of the market structure and culture, a great deal could be
predicted about individual behavior, but the ongoing dynamic between market individuals
continuously alters structure and culture.
In this section the parameters of this interactive dimension are explored, introducing again central
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concepts at local and individual level. First the concept of interaction is considered, and its
individual complement in a concept of contacts. The interactions between ethnic categories can
be characterized in quantitative terms - by referring to their place, duration and purpose - and in
qualitative terms - concerning their legitimacy and harmonious transition. These characteristics
will be discussed in the second sub-section, along with complementary conceptions for the
contacts between individuals. While in all these notions integration is acknowledged as a dynamic
process, they all allude directly to a state or context. Central to issues of immigrant integration
is the question whether interactions should be encouraged at all costs, or should harmony be
preserved by keeping such interactions to a minimum.
2.-/./ Ethnic interaction: real and potential contacts
Few sociological concepts compete with structure and culture in abstraction, but interaction is
unquestionably one of them. Literally, interaction means nothing less than two entities acting upon
each other. Sociologically the concept may cover the entire gamut of circumstance in which
individuals, groups or societies exert and undergo external influence. It refers in this study
specifically to the interactions between ethnic categories."
Here 1 am not directly concerned with the effect an ethnic category exerts upon other groups
purely on the basis of the location they occupy in a given market, which is a structural issue.
Instead my concern is the nature and intensity of their interaction with other categories.
Interaction implies the exchange of information and other social goods but - due in part to the
ambiguity of culture - it cannot be assumed that the goods received correspond with the goods
sent. It will only be assumed here that through interaction between ethnic categories social goods
are exchanged. There are however expectations or norms, derived from the cognizance of social
structures and cultures, that lead actors to expect interaction of a specific intensity or nature. Such
expectations are referred to when I speak oïpotential interaction or (at a micro level) potential
contacts.
Permit me to illustrate these notions briefly. Imagine a locality with a single job placement office,
in which indigenous mediators counsel a selection of job-seekers from all ethnic categories. In
principle, the percentage ofjob-seekers counseled from a given category is proportionate to their
percentage of all the job-seekers. This may be considered the potential interaction between job
counselors and job-seekers; for the individual job-seeker it corresponds with the prospect ofbeing
mediated. With this potential, we then observe that a specific category ofjob-seekers has little
interaction with the placement mediators. The explanation for this lack of access could be
structural (e.g., the category has a marginal location in the office's data base) or cultural (e.g., the
office harbors negative convictions concerning the category's placement prospects). The actuality
is, the category is not receiving its potential share of the job mediation.
Interaction refers here explicitly to processes at local level between ethnic categories. At the
individual level the notion of contact denotes communications between individuals. In this study
the focus is accordingly the comparison of contacts (within and) between individuals of divergent

" This limitation is not intrinsic to the formal conceptual model, but is determined arbitrarily by the nature of the
Haarlem sur\'ey sample. An adequate s u n e y measurement of (potenital) interactions docs however require that
these attributes of the actors in the intcraclion be dccided upon beforehand.
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ethnic origin. Actual contact between individuals can be observed and mutually confirmed by the
actors concerned. Potential contact is again the chance of two actors communicating. Whether
the potential realized is a direct function of the separate actors' behavior, i.e., one or both may
avoid contact. Like positions and orientations, social behavior is an individual attribute. For this
reason the parameter at individual level is denoted more formally as the behavioral (as opposed
to the contactual) dimension.'"'
2.4.2 The nature of contacts: functionaUty and intimacy
Assuming local interactions can be observed and measured, what parameters further qualify their
nature? First there is their location. The example above referred to job placement offices and, with
reference to the market metaphor, a distinction can be made in various domains of interaction.
Relevant to a concept of interaction is the precursory observation that domains differ in their
nature. Some have a spatial character; others are characterized more by the social good being
exchanged.
The second parameter pertains then to the goods being exchanged. What is the functional (i.e.,
intentional) nature of the interactions and can the actual consequences for the separate categories
be discerned? This parameter is explicitly tied to the structural dimension, but it is also bound
intrinsically to cultural parameters. The categories may differ in the cultural components that
characterize their market perspective; they may harbor divergent ideals and expectations as to the
significance and objective of interaction. Consequently, they diverge in their appraisal of the actual
exchange. Where the one group expresses satisfaction with the arrangement, the other finds it is
entitled to a better deal.
This brings me to a third and most problematic parameter, namely whether the interaction can be
characterized by harmony or conflict. Conflict is observed when the interaction results in physical
harm or the destruction of material goods within either group. There are however less visible
forms of conflict, for instance: the cultivation of grievances within a group (i.e., dissatisfaction)
or the refusal to exchange necessary social goods with the other group (i.e., exclusion). These two
examples illustrate the theoretical difficulties bound to this parameter. When grievances are
expressed, they take the form of observable interactions. They might also smolder within the
respective groups and either dissipate or manifest themselves through interactions with third
parties. The example of a group withholding goods is similarly academic in its conception: the
lack of interaction can only be observed in theory as 'unfulfilled potential'. The issue here is the
range of causal reasoning used to observe and explain ethnic conflict.
To resolve these conceptual problems is the substance of (less formal) theory, and will not be
dealt with here (see, e.g., Horowitz, 1985; Brown, 1993, 1997). Their significance for the
appraisal of local integration is nevertheless crucial. The perceived culpability of one group for

That, within the formal conceptual model, individual behavior is not a micro complement to local interactions
reflects the conceptual tensions between contacts and behavior. The difference for instance between actual and
potential contacts is quantifiable, while 'behaviors' are more difficult to perceive and count. On the other hand, the
behavioral nature of any direct contact between individuals indicates how problematic quantification may be. The
problem partially resides in the unit of analysis, as any communication, intimac>', object, service, etc. that an
individual exchanges with another individual can be broken down into a continuous number of contacts. This
methodological issue, bound to the distinction between contacts and ties, will be considered in chapter six.
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the other's deprivation raises issues of kgiUmacy. the extent in which a group's objectives and
activities are construed as morally just (cf. Schermerhorn, 1970:68-71). For Schermerhorn
legitimacy was central to the distinction between integration and other processes with a more
coercive character (1970:77-85). DitTerences between indigenous and immigrant groups maybe
perpetually characterized by social inequality and cultural polarities. However, as long as the
groups concur concerning the legitimacy of their interactions, then the (centripetal or centrifugal)
process maintains - by definition - an integrative character."
How are these distinctions observed at the micro level of immigrant integration? There we
observe individuals with their reciprocal contacts. Were all these contacts formal and fleeting, then
discrepancies between potential and actual interethnic contacts might be minimal. However,
individuals tend to develop ties with significant others; i.e., they rely on a network of family,
friends and acquaintances for their ongoing social exchanges. A particular contact or tie with
another individual varies along parameters of functionality and intimacy. Funclionality pertains
to the social goods exchanged or shared. The boss who only hands out directives and salary is a
tie whose functionality is limited to one domain; the partner at home can be functional in all local
domains, huimacy pertains to the emotional affection entrusted in the tie; indicative for intimacy
is for instance a notion of'significant others' who are part of and partial to the individual's own
identity. Important for my purposes is the observance of ties across ethnic boundaries. Do
individuals' interethnic ties differ perceptibly in their functionality and intimacy?
Complementary to the difficulties observed at a macro level concerning the parameter of harmony
and conflict, distinctions between congenial ties and those characterized by hostility are similarly
ambiguous. Two individuals of divergent ethnic descent can maintain intimate ties without being
conscious of any ethnic disparity; the relation might even end in hostility without differences in
ethnic orientation being perceived. Contrarily, an individual may attribute a lack of ties, or a
cessation of ties, to the intolerance of the 'other' group. It remains open to conjecture whether the
person is a victim of discrimination.
2.4.3 Contact diversity: seclusion and sociability
Four parameters have been differentiated concerning individuals' behavior: ties refer to the
relative frequency of contacXs, functionality refers to their positional range and intimacy their
orientational affection, while congeniality and hostility allude to tension that characterizes the
contact. Particularly the last parameter is ambiguous and encompasses several other parameters,
dependent upon the perspective used to observe the contact.
The focus upon interethnic contacts reveals the difficulties involved in perceiving and interpreting

" At least two other parameters ser\ e to qualify ethnic interactions. First, a distinction in channels of interaction
can be made. An ethnic group may note that its prospects (i.e. its potential) to acquire jobs or education is equal
to other groups, but in actuality exchanges only occur within specific market segments. Similarly, the interactions
can differ in terms of their physically direct or indirect charactcr.
" A definition of discrimination influential in Dutch ethnic studies is 'the unequal treatment of Individuals or
groups due to attributes that in the context of interaction are irrelevant' (Ehch & Maso, 1984: lOfl). With this
definition, discrimination is a particular form of exclusion in which 1) ethnic descent (for example) serves as
conscious reason for the differential treatment, and 2) this ethnic disparity is not considered a legitimate reason
for ditferential treatment.
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the dynamics of integration. To illustrate the dilemmas they entail, let us consider again the
predicament of a newly arrived, solitary immigrant. Solitude signifies a situation of social
isolation, with no local ties to facilitate functional and intimate contacts. Perhaps he or she is
willing to endure the paucity of contacts for the time being, not expecting the locals to include
'others' automatically into their established networks. However in time, the uncertainty arises
whether the continued isolation should be attributed to the immigrant's position and orientation
(that may have no recognized value on local markets), or to the intolerance of the locals. The
immigrant who decides not to acquiesce in the solitude can seek contact with indigenous locals
and risk either the indignity of their hostility, of their token embracement of diversity, or their
insistence on conformity. Alternatively, the immigrant could seek contact with other immigrants.
Besides the risk that such contacts lead to comparable indignities, such contacts are generally seen
to inhibit endeavors to become part of the new environment. Moreover, in an urban environment
where privacy is a scarce good, and the affluent appear more oriented toward global than toward
local culture, the immigrant may wonder whether local contacts are necessary. In short, the
immigrant must determine whether the source of the solitude is personal or environmental, and
whether its alleviation is fostered by contacts with indigenous locals or with fellow immigrants.
Random interviews with local residents are not an adequate method to detect whether local
interactions are characterized by harmony or conflict (this assertion will be clarified in chapter 3).
Nor can individual respondents, as actors with their subjective perspectives, attest to the
reciprocal significance of their contacts for the 'other' actors. The survey method does however
provide possibilities to monitor how individuals seek resolutions to the behavioral dilemma of
solitude or sociability. To this end I adapt and modify the interactive concepts of exclusion and
inclusion. Opposing (relatively) isolated individuals characterized by their paucity of contacts, a
distinction can be made along ethnic lines in three types of contacts: 1) seclusive contacts refer
to communications with individuals from the same ethnic category; 2) inclusive contacts refer to
communications with indigenous individuals (or, for indigenous individuals, communications made
with immigrants; and 3) eclusive contacts refer to individual immigrants' communications with
individuals from 'other' immigrant categories. The notion of eclusion (derived from the term
eclectic) reflects the fact that in Haarlem, like in most localities, contacts between immigrant
categories represents an alternative form of sociability and a potential realm of conflict. The
operationalization and measurement of these conceptual distinctions will be a central theme of
chapter six.

2.5 Domains of local integration: private and public space
In the previous sections three primary dimensions of immigrant integration have been
circumscribed. These three dimensions bear upon the relations between ethnic categories, and
between individual immigrant and indigenous residents. The formal outline of these relations has
been quite abstract, even with occasional excursions into hypothetical job markets. In this section
I slightly dissipate the abstract character of the conceptual framework. This is done by associating
the framework with several domains of individual and local process. The notion of a domain used
here refers to an entity in which social goods of a specific nature are produced and exchanged (cf
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Hortulanuset al., 1993:62; Engbersen & Gabriels, 1995:23).
Any classification of local life into domains is arbitrary as to the choice of goods upon which is
focused. The differentiation in six domains presented here is based upon a combination of three
criteria: a theoretically adequate distinction that illuminates and eventually ranks a variety of
concrete social issues; a distinction that corresponds with the policy sectors of (many Dutch) local
administrations; and a distinction that individuals conceivably use to order and comprehend the
various facets of their local life.
Allowing for these three criteria, six domains of local integration are distinguished: civic life,
neighborhood environment, health and welfare, work and material security, education and
upbringing, and a private domain. In the coming sub-sections, these will be delineated. In the
process, various theoretical and social issues pertinent to immigrant integration will be cited. The
issues cited, and their accompanying rhetorical questions, are being presented primarily to
illustrate the diversity of perspectives projected within the conceptual model.
2.5.1 Civic life
This is the most abstract domain, as it ultimately excludes only those activities that take place in
a private domain (of Choenni, 1992:88; Rex, 1996:18). It concerns all local activities in which
an individual may meet previously unknown others. Civic life refers to a spatial realm, such as a
shopping mall or public park, where a real possibility exists to encounter strangers. It also includes
a less tangible communicative realm, in which interaction occurs through less observable media.
Within the domain of civic life (parts of) four other domains can be distinguished; all of them
concern activities and situations outside the private circle of household and family. In this sense
the civic domain could be regarded as a rest category: aspects of immigrant integration are dealt
with that are not included in other domains. I prefer to consider this domain the basis from which
other domains are distinguished. As a basis its boundaries vary from person to person, and from
one group to the next. A Moroccan woman's perception of the limits to her civic life can differ
radically from that of a Surinamese man, and these imagined limits affect their respective
perceptions of other domains. Taking into account the civic issues dealt with more directly in
other domains, three facets of civic life are distinguished here.
• The first facet is the differential access of public space. The (in)accessibility of public localities
for specific ethnic categories can be construed as a structural issue. Distances from particular
neighborhoods and the quality of public transport may limit the opportunity to enter a given
area. It is also a cultural issue. That Muslim women more readily avoid the company of strange
men is an acknowledged norm in the Netherlands, but many cities have public areas where any
woman's access is limited (cf Rublee & Shaw, 1991). The issue of crime and public safety
unveils an interactive component. There are divergent reasons why juvenile immigrants are
regarded as a greater threat to public safety (cf Hall, 1978; Bovenkerk, 1994a). In Dutch cities
their prospects for contacts with local police have become in any event inordinately large
(Junger, 1990; Junger-Tas et al., 1994; Haan & Bovenkerk, 1995; Haan, 1997).
• Civil society and participation in social-cultural activities refer to the institutional realm
between the occupational, political and private life (in Dutch the maatschappelijk middenveld,
cf SCP, 1996:537). It concerns the demand for, and uses of, cultural arrangements and events
in public areas. Cultural expression is regarded here as a marketable social good regulated by
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processes ofsupply and demand (Ganzeboom, 1989; Knuist, 1989; Campbell et al., 1994). This
facet of civic life concerns issues rooted in the cultural dimension: what rights and privileges
have immigrant groups to public podia and arrangements for the dissemination of their cultural
heritage? Where such arrangements are available - as podia and meeting rooms, parks and sport
halls - when have the privileged the right to exclude other (ethnic) groups?
• Public communication and political debate form a third facet of the civic domain. There is a
wealth of literature pertaining to (national) issues of citizenship acquisition and immigrant
judicial rights (e.g., Baubock, 1994; Kymlicka, 1995; Saharso & Prins, 1999). A focus upon
local political processes considers the dissemination of information to immigrant groups, the
participation of these groups in electoral processes (Rath, 1988; Gilsing, 1991) and their
fiirther prospects to influence local policy (Maas, 1987; Rath, 1991; de Haan, 1995)."
2.5.2 Neighborhood environment
This domain provides, in a spatial sense, the intermediary boundaries between civic and private
life. Does the frontier begin in the living room, beyond the front door, or out in the street? In
other words, where, when and with whom are the privacy rights of individuals and families
transformed into public constraints? Neighborhoods vary in the social goods that residents
exchange and the affinities that they engender (Warren, 1977, 1978). Due in part to this diversity,
the outer limits of the neighborhood environment are as much a cultural as a spatial entity. A
wealth of literature has focused on neighborhood processes and their significance for immigrant
integration. Four sociological studies deserve particular note, for the divergency of their
theoretical approach and their influence upon (Dutch) empirical research. Park and Burgess
(1925) originally proposed the 'contact thesis' in which the importance of (neighborhood)
interactive processes is emphasized to alleviate structural inequalities and cultural intolerance (cf
van Niekerk et al., 1989). Elias and Scotson (1965) focused upon the shifting cohesion and
toleration in working class neighborhoods (cf Bovenkerk et al., 1985). Rex and Tomlinson
(1979) examined the effect of local policy and other structural processes upon immigrants'
housing position (cf van Kempen, 1991). Finally, Wilson (1987) dissected the complex
interaction of structural and cultural factors that lead to urban ghettos, and the ghetto's capacity
to stifle individual opportunity (cf Engbersen, 1990). Here a distinction is made in two central
facets of this domain.
• Housing ÏS - next to education and labor - the central social good acknowledged and monitored
as indicator of immigrant detachment in the Netherlands (Penninx, 1988; WRR, 1989; van
Dugteren, 1993;Tesseretal., 1997). As a structural issue, it concerns immigrants'opportunity
to secure the housing of their preference, and the possibilities for local authorities to regulate
housing supply and distribution (Kornalijnslijper, 1988; Burgers, 1995). A cultural issue
concerns the divergent housing needs and desires across ethnic categories (van Amersfoort,
1987). As for the contact thesis, one may wonder whether interethnic conflicts occur in spite
of, or due to, government interventions that allocate social housing to immigrants (van

" Characteristic for Dutch local policies has been the establishment of separate channels of negotiation and
political debate in which 'minority representatives' communicate directly with civic officials. The potential this
process harbors to marginalize immigrant categories in local politics has been demonstrated by Rath (1991).
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Kempen, 1997). With this last issue - conflicts among (building) residents - housing issues
merge with those of the surrounding neighborhood.
• The ueif^hhorhood can be considered spatially as a miniature locality with a diversity of
markets; or symbolically as a social good in itself whose value is subject to market competition.
Are there ethnic variations in the functions of the neighborhood environment," and do these
functions correspond with the concentration of immigrants in specific neighborhoods?" Are
interethnic tensions a manifestation of discrepancies in local positions, polarities in
neighborhood cultures, or a failure to communicate (Vermeulen, 1990)?
2.5.3 Health and welfare
This domain is concerned with those social processes that evolve around individuals' endeavors
to realize 'health and happiness', inasmuch as these are not acquired with a 'roof above one's head'
(neighborhood environment) and a 'wad of bills' (work and material security). It encompasses
more general issues of physical, mental and social welfare, rather than the (more limited)
prevention of and struggle against sickness and disabilities (cf Hortulanus et al., 1992:153). The
possession of welfare is commonly construed as a private affair, but since Durkheim's studies on
suicide (1897) sociologists have acknowledged its social significance. The concern here is with
the local character of health and welfare services. Analogous to the three dimensions of
integration, an analytical distinction is made between: 1) the supply and demand of health and
welfare facilities, 2) ethnic-specific divergencies in personal health and welfare, and 3) individuals'
informal network of ties, and how these relate to other aspects of health and welfare.
• Every society has standards of health, and these afTect the ways in which individuals' ailments
are manifested.^" Dutch empirical research has shown that immigrants, particularly those of
Turkish and Moroccan origin, not only experience their health differently than indigenous
Dutch. They generally experience their health as worse (Uniken Venema, 1989; ACOM, 1991;
Uniken Venema & van Wersch, 1992). This raises issues regarding immigrant access to local
facilities, the notion of welfare market position, and the significance of this position for
individuals' position upon other markets.
• In this study variations in personal welfare are associated with notions of self-reliance and
(dis)satisfaction, which occupy central locations in the conceptual model. Measures of public
welfare use, and individuals' satisfaction with their local circumstance, are accordingly central

" Based on research in Rotterdam' neighborhoods, Anderiessen & Reijndorp (1991) observed tliat indigenous
Dutch and Surinamese, particularly single mothers on welfare, more often sustain family networks so that a
significant portion o f their everyday lives take place in a limited area of the city. Immigrants originating from
Mediterranean lands maintain contacts with family and friends who are spread much more throughout the city,
and continent.
" Brouwers et. al. (1987) conclude that neighborhood seclusion among immigrants is more a manifestation of weak
housing market positions than any expressed desire to reside in each others' vicinity. A m o n g ccrtain indigenous
Dutch households, characterized by the presence of young children or rising incomes, a 'white flight' can be
observed from neighborhoods with immigrant concentrations. Such 'flights' however may be compensated by
gentrification processes.
" A s examples of typically Western, culturally-bound syndromes, Littlewood & Lipsedge (1989) specify' obesity,
anorexia nervosa, premenstrual syndrome, and agoraphobia ('housewives-disease').
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criteria for the designation of individuals' degree of integration (see §3.4). A policy issue
pertinent to local integration is whether minority categories are entitled to their own separate
welfare facilities. In §5.4 Haarlemmers' views concerning this issue will be addressed.
• Personal ties serve as a safety-net that relieve reliance upon local welfare services, provide
personal satisfaction, and suspend social isolation. These three - causal - presumptions however
can be reversed: a scarcity of public welfare services increases reliance upon personal ties, their
function as source of satisfaction reflects a more general lack of affluence, and they may
embody (seclusionary) processes that inhibit contacts with other locals. In §6.4 I focus upon
such issues, not to unravel their theoretical knots but more the measurement obstacles.
2.5.4 Work and material

security

Work and material security are considered two central facets of the same domain. Work refers
to individuals' physical and mental activities that result in the production or distribution of social
goods; material security refers more generally to individuals' prospects for material wealth. The
two are intrinsically related as work generates material security. They are central to a conception
of immigrant integration since both are considered, in theory or policy, as indicative of individuals'
positional engagement.
The boundaries to this domain are delimited by the market for material security: individuals must
in one way or another have prospects for food and shelter. A salary received in exchange for one's
labor is one source of material security. It can be augmented or substituted by many real and
imaginary sources: business contacts and investment, knowledge and skills, welfare benefits and
pension rights, marriage contracts and dowries, or a fundamental belief in humanity. Such
alternatives allude to divergent theoretical clarifications for the marginalized positions immigrants
occupy on the Dutch labor market (cf Roelandt, 1991, 1994) and the poverty observed within
particular immigrant categories (Engbersen et al., 1997). The three dimensions are briefly
traversed to note divergent perspectives on immigrant integration rooted in this domain (cf
Veenman & Martens, 1995).
• An unequal distribution of material security reflects the inadequacy of market regulations and
state interventions to ensure a minimum income for all. That immigrants are currently over
represented among the so-called 'minima' is due in part to their relatively weak judicial position.
Market mechanisms that compel them to compete for positions with overqualified indigenous
Dutch present further clarification. Evidence to the inadequacy of market interventions is the
growth of an informal job market that capitalizes upon less legal (immigrant) labor (Kloosterman etal., 1997).
• That immigrants are inordinately dependent upon welfare benefits and other state sources of
material security can be construed as a cultural 'deficit' or 'mismatch', i.e., their orientation does
not conform to the demands of the Dutch labor market (cf Cross & Waldinger, 1997:17ff).
A 'culture of poverty' however, when it is perceived, is not necessarily the cause but the
consequence ofimmigrants' marginalization (cf Niekerk, 1993). Many immigrants apparently
lack the knowledge and skills to compete beyond narrow and lower segments of the labor
market. Or is the cultural divergency rooted more in the imagery held by indigenous employers,
incapable of appreciating the divergent qualifications immigrants import (cf Essed & Reinsch,
1991; Gowricharn, 1993; Essed, 1994)?
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• The actual interactions between indigenous employers and immigrant job-seekers are not
commonly construed as hostile. However, considering the high unemployment continuously
observed among immigrants, the interactions don't conform to potential. The problem in part
is a 'behavioral mismatch', i.e., employers tend to seek labor along channels divergent from
those used by immigrants in search of jobs (Hooghiemstra et al., 1990). However, various
surveys and experiments also confirm that among comparably qualified applicants, employers
favor indigenous to immigrant candidates (van Beek, 1993; Gras et al., 1996). In any event,
the option for immigrants to establish their own businesses, or entire markets, has become an
increasing focus of study (Choenni, 1997; Rath & Kloosterman, 1998).
2.5.5 Education and upbringing
This domain encompasses activities in schools and other educational or day-care facilities.
Conceptually however it concerns more general issues of socialization (cf Hurrelman, 1975), and
it involves a greater variety of actors and locations (cf Rex, 1996:21). In the Netherlands - as
anywhere else - the various means and ends are the subject of continual and fundamental debates.
The issues raised can be ordered according to the three dimensions of integration differentiated
in this chapter (cf Brands et al., 1977:18-19, Veenman, 1995:117ff).
A century ago, the Dutch state acknowledged the right of private institutions to provide
educational facilities with public funds. This act signified the establishment of a segmented
educational market, in which facilities for Protestant or Catholic education formally became
(separate but) equal to those of public education. It also signified national objectives of cultural
diversity, i.e., divergent pillars were sanctioned to transmit cultural differences from one
generation to the next. That education fulfills an important role by the distribution of labor has
been acknowledged even longer. In the past the fianction of education could be conceived more
as class allocation, citizens were equipped for the economic and social tasks they were destined
to fulfill. Nowadays this function is seen more in meritocratic terms of acquisition, education is
instrumental if not decisive for the position that individuals acquire on the labor market. Finally,
education's compulsory nature can be considered with interactive concepts. When first regulated
in the Netherlands, compulsory education served to protect the younger generation against the
social injustices bound to child labor. It is now more generally seen to provide children with
contactual skills and a network of peers. While correcting for potentially destructive excesses in
parental upbringing it fiarthermore keeps delinquents off the streets. This brief historical sketch
(based upon Brands et al., 1977:3 Iff) introduces three facets that Jbcus more specifically upon
issues of education and immigrant integration.
• Structural issues of education and social mobility concern on the one hand the determinants
of educational opportunity and achievement. On the other it concerns the role of education for
individuals' prospects for paid work and other channels of local engagement. Why (first and
second generation) minority children achieve relatively little in Dutch schools has been the
topic of an ongoing theoretical debate, in which the deprivations of working class background
are pitted against the constraints of immigrant cultures (Driessen, 1990; van't Hof & Dronkers,
1993; Kloproggeetal., 1994; Pels & Veenman, 1996). That more education corresponds with
better prospects for a job also applies for Dutch immigrants (cf Dagevos & Veenman, 1992;
Veenman, 1994; Veraart, 1996). When I note however that immigrants' current prospects are
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significantly lower than those of indigenous Dutch with comparable educational levels
(Dagevos et al.; 1996:50fi), then individual opportunity and social mobility are obviously
affected by other factors (cf Veenman & Martens, I995:39fï).
• The trammission of cultural orientations pertains to issues of cultural reproduction (Bourdieu,
1977) from generation to generation, and from school to individual. A basic function, e.g., of
(primary) education is to imbue pupils with common knowledge and morals. Around this
objective young minds are exposed to particular cultural beliefs for years on end. The diversity
of school types (e.g.. Public, Christian, Islamic) and curricular streams (e.g., intercultural,
immigrant languages), and their effectivity in fulfilling the needs and expectations of parents
and pupils, allude to issues at a local level (cf Fase, 1994).
• The cultivation of contacts has served, for instance, as individual integration objective to
legitimate the cancellation of Dutch curricular programs in immigrant languages and culture.
Namely when local officials find that the (seclusive) time immigrant pupils invest in these
programs can better be spent with other classmates, they now have the authority to intervene.
Such interventions lay bear the divergent principles and priorities held by residents as to the
nature and objectives of local integration. They also allude to the exclusion-inclusion dilemma
that characterizes ethnic interactions.
2.5.6 Private life
The sixth and final domain falls outside the public domains that directly pertain to local
integration. Although like other domains the boundaries of private life are culturally flexible, there
is presumably a spatial and social realm in which individuals' position, orientation and behavior
are not legitimate concerns of state intervention. In other words, local integration objectives do
not dictate the way individuals live their private lives (within certain judicial limits). My motive
for monitoring this domain is that various theoretical perspectives consider private life indicative
of, if not restrictive for, immigrant integration in other (public) domains (cf Ellemers, 1995:259).
In the forthcoming chapters this domain will correspond with the spatial notion of a household
or residential unit. The boundaries could be drawn along more sociological notions of (nuclear)
family, or even along interactive lines of (in)formal exchanges. Such distinctions v/ould however
clearly overlap various public domains in a spatial sense. Moreover, they could not be sustained
when reconsidering the Haarlem survey data.
• In section 4.1 the variety of social goods exchanged within households and families will be
considered. The focus will be primarily upon Haarlem variations in household size and
composition. The literature suggests several structural obstacles to integration. Does a
profiision of dependents correspond with diminished material security? Does the position of
household dependent correspond with social solitude? What indications are there that single
parents are more estranged? And when household composition conforms more to indigenous
norms, is there more public evidence that the members are more integrated?
• Within this domain cultural issues concern in the first place the potential polarities between
immigrant and indigenous family' cultures (cf Risvanoglu-Bilgin et al., 1986; Mungra, 1990).
The Haarlem survey did not address such issues. Instead, the more general theoretical issue of
ethnic orientation will be considered (in §5.1) as an essentially private matter (cf Rex,
1996:14ff). Regarding the ambiguities characteristic of ethnic orientation measurement, I
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consider how the notion can be understood in its relation to cultural polarities characteristic
of other domains.
• Finally, a behavioral issue concerns the interethnic mix within households. Marriage outside
one's (ethnic) group has often been viewed as a central indicator or even instigator of
immigrant integration (cf Lieberson & Waters, 1988; Nekuee, 1996; Hondius, 1999:40ff). In
§6.1 the Haarlem evidence on intermarriage will be sifted, to detect whether the individuals
involved display other attributes indicative of their integration.
First the various objectives that constitute local integration processes will be reconsidered.

2.6 Integration visions: local objectives and individual end-goals
Until this point, integration has been understood as a process, although it has not been delineated
into possible phases. A figurative cube has been sketched, delineated by dimensions and domains,
layered by individuals associated with variant categories, in the context of an urban locality. The
cube remains a formal model of a theory as little effort has been made to clarify the relation
between levels, dimensions and domains.
The model is constructed around the qualification that the integration of individuals and groups
is perceived and evaluated as their compliance with local objectives. Various objectives have been
referred to in the previous sections that embody centripetal or centrifugal processes within specific
dimensions. In this section these objectives will be reconsidered, combining them to sketch the
contours of eight ideal-typical localities. For each objective a corresponding end-goal is also
postulated, that signifies personal ideals at the micro-level ofindividual integration. This exercise
serves to illustrate the normative aspects and empirical range of the integration concept. The
various objectives and end-goals will be referred to regularly in the coming chapters to evaluate
integration criteria.
Several terms must be qualified first. The notion of local vision refers to the ideal-typical
combination of structural, cultural and interactive objectives. It signifies, at least for six of the
eight combinations, a conceivable (i.e., viable) though imaginary urban environment. Visions are
imaginary since they exist only in our minds, but they do represent social ideals that infuse
meaning into local processes. The individual integration criteria derived from these local
objectives are called end-goals. An end-goal is not quite a pleonasm, for it refers to the desired
direction a process should take without presuming that the process is teleological (i.e., that it proceeds for that purpose), nor that the process will end should the goal be reached. I've alluded to
the local objectives and their corresponding end-goals in the previous sections, often as a dilemma
characterizing a given dimension. They are summarized as follows:
• In the structural dimension, social equality concerns the distribution of material and immaterial
social goods. It is opposed to objectives of civil liberty since the realization of social equality
presumably requires state interventions, while civil liberty refers here to a minimum on
governmental constraints. The positional end-goal by objectives of civil liberty is the realization
oiself-reliance {'zelfredzaamheid), i.e., a minimal reliance upon state programs, facilities and
other forms of intervention. By objectives of social equality, with the corresponding dearth of
variation in (im)material wealth, personal end-goals are embodied by ideals of selflessness.
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The cultural dimension is construed as a spectrum between objectives of cullural unity - the
compatibility of cognitive, moral and expressive components within public domains - and
cultural diversity, which signifies conflicting or polarized symbolic cultural patterns within
public domains. For individuals, these objectives correspond with end-goals of either
conformity or personality. The former signifies an orientation prevalent among (predominant)
others, while the latter signifies an orientation unique in its combination of knowledge, beliefs
and affections.
Interactive objectives pertain specifically to the relation between immigrant and indigenous
categories. Centripetal processes, characterized by increasing interactions and a gradual
dissolution of ethnic boundaries, are denoted as inclusion, while centrifugal processes of
decreasing interaction correspond with objectives oiseclusion. At the individual level, these
objectives correspond with end-goals of sociability or privacy, when these qualifications refer
to a profusion respectively a paucity of contacts with individuals from 'other' ethnic categories.
Table 2.6: Eight visions of local integration inferred from a combination of three objectives, and their
corresponding end-goals for individual integration
structural objective

cultural objective

interactive objective

local vision

social equality

unity

seclusion

mechanic

social equality

diversity

scclusion

organic

civil libertj'

unity

seclusion

racialized

civil liberty'

diversity-

seclusion

pillarized

social equality

unity

inclusion

communistic

social equality

diversity

inclusion

egalitarian

civil liberty

unity

inclusion

assimilated

civil liberty

diversity

inclusion

tolerant

positional end-goals

orientational end-goals

behavioral end-goals

selflessness

conformity

privacy

mechanic

selflessness

personality

privacy

organic

self-reliance

conformity

privacy

racialized

self-reliance

personality

privacy

pillarized

selflessness

conformity

sociability

communistic

selflessness

personality

sociability

egalitarian

self-reliance

conformity

sociability

assimilated

self-reliance

personality

sociability

tolerant

When each of the diametrically opposed objectives is combined with objectives from the other
two dimensions, a total of eight local visions results. These eight combinations are presented in
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table 2.6. Each represents a discreet set of criteria: for the determination of local processes as
integrative or coercive (dependent upon the compliance of indigenous and immigrant groups), and
for the evaluation of individuals' situation within this context (as integrated or estranged).
The adequacy of these visions as reflections upon distinct and viable objectives is of course debatable. They are based upon the presumption that the correspondence between end-goal criteria
applicable for the evaluation of individuals' circumstance, and objectives that characterize entire
localities, is dircc! and endiiriiif^. Were the relation indeed direct, then visions would become
more manifest with each individual that meets end-goal criteria. This presumption reduces
localities to the sum of their separate inhabitants, a non sociological premise but necessary given
the (democratic) principle of compliance central to the integration model. Was the relation
enduring, then centrifugal processes of market liberalization or cultural diversification would not
alternate with processes of a more centripetal nature. This presumption signifies a rejection of
sociological perspectives in which the pursuance of social objectives is characterized more by
conflict than by consensus. The idea of a gradual and enduring consensus concerning local
objectives may be unrealistic, but an alternative viewpoint would require less formal (i.e., more
substantive) theories concerning the successive phases in the local integration process, and
concerning the (disparate) objectives and end-goals of the conflicting groups.
Comparable typologies are widespread in the field of ethnic studies. This one is derived from the
two-dimensional typology presented by Schermerhorn (1970:83, see figure 1 in §1.2), in which
cultural and structural distinctions are crossed with (shared) centripetal or centrifugal objectives
(cf Portes & Manning, 1986). Schermerhorn's focus upon shared objectives was an explicit
response to the typology formulated by Wirth (1945), in which four basic objectives were
formulated (only) from a minority group perspective: assimilation, pluralism, secession, and
militantism. A derivation upon Wirth's four types is prevalent in social psychological literature
concerning (minority) individuals' end-goals. At individual level general distinctions are then made
(e.g., by Berry et al., 1986; see §6.0) between the assimilated, acculturated, separated, and
marginalized. Essentially, Schermerhorn recognizes four trends, all of which can be construed as
integrative, where two of the four identified by Wirth (i.e., secession and militantism) tend toward
conflict.
The added complexity of the three-dimensional typology presented here provides necessary
nuances in at least two ways. First, it reveals the formal distinction within so-called pluralistic
visions, between localities with either a paucity or a profusion of interactions between culturally
divergent groups. Secondly, the inclusion of egalitarian visions alludes to the possibility of
(culturally diverse) localities, in which the primary objective is not so much the cultivation of
ethnic differences. Instead the emphasis is upon the realization of equitable differences. This latter
nuance is based upon the presumption that culturally diverse communities are not necessarily
characterized by processes of ethnicization. Residents without ethnic affinities in such localities
may meet end-goal criteria even though - according to the typologies prevalent in social
psychology - they are ethnically 'marginalized'. Of course, many others have noted and
conceptualized these nuances (e.g., Mullard et al., 1990:50ff; Marger, 1991:n3fr; Rex,
1996:14fï). Here they are more explicitly derived from Schermerhorn's framework. I will briefly
describe each vision with references to theoretical and social traditions.
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2.6.1 Mechanic and organic visions
The first two visions are the most difficult to visualize. Social environments with a paucity of
interactions between ethnic categories, nevertheless sufficiently regulated as to assure social
equality between and within the categories, may be ideal-typical but perpetually fictitious.
Presumably a species of insect exists (e.g., a colony of snails) who have similar productive tasks,
consume from a common cache, and conscientiously pursue communal objectives, yet conduct
their activities in spatially separate groups. As a homage to sociology's first typology of integrated
societies (Angell, 1968;381), Durkheim's concept of mechanical solidarity is adapted here to
denote this culturally homogeneous anomaly.
Durkheim's typology (1893) did not refer to localities characterized by egalitarianism and ethnic
seclusion. Nor did his concept of organic solidarity pertain to cultural diversity, more to a
diversity of functions (and corresponding positions) that complement each other in realizing
common objectives. It is adapted here, instead of more contemporary distinctions, to help visualize an array of groups, all variant in their cognitions, morals and expressions, who coordinate their
separate qualities and activities to be harmonious and equitable. Again allusions to the insect
world (e.g., a contingent of bees) appear more appropriate than references to the social world.
2.6.2 Racialized and pillar ized visions
These two visions lack, in contrast to the previous two, objectives of social equality between
individuals and ethnic categories. A minimum of market constraint is more the common
characteristic, prosperity guaranteeing the security of a fortunate few. The visions are consequently more abstract (i.e., mechanic and organic could be considered sub-visions) and at once more
viable. They differ again in the appreciation of cultural diversity. Racialized visions
characteristically propagate the superiority of a specific culture, a 'way of life' appropriate for all
though some categories are innately better equipped. Such innate differences, according to many
19th century social-evolutionists and European colonial regimes, could best be respected through
practices of seclusion (cf Furnivall, 1948). The segregation of Afro-Americans in the US Deep
South prior to the Civil Rights movement also reflected a racialized vision (cf Rex, 1996:16),
assuming for expository purposes that Afro-Americans actually complied with this vision.
Pillarized visions disregard the premise of an imperial culture, superior above others and
appropriate for all. In a more organic social conception, the potential for separate ethnic
categories to coexist and even collaborate by the realization of structural objectives is
acknowledged and accentuated. This 'separate but equal' vision also served to legitimate seclusive
processes in colonialized environments (e.g.. South Africa, see M.G. Smith, 1965, 1986), and in
early 20th century Dutch society (Lijphart, 1968; Bagley, 1973).
The associations made here with South African and Dutch society illustrate nuances that
'seclusionary' visions necessarily contain, regarding the specific domains in which interaction
between ethnic categories is condoned. In South African Apartheid, local interactions occurred
primarily on the labor market, though it too remained segmented along ethnic lines (Bonacich,
1972). The Dutch experience called for seclusion consistent with religious orientations in various
educational, labor, political and leisure institutions. Yet it was less pervasive in the more spatial
domains of neighborhood environments and civic life. Were these nuances not evident, then
visualizing a given urban environment as a single locality would be difficult.
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2.6.3 CommunLstic and e^^alitarian vi.sions
Moving to visions in which the interactions between ethnic categories are viewed less
apprehensively, the first two highhght collective objectives of collaboration and structural
equality. The communistic vision finds its primary philosophical foundations in the work of Karl
Marx, who envisioned a community of man so unified in purpose and perspective that the need
for state intervention would eventually disappear. Millions in Eastern Europe and Asia have
experienced less visionary manifestations of communistic objectives of cultural unity, namely the
dissipation of the private domain.
A fundamental characteristic (or flaw) of the communistic vision is the presumption that a locality
of responsive and responsible individuals can all share the same orientation, i.e., think the same
way. Egalitarian visions, at least the more democratic variants, retain an emphasis upon objectives
of social equality while acknowledging the vitality of cultural diversity. A characteristic egalitarian
theme is for instance that individuals entering a given market have equal opportunity to acquire
the social good, e.g., the realization of equitable starting positions upon the labor market via state
regulated educational facilities. Concerning this objective, egalitarian visions focus upon the
excesses of free market processes, and upon the inequalities resulting from exclusion (cf
Habermas, 1988; Cohen & Arato, 1992; Giddens, 1994:190fi). The past several decades they
have served in many Western countries, including the Netherlands, as ideological bases for
affirmative and positive action policies (cf Bovenkerk, 1986).^'
2.6.4 Assimilated and tolerant visions
In contrast to the state interventions characteristic of communistic and other egalitarian visions,
in these last two visions state constraints are liberally minimized. Assimilated visions focus upon
the potential to fuse a (new) unity out of a diversity of cultures, the melting pot being an emblematic metaphor (cf Jiobu, 1988:6fi0. In the Netherlands the notion ofassimilation is commonly
associated with the oppression of cultural difference by a dominant (indigenous) group (cf
Mullard et al., 1990:32ff) but, as I have emphasized, where subordinate groups also comply with
objectives of cultural unity, the local process is integrative rather than coercive.
The tolerant vision-has no unifying cultural objective, and is therefore dependent upon other
qualities to entice and retain its 'adherents'. These characteristics concern an appreciation - or
glorification - of difference for its progressive value." The foundations to this vision in social
theory are as diverse as the cultures it celebrates. The idea of social interaction (and ultimately.

'' The practice of positive action policies reflect the fundamental dilemmas contained within egalitarian visions
that focus upon social inequalites coinciding with ethnic differences. On the one hand, they propagate the
preferential treatment of individuals from socially deprived categories, and are consequently (overly) sensitive to
'color'. On the other hand the preferential treatment is based on the presumption that these individuals possess
qualifications articulated within dominant cultures. The treatement is consequently 'blind' to the eventual
qualifications articulated within subordinate (e.g. 'immigrant') cultures.
" The 'tolerant' qualification in its everyday connotation ('able to withstand extremes') is misleading in that it
alludes to (behavioral) discomfort and (cultural) arrogance. I find more appropriate everyday terms such as 'openminded' or 'permissive' rather awkward. The term utilized here corresponds with higher degrees of toleration cited
in section 2.3.2 and inspired by Michael Walzer: "3) openness to others, curiosity, respect, a willingness to listen
and learn; and 4) the enthusiastic endorsement of difference" (1993:5).
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history) having no purpose more lofty than the interaction itself can be linked with the
phenomenological sociology of Schütz and Elias." I associate this vision most with the philosopher Walzer, whose work has focused upon the possibilities to combine cultural diversity with
ideals ofcivil liberty and social justice (Walzer, 1983, 1991, 1997; Trappenburg, 1993; van den
Brink, 1994).
A more detailed consideration of the eight visions goes beyond the focus of this study. They are
introduced here to illustrate the potential provided by the parametric distinctions to sketch the
contours of divergent processes of local integration. Along with the innovations, the distinction
in eight visions has its weaknesses. As pointed out in opening this sub-section, the correspondence
between local visions and individual end-goals presumes a one-on-one correspondence between
processes at local and individual levels. Nor are these visions infused with local qualities that
distinguish them from visions concerning the nation-state.
Most pertinent for the investigations in the forthcoming chapters is whether the notions used to
designate individual end-goals indeed possess sufficient clarity to generate valid measurements
of individual integration. By the examination of the Haarlem survey data, my intention is to focus
upon the possibilities to perceive local processes according to criteria associated with a tolerant
vision. This normative concession is made not only for purposes of simplicity and consistency, it
is motivated by personal convictions concerning the desirability and viability of tolerant objectives
(see §1.5). Before moving to these issues, 1 consider more generally the potential and problems
of the conceptual framework.

2.7 Preliminary assessment: theoretical and normative tensions
Awed by the diversity of normative criteria, theoretical perspectives and empirical focal points
encompassed by a notion of immigrant integration, in this chapter I have devised a framework.
With this formal model my intention is to: 1) order and evaluate the adequacy of survey
observations made in Haarlem, 2) elucidate criteria that designate which Haarlemmers are
integrated and which ones estranged, and 3) consider the possibilities to measure various
parameters and estimate their significance for individuals' degree of integration. In closing this
chapter the central parameters contained in the model will be reviewed while I note the more
obvious obstacles that inhibit my three analytical intentions.
For the reader's convenience, the central parameters that make up the model are displayed in
figure 2, at the end of this chapter. The scheme shows two sets of cubes, the upper one
representing parameters of local integration, the lower one parameters of individual integration.
Not visible in figure 2 are two other parameters introduced in this chapter, namely the distinction
in observational perspectives and the parameter of time. Moreover, concepts associated with a
(meso) focus upon processes of group integration are not displayed in the figure, nor have they

^ Through Schutz's students, most notably Peter Berger, the roots extend into the American sociological schools
of symbolic interactionism. The influence of Elias, with his concept of aimlessly dynamic social Tiguations'
(1970:42fl), is far more manifest in Dutch sociology.
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been developed in the sections above. Criteria for group differentiation serve nevertheless as a
parameter within the formal model: distinctions for instance in (cultural) toleration and
(interactive) exclusion presume in- and out-groups. In this study these groups are so-called ethnic
categories, difTerentiated according to individuals' (parents') geo-political regions of birth.
1) Can the model help order and evaluate survey observations? The coming chapters provide
substantive testimony in answer to this query. A preliminary assessment of the models' lucidity
and validity elicits two central criticisms.
First, in the parsimony and symmetry of its cubic image (i.e., parametric distinctions in levels,
dimensions and domains of integration), the model's abstraction leads to ambiguities. This
problem is discernible in various areas of the figure. It has been noted by parameters within
specific dimensions, for instance the distinction between regulation and intervention, or the
spectrum between harmony and conflict. Also the divergent nature of domains, as spatial or more
imaginary realms structured around markets for (arbitrarily designated) social goods, is a priori
ambiguous. The possession of a job for instance is indicative of an individual's position in the
domain of work and material security. Yet most jobs also have a spatial quality, i.e., they are held
within a household or neighborhood, within or outside the individual's home locality. The 'vertical'
parameter of the cube is arguably the least lucid, namely a distinction in (eg., micro and macro)
levels of focus. That the one level fixes upon individuals within the local context, and the other
upon the locality as more than the totality of its inhabitants, suggests more the intrinsic bond than
the distinction between the various levels.
The second problem concerns the parameter of time. Integration is a process, but with certain
exceptions (e.g., mohility and contacts) the model's parameters pertain to static attributes, i.e.,
individual and local circumstance that can be observed in the same moment. This quality is
intentional, as the model is primarily designed to order survey data gathered from individual
respondents, and surveys are almost by definition ephemeral observations. Presumably the
integration dynamic could be observed with a series of (panel) surveys, in which the model is used
to monitor individuals' process through given intervals. There are however too many parameters
to derive a lucid explanation why an individual's integration proceeds as it does. Particularly the
problems bound to the measurement of parameters at group and local level, and the estimate of
their effect upon processes at individual level, undermine the prospects of clarifying individual
integration (solely) by means of repeated survey measures. These issues are methodological, and
apply more generally to observations limited in focus and time span. Nevertheless, I must remain
wary of the presumption that the process of integration is simply a sequence of separate moments.
2) Does the model clarify the normative criteria that designate who is integrated and who is not?
Only to a limited, ambiguous extent. For instance, objectives of cultural diversity and toleration
do little to delineate a normative criterion oipersonality (i.e., nonconformity). Do they imply that
immigrants acquiesce in their estrangement, or that indigenous residents respect and respond to
immigrant dissatisfaction?
This example illustrates a more general normative issue concerning the interpretation of
(dis)satisfaction. Where individual integration is perceived as the "active and coordinated
compliance with the ongoing activities and objectives of other local resident" (see §2.1.2), any
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observed failure to comply means that the individual is not integrating. Moreover, it implies a lack
of consensus concerning the accepted activities and objectives. Considering the diversity of
activities and objectives characteristic of urban localities, the possibility of a consensus concerning
any given issue is - by definition - zero. When then does dissatisfaction designate a local crisis in
legitimacy, and when an individual failure to integrate? The issue pertains to the conceptual
distinction between processes of integration and processes of coercion. In social reality, it is not
resolved with the realization of a consensus shared by all, but a consensus rooted in the
democratic legitimacy of authority. In the coming chapters a variety of interpretative problems
will be considered, bound to the observation of integration criteria in specific domains.
3) Does the model facilitate the measurement and comparison of various parameters as to their
significance for (individuals') integration? This again is an attribute that will be illustrated in the
coming chapters, although the systematic comparison ofHaarlem survey measurements will focus
more upon methodological problems than upon theoretical clarifications. The model is designed
to provide a framework, in which, e.g., the possession of educational diplomas or a profusion of
indigenous contacts can be compared for their potential to clarify immigrants' degree of
integration. To assume however that the model offers an unbiased platform for the comparison
of theoretical perspectives would be naive. As pointed out in the paragraph (1) above,
perspectives that focus for instance upon time, i.e., integration as a historic and interactive
process, are not taken sufficiently into account.
The limitations are ultimately bound to the fijnctionalistic nature of the integration concept. I have
relied heavily upon Schermerhorn's conceptual framework to devise the model, in part because
his framework (also) foresees integration in the (centrifugal) processes of diversification.
Nevertheless in Schermerhorn's approach, and in the model presented here, integration is
presumed to be a process delineated less by the (historical) past, than by the (fiiture) objectives.
Integration is not so much the resolution of (current) social problems and conflicts, but more
teleologically the realization of (shared) objectives. Consequently, where two perspectives on a
specific social problem are compared, the perspectives are evaluated less for their potential to
explain the problem, and more for the integration obstacles the problems imply. The problem of
inordinate immigrant unemployment can be perceived for instance as a (structural) process of
diminished labor market demand or as a (cultural) process of deficient immigrant ambition. That
immigrant unemployment forms a problem is a presumption implicit to both perspectives.
However, when perceived for instance from a tolerant local vision, the former implies that
immigrants acquiesce in their deprivation, while the latter perspective implies their supposed
aversion to work be respected. This example illustrates the value of the integration concept, as
it forces one to articulate the normative criteria used to perceive a given phenomenon as a social
problem. It also shows the (cultural) bias contained in the concept to perceive phenomena as to
their significance for the realization or retention of a shared consensus.
With this observation, on the relative value of conceptual definitions and democratic consensus,
I am about to embark on more empirical ventures. Let us now consider more concretely the
problems and possibilities of distinguishing the integrated from the estranged.
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Figure 2: Parametric concepts within the construct of immigrant integration - excluding
concepts of perspective and time - arranged across three dimensions and two levels of analysis.

Slnicturnl Dimension
Social goods (scarcity / tangibility)
(hi)cquality (prosperity^ •poverty)
Intervention (allocation)
Enclosure < • Marginalization

Cultural Dimension
Components
(cognitive /moral /expressive)
Cohesion • >• (In)toleration
Polarities: (in)congrucnce

Positional Dimension
Opportunity
Possession (vvealth<->dcprivation)
Social Mobility (acquisition)
Engagement
Detachment

Orientational Dimension
Components
(knowledge ^ e l i e f s /affections)
Affinity
Imagery
Polarities: (dis)orientation
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Interactive Dimension
Exchange
(locality / domains)
Legitimacy
Harmony
Conflict

Behavioral Dimension
Contacts
(functionality / intimacy)
Dignity
Congeniality
Hostility
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Chapter 3

Contextual Considerations

"h is not that building the model deludes us into thinking we hiow something of which infact we
are ignorant - on the contrary, we may he using the model precisely in order to find out how
much or how little of what we suspect is indeed true" (Kaplan, 1964:279).
A conceptual framework has been presented in the previous chapter, designed to comprise the
process of immigrant integration. Two parallel sets of concepts were introduced, referring to the
perception of integration processes at individual and at local level. Where my goal was to derive
and describe a coherent model, my purpose in the forthcoming four chapters is to examine its
utility. More specifically, a range of methodological issues is surveyed that inhibit
comprehensive and valid measurements of individuals' integration. The focus will be upon
survey data collected from (immigrant and indigenous) inhabitants of Haarlem, as the model is
initially developed to order and evaluate this data. However, in the search for more adequate
measurement tools a broader range of (Dutch) empirical research will be considered.
To commence these observations, I first reflect in this chapter upon the epistemological
limitations bound to survey methods. The insights and illusions derived from survey observations
have been extensively documented, and it is not my intention to oversee this literature here. My
more specific purpose is to consider various aspects characteristic of surveys among immigrants
that render such observations suspect. In the process, some contexts and characteristics of the
Haarlem survey will be conveyed. These observations revolve around the following query:
Whatfactors limit the adequacy ofempirical observations derived (solely) from survey interviews
^ith immigrant (and indigenous) individuals?
First the local context is considered in which the survey is situated, i.e., how at local level the
research activity affects and is affected by the process it is meant to measure. Issues of
categorization and survey sampling are touched upon in §3.2. Some general characteristics of the
Haarlem (sub)samples are herewith presented. In §3.3 the step from categories to individuals, and
from subjects to respondents is made, as I consider communication problems bound to interviews
with individuals of divergent (linguistic) origin. Particularly the interviewer-respondent
relationship is an object of concern. Then in §3.4 central criteria are presented with which the
individually integrated are distinguished from the estranged. More specifically five measures are
selected from the Haarlem data and combined to rank individual respondents along a single
index. The derivation of this index is steeped in theoretical, methodological and ultimately
normative presumptions. Having introduced the index, it will subsequently serve in the
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forthcoming chapters as a (normative) standard, with which other Haarlem measurements of
individuals' attributes are compared and evaluated.

3.1 The rcscarch context: environments and agents
With the distinctions drawn between dimensions, domains and objectives of integration, 1 intend
to observe and evaluate the relations between individuals and ethnic categories within an urban
environment. Considering the reliance upon structured interviews, I first reflect upon the
particular perspective provided by individual residents. In the process, some characteristics of
the Haarlem locality will be presented.
3.1.1 The Haarlem context: historical town within an urban conglomerate
In chapter two, the terms 'locality', 'urban environment', 'city', and 'surrounding' have been used
synonymously. They refer to any area characterized by a near continuous sequence of buildings,
where a predominantly non agrarian collectivity resides. The buildings are grouped around - and
the residents may be oriented toward - a center of commercial, service, artistic or academic
activity. This description may seem straightforward but it is rarely clear where the locality ends,
in relation to surrounding rurality or to bordering localities.
The city of Haarlem, as one of more than 500 Dutch municipalities, is a distinct geo-political
entity with legal limits enclosing 30 square kilometers of land. Essentially all this land is
cultivated; with 5026 inhabitants/km^ it is eleven times more densely populated than the nation
as a whole (Haarlem, 1995:7). The city was founded more than 750 years ago and has functioned
for centuries as a commercial center, as the provincial capital of North Holland, and as a center
for the arts (cf van Turnhout, 1995). Of the 150,000 residents - a number tallied at the end of
World War II that has remained essentially stable the past decade (Haarlem, 1995:15) - 82% of
the adults are indigenous Dutch, 32% of whom are native to the city.' I note, before considering
immigrant Haarlemmers' relation to their locality, that a majority of the indigenous inhabitants
have also moved thére from elsewhere in the Netherlands.
Haarlem provides commerce and services for its inhabitants and those of the surrounding region.
It also serves as a sea of relative tranquility for commuters to cities and industries elsewhere in
the surrounding urban conglomerate known as the Randstad. Pastureland to the east separate it
from Schiphol airport and Amsterdam's industrial areas; dunes to the west lead to the coastal
resort of Zandvoort and the North Sea. To the north Haarlem residential districts merge with
those of neighboring towns, with Ijmuiden's harbor and steel industry looming in the distance.
To the south similar mergers occur, only these districts gradually unfold into the heart of
Holland's flower industry. I note, before examining whether immigrant Haarlemmers are
sufficiently part of their new locality, that the more integrated among the indigenous residents
could very well display greater orientation toward markets and ties in The Hague, Amsterdam,

' The percentages are based upon data supplied by the Haarlem registry ofTice pertaining to all registered inhabitants
born prior to 15 March 1976 (n = 122,842 as of 15 March 1994). Among immigrant Haarlemmers, an estimated
10% are (second generation and) native to the city.
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and beyond.
Urban environments obviously differ in size, population density, the commuter and migratory
routes to surrounding and distant regions, and the extent in which they function and have
functioned as an economic, political, and cultural center. These factors and more render
comparisons between localities regarding the integration of immigrants problematic.
3.1.2 The survey context: client directives and sensitive issues
The decision about which locality forms the research context is rarely left to the (dice roll of the)
empirical researcher (cf Penninx, 1992). Should research lack the restriction that an urban
environment is randomly selected, then the availability of fiinds and clients affects the choice of
research context - and the research content.
The research in Haarlem was initiated by local civil servants, who arranged subsidies from the
municipality and two state ministries. The municipality did not commission us (colleagues and
I from Utrecht University) to measure immigrant integration and it was not our objective to do
so. Our task was to devise criteria with which local policy initiatives could be evaluated for their
potential to encourage local integration (cf Reinsch et al. 1995:263). More generally, local
authorities wanted to revise existing minority policies, and commissioned us to order and
interpret the views and experiences of local residents. Within this context we focused upon the
(local) issue 'what policies concerning local integration do Haarlemmers want', and were only
indirectly concerned with the issue 'which Haarlemmers are integrated and which ones not'.
Local officials also monitored the research process. Such collaboration helps narrow the range
of local issues measured and evaluated. On the one end, they may advise researchers to ignore
a range of topics because local experts consider them 'nonissues'. The advice is well taken as
researchers prefer to measure pertinent parameters as opposed to less sensitive constants, but with
local integration registering views that everyone shares can be crucial (see §2.3.3). On the other
end, a range of topics may be found too sensitive within the local context, i.e., attempts to
measure the views and experiences of local inhabitants would strain the researchers' relationship,
either with respondents or with local officials.
3.1.3 The respondents' context: a pattern of subjective viewpoints
The study of Haarlem integration processes is based primarily upon data derived from survey
interviews with individual Haarlemmers. Although I will illustrate the wealth of theoretical and
empirical insights that can be derived from survey research, it has its limitations. These are bound
to the reliance upon standardized interviews to observe the diversity of perspectives (see §3.1.4)
and upon the subjective nature of these viewpoints. Why can't I rely on randomly selected
individuals to detect local objectives, and qualify those who comply with them?
First, because in their particular positions, individuals cannot oversee the social processes that
converge within the locality. Those occupying higher positions (in a literal sense) can look
beyond the immediate surrounding, but even they cannot perceive all the processes taking place.
Individuals - and survey respondents - may perceive a visible 'other' as their adversary, while the
source of deprivation and hostility is a social process occurring faraway.
Besides position, individuals differ in their orientations. Their social expertise and affinities may
all vary immensely, without significantly affecting their local prospects. A central issue in this
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context is the disparity between the end-goals of individuals - aspiring to variant degrees of
wealth, happiness and congeniality - and the objectives of entire localities. Even when all
residents express congruent convictions concerning personal and communal goals, for instance
as to the equitable distribution of labor, this does not imply that the goals are viable. The
designation and pursuit of local objectives are all the more problematic where orientations
diverge.
In completing this brief round, the interpretation of individuals' expressed behavior is ridden with
ambiguity. Many indigenous residents may never converse with their immigrant neighbors (e.g.,
out of respect for personal privacy). Others might regularly seek such contacts as a matter of
principle (and curiosity). To conclude that the latter are more suited for residence in so-called
tolerant communities (see §2.6.3) requires many presumptions concerning behavioral motives,
contexts and processes. My point is allusively simple. It is quite difficult to predict how the
contact between two individuals will proceed, based upon knowledge of their behavioral
characteristics and intentions. To do so for entire groups, based on random interviews with
individual members, presumes that social process varies with the relative (will)power of
individual participants. This would mean that the interaction evolves according to the collective
purpose of the more powerful group. The outcome of even the most innocuous political debate
is - fortunately - difficult to predict. This applies even more for interactions between local groups,
indigenous and otherwise.
What can be learned from interviews with individual urbanites? They provide an indication about
how residents perceive and evaluate their relation to their local environment. By comparing these
observations, the researcher has testimony how a given conceptual measurement may vary in
relation to measurements of other concepts. However, assertions as to the (causal) relation
between specific concepts can be illusory. Furthermore, the information provided by individual
urbanites is unreliable. This information is partial to the individual; it is limited in its potential
to identify integrative factors beyond the concrete historic, geographic and personal context; and
the information is temporary in nature. Let us now briefly consider how the specific context of
survey interviews raises more doubts as to the adequacy of the measurements.
3.1.4 The interview context: diversity and .•iurvey .standards
To realize a representative measurement with a maximum potential for generalizations, the
cooperation of individuals is essential. This means that time and information must be solicited
from a wide range of respondents. In the Haarlem survey we had-to reckon with an unknown
number of respondents who were, for instance, unaware of local integration issues, longing for
personal attention, wanting to learn how we knew their name and address, and reluctant to have
local authorities intrude in their private affairs. Our survey activities illustrate how researchers,
whoever their sponsors, affect the integration process they want to monitor. Accordingly, these
activities raise the issue whether 'problematic' and 'ideal' urban environments e^ist for the
measurement of immigrant integration.
The social sciences have acknowledged professional codes meant to protect survey respondents.
We could assure Haarlem respondents for instance that their answers would remain confidential
and their participation unknown to public officials (see Kidder & Judd, 1986;500fï). What reason
had they to presume we could be trusted? Indigenous Dutch urbanites may be accustomed to the
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notion of (survey) anonymity, but not immigrants who originate from areas where social security
may depend upon the avoidance of local authorities (cf Meloen & Veenman, 1990:44ff).
Certainly after we informed them - again according to professional codes (Kidder & Judd,
1986:495ff) - that our objective was to advise local authorities of their experiences and
perspectives. Where the objective is to measure individual integration, finding and interviewing
the estranged lower end of the sample is particularly problematic (cf Visscher, 1997).
In §3.3 the interviewer-respondent relation is considered more in depth, particularly where
(immigrant) respondents require interviewers who speak the same language. Language
differences relate however to other ethical issues worthy of mention here. Kidder and Judd
differentiate ten categories of "questionable practices" encountered in social research
(1986:46 Ifï). In formulating questions and structuring answer categories, even in a language
native to the respondent, the researcher potentially engages in half these practices, namely: 1)
invading the privacy of the participants; 2) leading the participants to commit acts that diminish
their self respect; 3) exposing the participant to physical or mental stress; 4) failing to treat
participants fairly and to show them consideration and respect; and 5) violating the right to selfdetermination. The researcher can reduce the problematic nature of these practices by:
• striving for brevity in the survey interview;
• formulating questions that in their simplicity do not form an affront to individuals' dignity;
and
• using universally acknowledged response categories that facilitate comparability.
These three criteria complement two other criteria commonly considered intrinsic to the
measurement process, namely:
• reliability, which refers to whether responses would be reproduced when interviewers and
interview procedures vary; and
• validity, which pertains more generally to the congruity between the theoretical concept
intended and the empirical measurements made.
In the forthcoming chapters these five criteria will be used by the evaluation of survey
operationalizations and measurements. The conclusion can already be drawn that rigid
application of these five criteria severely limits the possibilities to measure immigrant
integration. The brevity criterion ultimately implies that not all relevant parameters can be
measured via the random survey interview. The simplicity criterion ultimately implies that items
should be avoided that tax individuals' (cognitive and emotional) capacities, although within
given theoretical perspectives these are essential qualities of the individually integrated. Finally,
the criterion referring to the comparability of concepts and categories ultimately casts doubt upon
the possibility to measure respondents' integration into those (ideal) localities characterized by
cultural diversity.
Local and individual integration are sensitive issues. The urban environment where their
measurement would not be met with problems and protest is difficult to imagine. The local
boundary problems considered in §3.1.1 can be seen to reflect the shifting affinities that confront
any individual or locality (except perhaps those ideal-types - delineated in §2.6 - encountered in
social vacuums). In §3.1.2 I warned about the intervening interests of research beneficiaries. I
accordingly noted that few beneficiaries would subsidize social research without a social
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problem. The observations made in §3.1.3 concern how individuals, as participants within the
local process, are limited in their capacity to denote its direction. The ethical issues touched upon
in §3.1.4 suggest that those individuals who are estnuif^ed, according to a given integration
criterion, may be the least accessible of interview subjects. The concept of integration signifies
in short the tensions between local harmony and conflict: the more processes are characterized
by conflict the more problematic the individual measurement; the more processes are
characterized by harmony the less necessary the individual measurement.
Within this perennial paradox, I have identified in this section five criteria that will be used in
the forthcoming chapters to evaluate the adequacy of the conceptual framework's empirical
measurements: validity, reliability, brevity, simplicity and comparability.

3.2 The survey subject: categorizing immigrants and indigenes
At this point in the research process, the locality has been selected. The categorical distinction
between immigrants and indigenes has also been determined. Immigrants are all those residents
born outside the Netherlands (first generation) or with at least one parent born outside the
Netherlands. Before the random inhabitants are approached, I need to consider what potentially
relevant sub-populations there are, and whether stratified samples need to be selected. In §2.1.1
the conceptual confusion existing between immigrants, foreigners, ethnic groups and minorities
was touched upon. In §3.2.1 this issue returns, as I consider problems that arise when surveys
focus upon specific immigrant populations. The focus is more specifically upon sampling
activities, and how these limit the research reliability with the measurements made. Then in
§3.2.2 several demographic factors are presented. These are individual attributes that are not
represented in the conceptual framework, and are largely insensitive to state interventions. They
are however attributes - such as age, sex, and migration motives - that may go further than the
distinction between immigrants and indigenes in clarifying who is integrated, and who is not.
3.2.1 Stratified sarriples and urban representation
With the operational (and gradual) distinction between immigrants and indigenous residents, the
boundaries between survey populations can be drawn. Considering the specific attributes of
immigrant populations, how should representative survey samples be drawn. Such issues concern
the source from which the sample is drawn, the number and variety of respondents needed, and
the technique used to make selections.
Cities in most European countries have registry offices, where vital statistics on all (documented)
residents are kept on file. In the Netherlands, practically all these offices can indicate which
registered residents are first or second generation immigrants. Other sources can be tapped, each
with their corresponding penchants: e.g., ethnic organizations for the ethnically oriented (cf
Campbell et al., 1994:26fï), police dossiers for the criminal suspects (cf Burgers, 1996), and
unions for the organized laborers (cf Shadid, 1979:139).
With this I touch upon issues of sample size. To draw conclusions for an entire population, the
rules for necessary sample size are rarely cut and dried. These are dependent upon the number
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of parameters being monitored, and the statistical techniques used to unravel their relations.^
Important in this respect is the designation of categories that are each perceived as subpopulations. In Haarlem we were not only concerned with differences between immigrants and
indigenous Dutch; within the immigrant population we focused upon specific groups subject to
minority policies. Five sub-populations were therefore differentiated: Turks, Moroccans,
Surinamese/Antilieans,^ 'Other' immigrants\ and indigenous Dutch.' For each of these so-called
dhnic categories representative samples of + 125 respondents were drawn, although their
proportion of the adult Haarlem population diverges substantially.
The decision to focus upon these five categories, and to draw samples per category, infers the use
of a stratified sampling technique. Stratification has consequences for the analysis of, and
comparisons made from, the data. For instance, the technique used in Haarlem implied that:
• the original odds for sample selection among adult Haarlemmers varied from one in 16 to
neariy one in 700, dependent upon the ethnic category in which individuals are classified;
• the samples are not entirely random, as we worked with quotas to ensure proportionate district
representation, while a given resident could be selected only once;
• prior knowledge of the interview objective and questions is probably more prevalent among
minority categories, due to the greater proportion interviewed during the four-month survey
period;
• by data analysis, weighting factors are required to derive generalizations concerning all
minorities, all (first generation) immigrants, or all Haarlemmers; and
• the range within weighting factors, with the corresponding margin of error, limits the
reliability of generalizations, particulariy those referring to all Haariemmers.
These implications may sound technical, but they signify distinct hmitations. In this study a
comprehensive conceptual model is presented to pinpoint and characterize the locally estranged.
In theory, the model enables the estimation of the relative significance of a given factor for
individuals within a given population. However, the reliability of the estimate is dependent upon

' For discriminant analysis for instance, a minimum of 20 subjects per variable is advised (Stev ens, 1996:288). A
M A N O V A analysis examining the effect of six variables within six distinct groups requires anywhere from 21 to
170 subjects per group, dependent upon the expected effect (Stevens, 1996:229). The larger the sample however,
the more likely correlations between two variables meet criteria of statistical significance.
' These two groups are necessarily combined as their local populations are too small to warrant multi-variate
analysis techniques. The decision refers in part to the two (neighboring) regions historical<ultural antecedents as
Dutch colonies. 24 of the 77 respondents in this category are of Dutch Antillean origin.
' For the analyses in the forthcoming chapters, the 'Other' immigrants (note the capital ' 0 ' ) have been classified into
one of four regions of origin, namely: Western Europe (50 respondents, including 27 of German origin and one each
from Australia, South Africa and the USA), Indonesia (a former Dutch colony, 29 respondents), Eastern Europe
(11, including 5 from former Yugoslavia), and a rest category of 11 from the 'poor world' (6 from the continent of
Africa and 5 from southern Asia). We failed to ascertain whether any of these respondents are - as political refugees
- also targeted by Dutch minority policies.
' The percentage of Uie total Haarlem population (149,788) comprised by these five categories is: Turks 3.1%,
Moroccans 1.6%, Surinamese/Antilleans 1.6%, Other immigrants 11.3% and indigenous Dutch 82.5%. These
figures are based upon an internal report from Haarlem's research and statistics bureau, and refer to the situation
as of 1 January 1992 (see Reinsch et al., 1995:39). The estimated percentages nationally upon that date were,
respectively: 1.6%, 1.3%, 2.3%, 10.4% and 84.4% (Martens et al., 1994:16).
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the (sub-)populations from which the sample is drawn. With the Haarlem sample the relative
significance of religious affiliations for individuals' integration can be estimated within specific
ethnic categories. Yet not only are estimates of their significance for all immigrants less reliable,
the potential to draw alternative categorical lines are limited by the stratified sample. For
instance, a search for factors that affect the integration of all 'Muslim' immigrants, or all 'political
refugees', is statistically precarious. In short, sampling techniques used within a given survey
framework limit the comparability between, and particularly across, ethnic categories.
Tabic 3.2.1: Several characteristics o f l h c Haarlem samples: percentile distributions according to immigrant
generation and citizenship, and percentage of adult sub-population contained in the sample.
Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese

'Otlier'

Indigenous

Anlilleans

immigrants

Dutch

87%

80%

68%

39%

-

'between' (arrival age 0 to 12 years)

12%

13%

16%

8%

-

second (bom in NL)

1%

7%

17%

53%

-

land of origin

97%

95%

17%

36%

-

Dutch

3%

4%

82%

62%

100%

n = 100%

93/92

159/158

77/76

100/94

-/170

% of local adult sub-population

5.59%

5.19%

4.46%

0.65%

0.17%

Gcneration:lst (arrival a g c > l 3 years)

Citizenship:

An initial overview of the Haarlem survey respondents illustrates several distinctions made in
this sub-section. The columns in table 3.2.1 differentiate the five ethnic categories from which
sub-samples were drawn. The bottom row shows the degree of sample stratification, showing,
e.g., how much greater is the percentage of Moroccan Haarlemmers who participate in the survey
(5.6%) compared with the percentage indigenous Dutch inhabitants (0.2%). The other rows
illustrate the diversity within and between sample categories regarding respondents' immigrant
status. One may note for instance that few second generation immigrants are encountered among
the minority categories, and that most of the 'Other' immigrants have (acquired) Dutch
citizenship. A third indicator, the affinity expressed by individuals with their geo-political region
of origin, will be considered in §5.1. The tendency is literally and figuratively, as the columns
are traversed from left to right, the more the Dutch come into sight.
3.2.2. Demographic estrangement: generation and gender gaps
In §3.1 several limitations in context and perspectives were reviewed that restrict explanations
about why some immigrants are more integrated than others. Before proceeding, several
individual attributes are presented here that broaden the scope and are readily measured. These
are attributes that are not explicitly reflected by concepts within the three dimensions of
individual integration, and might therefore be overlooked by the presentations in chapters four
through six. The number of such attributes is theoretically endless. Those few treated here are
either 'background variables' commonly measured in survey interviews, or they pertain to
circumstances that clarify individuals' integration end-goals.
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Table 3.2.2: Some demographic attributes of Haarlem respondents, per ethnic category (in %).
Moroccans

Attribute

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

30%

29%

18-34

59%

54%

46%

35-54

28%

37%

36%

45%

41%

55 & older

13%

10%

18%

25%

31%

Local resident < 10 yrs

51%

38%

44%

36%

19%

20%

11%

43%

71%

Age:

10 thni 19 years

29%

41%

30%

20 years and more

20%

21%

26%

Haarlem Quarter^: East

19%

22%

1%

11%

15%

North

16%

22%

18%

34%

39%

Center-South

14%

17%

31%

30%

26%

Schalkwijk

51%

39%

49%

25%

20%

Migration motive: work

24%

28%

2%

9%

-

44%

35%

32%

27%

-

family formation

15%

30%

9%

36%

-

other motives

17%

7%

58%

29%

-

93/93/93/91

158/159/158/138

77/77/77/59

100/99/100/45

170/170/168-

family reunification

n = 100%

The first category consists of demographic factors that could be constmed as positional attributes.
I am referring to factors such as age,
residential district and residential duration. Such
attributes refer more indirectly to positions upon a particular market for social goods; moreover
their distributions are not readily (i.e., legitimately) affected by state inteirenfons. However,
when demographic differences vary across ethnic categories, they may point to imbalances in the
integration measurement. Table 3.2.2 shows for instance that most of the Moroccan and Turkish
Haarlemmers are younger than 35 (59% resp. 54%), while only 30% of the 'Other' immigrants
and indigenous Dutch are in this age cohort. Such categorical discrepancies may help clarify why
indigenous Dutch tend to earn more (see §4.3). They can also suggest why specific cultural
polarities correspond more with 'generation' than with 'ethnicity'. For instance, the minimal
interest among Haarlem minorities for local museums, theaters and other manifestations of'high'
culture may be due to youth more than ethnicity (see §6.6). Similar polarities and tensions may
also correspond with unequal sex distributions. For example, ethnic hostilities may be a reaction
of indigenous male machos when immigrant male (foot) soldiers overtake the city's discotheques.
The significance of another demographic factor presented here - duration of residence in the
municipality - pertains to the parameter oitime: the longer individuals reside the more likely their
integration process has indeed progressed (cf Sampson, 1991). One sees for example in table

' Haarlem is administratively divided into 12 districts or 40 neighborhoods. In the overview presented here the
following districts are combined: Haarlem-Oost is the East quarter; Westoever NoordBuitenspaarne.
Ter Kleef en
Te Zaanen, Oud Schoten en Spaarndam, and Duinwijk comprise the North quarter; Oude Stad, Leidse
Spoorbaan,
^nd Haarlemmerhoutkwartier
comprisethe Center-South quarter, wéEuropawijk,
Boerhaavewijk
Molenwijk, and
Meerwijk comprise Schalkwijk in the south-east.
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3.2.2 that few immigrants in minority categories have resided more than 20 years in Haarlem,
while this applies for a large majority of the indigenous Dutch. This measurement is in a sense
self-evident: when the large majority of a category migrates at age 13 or older (see table 3.2.1),
but most are still younger than 35 (see table 3.2.2), then few are capable statistically or
existentially of residing more than 20 years in their current locality. Stated more generally, many
potentially relevant factors in integration processes pertain to duration. However,
methodological obstacles arise when isolating the particular significance of a given duration
factor, as time factors correlate.'
Residential distribution is a third demographic factor summarized in table 3.2.2. An inordinate
percentage of the three minority categories are seen to reside in the local quarter known as
Schalkwijk, characterized by high-rise tenant apartments. Because residence in specific
neighborhoods or districts may signify a personal end-goal, this factor differs from age or sex in
its social significance. In the forthcoming chapters it will reappear regularly (see §3.4.3, §4.5,
§5.5 and §6.5).
The other category of demographic attributes revolves around individuals' attachment to their
land of origin and their motives for migration. Family or possessions elsewhere could be
regarded as an indication of estrangement (CBS, 1985; Friedberg, 1993). As themes in Dutch
survey interviews though, they annoy respondents (Meloen & Veenman, 1990:154f[) while the
number of possible themes indicative of individuals' orientation toward the wider world is
infinite. More theoretically pertinent, and less problematic in practice, are indications about why
individuals choose to move. Migration is rarely an individual and voluntary decision (Petersen,
1975:321fr, Esveldt et al., 1995; Springers, 1995). Ogbu (1996) argues for instance that a
distinction between voluntary and involuntary immigrants goes far to explain differential
integration in the United States. In Haarlem, we were curious whether individuals who came
primarily in search of work (such as + 25% of the Moroccans and Turks) have orientations and
contacts divergent from those who came for schooling (such as 22% of the Surinamese and
Antilleans) or for family formation (such as 36% of the 'Other' immigrants, see table 3.2.2). We
neglected to ask the indigenous Dutch why they came to Haarlem.
In this section two issues surrounding immigrant survey samples were presented. First sampling
techniques were considered, noting sources of sampling bias and the demands of sample size. A
combination of two elements entails that surveys readily require hundreds of respondents: the
number of factors being analyzed for their interrelationship, and the number of (ethnic) categories
being compared. When specific categories are numerical minorities, they require stratified
samples to select potential respondents. The use of these techniques further confuses the
(statistical) context in which comparisons are made.
In the second sub-section, several demographic factors were presented. Differential distributions

' In the Haarlem survey for instance, five duration factors were measured: 1) age, 2) years since immigration, 3)
duration of residence in Haarlem, 4) in the neighborhood and 5) in Ihe present residence. Pearson correlations
between these factors for all first generation immigrants (weighted n=215) range between .57 and .85. The cmr\of all five factors in multiple regression analyses - the technique applied in the coming chapters to estimate the
relative significance of integration indicators - leads to unacceptable tolerance le\'els, i.e. the effect of one factor
cannot be discerned while controlling for the effect of the other four (see e.g. Martens & Veenman, 1997).
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of age and sex not only provide an indication that survey samples are representative." They and
other demographic factors may suggest that ethnic categories are in divergent phases of an
integration process. However, before a^'c can be construed to indicate those immigrants subject
to a generation gap, and .vex becomes indicative of those immigrants oppressed by gender gaps,
a variety of theoretical, statistical, and normative issues must be resolved.

3.3 The survey interview: appreciating communicative agents
The previous two sections have been concerned respectively with the survey context of cities and
of sample populations. In this section I turn to several communicative issues pertinent to
interviews with immigrants. I will focus upon three media of communication.
The chance is small that immigrants have a command of predominant local languages
comparable to that of more indigenous residents. Does a diversity of languages require a variety
of questionnaires? How can researchers know whether questions formulated in one language
elicit valid responses in another language? The issue of language as a communication barrier is
touched upon in §3.3.1. Then the role of the interviewer as medium between respondents and
researchers is considered. The focus in §3.3.2. is specifically upon the survey practice of
matching the interviewers' immigrant descent - and gender - with that of the respondents. The
ideal interview context calls for the isolation of respondents, to reduce the influence of others.
This requirement is problematic in households characterized by a premium on space. Can one
determine the amount of this bias? Is bias an appropriate qualification? This third issue, the
respondent as medium, is considered in §3.3.3. Various response patterns observed in the
Haarlem survey will serve as foothold by the descent into more empirical regions.
1 Language as a medium
All these letters form symbols, expressing in (American) English the misunderstandings that
arise when questions, originally formulated in Dutch, are posed to respondents with a variety of
linguistic backgrounds. How much will be lost in translation, and how much is related to the
ambiguity of symbols in any context? Ultimately we have no certainty that two actors involved
'n a communicative process know when the same symbol signifies different entities (e.g., we
only agree these letters are "black"), or when different symbols signify the same entity (e.g., we
might also agree that these letters are "zwart", "negro" or "noires").
A broad range of academic debates focuses upon this linguistic dilemma (e.g., Brislin et al.,
1973; Berry, 1989), and a large body of cross-cultural research is fixated upon the
communication gap between languages and cultures (e.g., Asante & Gudykunst, 1989;
Gudykunst, 1994; cf Shadid, 1998:122fï). Dutch envoys of the latter tradition (e.g., Eppink,

" The Haarlem stratified samples were representative for the five sub-populations, according to X^ tests for age and
sex distributions. Residential duration and district concentrations deviated from population distributions for several
ethnic categories (see Reinsch et.al., 1995:259 ff). For all analysis results presented here, these deviations were
corrected with weighting factors. One deviation was not corrected: only one interview was realized among adult
Surinamese/Antilleans in Haarlem-East, where seven interviews should have been held. The one respondent was
not reweighed to represent 9% of the Haarlemmers within this minority category (see table 3.2.2).
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1981; Pinto & Pinto, 1994; Hofman, 1994) tend to overemphasize the size of the gap they try to
bridge, by dissecting the inter-cultural ambiguity encountered in even the simplest of exchanges.
Alternatively, researchers may downplay the linguistic gap they find themselves in (e.g.,
Rooijackers & Nijsten, 1993), or limit their observations to immigrants (presumably) fluent in
Dutch. The one perspective sees surveys as inherently flawed due to the culturally specific
meaning of concepts and categories; the other sees that surveys serve to quantify the universal
essence of individual views and experiences.
Meloen and Veenman, placing themselves between these two poles (1990:109), produced the
first comprehensive Dutch study on the types of interview distortion encountered in surveys
among immigrants (cf Kemper, 1998).' They emphasize, for instance, the importance of
transcribing questionnaires with a translate-retranslate method (1990:101). For the Haarlem
survey, we had the questionnaire translated into Moroccan-Arabic and Turkish, without the added
certainty of a retranslation. We did employ multilingual interviewers who not only could cater
to respondents' language preference. They would improvise upon insensitive and complex
formulations, and could inform us and each other about linguistic ambiguities (cf Meloen &
Veenman, 1990:95ff). Most of the Moroccans (57%) and a broad majority of the Turks (75%)
opted for interviews solely in these respective languages. The comparison of their response
patterns with those who chose to speak in Dutch reveal the interpretative difficulties bound to
multilingual interviews. They arise for instance where respondents are asked to express their
views on local integration objectives (see §5.6). However, the most significant differences in
response patterns concern questions pertinent to the respondents' positions: those immigrants
who do not speak Dutch qualify their various social positions as decidedly more detached. To
what extent can categorical differences be attributed to subjective proclivities anchored in
particular linguistic systems, and to what extent do they realistically reflect the detached social
position occupied by immigrants who do not speak Dutch?
Another Haariem result helps to crystalize the issue. The number of missing responses to
questions, the so-called item non response, provides an indication of communicative problems.
Exactly 100 survey items could be answered by all respondents, whatever the interview route.
Of these, 26 concern respondents' positions in various domains, 43 pertain to their orientations,
and 31 to their contacts and activities. The mean percentage of missing responses ranges
minimally but significantly from 8.9% (for indigenous Dutch) to 11.3% (for Moroccans) (see
table 3.3.1 rows four through six). Interesting are the types of questions specific ethnic categories
avoid. More than half the non response by indigenous Dutch could be attributed to their
unwillingness or inability to provide information on their social positions (mean=5.1). Such
questions elicit a significantly lower non response by all immigrant categories - particularly by
respondents interviewed in Turkish (mean=2.5). On the other hand, indigenous Dutch
respondents have relatively little problem expressing their cultural orientations (mean=3.5). Such
orientational items form a large majority of the non response among minority categories particulariy by respondents interviewed in Arabic (mean=8.4). Other researchers have signaled
the high item non response when questions refer to immigrants' values and ^jerspectives (see

' Up until now, it is also the only comprehensive study. A doctorate thesis by Hedda van't Land (Free University
Amsterdam) is near completion concerning language and interv iew distortion detected in surveys among Moroccan
immigrants.
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Zusman & Olson, 1977; Meloen & Veenman, 1990:51). It remains (forever) unclear how much
this stems from linguistic incongruence between the instrument and the immigrant (i.e., the
ability to express particular values and perspectives), and how much stems from immigrants'
'limited' orientation (i.e., limited opportunity to acquire and convey universal values and
perspectives).
How much can and should the researcher cater to the immigrant respondents' linguistic
competence? This is obviously dependent upon research objectives, available funds and the
linguistic diversity present in the local population. More fundamentally, it is dependent upon the
local integration envisioned. Where linguistic competence is considered a necessary attribute for
local orientation and participation, language proficiency is a requisite end-goal of immigrant
integration. Adapting this viewpoint, multilingual measurement instruments become essentially
superfluous, as immigrants are by definition estranged if they are unable to respond in Dutch (cf
Esser, 1980:I79ff).
Then what about local visions characterized by objectives of cultural diversity? How does one
traverse linguistic polarities in order to measure individuals' integration into such ideal
environments? It is my conviction, in accordance with such visions, that the focus should be less
upon languages as barriers - as sources of misunderstanding - and more upon their potential to
mutually enlighten values and perspectives (Mok & Reinsch, 1996:15ff). Afler all, we need not
agree upon what we learn, to agree we all learn from our experiences. For measuring individual
integration, this implies the relaxation of research goals to encapsulate universal ideas and
categories. The researcher and the respondent should tolerate the ambiguity of ideals, savor the
plurality of viewpoints, and accept the transiency of cultural orientations. Even in the survey
interview the communicative goal is not so much to establish a consensus, but to encounter
variation.
2 Interviewers as a medium
Besides linguistic symbols, interviewers are positioned between the researcher and the (oral)
survey respondent. To bridge linguistic and cultural gaps, common practice by immigrant
research is to match the ethnic background of interviewers with that of respondents (cf Meloen
and Veenman, 1990:103; Kemper, 1998:45ff). Van Heelsum conducted perhaps the first
systematic examination in the Netherlands of response variations affected by such matching
practices (1993). By a survey concerning the "ethnic-cultural position" in which (300) second
generation Amsterdam Surinamese situate themselves, she compared the answers gathered by
eight Surinamese and eight indigenous Dutch interviewers. She observes that specific interview
themes are particularly sensitive to matching practices,'" namely ethnic specific themes (e.g.,
ethnic self-identification, subjection to exclusionary practices, importance of language and
culture, preference for Surinamese contacts) and more general interpersonal themes (e.g.,
experience with and views on loneliness). These findings correspond with her conclusions from
a general literature study on immigrant surveys (van Heelsum, 1993:20).
For the Haarlem survey we matched interviewers and respondents in the three minority samples.

" That is, t-tcsts displayed significant response differences that could be attributed to the distinction between
immigrant and indigenous interviewers (analysis at interviewer level), with a probability of less than 5% that
observed differences are based upon chance variations within the respondent population.
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while primarily indigenous interviewers approached the 'Other' immigrants and indigenous
Dutch. Systematic comparisons of ethnic matching affects can therefore not be made. As for
gender, we carried out matching practices within the Moroccan and Turkish samples, as male
interviewers mediated mainly with male respondents." Several possible affects of gender
combinations can be discerned from table 3.3, where an overview is given of four sets of
response variations, difTerentiated by respondents' gender (columns) and by interviewers' gender
(rows).
Tabic 3 .3: Response variations between male and female respondents dilTcrcntiatcd by interv iewers' gender, per
ellmie category. Underlined statistics vary significantly (Student's I < 5%) from those attained with interviewers
from opposite gender.
Subject

interviewer

Moroccans

Turks

gender
9
Interview

?

participation

d-

?

cC

79%

Indigenous

immigrants

Dutch

?

J

9

c?

9

d-

78%

54%

64%

49%

73%

64%

59%

54% : 76%

72%

16%

37%

33%

42%

39%

47%

73%

79%

i

L

Item

9

14%

11% :

10%

non response

<ƒ

12%

5% i

9%

V
L,

'Other'

Antilleans

81%

68% i

mean (=Vn)

mean

Surinamese

57%

10%

54%

10%

10%

10%

9%

9%

12%

10%

9%

11%

9%

8%

9%

11%

55%

10%

10%

10%

9%

Interview

$

71

90

;

76

79

94

88

103

94

duration (min)

o"

90

98

i

84

81

89

95

M

li

mean

79

82

I

91

Interviews w/

?

66%

74% 1; 55%

70%

others present

d-

0%

47% 1i 42%

70%

mean
n =

£.

i

65%

83

88

79

77

37%

33%

27%

48%

15%

48%

50%

25%

30%

41%

52%

35%

36%

62%

35%

34%

¥

42

35

i

54

44

38

29

39

26

57

60

cf

1

15

i

21

40

6

4

19

15

23

30

The first set (rows one to three) pertains to the actual survey response, i.e., the percentage
Haarlemmers who, once in contact with interviewers, eventually agree to an interview. This
actual response is seen to vary from 42% among female 'Other' immigrants to 80% among female

" This was done in accordance with a widely acknowledged Dutch adagium, that in Muslim households women
should not be left alone with male 'guests'.
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T u r k s . A comparison of the column percentages between rows one and two shows that,
regardless of ethnic category and gender, female interviewers are more successful in realizing
the participation of potential respondents. For three ofthe five ethnic categories, these differences
are statistically significant (underlined in the table), meaning that the possibility that percentile
differences could be attributed to chance variations is less than 5%."
These results would warrant the use of female interviewers within ail sample categories. But how
did the interviewers continue, once they had permission to enter? In table 3.3, rows four to six,
mean percentages for the item non response are presented, i.e., the average number of questions
•hat respondents did not validly answer (see §3.3.1). The differences per column are largely
•nsignificant. One observes however that Moroccan men are significantly more responsive
toward male interviewers while Turkish men are significantly less responsive toward male
interviewers.
Table 3.3 displays two other Haarlem indications as to the possible affect of interviewers' gender.
The first, presented in rows seven to nine, pertains to the average duration of interviews for the
four possible interviewer-respondent combinations. The other indication concerns the presence
of other persons during the interview. Presumably specific interviewer-respondent combinations
prompt respondents to arrange the attendance (i.e., 'support') of household members and friends.
The only significant differences occurred among indigenous Dutch female respondents: others
were rarely present with female interviewers, and usually present with male interviewers (15%
resp. 52%).
These results do not lend credence to strict schemes of gender matching by interviews with
immigrants. They do show how the interaction between an interviewer and (potential) respondent
lends itself for comparative analysis. My analyses suggest that the interaction affect response
within ethnic categories in a variety of ways. The variety of response patterns encountered in
surveys among Dutch immigrants, and their clarification, remains largely unchartered (cf
Meloen & Veenman, 1990:41fF; van Heelsum, 1997:158).
3-3.3 Respondents as a medium
Before closing this section another characteristic o f t h e interview situation deserves attention.
Survey interview protocol commonly calls for an environment, in which the influence of other
persons or objects upon the respondents' answers is kept to a minimum (cf Kidder & Judd,
1986:225), It is unclear when and to what extent immigrant survey research violates this
protocol, in part because researchers rarely mention it as an extenuating factor (cf Meloen &
Veenman, 1990:54). However, as displayed in table 3.3, the Haarlem interviewers noted that
other persons were often present during interviews. For the interviews among Moroccan and

Table 3.3 would become more complex were all the relevant totals presented upon which percentages are drawn.
Most of these can be derived via interpolation, for instance the fact that 75 Turkish women were eventually
interviewed with an actual participation of 80% implies that contact was originally realized with a total of
( 7 5 ( 1 0 0 - 8 0 ) = ) 94 Turkish women. The item non-response percentages are mean scores per category, percentuated
from 100 possible missings. The interview durations are also mean scores per category, presented in minutes.
" The actual response percentages for Moroccan and Turkish women interviewed by men (100% resp. 76%) are
misleading in that many of these interviews were arranged via the mediation of third parties (e.g. fieldwork
coordinators).
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Turkish Haarlemmers this applied to most interviews, while in the other three survey categories
more than a third of the interviews were held in the presence of others.
No simple method can effectively discern how these friends and household members affect the
respondents' answers. Haarlem interviewers could supply their estimates about whom was
influenced and by which questions,'^ but such evaluations are a poor basis for general
measurement corrections. Upon comparison of the response patterns provided by those
interviewed alone, with those interviewed in the presence of other persons, an interesting but
ambiguous distinction appears. Within all ethnic categories, those interviewed alone tend to
estimate their positional attributes, such as educational level and household income higher than
those with witnesses. However, before concluding that witnesses help temper respondents' selfappraisals, one must take into account that those with higher social positions may have generally
more opportunity to seclude themselves from other members of the household.
Given the presence of others in the crowded and sociable quarters of respondents' households,
should steps be taken to minimize their influence upon the interview? Various interview
techniques help curb third party interference (see Kidder & Judd, 1986:226; Meloen & Veenman,
1990:107), but other practical problems accompany their use. In the end, the decision hinges
upon the research objectives. Our central and explicit purpose in Haarlem was to compile ideas
and perspectives for local policies. Within such a context noting the partner's opinion may be
opportune as well. The alternative is to take efforts to simulate a clinical environment, with as
possible consequence respondents who no longer have a view to convey. More generally, surveys
concerned with the relative position of households or categories, which rely upon random
respondents to provide representative information, use the respondents' perspective as a medium.
The researcher's dilemma represents a double paradox: one must rely upon either isolated
representatives, or sacrifice survey representability by allowing representatives to consult with
their constituents. In the Haarlem survey, we opted for the latter.

3.4 The local index: denoting the integrated individual
The final contextual consideration, arguably the most central to research on integration, is the
choice of normative criteria. To denote integrated individuals, and to examine the factors that
account for differences in degree, one or more criteria must be designated. Various normative,
theoretical and methodological considerations that accompany this choice are presented in §3.4.1.
The index used in the coming chapters to illuminate and evaluate Haarlem processes is then
introduced. A quick preview reveals an index that ranks respondents with reference to an
'average' (adult) Haarlemmers. After introducing the index in §3.4.2, some presumptions
associated with the Haarlem end-goals of individual integration, and their (statistical)
interrelationship, are assessed. In §3.4.3 the (statistical) relation is then considered between
factors discussed in the previous sections - differences in interview context and respondents'
demographic attributes - and respondents' integration scores.

According to interviewers, the proportion affected by others present ranged from 10% of all the Surinamese and
Antillcans to 18% of the Moroccan respondents. Particularly partners tend to take issue, but also many school-aged
children reacted openly to the opinions expressed by their parents.
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-f-1 The various qualities of an integration measure
To denote integrated individuals is ultimately a normative activity, in which any number of
criteria are (implicitly) combined. Considering the divergent end-goals perceived in individual
integration processes, the criteria could be either complementary or disparate. Various theoretical
and methodological restraints must be taken into account, while the ideal index should also be
generally applicable, brief and simple, reliable and unambiguous.
Take for instance a criterion used to denote the integration of immigrant groups: the rate of
marriages with indigenes (cf Lieberson & Waters, 1988; Harmsen, 1998). At the micro level of
individual immigrants however, this criterion serves at best as an indication (cf Nekuee,
1996:55; Hondius, 1999:305). As an index it would categorically exclude all individuals without
(marriage) partners. A similar limitation applies to another criterion often encountered in research
on social mobility: the social status attributed to individuals' occupations (cf Dagevos &
Veenman, 1992). Again, those individuals inactive upon the labor market have no (i.e., zero) rank
upon a professional status index.
Other criteria will be considered in the coming chapters that are applicable for all adults, but
exhibit particular normative and theoretical limitations. For instance, level of education or degree
of fluency in the indigenous language play key roles in theories on individual integration (eg.
Esser, 1980). In principle, any individual could be ranked along a continuous scale representing
either of these criteria. However, I find the designation to be normatively 'intolerant'that by
definition the poorly educated or the inarticulate are locally estranged. As criteria they hardly
reflect end-goals of the tolerant vision (see §2.6) that serves as normative basis to this study.
These factors may suggest possible obstacles to integration. They do not necessarily signify
estrangement.
Education and language, and also professional status, call attention to another consideration:
social policy. Such factors refer to various domains of state intervention used to advance
immigrant integration. In this context they represent various means rather than objectives of the
integration process. Ideally, integration indices should reflect the objective or end-goal of a
process in terms that can be used by local authorities to evaluate their policies and programs.
That integration criteria are preferably simple and concise in their compilation (i.e., not tax
survey respondents unduly with a barrage of questions) and interpretation (i.e., not require vast
statistical expertise) amplifies the challenge. The decision to combine various criteria into one
index is above all a question of convenience: e.g., the discussion of Haariem data in the
forthcoming chapters will focus upon one rather than a variety of dependent variables. To this
end, I presume that individuals' degrees of integration within a given geo-political or social
context can be projected upon a single spectrum. Moreover, the intervals along the spectrum are
portioned so that the distribution of local residents' scores along the spectrum resembles a normal
or bell curve (i.e., 68% of the individuals are within one standard deviation of the median point
on the spectrum, and 95% within two standard deviations). This presumption increases the
potential to use statistical techniques that can illuminate and account for individuals' variant
processes. The problem then is to project the spectrum.
With these various considerations in mind, items were sought in the Haariem survey data that,
in their singular characteristics and correlations, optimize the probability that an adequate
spectrum is drawn. Five sets of response-items or components were selected that combine to
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represent theoretically and mathematically a single 'integration' index. The five separate
components will be considered more in detail in the coming chapters. I suffice here with a brief
introduction:
• I'er capita income. An indication of respondents' material wealth was calculated by relating
their net monthly household income to the composition of their households (see §4.3.2).
• Welfare inJepeiiJence. Individuals may be seen to vary in self-reliance as one is more
dependent upon public sen'ices (e.g., labor exchanges or legal assistance) provided by local
authorities while another uses only municipal leisure arrangements (e.g., libraries and sports
facilities). Based upon respondents' use of nine local services, their relative position on a
service-arrangement spectrum was estimated (see §4.4).
• Perceived opportunity. Respondents were asked to estimate their opportunities for education,
labor and housing compared with the average Haarlemmer. Their estimates upon the three
scales were subsequently combined (see §5.3.2).
• iMcal sati.sfaction. Respondents were also asked to appraise various aspects of their Haarlem
experience: their personal life, their home, their neighborhood and the city overall. These
scores were also reduced to a single component (see §5.4.2).
• Cultural participation. The chance to meet and speak with 'strangers' increases with the use
of public areas. The frequency in which respondents visit various Haarlem localities and
events such as markets, cafés, parties, theaters, and festivals were transformed into a principal
component (see §6.6).
How do these five components conform to theoretical and normative criteria? To begin with,
each is applicable for all adult residents. Theoretically, they represent criteria associated with the
three integration dimensions and with various domains differentiated in the previous chapter.
Normatively they can be seen to represent end-goals associated with the tolerant vision, as will
be clarified in the three paragraphs below.
The first two components are indicative of individuals' social positions. Per capita income is a
measure of material wealth, while welfare independence reflects more generally end-goals of
self-reliance. Besides serving as individual criteria, they also embody tolerant objectives of local
integration. Here I presume that in a tolerant community, immigrants as (aggregated) categories
should not differ from indigenous groups as to their civil liberties (i.e., the reliance on state
interventions is no greater among immigrants). Moreover, I presume a certain degree of social
equality within this ideal community, namely that immigrants and indigenes as (aggregated)
categories have comparable opportunity to accumulate material wealth (i.e., poverty is not more
pervasive among immigrants). More concretely, the criteria are based upon the presumption that
the greater the wealth, and the less reliance upon government services, the more engaged an
individual is. In short, these criteria are specific and concrete measures of the "differential
participation in institutional and associational life" (Schermerhorn, 1970:16).
The third and fourth component, perceived opportunity and local satisfaction, concern expressive
aspects of individuals' cultural orientation. They too represent normative end-goals where they
reflect individuals' "extent of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the different patterns of
participation" (Schermerhorn, 1970:16). The normative presumption that individuals are more
integrated the more they express satisfaction with their local situation is obviously limited in
scope. Knowledge and belief components of individuals' orientation (e.g., communicative skills
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and religious convictions) are overlooked. But then, according to end-goals of personality, 1
presume that beyond compliance with local objectives no other orientational criteria apply to
which residents must conform. Within a tolerant community vision, immigrants may - even
should - differ from indigenes in their cognitive and moral orientations. The two criteria do
service here for lack of more adequate measures within the Haarlem data (see further chapter
five), and for their embodiment of local integration objectives. Presumably, a necessary condition
for local objectives of cultural diversity is that immigrants (as aggregated categories) compare
with indigenes as for their (variant but sufficient) appreciation of their local circumstance.
The fifth component, cultural participation, represents individuals' potential to realize local
contacts. It is based on the presumption that the more individuals participate in local activities,
the more they have resolved the behavioral dilemma of solitude or sociability in favor of the
latter (see §2.4.3). In itself, the criterion fails to distinguish between local integration objectives
of seclusion (i.e., minimal interactions between ethnic categories) and inclusion (i.e., optimal
interethnic interactions)." In other words, participation in local cultural activities signifies greater
integration, regardless of the Haarlemmers encountered. This component should be
complemented by respondents' actual frequency and quality of (interethnic) contacts for it to
reflect "overt or covert behavior patterns of conflict and/or harmonious relations" (Schermerhorn,
• 970:16). Unfortunately, the Haarlem survey did not contain more adequate behavioral measures.
The possibilities to realize such measures will be considered in chapter six.
Before presenting the index made up by these five components more in detail, let me consider
its general limitations. First, the index is a statistical artefact extracted from survey data, replete
with measurement bias and Haarlem particularities. Consequently, although the separate
components can be measured in other localities, they would not necessarily combine to form a
comparable and reliable index. To sustain the spectral presumption, a statistical restriction was
applied that all components significantly correlate with the index so that each component
contributes to individuals' integration score. Due to this restriction, several potential criteria
available in the Haarlem data were excluded from the index."
The empirical basis of the index calls attention to its limited theoretical status. It is not derived
fi'om a theory of integration; the components do not represent divergent phases of individuals'
local 'entry' process (cf Gordon, 1963; Esser, 1980; Baker, 1983). To reflect more directly the
parameters of the formal framework presented in the previous chapter, the interaction between
dimensions, domains and levels of analysis through time would require the designation of several
indices. In this regard, the presumption that individuals' integration can be designated by a single
(albeit combined) score relative to other local residents is most problematic. To keep the
presentation simple I nevertheless embrace the presumption, rather than seek more nuances in
a deluge of indices and their corresponding components.

" It also fails to take into account that individuals may be far more sociable' in neighboring localities, where they
for instance find more opportunity to cultivate either inclusive or seclusive ties.
For instance, immigrants' proportional contact with local ties (as opposed to their non-local ties) could be
construed as a measure of their local affinity and sociability. However, this potential index component does not
correlate sufficiently with the other five components for all Haarlemmers, due to the weak correlations within the
largest ethnic category: the indigenous Dutch. Whereas Haarlem immigrants indeed tend to score more integrated
who have a surplus of local ties, this does not apply for 'average' Haarlemmers (see §6.4).
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Because the alignment with parameters of the formal model is not clear cut, and the selection of
end-goal criteria incomplete, the index remains ambiguous. In other words, the index does not
ostensibly reflect end-goals associated with the tolerant vision formulated in §2.6. This ambiguity
has its reasons, and advantages. A strict application of these end-goals would imply that
respondents are being ranked according to criteria that currently are not viewed and pursued as
local objectives. Examining whether those respondents who do support such objectives are
indeed more integrated is possible however according to less stringent criteria (see §5.6.2).
A final limitation pertains to the relative intangibility of statistical artefacts. Because of the
presumed (interval) level of measurement and normal distribution, the principal component
factor used to form the index ultimately offers more statistical potential to analyze and interpret
the aftect various factors have upon individuals' integration. However, hypothetical comparisons
to the average Haarlemmer might appeal less to one's imagination than more nominal indices,
for instance residents' subsistence above or below poverty level (cf Engbersen et al., 1996:1 Off)
or their partner preference.
3.4.2 Conslructmg a statistical .standard
To derive the index, first the survey data was re-weighed so that as to geo-political origins the
600 respondents could be considered representative for the population of adult Haarlemmers.
This meant that the (170) indigenous Dutch respondents counted for approximately 100 times
as many Haarlemmers as the (93) Moroccan respondents." A diversity of factors was then
considered in a principal component analysis, based on the combination of (theoretical and
normative) criteria discussed in §3.4.1 The five components contained within the index are seen
to be significantly aligned to the principal component (i.e., the factor loadings are at least .50),
while the addition of more factors reduced the principal component's reliability." The results of
the solution are summarized in the second column of table 3 .4 (under "local index"). One may
observe that, in comparison to the other four com<ponsni5, perceived opportunity is more centrally
aligned with the principal component (i.e., a correlation of .69). The column also shows that the
principal component accounts for 32.6% of the variance within the five contributing components.
The resulting index places respondents on a spectrum compared with the 'average' Haarlemmer,
whose integration score is designated as zero. For purposes of comparison, a principal component
specific to each of the five ethnic categories was then derived from the same five components,
but limited to data from respondents within each of the five survey sub-samples. The component
structures of these so-called ethnic indices are also summarized in table 3 .4 for each of the
respective categories. One may note that the loadings within the ethnic indices do not all meet

" Actually, first the item-non responses were recoded on the two components with a significant pcrcentge of
missings (namely per capita income and pcrceived opportunit>', + 10%) to the mean value per ethnic category. For
the remaining missing values, the principal component analysis was conducted with substitution to the local mean.
" In the search for a single index, an auxiliar>' criteria by the analysis was a variation upon the socallcd scree test,
the maximum difference between the variances accounted for by the first and second component extracted (see
Stevens, 1996:366). The second component in this solution accounted for 20.2% of the components' variance.
According to Stevens, components are reliable derivations when at least four of the contributing items have loadings
of .60 or more. The component fails to meet this criteria, but the limited number of contributing items serves as an
extenuating circumstance.
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the statistical criteria set for the local index (i.e., greater than .50). Comparable to the search for
valid and statistically significant components for the entire local population, components with
consistently high correlations could have been sought for each category. However, such a
procedure would eventually result in ethnic indices of divergent constitution. I failed to discover
solid theoretical grounds that legitimate why a given criterion represents a relevant integration
end-goal for one ethnic category and not for another. Stated euphemistically, comparisons
between ethnic categories become complex when individuals within them are ranked according
to disparate criteria. Here the ethnic indices serve to illuminate the spectral quality of the local
index by revealing those components that do not display significant loadings within the separate
ethnic categories.
Table 3.4: Local integration index for entire Haarlem population (weighted to correct for stratified samples) and
for separate ethnic categories, principal component 'loadings' of five contributing components.
Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Index

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

per capita income

.51

.08

.29

.70

.65

.45

welfare independence

.56

.69

.63

.31

.59

.51

perceived opportunity

.69

.55

.66

.66

.65

.72

local satisfaction

.56

.37

.22

.61

.06

.59

cultural participation

.51

.63

.69

.41

.54

.50

percent of variance

32.6%

26.6%

28.8%

31.3%

29.9%

31.7%

mean (& std. dev.)

0.0(1.0)

-1.49 (.88)

-1.22 (.94)

-.38 (.94)

-.11 (.93)

0.08 (.97)

599

93

159

77

100

170

components

n =

Local

Moroccans

Turks

One may note that the perceived opportunity component retains a consistently high correlation
within each of the ethnic indices. The other four components are less consistent. In particular,
the per capita income component among Moroccans and Turks, and the heal satisfaction
component among Turks and 'Other' immigrants, correlate minimally with other components
within the index. A logical consequence of the diminished loadings is that less variance within
the separate components is accounted for by the ethnic indices. This is most apparent for
Moroccans (only 26.6%). For this ethnic category a second principal component would account
for neariy as much variance within the five contributing components (namely 24.1%)."
Considering the limited variance clarifed by the local index, how does it reflect upon Haarlemmers' (linear) degree of integration? Once one presumes that all five components are valid
end-goals of individuals' integration, it shows the local diversity of integration processes. It offers
a measure of the five components interrelation within the specific Haariem context. Should the
local index account for nearly 100% of its components' variance, then individuals' degree of

" In appendix II, correlation matrices of the local index and its contributing components are presented for each of
the five ethnic categories, as well as otlier statistics concerning the contributing five components.
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integration is reliably reflected by their score on any single component. In literal terms, the more
integrated Haarlemmers would all be self-reliant, they would all express greater satisfaction
concerning their local situation and prospects, and would all frequent a spectrum of local
activities more often than other residents. When individuals' integration according to one
criterion displays little relation to their integration according to the other four criteria, the
variance within the contributing components that the index accounts for approaches a minimum
(e.g., 20% for five components). Where individuals score 'low' on one component, this can be
'compensated' by their scores on others. In short, the low percentages show the diffuse relation
between integration end-goals among Haarlemmers, and particularly among Moroccan
Haarlemmers.
The next-to-bottom row of table 3.4 presents the mean scores (and standard deviation) for
individuals in separate ethnic categories upon the local index (the mean scores upon the ethnic
indices are - by statistical design - zero). With the help of a z-table for normal distributions, these
statistics help estimate the percentage individuals within a category with a given degree of
integration. The Moroccans can be regarded as the most estranged category: only 7% of all
Haariemmers score less integrated than the average Moroccan. The fact that the standard
deviation within each ethnic category is just less than 1.0 signifies that an alternative observation
- the percentage within a category who is more integrated than the average Haariemmer - is
slightly less. For instance, the estimated percentage 'better than average integration' is among
the Moroccans not 7% but 5%.^"
In figure 3 the distribution of respondents along the local index is graphically portrayed. The
horizontal axis displays the index scores in standard deviations around the zero-point of the
average Haarlemmer. The vertical axis displays the cumulative percentage per ethnic category
that has not realized a specific degree of individual integration. One notes that the lines
representing the four immigrant categories remain to the left of the thick solid line representing
the indigenous Dutch. This means that for any given degree of integration, the percentage
immigrants who are more estranged is always greater than the percentage indigenes. Particulariy
the (thin) line representing the Moroccans, and the (dashed) line representing the Turks ascend
steeply to the left, with more than half of both categories scoring lower than -1.0 (i.e., the most
estranged l/6th of aJl Haariemmers). The (dotted) line representing the Surinamese/Antilleans
and the (dash-dot) line representing the 'Other' immigrants resemble more - and occasionally
touch - the cumulative curve of the indigenous Dutch.
Of course other statistical means can be used to derive an integration index. One could, for
instance, decree that the separate components contribute equally to the index, i.e., that it is a
simple average of respondents' (standardized) scores upon the five components. More explicitly,
the precise import of the separate components could be stipulated, e.g., that per capita income
is double the weight of individuals' perceived opportunity. Reasoning more in theoretical phases,
separate components could contribute conditionally to the index, thus forming an additive scale.

^"Within the other four ethnic categories, the estimated percentage Haarlemmers less integrated than the average
respondent are (reading from left to right in table 3 .4): 11% for Turks, 35%, 46% respectively 53%for indigenous
Dutch. Based on the standard deviation, the 'estimates' for respondents more integrated than the average
Haarlemmer are respectively: 10%, 34%, 45% and 53%. The 'actual' percentage of respondents within the subsamples with positive integration scores is respectively: 4%, 9%, 35%, 50% and 58%.
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Ethnic category
Moroccans
Turks
Surinamese/Antilleans
'Otiier' immigrants
Indigenous Dutch

• 2-0

-1-0

-1.0

- .0

OO

OS

1.0
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For instance, that individuals must realize a specific welfare market position (e.g., zero reliance
upon welfare services) before per capita income scores are indexed. All these alternatives require
presumptions concerning the empirical relation between components that I consider inappropriate
for the exploratory nature of this study.
Nevertheless, the relation between the separate components should not be construed as simple.
Beyond the presumption that in their cumulative (i.e., additive) affect they denote individuals'
degree of integration along a single spectrum, their interrelations raise more issues. The inclusion
of immigrant and indigenous Haarlemmers in the analysis bypasses normative presumptions in
which only indigenous residents set the norm to which immigrants should conform. It then relies
upon a similarly disputable presumption that average Haarlemmers set the standard and not the
most estranged or integrated ones at the outer ends of the index. Would it not be more
appropriate to presume that the integrated status should be attributed to most local residents,
without reference to an average resident, so that more limited numbers are stigmatized as
estranged? In statistical terms, shouldn't a skewed left distribution be presumed instead of a bell
curve around a zero point?^'
A final issue in this regard concerns the variant weights allocated the five components within the
local index, a consequence more of statistical than theoretical reason. Considering their loadings
within the index, orientational components affect individuals degree of integration more than
positional or behavioral ones. Particularly variations in perceived opportunity differentiate within
all ethnic categories between the integrated and the estranged. That this component should
occupy a crucial position within the index may meet with the approval of affirmative action
advocates. However, as I will later discuss, the reliability of the component is questionable (see

For an accessible and insightful exposé on the bias bound to scientists' and statisticians' focus upon means and
bell curves, see Gould, 1996.
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§5 .3 .2), and reliable measures of perceived opportunity should be complemented by more valid
measures of individuals' actual opportunity (see §4.3 .1).
3.4.3 A ffects of interview context and demographic atthhute.s
Having introduced an index that presumably represents variations in integration, 1 will now
examine whether various factors introduced in the previous sub-sections - variations in interview
circumstance and respondents' demographic attributes - correspond with index scores. In
appendix I measures of statistical association are displayed for respondent attributes, discussed
in this and the coming three chapters, that correspond significantly with variations in respondent
scores upon the local index. Two measures of association are used: the eta (r|) for attributes
measured at nominal or ordinal levels, and Pearson's correlation (R) for attributes measured at
interval level. Characteristic for both statistics is that when squared, they designate the proportion
of the variance in the dependent variable (i.e., the local index) accounted for by the independent
variables (e.g., in this sub-section variations in interview context and demographic attributes).
The first section of appendix 1 presents factors bound to the interview context. Most of these
factors allude to rather spurious relations, i.e., the factors in themselves can hardly be construed
as determinants of individual integration. They are related instead to other attributes respondents' Dutch linguistic skills in particular - that more directly effect individuals'
integration. One sees that interviews with more estranged immigrants tend to last longer (R=.27); they tend to be described by interviewers as 'difficult' (r|=.21); and (particularly among
Moroccans and Turks) they are not conducted in Dutch (ri=.48)." One rather curious result is that
interview items designed to measure cultural orientations are met with a greater non response
from more estranged immigrants (R=-.22). This correlation however is not observed among
Moroccans and Turks. In short, several indications of interview bias are apparent; most I consider
exemplary for the interpretative problems signaled in §3.3.1 concerning survey interviews in a
multilingual context.
An interpretative problem of a different nature pertains to the fact that one-third of the interviews
(197 out of 600) were conducted in so-called clusters. These are ten neighborhoods spread
throughout the city, characterized by a greater 'concentration' ofimmigrants. We were concerned
in the original research project whether such neighborhoods are confronted with specific
problems (see Reinsch et al., 1995;105fï). Although the inclusion of cluster residents in the
survey did not alter the general representability of the Haarlem sample (as to age, sex, district
distributions and residential duration), their greater chance of selection does not conform with
the strictures of a-select sampling techniques. Not only indigenous Dutch, but to a lesser extent
immigrant residents of such clusters, are more estranged than other respondents (ri=.21 resp. .13).
The removal of these respondents' data from the analysis was contemplated. However,
considering their minor (though statistically significant) variations in integration, and the
exploratory character of the study, I decided that the added value of their responses outweighs
the relative loss of sample randomness.
The second section of appendix I presents nine demographic attributes that account for

" The affect of interviewers' gender (ti=. 19) can be attributed largely to the fact that several multi-lingual w o m e n
were employed for the interviews with 'Other' immigrants who presumably (based on their 'poor world' geo-political
origin and residential duration) would have difficulty with questions posed in Dutch.
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significant differences in individual integration. 'Region of origin' pertains within the various
ethnic categories to divergent classifications. Among the 'Other' immigrants it refers to a
distinction between West Europeans, East Europeans, Indonesian Dutch, and (poor world)
'others'. Indonesian Dutch are more integrated, the poor world 'others' much less than the average
Haarlemmer (TI=.36). For the Surinamese and Antilleans the indicator monitors whether the (24)
respondents originating from the Dutch Antilles vary significantly in their degree of integration
from the (53) respondents of Surinamese origin. They don't. For the other three ethnic categories
more specific inquiries into (e.g., provincial) region of origin were not made. A rough re-division
of all immigrant respondents into four categories - West Europeans, Indonesian Dutch,
Minorities and 'Others' - is seen to account for significant variations along the local index
A second demographic factor pertains to differences in gender. The poor position and limited
participation of immigrant women - particularly Muslim women - are recurring topics of social
concern (cf Hooghiemstra & Niphuis-Nell, 1995; Jones-Correa, 1998) and political debate (cf
Cherribi, 1994) but Haarlem differences in integration degree between immigrant men and
women are negligible. Only among the indigenous Dutch do men score significantly higher on
the local index (ri=.21). A more detailed analysis, focusing upon the five components within the
index, shows that per capita income (r|=. 16) and above all perceived opportunity (r|=.24) are
lower among indigenous Dutch women (see appendix III). Within the four immigrant categories
gender differences 'mperceivedopportunity are only observed among 'Other' immigrants (r|=.25).
Within the minority categories (only) womens' cultural participation tends to be less compared
to men, but the difference is statistically significant (ri=. 18) only among Haarlem Turks. These
results illustrate the nuances necessary- when signaling obstacles to individual integration. They
are observed within a specific (Haarlem) context, measured according to specific criteria, and
they fail to take the (interactive) affect of other social indicators into account. Given these
conditions, gender obstacles to individual integration are more an indigenous phenomenon.
Four demographic factors are in one way or another related to the parameter of time. Among
Haarlems' indigenous Dutch, one can observe that integration decreases with increasing age and
residential duration (R=-.25 resp. -.29). In search of clarification (see appendix III), two
components of the local index are seen to be particularly sensitive to differences in age: the
elderly Dutch find they have (had) less opportunity, and they are less inclined to traverse the
public domain for cultural participation. A similar relation between age and integration is found
among Haarlem Moroccans (R=-.40) and Turks (R=-.28). Besides (diminished) opportunity and
cultural participation, an individual's welfare independence is seen to increase with age among
the Moroccans and Turks. For immigrants overall the diminished opportunity and cultural
participation among the elderly are compensated by their higher income and greater satisfaction,
so that the net affect of age upon integration scores is insignificant (cf Walker & Maltby, 1997).
Two other time parameters specific to immigrants - age at migration and years since migration -

In order to arrive at this and all other measures for 'All immigrants', the data set was reweighed to correct for the
stratified nature of the four sub-samples. After correction, 37% of all Haarlem immigrants could be considered
'minorities' according to national poUcies (including 'Other' immigrants from Portugal, Italy and former Yugoslavia),
31% to be 'Western European' (including Australians, South Africans and Americans), 21% 'Dutch Indonesian',
while 11% orginated from 'other' (i.e. Eastern European, African and Asian) regions.
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also correlate with differences upon the local index (cf. Guest & Stamm, 1993). Within all three
minority categories one can observe that the older immigrants were upon arrival in the
Netherlands, the less perceived opporliinily, cullumi pcirticipation and per capita income they
convey.
Local index differences between men and women, or the old and the young, are not necessarily
linked to the immigration experience. Two other demographic factors however are more
specifically tied to immigrants, namely the primary moHvesfor immi}p-aiion and the generation
since migration. The first of these two factors is particularly significant among Moroccan
immigrants, and to a lesser extent among Turks (ri=.53 resp. .24). Within these two ethnic
categories, respondents who came to the Netherlands either for reasons of 'work' or 'family
formation' are particularly estranged. With a mean degree of integration of-2.04 (i.e., more
estranged than 98% of the city's residents), the Moroccans who expressed such motives may be
seen to embody the disillusionment of the 'guestwork' experience. The generation attribute
displays the most consistent linear variations in integration degree among Haarlem Turks
(r|=.24): the second generation Turks score far more integrated than those who belong to the first
or so-called in-between generation.^^ That the generation attribute accounts in part for integration
differences among the city's immigrants provides a sign of hope. However, the number of second
generation minorities is too small to suggest that their integration would be simply a matter of
time."
The demographic attribute that corresponds most with integration scores pertains to the district
in which respondents reside. For all Haarlem immigrants, 26% of the variance in the local index
can be attributed to such differences (for the indigenous Dutch 14%). This implies that the local
district in which one resides is a better predictor of an immigrant's integration than the geopolitical region from which he or she arrives. However, when the focus is specifically upon
Moroccans and Turks, district differences in index scores are not statistically significant. These
findings are illustrated in figure 4, where mean scores for the five ethnic categories are
graphically displayed for the twelve Haarlem districts. One can see that the mean scores for
Moroccans (represented by the thin line) show relatively little variation per district. Along with
the Turks (the dashed line) their mean scores are also consistently lower than those for the other
three categories. Inordinately few Moroccans and Turks reside in those exclusive districts more
generally characterized by high integration scores. Those that do are not necessarily more

" The pattern among the other immigrant categories is statistically insignificant and also more diffuse: there is little
distinction between the I s l a n d I'/j generation among Moroccans (mean = -1.53 resp. -1.34), between the TAand
2nd generation among Surinamese/Antilleans (mean = -.02 and -.01), while among 'Other' immigrants the VA
generation scores on average less integrated than the 1st or 2nd (mean = -.42, -.18 resp. - Ol)." A combination of generation and age factors was also examined, distinguishing between 'pioniers' (arriving
before 1974), 'first' generation (arriving between 1974 and 1984), 'newcomers' (arriving after 1984) and
'sccond'generation (born in the Netherlands, or arriving after 1984 younger than 13) (cf Swyngedouw et at.,
1999:73). The categorization indicates that the 'second generation' are more integrated in all four immigrant
categories; their mean degree of integration being equal to the 'average' Haarlemmer. The differences in index
scores clarified by this categorization are significant only among Moroccans and Turks (ri=.38 resp .25).
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F i g u r e 4: M e a t i i n d e x s c o r e p e r l o c a l district a n d p e r e t h n i c c a t e g o r y

'ntegrated (excepting the two Moroccan respondents mMolemvijk)}'' Nor are the Moroccans and
Turks more estranged that are 'concentrated' in districts characterized by high-rise tenant flats
{Haarlem-Oost and three of the four districts ofSchalkwijk: Europa-, Boerhaave- and Meerwijk).
However, the average resident of these four districts, regardless of geo-political origin, is more
estranged than the 'average Haarlemmer'. In the fifth sub-section of the next three chapters,
clarification will be sought for these residential differences.
Assuming these indicators to be (statistically) interrelated, the combined affect of selected
demographic attributes upon local index scores was analyzed with multiple regression
techniques.^' The results are summarized in table 3.4.3. In the bottom two rows of the table, two
percentages are presented per ethnic category: the top one displays the index variance accounted
for by all indicators combined, the bottom one the variance accounted for by those indicators
marked with an asterisk. One can note for instance that among Moroccans approximately 16%
of the variance is 'explained' by one attribute, namely differences in respondents' age. For the
other ethnic categories the variances explained in the local index ranges between 13% and 18%,
except among 'Other' immigrants by whom 'region of origin' and 'residential district' account
for 26% of the index variance. When demographic effects are considered for all immigrants
combined (correcting for differences due to stratified sampling), the significance of'residential

For instance, the four districts with the highest mean scores for all Haarlemmers (Duinwijk. Spoorbaan
Leiden,
Oude Stad and Molenwijk) house 27% of all adult Haarlemmers but only 16% of the Turks and 12% of the
•Moroccans. 30% of the adult population resides in the four districts (Haarlem-Oost
and the three Schalkwijk
districts) with the lowest mean index scores, where 52% of the Turks and 60% of the Moroccans reside.
" See appendix I for details on methods used, and for a summary o f analysis results for the relative affect o f
interview context.
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district' overshadows variations in 'region of origin' and age. The variance accounted for by these
three factors combined is a substantial 35%. In the final section of the forthcoming chapters
comparable analysis results will be presented for positional, orientational and behavioral
attributes respectively.

Tabic 3.4.3: Percent of variances in local index scores accounted for by (5) demographic attributes, controlling
for (4) other attributes (* = probability F < .05, n.s.= not independently significant, F > .05).
Demographic

Moroccans

Turks

attribute

Surinamese

'Other'

All

Indigenous

Anlilleans

immigrants

immigrants

Dutch

n (list wise deletion)

(93)

(158)

(77)

(98)

(421)

(168)

gender

n.s

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

2%*

age

10%*

10%*

n.s.

n.s.

2%*

n.s.

residential duration

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

4%*

residential district

n.s.

5%*

n.s.*

13%*

17%*

8%*

n.s.

n.s*

10%*

10%

25%

35%

18%

13%

26%

35%

18%

region of origin

-

-

combined (adj.) R^

17%

14%

* indicators (adj.) R'

16%

14%

-

In this section a local integration index has been introduced, derived via principal component
analysis. It distributes Haarlem survey respondents around hypothetically average adult residents.
The distribution is designed to resemble a standardized bell curve, with the zero point in the
middle. Five components contribute to a respondent's score upon the index: per capita income
and welfare independence pertain to local positions, perceived opportunity and local satisfaction
pertain to the orientational appreciation of local circumstance, and cultural participation provides
an indication of lopal behavior. The components reflect end-goals of individual integration that
are not only applicable to immigrants but rank all Haarlem adults.
Statistically, the index is not particularly reliable: a person's score on a particular component has
little potential to suggest their degree of integration based upon all five components. Reliability
is in this sense a normative criterion, embodied by a vision of integration in which individuals'
position, orientation and activities all closely correspond. The local index is above all a normative
criterion, based upon the presumption that a person's estrangement according to one component
may be compensated by a higher score upon other components.
The index is essentially a statistical tool that combines in one number a respondent's position,
orientation and behavior compared with other Haarlemmers. It offers a simple and compact
means to consider the effect various factors have upon individuals' integration, once the
'compensatory' normative presumptions are accepted. Having ranked the survey respondents
along this index, it was subsequently used to consider the possible effect of interview context and
demographic attributes. In the forthcoming chapters, a broad range of Haarlemmers' attributes
will be considered in their relation to the local index.
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3.5 Preliminary assessment: individual processes and survey tones
Starting with the conceptual framework, designed to comprehend the relation of immigrants to
their localities, various steps have been considered that researchers take to meet immigrants and
monitor their integration. My purpose was to identify some epistemological limitations when
survey techniques of standardized interviews are relied upon to observe individual integration
processes. The observations will be summarized as a response to the following query: Can I
predict via a survey among random samples of residents, which (new) residents are most likely
to underwrite and pursue local integration objectives?
When I focus upon integration as an individual process, without comprehending the broader
range of phenomena that affect local prosperity and cohesion, the random respondents are
essentially isolated from the context in which their process transpires. My viewpoint is fragmentized when integration is perceived only through the eyes (minds and mouths) of individual
residents. Research tools are available that help combine these fragments into more coherent
'mages of the city. Yet I should be wary to assume the images adequately capture the city's
location within historic, spatial and social contexts. Despite the multifaceted view, any
conclusions as to the nature and determinants of local objectives are suspect.
The fundament for my doubt is set down in §3 .1. There I observe first that the city's boundaries
are rarely clear. Even if they are clear for the researcher, the individuals conveying fragments of
their local experience do not necessarily enclose their images within the same frame of reference.
The interests and concerns of research patrons were considered, which led to the realization of
a research paradox: the more the locality is characterized by in-groups and out-groups (i.e., social
inequality), by disagreement concerning integration objectives {cultural incongruence) and by
outright conflict, the more problematic the realization of representative interviews. In short, the
more integration is an issue, the less adequate survey techniques are liable to be. Meanwhile, five
criteria for measurement adequacy were derived - validity, reliability, simplicity, brevity and
comparability. With reference to these criteria a variety of survey measures will be evaluated in
the forthcoming chapters.
In §3 .2 several problems were reviewed regarding the size and structure of survey samples. 1
observed that the selection of (sub-)samples, which enable the comparison of residents according
to a diversity of personal attributes, may in itself distort the perception of pertinent integration
characteristics. Demographic attributes such as gender, age and initial motives (to migrate to the
Netherlands) were considered. By vaiying the focus upon these attributes, obstacles to integration
could be seen in gender differences, generation differences, as well as ethnic differences.
The third section focused upon three media of communication that the researcher relies upon to
understand and measure integration. The medium of language presents central interpretative
dilemmas, particularly when the survey is held among residents with divergent linguistic
backgrounds. Ultimately the researcher must decide whether linguistic symbols {e.g., freedom,
diversity and sociability) denote local objectives with which all integration issues can be
conceptualized. They may just as well serve as symbolic hat racks that reflect the ambiguity of
individuals' views and expectations. In focusing upon the interviewer as medium, the potential
effects of interviewers' (ethnicity and ) gender upon respondents' answers were considered. The
researcher must unravel that part of the survey response affected by the interviewer-respondent
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interaction from tlie part pertaining to integration issues. Thirdly, the consideration of the
respondent as medium pertains to the paradox of finding random residents and realizing
representative interviews, while controlling for the effect other residents have upon the
respondents' responses.
The final section focused upon the possibilities as researcher to present the survey results.
Predictions could be presented about which (types oQ residents would probably comply with a
series of objectives. A theory could eventually be formulated that describes the sequential phases
of individuals' integration, and estimates how many would experience estrangement in any given
phase. However, with measurements made only once among residents, the data are inadequate
to monitor mutations in integration objectives and to substantiate predictions. To simplify and
therewith symbolize the measurement process, an index has been devised. It ranks the (600)
Haarlem respondents according to a set of criteria that allude to the so-called tolerant vision: per
capita incomc, welfare independence, perceived opportunity, local satisfaction, and cultural
participation. The index combines, via the statistical technique of principal component analysis,
respondents' scores upon these criteria to rank local adults in a normal distribution around the
'average' Haarlemmer. Various theoretical, methodological and normative presumptions are
necessary to regard this index as an adequate ranking of Haarlemmers' integration. Most
fundamental is the (normative) presumption that these five criteria represent ideal attributes of
individual residents; they represent not so much the means but the end-goals of integration. This
index provides a compact instrument to help explore those (positional, orientational and
behavioral) attributes that characterize individuals and groups who (fail to) meet the five
integration criteria.
Reviewing this assortment of limitations I note two issues in particular that, in their persistence,
continually bring the adequacy of survey measurements into question. The first refers to the
perspective of the individual respondents. It is the ongoing relation of these individuals to other
individuals that forms the object of research. The presumption that these processes can be
understood simply by comparing the various positions, orientations, and activities of the
individuals involved, as related by the individuals themselves, is untenable. Even if interviews
are held with all résidents, their combined perspective may remain blind to historical and global
factors.
The second issue concerns the divergent objectives attributed the integration process, by residents
and researchers. It is an individual's active compliance with shared objectives that, in this study
by definition, differentiates the integrated from the estranged: Do the five criteria that comprise
the index adequately encompass the various local objectives and personal end-goals upheld by
Haarlemmers? Could a shared consensus be found among residents as to the literal meaning and
the social significance of these criteria? Would the consensus only commence in response to
structured questions, or does it already exist within the local culture? The challenge is to design
a survey instrument that will not only clarify differences in residents'dlegree of integration, but
also identifies the shared objectives that legitimate the integration process. In the next four
chapters, the Haarlem survey will serve to illustrate my attempts to meet this challenge.
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Perceiving Positions

In chapter two the notion ofposition was presented to denote the location an individual has upon
a given market in social goods. The abstract nature of this notion was slightly confined by the
distinction made in §2.5 in six domains of local integration. In more visionary terms I speculated
in §2.6 upon the significance that may be attributed to immigrants' market engagement for their
integration within the locality. My purpose in this chapter is to examine more concretely the
nature and potential significance of the various positions that individuals have in a locality. The
examination will follow two central lines of inquiry.
First I explore the positional dilemmas that confront individuals in their local actions. These are
construed as oppositions between deprivation and dependency, market engagement alleviates
deprivation in exchange for dependency upon other market actors. The pertinence of this dilemma
will be considered within the various domains. To alleviate the speculative character of this
exploration, references will be made continually to the Haarlem survey data. The data serves not
only to illustrate variations in market positions; it will also depict the potential theoretical
significance that can be attributed to these variations for individuals' integration. To this end, the
positional differences observed among Haarlem respondents will be compared with their scores
on the so-called local index, introduced in §3.4. The presentation evolves around the query:
What significance may he attributed to individuals' various social positions as indicators of their
integration within the local (Haarlem) context?
This brings me to the second line of inquiry central to the presentations in this chapter. While
considering the potential normative and theoretical significance that can be attributed to
individuals' market positions, the focus will also be upon the methodological possibilities and
problems bound to their measurement. More specifically, I will appraise the problems that arise
when positional comparisons between immigrants and indigenous Dutch are based upon survey
measurements. The problems will be evaluated using the criteria introduced in §3.1.4: comparability, simplicity, brevity, reliability and validity. These criteria will not be wielded curtly and
obsessively; the concern is more to reveal measurement issues that require further attention. This
presentation is guided by the query:
What methodological obstacles, pertinent to the operationalization of individuals'
position, render the measurement of immigrant integration particularly problematic?
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An answer to the two queries is wrought with presumptions concerning the variety of normative
criteria, integration processes, and mari<et positions. Rather than investigate the validity of these
presumptions, my purposes are more austere. 1 will order the Haarlem survey data, in this and the
forthcoming three chapters, in a singular attempt to qualify the manifest (i.e., statistical) relation
between various integration indicators encountered in the literature, and end-goals of individual
integration embodied by the local index. The resulting order presumably will provide a more
secure basis from which more adequate measurements of individuals' integration into their
surrounding locality can be undertaken.
The chapter is divided into seven sections, as the six domains of local integration will be traversed
before arriving at a preliminary assessment. The order in which the domains are brought into focus
is not entirely arbitrary, and will be repeated in the following two chapters. First the notion of
household positions, and the dependencies they entail, will be considered. In §4.2 testimony will
be presented for the importance of individuals' educational positions. A comparable presentation
will be made in §4.3 for job market positions, along with a consideration of the end-goal criterion
of per capita income. The other positional criterion contained within the index, welfare
independence, is presented in §4.4. The notion of segmentation will be used in §4.5 to illuminate
housing market positions, before 1 qualify Haarlem respondents according to the neighborhoods
in which they reside. Finally, the notion of individuals occupying public positions in the domain
of civic life is considered in §4.6. Predictably, the closing section offers a summary of the most
important findings.

4.1 Private intimacies and household dependents
The private domain is an aberration when considering the local engagement of individual
immigrants. By definition the domain does not pertain to individuals' public affairs, and identifying
a specific social good exchanged only within its bounds is difficult. I note at least two reasons
however to consider individuals' private positions. First, the distinction between public and private
domains varies with'the (normative) perspective taken. Secondly, the significance attributed to
individuals' private positions for their public engagement varies accordingly. Given these issues,
what are private dependencies and deprivations, and can they be measured with survey
instruments?
Let us begin by considering the contours of, and the commodities exchanged within the private
domain. When I presume the institution of the family to be central for private relations, I note that
the contours fluctuate with the distinction between nuclear and extended families. The
commodities also vary along the entire spectrum of social needs. Distinctive for private exchanges
is - it is almost tautological - the potential for intimacy, i.e., exchanges that are (preferably) not
subject to the perusal of an unknown public. Besides as spatial context, intimacy can be conceived
as a social good that individuals acquire in their contacts with (significant) others. Not all private
relations however are intimate; nor is a lack of intimacy characteristic of'public' personalities.
How can I conceptualize individuals' private positions as to their prospects for intimacy? One way
is to consider their capacity to avoid public perusal, in combination with their prospects for
personal ties that prosper within the available private space. Occupants of single family homes
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generally have more privacy than those in hospitals or prisons, but they are dependent upon
friends and family to realize intimacy within it. This dependency upon others denotes the elastic
contours of the private domain: the more occupants of a home, the greater number of intimate ties
each resident potentially maintains. However, with more occupants the prospects to relate
intimately on a one-to-one basis diminish.
With this premise the dilemma between deprivation (of intimacy) and dependency (upon others)
is unveiled: individuals are dependent upon (significant) others for intimacy, but too much
intimacy may diminish prospects to acquire positions and maintain contacts outside the private
domain. Problematic resolutions to this dilemma, according to prevailing (Dutch) norms, are seen
for instance in the single parent household with only one adult to provide intimacy and other
commodities to young dependents (cf Ryan, 1976:63-116; Tesser et al., 1995:175ff), in
households with an excess of young dependents (AFS, 1993:20fr; Mok & Reinsch, 1993:5; Brief
et al., 1997), and in households with strict divisions between public (cf) and private ( ? ) duties (cf
AFS, 1993:39, CTHOA, 1995; James et al., 1996).
J a W e 4.1.1: Haarlem variations in household size and t>pe, per ethnic category
Household size/t>'pe

Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

mean household size

4.8

3.9

3.1

2.6

2.6

single persons

6%

6%

15%

22%

26%

couple (married or not)

21%

22%

28%

39%

34%

couple with kids < 18 years

47%

58%

33%

28%

30%

1%

3%

10%

2%

1%

25%

11%

14%

9%

10%

91

156

72

98

169

single parent w/ kids < 18 yrs
other (extended) household
n(100%) =

That such distinctions form a potential impediment for immigrants' integration is illustrated in
table 4.1.1, where differences in mean household size can be observed between Haarlem ethnic
categories. Comparable to national findings (van Dugteren, 1993:25), the average Moroccan or
Turkish household is one-and-a-half times larger than that of the indigenous Dutch. The five
categories used to display differences in household type suggest that few Moroccan and Turks
live alone (6%). Most reside instead in nuclear families with a partner and young children.
Twenty-two percent of the Moroccan and Turkish respondents reside in households with three
or more children younger than the age of 18, compared to less than 10% of the respondents in
other ethnic categories. The comparison of household types between categories illuminates at
least two other ethnic-specific attributes commonly observed in the Netherlands: more Surinamese
and Antillean respondents head single-parent households (Tesser et al., 1995:177; Veenman,
1997), and 'minorities' reside more often in (extended) households with other occupants besides
partner and young children (cf van Dugteren, 1993:22).
Do these variations in the size and composition of Haarlem households correspond with
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differences in their occupants' integration? In appendix I, where an overview of Haarlem
integration indicators is presented, two measures concerning respondents' households are
displayed. The first, household type, shows whether differences in index scores vary with the five
household categories distinguished in table 4.1.1. One may note that significant differences are
only observed among the Turks (r) = .29) and indigenous Dutch (r| = .25). The pattern varies per
ethnic category, but generally those immigrants residing in households with (many) young children
are more estranged. Particularly 'single parent' households appear problematic, although with only
16 respondents in this category the results are particularly sensitive to sampling bias. Within the
Turkish sample, all five sub-components comprising the local index are seen to vary with
differences in household type (see appendix 111). Particularly those Haarlem Turks who reside in
extended households are more satisfied with and active in their local surroundings. In other ethnic
categories, the patterns are more diffuse. The only index sub-component that consistently
corresponds with household type is per capita income: generally respondents residing alone or
with only a partner have access to more monthly income. This statistical relation however is
foreseen, as the per capita income criterion takes household sizes into account (see §4.3.2).

Tabic 4.1.2: Primar>' source of monthly household incomes, per ethnic category (single adult households
excluded)
Source

Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

respondent self

38%

39%

24%

39%

42%

partner

31%

29%

45%

45%

39%

3%

20%

10%

7%

11%

28%

12%

22%

9%

8%

81

136

51

69

118

respondent and partner
someone else
n (100%) =

During the Haarleni interviews, the only inquiries into individuals' household positions concerned
the question who is primarily responsible for the household income. The valid responses, reduced
to four categories, are presented in table 4.1.2. The table displays several modest variations across
ethnic categories, namely that few Surinamese or Antillean respondents consider themselves the
primary 'breadwinners', while they and Moroccan respondents often convey that 'someone else'
besides the partner is primarily responsible. Only among Moroccans and Turks could respondents'
classification in one of these four categories be seen to correspond with their degree of
integration.' For immigrants there is then little evidence that 'breadwinners' are more integrated
than the 'dependent' partners. One could at best conclude that breadwinners perceive their
opportunity more favorably, but they do not express more local satisfaction, nor cultural
participation. These results fail to substantiate the premise that the position of household

' Namely those who identified 'someone else' tend to be more integrated. This finding could be interpreted as a
generation factor (see §3.2.2), as these more integrated 'dependents' tend to be young and residing with other
family members instead of a partner.
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dependent isolates immigrants from contacts with the local environment (cf. Spain, 1988; Hutton,
1991).
Rather than elaborate upon these theoretical issues, my more immediate concern are the
measurement issues related to these distinctions. They begin with the presumption that the
contours of individuals' private domain are better captured by a (spatial) notion of household than,
for instance, by a (social) notion of family. The Dutch Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS)
commonly observes households as the private context, presumably because it provides a more
cogent basis for comparisons on individuals' housing and finances. An evaluation of CBS survey
inquiries has suggested however that Turks and (particularly) Moroccans are ill acquainted with
the Dutch notion of household (huishouden), while Surinamese and Antilleans differ in the
meanings they give it (Meloen & Veenman, 1990:155flf). The notion of a household as a financial
unit is particularly problematic, and overlooks the complex economic ties that immigrants
maintain with family elsewhere (cf Bsveldt et al., 1995:119ff)Problems of comparability associated with household measurements are complemented by an
element of respondent distrust. Many Dutch welfare and tax regulations are contingent upon
household composition. These lead to discrepancies between the formal household known to
governmental offices, and the informal household of temporary and more permanent members
who actually share rooms, meals and fiands. The attributes just alluded to (i.e., time, space,
activities, budget) suggest how multifaceted household boundaries are. The potential to perceive
reliably this informal household is dependent in part upon the respondents' faith in the confidential
nature of the survey.
The distinction between breadwinners and dependents is a further source of ambiguity within the
household context. We observed in multiple-adult households that 62% had at least two members
currently holding paid jobs.^ Would we have tallied as many breadwinners had we directed our
inquiries, as is customary in survey research, to the 'head' of the formal household? How many
of these breadwinners are younger than 18 and consequently dependents according to Dutch CBS
norms (cf Schiepers et al., 1993)? When does a profusion of children form more than a financial
obstacle to immigrants' integration? These questions may be considered fastidious and
tendentious, but they are all pertinent to normative and theoretical perspectives in which
immigrant households are considered an obstacle to their members' integration.
Thus far, I have concentrated upon the contours of the private domain, neglecting the individuals'
positions within this domain. With the use of a crude labor market distinction between
breadwinners and dependents, I have barely alluded to individuals' intimate responsibilities and
privileges. More extensive survey protocols monitor individuals' positions within households.
Generally they follow one of two monitoring lines: either they establish the respondent's kinship
relation to the household 'head', or they map the entire household's affiliation to the selected
respondent. The first technique, may be adequate for purposes of monitoring dependency
relationships between genders and generations. However, it bears the ambiguity that households
may be characterized by a plurality of'heads', and the normative presumption that a 'head' is the
household member with the largest income. The second technique uses a more inductive approach

^ The percentages range from 28% among multiple-adult Moroccan households to 64% among indigenous Dutch,
with percentages in the other three cthnic categories around 50%.
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that may help avoid such categorical problems but, certainly in large households characterized by
intricate networks of affiliation, its measurement is time-consuming and intrusive. Wallman
combined the second technique with an extensive inventory of "household machinery" to deduce
the divergent tasks and duties of household members (1982:214). Her study is as an examination
of how positions and activities in the private domain may - as to time investment - inhibit
individuals' engagement in more public domains. It also serves to illustrate the practical problems of interview brevity and comparability - required to examine this theoretical link.
This section has focused upon the household as private domain. 1 have considered whether
specific household types, particularly large households with an inordinate number of dependents,
are a detriment to individuals' local integration. We observed in Haarlem that individual members
of such households tend toward financial deprivation, but we uncovered no manifest indications
that these individuals are less satisfied with, or more isolated from, their local surroundings. A
distinction between 'breadwinners' and 'dependents' provided a rudimentary approach into the
intimacies of household positions. It served more to raise general methodological issues as to the
vague and variant boundaries of households, families and private domains within divergent
contexts. The household threshold signifies for a Turkish woman with four children a greater
barrier to local opportunity than that experienced by the average Haarlemmer. But the barrier
appears to be equally formidable for the single Turk without household intimates.

4.2 Diplomas: time, tuition and tutorial investments
The domain of education and upbringing was characterized in §2.5 as a market in socialization.
1 differentiate here between those (educational) exchanges that take place within the institutional
confines of schools, and child-rearing processes considered the responsibility of parents and other
guardians. A strict distinction between the two commodities is in itself a normative issue. For
instance, seen from a (communistic) vision in which both commodities are best provided by the
state, the distinction between education and upbringing is less manifest.
The distinction made here concerns variant roles individuals occupy along a parameter of time.
More concretely, adults have commonly acquired some formal education in the past, while many
are saddled with (child) upbringing tasks for the fijture. The equitable distribution of these social
goods is, with labor, the primary focus of Dutch debates on immigrants' engagement. The focus
in this section will be upon the measurement of educational differences, upbringing being
considered briefly in closing.
To what does the notion of educational position refer? When an image is drawn up of knowledge
as a social good exchanged in educational markets, it refers to individuals' variant potential to
teach and learn. However, if it is viewed in such general terms, it becomes a persoixality trait that
is continuously manifested and altered by behavior. To simplify its measurement, the notion is
limited here by normative references to (state regulated) markets in formal education. The
dependency dilemma then helps to clarify the commodity exchange: individuals acquire (formal)
educational degrees in exchange for their investments in conscious time and tuition. Moreover,
they are dependent upon the various qualities of their teachers and schools, and the patience and
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trust of parents and benefactors, to ensure that their potential is optimally cultivated.
The interplay of these factors, in determining the quantity of formal education an individual
ultimately acquires, reveals the difficulties bound to measurements of educational position. Unlike
formal education in the United States for instance, where the designation of grade levels
seemingly simplifies the task of tabulating the quantity of education an individual has acquired,
Dutch education levels are more manifestly inordinate. This is due in part to variations in
educational curricula and school denomination, so that age cohorts in Dutch secondary schools
and colleges are more spatially segregated. Despite these factors, social researchers recognize a
stable rank order - based on the legitimacy of centralized state examinations.
Table 4.2.1: Haarlem variations in level of formal education completed, in % per ethnic category (NL =
completed in the Netherlands, n = completed anywhere).
Educational level

Moroccans

N

L

n

Turks

N

L

n

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

NL

n

N

L

n

N

L

n

primary at best

24%

67%

24%

66%

4%

20%

12%

16%.

13%

16%o

lower secondary

56%

22%

48%

20 %>

21%

25%

22%

24%

30%

29%

16%

9%

20%

12%

49%

38%

41%

36%

34%

32%

4%

2%

9%

3%)

26%

16%

25%

24%)

24%

23%

25

88

46

154

47

68

68

88

157

163

(.Ibo/mulo/mavo)
upper secondarj'
(mbo/havo/vwo)
collegiate

(hbo/wo)

njlOO%) =

Following these presumptions, Haarlem respondents are classified in table 4.2.1 into four
educational positions, or levels. A distinction is made between educational levels attained in the
Netherlands - a position many immigrants fail to acquire - and general (estimates of) levels
completed regardless of where (the percentages in bold face). One sees that a large majority of
Moroccans and Turks have completed some form of primary school at best, and that most of the
other three ethnic categories have completed higher forms of secondary education. Variations in
educational position among Surinamese and Antilleans largely parallel those of indigenous Dutch;
while 'Other' immigrants have as a category completed even higher educational levels. The
percentile distributions within ethnic categories correspond roughly with 1994 national survey
measurements (Martens, 1995:48; Tesser et al., 1996:156), albeit that Haarlemmers (particularly
Surinamese and Antilleans) have attained slightly higher levels.
The relevance of these differences in educational position for individuals' Haarlem integration can
be discerned in appendix I. Within all five samples local index scores vary significantly with
differences in educational level completed. The eta statistic for all immigrant categories combined
is an impressive .61, signifying that differences in educational position account for 37% of the
index variance. A brief review of the results displayed in appendix I reveals that no other indicator
considered in this and the forthcoming chapters accounts for so much variance, nor is any
indicator so consistently significant within all five ethnic categories. This observation remains valid
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when the focus is limited to those immigrants who have acquired Dutch formal education. It also
applies when the analysis is expanded to immigrants' scores upon the five components that form
the local index (see appendix 111), Educational background is the most reliable predictor of a
Haarlem immigrant's integration.
Nevertheless, even these results do not warrant the conclusion that integration is merely a matter
of time, namely the time immigrants invest in formal education. Several interpretive problems that
prohibit such assertions can be derived from table 4.2.2. It displays the (Pearson's) correlation
between (Dutch and) general educational position and local index scores for the immigrant
categories, and also the correlation with two of the five index components.' In contrast to the eta
statistic, the use of which presumes no ordinal rank in educational levels, the correlation statistic
can be construed as a measure of the 'linear' correspondence between (higher) education and
(greater) integration.
^ ^

—

Tabic 4.2.2: Correlations between Haarlem iinniigrants' Dutch (NL) resp. general (n) level of education
coinpleted, and their scores on the local index plus two of its components (* = significance F < .05).
Integration criterion

Moroccans

NL

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

all Haarlem

Antilleans

immigrants

immigrants

n

NL

n

NL

n

NL

n

NL

n

.36

.43*

Al*

.48*

.54*

.47*

.60»

local index

.11

.30»

.19

per capita income

.16

.16

.39*

.31

.45*

.49»

.28*

.26*

.32*

.37*

local satisfaction

-.16

-.05

-.40*

-.09

.21*

.29*

-.03

.07

.00

.19»

25

88

47

153

47

68

69

88

254

384

n(100%) =

A comparison with the eta statistics (presented in appendix I) shows the correlations with the
local index to be consistently lower. Statistically this is not surprising, but already it signifies
problems with the linearity presumption. More noteworthy are the discrepancies within Moroccan
and Turkish samples. The correlation between educational levels achieved in Dutch schools and
respondents' integration scores are insignificantly low. For these groups, investment in (Dutch)
formal education seems hardly a sinecure for individuals' integration.
An analysis of the five components that contribute to the index serves to reveal some
discrepancies. While perceived opportunity generally corresponds (linearly) with an individual's
educational \swd*per capita income and heal satisfaction do not. For Moroccans and Turks the
correlations between educational level and per capita income remain insignificant. For 'Other'
immigrants, and for Haarlem immigrants overall, the income variance accounted for by Dutch
educational achievements are modest, namely less than 10%. In short, if material wealth is the

' Space limitations prohibit the inclusion in table 4.2 .2 of correlations for the indigenous Dutch. These are for the
local index .47* resp. .45*, for per capita income .18* resp. .14* and for local satisfaction .16* (n=157/163).
This not only suggests immigrants' faith in meritocratic principles. Educational opportunity is one of the three
items within the perceived
opportunity
component (see §5.3.2). That individuals' perceived educational
opportunity correlates with the actual level of education completed seems self evident (cf Reinsch et al., 1995:140).
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end-goal of immigrants' integration, education is not necessarily the means.
More perplexing are the correlations with local satisfaction displayed in table 4.2.2. These are
largely insignificant within and across the four immigrant categories. Only among those Turks and
Surinamese/Antilleans who have acquired Dutch diplomas is the correlation highly significant and among the Turks quite negative. The observation that the more Dutch education, the less
Turks are content with their Haarlem situation, alludes to the dependency dilemma. Has their
schooling cultivated a conscious estrangement, disaffected from local immigrants and indigents?
Or have they simply learned to be more critically outspoken? Clarifications for the discontent
among these more educated Turks are wrought with statistical uncertainty, as it concerns only
fourteen respondents who have completed higher secondary or collegiate Dutch levels.
Nevertheless, in comparison with other Haarlem Turks they are markedly more critical of their
{Schalkwijk) neighborhoods, and half have an outspoken preference for remigration to Turkey or
to other countries (see §5.5). They do not differ appreciably in their ethnic orientations (see §5.1)
in their perspectives on local integration objectives (§5.6) or their local ties (§6.4).
These Haarlem measurements illustrate the crucial but complex role education plays in immigrant
integration. The designation of educational positions entails presumptions concerning three issues:
1) rank order differences in educational background, 2) the social-cultural antecedents of
educational inequality, and 3) their potential significance for individuals' later integration as adults.
To measure how much education individuals acquired, differences in the time parameter must be
brought in conjunction with spatial and curricular variations. For instance, equivalencies between
Moroccan and Dutch levels, and between technical and social curricula, must be presumed.'
Three factors are then the focus of Dutch debates on the determinants of educational position,
namely: individuals' social economic background, their cultural upbringing, and the stimulation
they receive in the school environment (cf Veenman, 1995:100ff). These three factors are
complemented by (market) processes at local or national level that influence the supply of
educational opportunity. The measurement of these factors, to unravel their interactive influence,
requires an impressive list oftheoretical and mathematical presumptions. Ultimately, presumptions
and premises concerning the potential significance of individuals' education must guide the
researcher in the selection of components to be measured.
This leads me, briefly, to a few observations on child-rearing. They are succinct in part because
within the Haarlem survey child-rearing as a local issue was largely overlooked, providing little
empirical material (see §5.2). Research on child-rearing within immigrant households may focus
upon problems of educational orientation (cf van der Hoek, 1994; Pels, 1998) or juvenile
delinquency (cf Bovenkerk, 1994:9; van Gemert, 1998) among immigrant youth. More generally,
it concerns the transmission of divergent cultural orientations from one generation to the next (cf
Pels, 1994; Rispens et al., 1996). Such issues may be seen to have 'immediate' relevance for
processes of local (e.g., public safety) and group integration. However, the long-term effect of
upbringing for the individual integration of future adults is a topic that does not lend itself for brief, simple and comparable - survey research.
The importance of the child-rearing role for the individual integration of parents or guardians

' For the equivalencies presumed for tlie analysis of Haarlem data, see question C. 1 d. in appendix IV.
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forms a more immediate research topic. Wiiat investments in time, money and dignity does the
child-rearing position entail? How much (and why) do immigrants vary in their fulfillment of
upbringing tasks? What effect does child-rearing have for immigrants' other positions, their
orientations and behavior? Again, these questions cannot be adequately examined with brief and
simple surveys, and 1 am unaware of Dutch initiatives in this research direction.
The attention given to upbringing issues is dependent upon the more general purpose of the
survey. If one is concerned with immigrants' differential engagement in local activities, then is the
child-rearing position largely a mitigating circumstance. If the focus is more upon (cultural)
polarities transmitted from one generation to the next, then more precise attention must be paid
to those respondents in child-rearing positions.
These simple precepts point to more general considerations that demarcate measurement obstacles
in the domain of education and upbringing. Where one is in search of immediate indications for
respondents' degree of integration, then educational position is primarily a background (i.e.,
antecedent) indicator instrumental for individuals' position and orientation in other domains. With
this observation the divergent opportunities individuals have and use as adults to alter their
educational position is neatly overlooked. However, where the purpose is to comprehend
immigrant integration more fundamentally as a process, one is confronted with the broader issues
concerning educational opportunity as it varies from one (immigrant) generation on to the next.
Within such research contexts, the upbringing individuals provide should be more integrally linked
with the schooling they have (had). This is one reason child-rearing activities have not been
relegated to the private domain (cf Rex, 1996:21ff). Yet to monitor this process, one must rely
upon the memory, patience and trust of survey respondents. Coupled with the difficulties of
international school comparisons, these obstacles form a considerable challenge for those seeking
to investigate educational dilemmas of deprivation and dependency.

4.3 Financial security: labor and state benefactors
The domain of work and material security links two metaphorical markets, one on which human
labor is exchanged, and another on which material means of existence are exchanged. Paid labor
provides the common link, there where an individual makes or provides products or services in
exchange for material benefits. The markets diverge in that work is not necessarily reimbursed in
material terms, and material wealth is not necessarily acquired through productive labor. Both
markets are subject to intensive analysis and regulation, exemplified by the wide range of concepts
used to comprehend market dynamics and the ongoing discrepancy between formal and informal
market relations. In this section various attributes bound to individuals' market positions will be
briefly sketched, while outlining various issues bound to the allocation and-measurement of
categorical distinctions. Several issues concerning immigrants' positions on the two markets will
receive particular attention. The status associated with individuals' labor market position and the
estimate of labor opportunity are considered in §4.3 .1. The formal norms and cultural taboos
bound to the calculation ofper capita income will be considered in §4.3.2.
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•^•3.1 Paid, potential and underclass labor
To unravel the complex lacework of attributes that circumscribe an individual's labor market
position, I consider again the potential relevance of this position with the dilemma between
deprivation and dependency. This leads me to focus upon issues of (material) reimbursement and
(self)regulation. The former is concerned with the nature of the activity perceived as an
occupation (the production or provision of a good or service) and the payment in return (the
immediate provision or promise of wages, products and services). Market regulation refers to
distinctions between (self-employed) entrepreneurs, employers and employees, and the extent in
which such positions are created, supported and controlled by state, public and private
organizations. In everyday terms, one is interested in monitoring whether an individual has a job
(paid or voluntary), what the job entails (ftinction and sector), how much is earned, and to what
extent the position and earnings are secure (e.g., piecework or formal contract).
J l j b l e 4.3.1: Haarlem distinctions in (pcrceived) labor market positions, per ethnic category'.
Labor market position

Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

41%

47%

full-time work (> 33 hrs/wk.)

26%

43%

31%

part-time work (< 32 hrs/wk.)

12%

10%

21%

21%

23%

jobless seeking work

12%

17%

8%

12%

3%

inactive with job potential

33%

15%

27%

12%

8%

inactive retired or disabled

17%

15%

13%

13%

19%

93

157

77

99

170

n (100%) =

Labor market engagement has been consistently identified as the key to immigrants' integration
(Gordon, 1963; Esser, 1980; WRR, 1989; RMO, 1998). How can its significance be perceived
within the local context? In the Haarlem survey, we focused on whether respondents had 'paid'
positions. Based on two responses respondents were categorized into one of five labor market
positions. The percentages per ethnic category occupying each position are presented in table
4.3.I.® The table displays several significant market differences between the ethnic categories.
Focusing upon those respondents currently active on the labor market (i.e., the first three rows),
one may note that cumulative percentages vary from half the Moroccans to three-fourths of the
'Other' immigrants. The percentage 'jobless seeking work' among the active labor force ranges

' The 'subjective' nature of this categorization should be noted. No effort was made to check the reliabilit>- of
respondents' answers, nor were they questioned concerning the formal status of their position. We consequently
do not know, for instance: the nature of the jobs held, who is legally employed, the eventual salaiy received, the
search behavior of the jobless or whether they are registered at the regional labor exchange. The categories deviate
in other ways from CBS distinctions between an active and a potential labor force (cf. Schiepers et al., 1993:9):
part-time workers include all respondents who work on averge 1 to 32 hours/week (27% of these work less than
12); the disabled/retired category contains all respondents who explain their inactive position as primarily a
physical disability, and all jobless respondents older than 65. 28 of the respondents said they were self-employed:
15% of the indigenous Dutch, 4% of the Surinamese/Antilleans, and 2% of the 'Other' immigrants.
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from 4% of the indigenous Dutch to 24% of the Moroccans and Turks. A couple noteworthy
distinctions, concealed within the percentages for respondents not active on the labor market,
concern the percentage inactive Moroccan women (63%) and the percentage Moroccans and
Turks who name physical disabilities as the primary reason for their inactivity (16% resp. 13%).'
Do these variations correspond with respondents' degree of integration? Continuing the simple
but systematic comparison, one can see in appendix I that the distinction in five labor market
positions accounts for significant variations in all ethnic categories. For Haarlem immigrants
overall, 15% of the variance in the local index is accounted for by differences in labor market
position. These results should not be purely construed as testimony for the premise that the more
active are more integrated. The relation is more nominally diffuse. Among indigenous Dutch those
with full-time work' are the most integrated and the 'jobless seeking work' the least. Among
immigrants the index range varies from the 'part-time workers' on the one end and the 'inactively
retired/disabled' on the other. Particularly among Moroccans and Turks one can observe those
in the latter position - primarily disabled men - to be particularly estranged. In short, the most
estranged immigrants are not the job seekers dependent upon market fluctuations in supply and
demand, but those more permanently excluded from the labor market (cf Roelandt, 1994).
The differentiation in (five) labor market positions offers only a nominal distinction between
respondents. Hierarchical distinctions can be made among those individuals with paid work, by
considering their occupation or function. Research has focused upon these attributes to identify
'successful' immigrants (Dagevos & Veenman, 1992). The occupational prestige scale used in
Dutch studies is based upon the rank allocated a select number (116) of occupations (see Sixma
& Ultee, 1983). Besides its merits, this scale has several limitations. Two are intrinsic to such
scales: they exclude those survey respondents without recognized occupations, and their validity
diminishes with historical shifts in the occupational structure.* Other limitations are more
specifically related to dilemmas of immigrant integration. A unidimensional prestige scale
combines occupational dependencies concerning time investments (e.g., those factors sensitive
to education and training) with those concerning job autonomy (e.g., employee or entrepreneur
positions) and other social criteria (e.g., isolated or cooperative activities). Succinctly stated, the
scale 'homogenizes'the value attributed a given occupation according to divergent cultural norms.
These limitations allude to the difficulties encountered when measuring labor market mobility as
an indication of an immigrant's successful integration (cf Dagevos, 1998; Liem, 2000). Similar
problems pertain to the estimate of labor opportunity. Can one compare an individual's prospects
of climbing the occupational ladder with those of other market participants? Dagevos and others
(1996:50fï) calculated standards for immigrant joblessness based on the percentage jobless
encountered among indigenous Dutch with similar age, gender and educational levels. The

' A comparison with percentages obtained from national surveys (Martens, 1995:119) suggests that Haarlem
Morrocans, Turks and indigenous Dutch are generally more active upon the labor market (with nationally the
active labor force comprising respectively 37%, 43% and 63% of the potential labor force). The percent
unemployed of the active labor force in Haarlem appears for all three minority to be less than national percentages.
' Due to its diminishing validity, the functional classification with which the prestige scale is associated has been
recently revised by Ihe Dutch Central Bureau of Statistics. The revised classification contains in itself a hierarchical
ranking of occupations according to requisite educational background and work experience (see Bakker, 1994).
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measures were presented as aggregates per minority category, but more precise measures could
be given for specific cohorts, and they could conceivably be further specified according to the
labor sector where work is sought. Such measures retain a quality of'color blindness', as they
presume geo-political origins to be irrelevant when considering individuals' qualifications. A more
practical limitation resides in the number of respondents required to make relevant comparisons
across ethnic categories.
Table 4.3.2: Percentage of educational cohorts with paid work, for various immigrant categories within Haar'em's potential labor force (n=100%). * = Chance that population % does not differ from survey estimate for
indigenous Dutch is less than 5%.
Educational level completed

Immigrant

All

Dutch educated

Indigenous

'minorities'

immigrants

immigrants

Dutch

primary education {bo) at best

41%* (155)

42%*

(92)

46%* (22)

71% (14)

lower secondary

67%*

(49)

67%*

(69)

69%* (48)

82% (39)

74%

(38)

71%*

(96)

75%

(80)

84% (37)

77%

(13)

95%*

(56)

98%* (40)

85% (34)

66%* (313)

75% (190)

82% (124)

(Ibo/mavo)

higher secondary
collegiate level

(mbo/vwo)
{hbo/wo)

combined

53%* (255)

Table 4.3.2 illustrates the possibilities and limitations bound to such measures. In the table
percentile estimates are presented for Haarlemmers with paid work, differentiated according to
minority status and level of education completed (omitting respondents older than 65 or currently
enrolled as full-time students). The table offers the possibility to compare (horizontally) the labor
prospects of individuals in various ethnic categories with a comparable educational background.
Various types of immigrants are differentiated, namely:
• 'Minorities' with Moroccan, Turkish, Surinamese or Antillean geo-political origins (column 2),
• any Haarlemmer (one of whose parents was) born outside the Netheriands (column 3), or
• any (first or second generation) immigrant who has attended Dutch schools (column 4).
The comparison reveals that the labor prospects are much less than those for indigenous Dutch
Haariemmers, except for college educated immigrants. Before concluding that the differences are
due to exclusionary practices one should, following Dagevos and others, differentiate further
according to age, gender and occupational sector. Yet already the number of respondents, upon
which specific percentages are calculated, is so low that several percentile differences lack
sufficient sample reliability. To differentiate for these additional three factors, literally thousands
of respondents per ethnic category are required. In cities the size of Haariem the number of
possible categories (i.e., control factors) are severely limited. Moreover, in large surveys that
enable differentiated measures for job opportunity, one must still interpret the measures'
theoretical significance. Not only might they reveal the effect of immigrant exclusion, they
ambiguously suggest exclusionary practices revolving around age, gender, schooling and labor
market segmentation.
With these observations the contours of the labor market have been briefly scrutinized to identify
several primary measurement obstacles. Particular issues associated with the position of
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entrepreneur have been neglected (cf, Choenni, 1997); references to the segmentation (and
categorization) of market sectors have been minimal (cf, Niesing, 1993); and only with the 'parttime' qualification are there allusions to time and duration in job acquisition and mobility processes
(cf, van Eekert & Gelderloos, 1990). The distinctions between paid and voluntary work, between
formal and informal relations, and between job deprivation and job mobility testify to the
dilemmas that confound job market processes, and to the categorical ambiguities associated with
market measurement.
4.3.2 Per capita income and state dependency
To situate individuals' position on the material security market, three questions could be posed.
What are the various sources of material security? How much security does an individual possess?
What dependencies are tied to the securities acquired? Such survey questions would presumably
elicit a wide range of philosophical, puzzled and non responses. The sources, manifestations and
processes of material enrichment are nevertheless crucial to conceptions of the immigrant minority
(van Amersfoort, 1974), the underclass (Roelandt, 1994), and the poor (Engbersen et al., 1997)
that have fueled Dutch debates on immigrant integration. Such goods are difficult to measure with
survey instruments, which is one reason that the standard unit in the Netherlands is the currently
stable guilder (equal to €0.45). With this unit, finding individuals on the material security market
is reduced to estimations of their financial position.
Measuring financial position, despite the prospects of rational level indicators, is wrought with
unreliability (cf Meloen & Veenman, 1990:1760). Even should researchers have access to
individuals' tax records, discrepancies remain between formal and informal transactions. Though
respondents may be found willing to convey their actual situation, positions may fluctuate acutely
over time, subject not only to variations in income and expenditures but also to respondents'
memory. Moreover, the respondents' position may be integrally related to the activities of family
or household members in ways that the respondent self is unaware. The size of this measurement
error is dependent in part upon the survey context (e.g., the capacity to penetrate eventual privacy
norms about personal finances), and upon the normative or theoretical perspective that delineate
measurement categories. Income sources for instance may be classified under: ethnicity, legality,
regularity, dependency and services rendered in exchange.
In the Haarlem survey, we focused upon {state) dependency categories to differentiate between
'primary sources of income' (see appendix IV.G.2). Respondents were asked to estimate the net
monthly household income by designating one of nine (ordinally-ranked) income categories. The
responses are summarized in table 4.3.3, where household income is differentiated for each of the
five ethnic categories according to primary income sources. The table displays several substantive
differences and methodological obstacles. Focusing first on the bottom two rows, one observes
that the mean household income ranges from ƒ2380 for the Moroccan and Surinamese/Antillean
categories to ƒ2963 for indigenous Dutch. The funds for an adult household member, one of the
five criteria that make up the local index, displays a broader mean range between ethnic categories
(from ƒ 1163 to ƒ 1999)^ Again, the statistic for household income is not based upon monetary
figures explicitly conveyed by respondents, but upon their more passive designation of a broad
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income category.' The per capita income statistic is the quotient of this estimate when weighted
by information concerning household type (see §4.1), calculated according to Dutch CBS
equivalency scales.'" These statistics are therefore derived using common measurement
techniques, and are comparable to other local and national estimates (cf Gemeente Haarlem,
1996:122; Martens & Veenman, 1996:75). However, the use of CBS equivalency scales is based
upon the presumption that immigrant households display the same budgetary behavior as
indigenous Dutch (cf NIBUD, 1997:65), while the use of standard income categories prohibits
for instance the identification of households that subsist below poverty levels (cf Veenman,
1997:214).
Table 4.3.3: Estimated net monthly household income dincrentiated by primary income source, mean in
_gwlders per ethnic category (% of n)
Primary income source

Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

2971 (59%)

3177 (64%)

3255

(60%)

2674 (44%)

2867

(65%)

Business profits

-

4000

(1%)

3450

(3%)

2308

(5%)

3293

(10%)

Old age pension/aow

-

2332

(6%)

2100

(3%)

2055 (11%)

2256

(14%)

Olher (state) benefits

2051 (49%)

2035

(18%)

1300 (33%)

1629 (16%)

1924

(12%)

Other/mixed sources

2800

(8%)

2119

(10%)

1300

2121

3161

(3%)

Mean for all sources

2380(100%)

2622 (100%)

2381 (100%)

2725 (100%)

2963 (100%)

ƒ1163 (80)

ƒ1453 (145)

ƒ 1 4 7 4 (58)

ƒ 1 8 8 5 (88)

ƒ 1 9 9 9 (144)

Eniployment

.P^ü^a

income (n)

(2%)

(5%)

The primary income sources, summarized in the upper five rows of table 4.3 .3, reveal several
significant distinctions: immigrants earn less via employment; they vary greatly in the mean
amount of monthly state benefits received (due in part to differences in household type); and more
immigrant households are dependent upon state benefits as a primary source of financial security.
Moroccans in particular are likely to be state dependents; only 44% designate paid work as a
primary income source.
Does this differentiation between respondents according to the primary source of their household
income help distinguish the integrated from the estranged? In appendix 11,2 it can be noted that
for four of the five ethnic categories (the exception being the Surinamese and Antilleans)
differences in primary income source correspond with variations in the local index. The relation
is partly one of design, in that the (state) income sources help determine the amount of per capita
income, one of the five components of the local index. Nevertheless the findings display again a

' Respondents simply had to locate their net income in one of nine categories, ranging from 'less than ƒ1100' to
'more than ƒ3900' (cf Martens & Veenman, 1996:126). Household income aggregates were then based upon the
midpoint of each category, with ƒ 9 0 0 and ƒ 4 1 0 0 serving as midpoint for the lowest resp. highest categories.
The statistic is namely the household income estimate divided by a budgetary equivalence factor. The latter is
based on the number of adults and children within the household (a single adult = 1.00, each additional adult adds
± 0 . 4 and each c h i l d + 0.25 to the factor, see CBS, 1996:102).
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categorical diversification that prohibits broad gcnerahzations on the state dependency of
estranged immigrants. For instance, those Haarlem immigrants dependent upon 'business profits'
score highest on the local index (according to the other four components) while those dependent
upon 'other (state) benefits' the lowest. These findings display subtle distinctions with the
indigenous Dutch, among whom those dependent upon 'employment' score highest on all index
components, while the lowest scores are found among the elderly dependent upon pensions and
state benefits.
Table 4.3 .4: Q u a n i l c distribulioii of Haarlemmers along per capita income
Quartile

Moroccans

Turks

spcctruiii, % per ethnic category'.

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

poorest 2 5 %

76%

47%

43%

27%

22%

25% - 50%

18%

32%

35%

40%

18%

50% - 7 5 %

3%

15%

14%

7%

29%

highest 2 5 %

2%

6%

8%

26%

30%

-1.12(0.66)

-0.72 (0.79)

-0.67 (0.89)

-0.10(1.03)

0.07 (0.99)

93

159

77

99

170

standardized mean (st.dev.)
n(=100%)

After first correcting for sampling stratification, the differences in per capita income within the
adult Haarlem population could be derived from the survey respondents' estimates. Table 4.3.4.
summarizes the distribution of ethnic categories along this (standardized) income spectrum, by
presenting the category percentages in each of four quartiles. Nearly 95% of all Moroccans subsist
on less than the 'average Haarlemmer', three-fourths belonging to the poorest Haarlem quartile.
A large majority of the other three immigrant categories are also seen to subsist on less than the
'average Haarlemmer', the income distribution among Turks roughly paralleling that of Surinamese
and Antilleans. In the forthcoming section and chapters, comparable tables will be presented for
the other four components of the local index. None however will display such discrepancies
between immigrant and indigenous Dutch Haarlemmers as shown here for their income
distributions.
To devise a more adequate measure of individuals' financial position, as criterion for their degree
of integration, one would ultimately need to calculate personal wealth. Reasoning in budgetary
terms, this amounts to a 'balance' between individuals' assets and liabilities. I am unaware of
survey attempts to perforate prevailing norms so rudely, but in principle personal savings and
debts could serve as rough estimates. More comprehensive means to monitor the dynamics of
personal wealth and financial opportunity would be to compare household income with
expenditures. The NIBUD survey (1997) provided the first such Dutch overview of immigrant
household budgets. The number of survey questions necessary to derive such budgetary
overviews is prohibitive, but specific budgetary posts have done service as indicators of immigrant
households' financial position (cf Meloen & Veenman, 1988:app2/40)
In this sub-section per capita income has been focused upon as indicator of financial position.
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Besides noting the brief but unreliable survey techniques used for measurement of income
variations, the more general problem of estimating financial position and material wealth has been
briefly considered. Before designing lengthy and intrusive measurements of household assets and
budgets, returning to the more normative issue seems prudent: which positions on the material
security market are relevant for local and individual integration? Reasoning within a tolerant
vision, I presume that as long as large groups of immigrants require state benefits to realize a
minimum of material security, objectives of civil liberty have little legitimacy. Accordingly,
research does not need to monitor the many nuances in local prosperity. It should focus instead
upon measures that locate those individuals and groups who are deprived of a minimum on
material wealth necessary to agree and comply with local objectives.

Welfare independence and personal well-being
The previous section focused upon per capita income as criterion of material wealth, and the
importance of paid work in acquiring it. The domain of health and welfare can be considered its
metaphorical complement as the central market for the acquisition of immaterial wealth. In this
section the welfare independence criterion is presented that together with per capita income serve
as positional components in the local index. More generally I reflect upon the possibility to survey
the social welfare market.
First I should note that the conceptual distinction between individuals' physical health and psychic
Welfare, when measured via the self-evaluation of individual respondents, does not encourage
empirical clarity. The two are here contained in a notion of personal well-being, which on its part
has a spectral character. The domain consequently encompasses a market for social welfare where
individuals with their variant well-being seek nourishment (cf Hortulanus et al., 1993:6Iff).
This being said, how can the premise be substantiated that individuals' well-being signifies not only
a personal quality, but also denotes a degree of integration? Aii inability to cope with the demands
of local life would presumably manifest itself in chronic disorders, particularly in the sub-domain
of psychic welfare. Survey measurements like this, which enable the comparison of ethnic
categories with indigenous Dutch, are rare (cf Bollini & Siem, 1995). Uniken Venema, in a
survey of Rotterdam Turks and indigenous Dutch, probed respondents' chronic ailments and
mental stress, using instruments that serve in more general health surveys conducted by the Dutch
CBS. Turkish respondents express a greater occurrence of chronic disorders, but only two social
attributes clearly correspond with the occurrence of such disorders: unsatisfactory contacts with
indigenous Dutch, and the desire to re migrate (Uniken Venema, 1989:201). The fact that these
measurements fail to reveal relations with other attributes (e.g., labor market position does
correspond among indigenous Dutch with the occurrence of chronic disorders) raises doubts
concerning the validity of the instruments (cf Uniken Venema, 1989:91,104). Particularly the
instrument used to measure 'psychic stress', the so-called "VOEG" questionnaire (Dirken, 1969),
has been found unreliable (Meloen & Veenman, 1990:189) and ambiguous (Purer et al.,
1995:55ff). Systematic evaluations of survey instruments have been recently conducted, for the
measurement of psychic welfare (Purer et al., 1995) and for physical health (König-Zahn et al.,
1995). Dutch researchers thus have more ready access to instruments with proven validity across
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national borders. However, a brief, valid 'thermometer' is not among them. One can better first
consider more theoretically which ailments suggest an individual state of detachment."
Tabic 4.4.1: Haarlemmers' use of local social services the previous year, in % per ethnic category
Type of social service

Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

(89)

(155)

(72)

(96)

(168)

52%

57%

51%

31%

29%

Municipal/cooperative housing

50%

46%

42%

27%

23%

Legal s e n i c e s , police or fire dept.

46%

56%

31%

37%

24%

Health or nursing ser\'ices

56%

62%

51%

50%

38%

Day-care or nursery centers

13%

24%

20%

18%

6%

Neighborhood or activity centers

18%

26%

25%

17%

16%

Educational services

46%

55%

46%

44%

26%

Sport facilities

33%

53%

57%

59%

58%

Libraries

32%

39%

68%

50%

60%

4.1

3.8

3.3

2.8

n (100%) =
Labor exchange, welfare, other
social security offices

3.4

Mean # scrvice types used

In the Haarlem study, we did not delve into respondents' personal well-being (see however §5.4).
We did ask about their use of social services. Our purpose was to examine potential problems
with the accessibility of those services, but the data also provides rough indications of individuals'
position on a more general social welfare market. Respondents were namely asked which of nine
types of social services had been used during the year before the survey.'^
In table 4.4.1 the percentages per ethnic category are presented for each of the nine types of social
service used. One may note that, while only sport facilities and libraries are used by most of the
indigenous Dutch, most respondents in the other four ethnic categories use a variety of other
service types. This is most immediately reflected by the figures in the bottom row of the table,
which display the mean number of service types used by respondents."

" For a more extensive Dutch discussion of immigrant well-being measurements, see Uniken Venema, 1995.
" All nine categories are characterized as social services in the theorerical sense that they support processes of
social reproduction, and in the practical sense that they are in state financed institutions. Such non-commercial
services can be differentiated from/jroi/ucerjemce.vthat support industrial production, and f r o r a p e r j o n a / x e m c c i
that are privately run enterprises directed towards individual consumption and leisure (see Esping-Andersen,
1990:196).

t
" The divergent percentages require some explication. Many services may not be used directly by respondents
themselves, but by children in their household (e.g. day-care, schools, activity centers). This may help explain why
indigenous Dutch (most of whose households are characterized by a lack of young children, see table 4.1.1) make
relatively little use of such services. Why relatively few Moroccans make use of youth services (and sport facilities),
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These initial observations presume that various types of social services have a similarly essential
value: the more services an individual uses, the more engaged an individual is upon the social
welfare market. The various services allude however to qualitatively divergent commodities. For
instance, an individual who frequents welfare or legal offices is in more dire straits than one who
only uses sport facilities and libraries. When these notions are transposed to the local level, a
segmented market for social welfare is obsen'ed. On the one end necessary services are provided
to those individuals required (by the state) to solicit for specific social goods in other domains:
labor exchanges for job seekers, welfare bureaus for social security recipients, housing offices for
the homeless, police and lawyers for legal assistance. At the other end one encounters
arrangement 's where social goods are offered, not so much to the needy but to the residents
voluntarily in search of recreation: libraries, sport and educational facilities, and activity centers
(cf Hortulanus et al.; 1993:222ff).
The welfare independence component within the local index is based upon this distinction. I have
adapted the normative viewpoint that personal well-being is essentially a private matter, and have
presumed that only those deprived of such well-being become dependent upon necessary services.
This represents a specific interpretation of the deprivation-dependency dilemma since those who
are 'independent' (i.e., the self-reliant who only frequent arrangements) are seen to be more
engaged The distinction is not only based upon the presumption that the necessary services are
adequate and accessible from the cradle to the grave'. It also presumes that those who do not
frequent necessary services are not in need of them.
This qualitative distinction is reflected by the order in which the social services are presented in
table 4.4.1. The specific order however is not only grounded conceptually; statistical analyses
show a tendency among Haarlem respondents either to use service clusters at one end of the
spectrum, or arrangement clusters at the other." Stated concretely, those respondents who used
labor or welfare services the previous year are least likely (among social service clients) to have
frequented public libraries.
The distribution of respondents along this statistical spectrum is summarized in table 4.2.2. If
absolutely no differences existed between ethnic categories, then equal percentages (namely 25%)
would be observed in all table cells. Instead one observes that most of the Moroccans and Turks
are found at the dependent end of the spectrum, in the quartile Haarlemmers most in need of local
services. More than 60% of the other two immigrant categories also score lower than the 'average

though a large majority reside in households with young children, begs further explanation. Few respondents gave
credence to the premise that exclusionary practices limited their access to local social services (see Reinsch et al.,
1995:1283).
The statistical order was calculated with a homogeneity analysis technique (see van de Geer, 1993). The two
dimensional solution provided respondent scores for the number of social services utilized along the first
dimension. The second dimension reflected the spectrum presented here: the relative possibility that a respondent
IS engaged in a particular area of the social service market. The location of each service type along this
mathematical spectrum was subsequently used to 'weigh' respondents market position. The divergent weights,
presented here in accordance with their rank-order in table 4.4.1, are -.299, -.217, -.200, -.096, .000, .016, .036,
165 and .261. By applying the respective weight to each service utilized, respondents' cumulative scores ranged
from -.8 l('dire straits') to ,48 ('easy straits'). The mean, before standardization, was 11 with a standard deviation
o f - 2 9 . The standardized scores summarized in table 4.4.2 are weighed to correct for sampling stratification.
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Haarlemmer', but the mean scores for these two categories are much closer to the local mean
(zero) than those for the Moroccans and Turks.
Tabic 4.4.2: Quartilc distribulion of Haarlemmers on welfare independence
Moroccans

Quartilc

Turks

spcclrum, % per ethnic category

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antillcans

immigrants

Dutch

(93)

(159)

(77)

(99)

(170)

dependent (lowest 25%)

56%

57%

33%

28%

24%

relatively dependent

29%

29%

31%

34%

23%

relatively independent

12%

6%

22%

18%

21%

19%

32%

-0.17(0.99)

0.07 (0.98)

n (100%) =

independent (highest 25%)

3%

9%

14%

standardized mean (st.dev.)

-0,9f) (0.98)

-0.91 (1.01)

-0.30 (0.87)

How well do respondents' positional scores along this spectrum correlate with their scores upon
the other four components within the local index? One can observe (in appendix II. 1) that the
overall correlations (i.e., for all immigrants) are all significant. Particularly the correlation with
per capita income (R=.28 for all immigrants) attests to the component's (concurrent) validity as
an \nd\catoT of welfare independence (cf Kidder &Judd, 1986.55). However, as central measure
of personal well-being, these scores allude to an interval precision that cannot be validated. The
problem is in part the categorization of theoretically and locally relevant social services (cf
Roelandt & Veenman, 1989). Moreover, a more precise tabulation of service use (i.e., ordinal
level or higher) would enable the application of more powerful statistical techniques. The scores
presented here for instance remain (too) sensitive to differences due to sample stratification.
Nevertheless, the results illustrate how even nominal measurements can be used to estimate
individual rank-positions along a social welfare spectrum.
With the decline of the welfare state (cf van de Swaan, 1988; Esping-Andersen, 1990), the notion
of self-reliance {zelfredzaamheid) has come increasingly into vogue in the Netherlands. With
deference to this notion, a measure of welfare independence has been designated a central
criterion within the index for individual integration. In this section the adequacy of the component,
based upon Haarlem respondents' use of divergent types of social services, has been considered.
The presumptions needed to perceive the component as a measure of personal well-being, i.e.,
individuals'po5;7/o« along a spectrum of immaterial wealth, have also been examined. Along these
lines, complementary measures for individuals' subjective evaluation of personal health (cf Uniken
Venema, 1989:1 Off) are needed for the realization of more valid measurements.

4.5 Neighborhood environments: visibly overlapping markets
The previous sections have all focused upon abstract commodity markets. The goods being
exchanged - except perhaps financial securities - are quite intangible and imperceptible. The
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neighborhood environment domain, due to its spatial character, contains more observable
commodities: residential dwellings. Moreover, neighborhoods themselves have other tangible
qualities that motivate residents to remain or to move. This would presumably simplify
observations within this domain but, when the purpose is to specify immigrants' position on
housing and neighborhood markets, spatial realities are not that simple. Perhaps because they are
so clearly multidimensional. Let us take a look.
4.5.1 Homes: investments and interventions
First I consider ways to rank immigrants' integration according to their position on the housing
market. The nominal distinction between the haves and the homeless immediately presents itself.
The furtive image of the homeless vagabond, as counterposed to sedentary ideals, is a symbolic
scapegoat of European culture (Preiswerk, 1980:137). It also fits neatly within the notion of local
detachment (cf Burgers, 1995:137). However, opportunities to examine the tenability of this
observation are limited. Homeless urban residents are arguably the least accessible subjects for
survey samples (cf. Korf & Deben, 1997). They are excluded de facto from most surveys including the one in Haarlem - that refrain from randomly approaching 'men-in-the-street'.
How could one sensibly rank residents with homes to show their market position? Exploiting the
spatial characteristics, the size of the home could be noted: square meters and number of rooms
are common measurement units (SCP, 1998:257). These may subsequently be considered in
relation to the number of household members, and to the housing costs. In Haarlem for instance,
the mean room occupation (i.e., inhabitants/rooms) ranges from 0.7 for indigenous Dutch and 0.8
for Surinamese/Antilleans to 1.1 for Turks and 1.2 for Moroccans. These ratios correspond with
national estimates (cf SCP, 1998:257). One could conclude that Moroccans have scarcely half
as many rooms at their disposal as indigenous Dutch, but for Haarlem we could also observe that
their housing expenses, even per room, are less. This is where the dilemmas surface. Does
inexpensive housing signify immigrants' successful market penetration, or have they simply
cornered a less prestigious segment of the market? To deal with this diversion, the housing
size/expense ratio could be considered in relation to the housing quality. For this latter attribute,
survey indicators range from building age (which is seldom a linear function) to entire homequality scoring systems (e.g., van Dugteren et al., 1993:131ff). In Haarlem we sufficed with a
distinction in housing types, ranging from flats (i.e., any residence in which a floor or ceiling
borders on another dwelling) through single-family row houses to freestanding homes (cf Meloen
& Veenman, 1990:161). This distinction is coarse - it fails to differentiate between a hovel and
a manor - but a greater dilemma evolves around the issue of ownership. The difference between
tenants and owners does not only complicate comparisons in housing costs; the fact that tenants
have no home to exchange on the market affects their prospects for market mobility.
I am about to reach the central dilemma bound to housing market positions. First the distribution
of Haarlem respondents in four housing categories is presented. They are differentiated according
to the type of housing in which they reside and by their status of tenant or owner. One may note
a familiar rank order by comparing the percentages per ethnic category that reside as tenants in
flats (first row) with those for owners of single family homes (fourth row). A large majority of
Moroccan and Turkish Haarlemmers find themselves in the former position, while more
indigenous Dutch find themselves in the latter. With a few nuances - to account for spatial, cost
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and quality variations - the contours of a housing market spectrum could be perceived, upon
which immigrants improve their position by acquiring a home (cf. Rohe & Basolo, 1997).
Tabic 4.5.1: Haarlem variations in housing market positions, per ethnic category (%).
Housing market position

Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilieans

immigrants

Dutch

tenant in flat

73%

70%

43%

40%

27%

tenant in single family home

20%

10%

20%

20%

14%

owner of flat

6%

7%

8%

5%

15%

owner of single family home

1%

14%

29%

35%

44%

n(100%) =

86

153

76

95

170

The problem with this perspective concerns social housing. In Haarlem, approximately 58% of
the housing market consists of rentals, while 37% is either government-owned or cooperative
housing in which allocation and rental prices are state-regulated (Gemeente Haarlem, 1996:54).
This latter percentage is comparable to national averages, but less than in the four largest cities
(van Kempen, 1997:168) where an inordinate proportion of the immigrant Dutch reside. The
allocation and price policies differ per municipality, but precedence is generally given to large,
low-income households with prolonged local residence duration (van Kempen, 1997:172). In
principle, and in contrast to free market processes, individuals' prospects to acquire a residence
on this market increase when their financial position worsens. Succinctly stated, social housing
interventions have 'de-commodified' a most tangible market good (cf Blanc, 1992; Burgers,
1995:139; van Amersfoort & Cortie, 1996:685).
What are the implications for the measurement of immigrant integration? Individuals essentially
have two positions, one within the social housing market and one within the free market. These
positions are interrelated and, considered from divergent normative viewpoints, often at odds.
Recent arrivals find themselves dependent upon landlords or forced to purchase a home, due to
waiting lists within the social housing market (cf Tesser et al., 1996:137). The prospects for a
home owner on the social housing market are limited, although such rentals may be the better deal
as for comfort and expense. Mobility between the markets is further affected by tenants who
choose to remain in social housing flats rather than use their accumulated wealth for acquisitions
on the free market.
The relation between the two markets, and the attributes that specify individuals' market
positions, clearly vary from city to city. In the Haariem survey we could not adequately analyze
the relation, if only because we refrained from asking tenants to whom they pay the rent (see
appendix IV.A.3). The positional distinctions presented in table 4.5.1 do correspond with
respondents' scores along the local index. For indigenous Dutch and immigrants overall the
analysis shows that home owners are more integrated (r|=.40). When focusing upon specific
minority categories however, the correspondence is neither significant nor linear. The small
numbers of minorities who own their homes help clarify the statistical insignificance. However,
those few minority responderits who are homeowners, particularly among Moroccans and Turks,
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do not score higher upon (components of) the local index. Perhaps these more engaged
immigrants have missed the opportunity for social housing, and find themselves disproportionately
dependent upon bank mortgages and the insecurities of the free market. Or perhaps they find
themselves in the 'less auspicious' neighborhoods.
•f-5.2 Neighbors: aggregates and agents
Moving then to the surrounding neighborhood, two qualities distinguish it from the more
imminent housing market. First, as a spatial entity, the boundaries of neighborhoods vary from
one resident to the next (Lee and Campbell, 1997). In subjective terms, every resident inhabits the
center of his or her neighborhood, and the neighborhood's size may be affected by subjective
factors. In Haarlem we observed that Moroccans, and to a lesser extent Turks, convey a spatially
smaller notion of the neighborhood {huurt) than the other three ethnic categories (see appendix
IV.B.1). For administrative purposes, Haarlem is commonly divided into 40 neighborhoods,
ranging in population from 686 to 9572 residents, and in area from 13 to 226 hectares (Gemeente
Haarlem, 1996:W3-4). Such boundaries may seem more arbitrary than the social and spatial
criteria that outsiders use, but for the analysis they provide a spatial context in which samples and
populations are compared.
This alludes to a second quality: the collective nature of neighborhoods. The issue here is not
individuals' position within neighborhoods, which is not to deny that individuals - even those
detached from other public domains - may occupy crucial positions (e.g., as mediators or
providers) within the neighborhood environment (cf Hortulanus, 1995:51fï). Random survey
sampling techniques however are not conducive for measuring such positional distinctions, at least
not before nominally exclusive distinctions in individuals' neighborhood positions are
acknowledged and corroborated by respondents. The focus here is instead upon the notion of
neighborhoods' position within cities, and how such qualifications may correspond with their
residents' degree of integration. Where the image of a vagabond signifies the detachment of the
homeless individual, the image of the ghetto signifies the marginalization of entire neighborhoods.
One crucial difference is that the vagabond can be surveyed. The neighborhood however is a
reification and at best an aggregate that the researcher derives from interviews with its residents.
Inferring from the perspective of the individual neighborhood resident, the neighborhood offers
prestige and social opportunities that are subject to change and exchange.
How does this issue tie into the positional dilemma between deprivation and dependency?
Individuals strive to acquire homes in neighborhoods that signify their social success, which
provide the social services and opportunities needed to optimize participation in - or isolation
from - the broader locality (cf Warren, 1977). In their goal to protect or improve their
(neighborhood's) position, residents are dependent upon the cooperation of other actors.
What are then the neighborhood attributes that affect individuals' integration? These obviously
have normative and theoretical determinants, which vary per city in time. One source of criteria
pertains to processes of immigrant concentration and segregation. Such attributes will be
considered more explicitly in §6.5. Here several criteria are combined to classify neighborhoods'
rank-position. The classification, derived by Haarlem's municipal research bureau, combines a
variety of social-economic, social-cultural and environmental characteristics. These include
statistics on: welfare beneficiaries, unemployed, minority concentrations [sic], active voters.
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library cardholders, annual migration balances, housing costs, pollution levels and criminality
(Gemeente Haarlem, 1991). The product ranks neighborhoods on a five-point scale ranging from
'very inauspicious' (onf^inslig) to 'very auspicious'.
Tabic 4.5.2: Status of iicighborlioods in wliicli Haarlem respondents reside, % per ethnic category
Neighborhood's status

Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Amilleans

immigrants

Dutch

very inauspicious ( ~ )

32%

39%

21%

19%

13%

inauspicious (-)

45%

44%

40%

25%

27%

typical

19%

13%

27%

27%

. 33%

3%

3%

10%

20%

21%

very auspicious (++)

1%

1%

2%

9%

6%

n(100%) =

65

94

62

64

134

auspicious (+)

Rather than inducing a rank-order of Haarlem neighborhoods via aggregation of survey
respondents' qualifications (cf Ginsberg, 1985), we used the city's classification as measure of
neighborhoods' status. Regarding the criteria used for its construction, one may note that this too
is an aggregate measure. In table 4.5.2 an overview is presented of how the five ethnic categories
are distributed over these five positions." The large majority of Moroccan and Turkish
respondents are seen to reside in so-called 'inauspicious' neighborhoods, as opposed to a minority
of'Other' immigrants and indigenous Dutch. This result is not surprising, and not only because
by definition a surplus of immigrant minorities negatively affects a neighborhood's status. More
interesting is the comparison of the rank order with the evaluations we elicited from respondents
concerning their neighborhoods. Among the 'Other' immigrants and indigenous Dutch the
'objective' rank-order corresponds significantly with respondents' evaluations, i.e., the more
auspicious the neighborhood the more respondents positively evaluate their neighborhood
environment (cf Rigby & Vreugdenhill, 1987). However, for none of the three minority
categories could the evaluations be seen to reflect the objective rank-order.'® This would suggest
that the problems immigrant minorities perceive in their neighborhood differ from those
experienced by more indigenous residents. This issue of neighborhood appreciation will be
examined more in depth in §5.5.
The extent in which the rank-order in five neighborhood positions reflects respondents' degree of

" The Haarlem sample contained ten neighborhood clusters in which immigrants were 'concent/ated' and which
together constituted one-third (197/600) of the total survey. These respondents, although they had more than
random chance to be selected, have been included in analyses as they did not affect the total survey rcpresentativity
in terms of age, gender or local district (see §3.4.3). They have been excluded from the Haarlem overview
presented in table 4.5.2 however, as they are inordinately residents of 'inauspicious' neighborhoods.
The statistic is sensitive to the fact that relatively few minorities reside in '(very) auspicious' neighborhoods, all
of whom evaluated their neighborhood positively. It is the gradation between 'very inauspicious' and 'typical' that
elicited relatively invariant evaluations from 'minority' residents.
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integration is summarized in appendix I. The relation is significant for immigrants overall (r|=.24)
and for the indigenous Dutch (r|=.27), but not within specific immigrant categories. The weakness
or lack of a statistical relation is noteworthy, first because a purely spatial distinction in twelve
Haarlem districts has been seen to clarify a greater portion of index variance (see §3.4.3). Once
we know the district in which respondents reside, a distinction in their neighborhoods' status does
not improve estimates of their index scores." It is moreover noteworthy because several criteria
used by the Haarlem Research Bureau to rank neighborhoods are comparable to components
within the local index: namely measures for welfare independence (see §4.4), local satisfaction
(see §5.4) and cultural participation (see §6.6) are all conceptually related to criteria for
neighborhood status." In other words, a relation between neighborhoods' status and individuals'
integration could be expected by statistical design.
These findings raise doubts as to the validity of the rank-order in Haarlem neighborhoods.
Considering the geographic scope however, the more pertinent question is the representability of
the Haarlem case study. When the wide variation in affluence and opportunity observable in
European neighborhoods is taken into account, then the Haarlem rank-order in five neighborhood
positions presumably denotes but a small section of a much broader social spectrum. Within this
greater context, I find it far-fetched to allocate any Dutch neighborhood the 'ghetto' status. The
theoretical challenge is then to derive comparative standards for neighborhood status that show
when neighborhood attributes vitally affect - instead of reflect - their residents' integration.
I began this section by noting the potential offered by the neighborhood environment domain to
provide reliable indicators of immigrants' integration. The potential is rooted in the domain's
tangible and spatial character, which offers possibilities to measure individual wealth and social
mobility. It is also rooted in the broad use of images such as 'vagabonds' and 'ghettos' to suggest
detachment. Neither vagabonds nor ghettos however are readily accessible for survey interviews at least in Haariem - while several market factors render measurements in this domain quite
ambiguous. A central obstacle is the intervention characteristic of housing and neighborhood
markets. Social housing does not so much limit individuals in their prospects upon these markets;
ideally they indeed function to optimize (or equalize) market opportunity. Distinct variations are
observed between Haarlem immigrants and indigenous Dutch in their housing and neighborhood's
position, but these variations do not consistently correspond (within minority categories) with
individuals' degree of integration. These results reveal on the one hand inadequacies in the housing
and neighborhood measurements that are too coarse to reveal market differences. On the other
they suggest that the 'truly disadvantaged' (Wilson, 1987) are not automatically accommodated
with the allocation of a flat in a more auspicious neighborhood.

" Beyond the qualifications presented in the previous note, the (lack of) explanatory potential is due in part to the
fact that the four districts of Schalkwijk are not differentiated into smaller neighborhoods with variant propriety
" When the data analysis includes all Haariem immigrants (weighted to correct for survey stratification) it is
indeed variances in these three components within the local index that arc significantly accounted for by variations
in neighborhood status. The relation to the welfare independence component remain significant when the analysis
focuses more specifically upon Surinamesc/Antilleans and upon 'Other' immigrants.
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4.6 Civic positions: political activists and public nuisances
In chapter two the domain of civic life was introduced as a metaphorical umbrella, encompassing
portions of all other domains. It is, however, more than simply the sum of the separate domains,
as there are facets of civic life that are not found within other public domains. Three of these
facets were introduced in §2.5.1, namely the possibilities to move freely throughout the city, to
partake in social-cultural activities, and to engage in political decision making processes. Here I
briefly consider the notion ofposition in relation to these three facets.
First, with reference to the umbrella status of the civic domain, a notion of civic position could
be delineated. It alludes to the status-rank individuals have within the city, based upon the
combination of positions they occupy within the various public domains. Although rank-orders
hopefully never manifest themselves to the point that residents are fully aware of their position
within a single civic spectrum, it helps heuristically to perceive local leaders as those residents
with economic pull, cultural prestige and political power. If such leaders are presumed to be
maximally engaged, what is the normative counterpart to signify the locally detached? Opposed
to leaders is the image not so much of the obedient, passive follower, more the disrespectful
public nuisance. Combining the various domains into a summary position of detachment, the
public nuisance is the unsocialized, jobless vagrant entirely reliant upon social welfare, and a
threat to the safety and well-being of fellow citizens. This image has heuristic value; it helps
illuminate the normative nature of detachment qualifications. In its composition however the
image is a caricature, more a symbol for cultural intolerance than for real individuals personally
responsible for their disengaged positions (cf Mok & Reinsch, 1996:20-21).
Individuals' engagements in political decision making processes - as citizens - are intrinsically
associated with the idea of civic activity. The issue here is how to quantify this process as
individuals' rank political engagement. Except in the hypothetical context of an absolute
autocracy, political decision making implies dependence upon other individuals, and then as
representatives of interest groups. One could try to devise a rank-order of local political power,
ranging for instance from the inactive and ignored to the engaged 'city fathers', but most positions
along this spectrum would likely designate nonexclusive group affiliations. Dutch survey
respondents perceive for instance that, at a national level, government ministers and
parliamentarians have the greatest influence upon important decisions, while activists and voters
have the least (SCP, 1998:742). Between these positions however, a whole spectrum of interest
groups (instead of individuals) is denoted: big business, civil services, political parties, trade
unions and the media. Concerning immigrants, one observes that regulations limit their right to
vote until certain conditions are met,'^ while their opportunity to participate less formally in
decision making processes may be limited by their segmented or 'minorized' positions (Rath,
I99I). Consequently, the significance attributed to immigrants' local political engagement, as
indication of the influence associated with their position, cannot be lucidly measured and
interpreted.
The second facet refers to individuals' opportunity to access the public realm. More concretely.

" In the Netherlands, immigrants must ofllcially reside five years in a city before acquiring the right to participate
(actively and passively) in local elections. They must be Dutch citizens to participate in national elections.
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this facet translates into urban issues of public safety and participation. The positional dilemma
bound to this facet is signified on the one hand by public nuisances and more normatively
sanctioned threats to personal property and propriety (e.g., motorized traffic) that affect public
access. On the other, public access is dependent upon the intervention of police and other public
sentries. Possible resolutions to this dilemma correspond with divergent visions of local
integration. Conceived within the tolerant vision, the pursuance of objectives of inclusion calls
for the optimization of individuals' opportunity to meet (ethnic) strangers. Local authorities have
then the task of ensuring that activities that limit the access and safety of any group are kept to
a minimum. With these elementary normative presumptions, the difficulties posed in ranking
individuals' position within this market remain manifold. Incarceration, physical disability and
social-phobia denote for instance various attributes that limit individuals' public access. Does the
antithesis of these attributes signify individuals with optimal access to the public realm: e.g., the
physically fit, social exhibitionist with limited prospects of being a police suspect? In short, the
access and exchange of public space may be important issues on the local agenda (cf SCP, 1999),
but no clear norms or reliable procedures are available to measure individual immigrant's position
within this market.
This brings me to the third facet directly associated with positions in the civic domain: the
participation in social-cultural activities. This refers to positions in civil institutions with charitable
or leisure goals. The boundaries are not entirely clear-cut between this facet, and political
participation on the one hand (see above), and the use of social welfare arrangements on the other
(see §4.4). I view it nevertheless as a market for organizational membership, separate from
consumer or communicative activities less directly related to a notion of civic status. One can
recognize the so-called 'high society' or 'social elites' who are, in accordance with their positions
in other domains, members of exclusive clubs and associations. At the opposite end of the
normative spectrum the 'social outcasts' are found: the residents who, despite the broad range of
possibilities to spend significant portions of the non working day engaged in organized activities,
belong to nothing. The positional dilemma manifests itself in the 'voluntary' nature of active
organizational membership: while no tangible goods are acquired from such activities, they are
dependent upon the voluntary support and sacrifice of individuals to maintain the services
provided.

Table 4.6: Haarlem variations in organizational membership, in % per ethnic category.
Membership position

Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Amilleans

immigrants

Dutch

no memberships

58%

33%

26%

24%

12%

passive memberships only

18%

42%

17%

26%

29%

active in one organization

18%

17%

39%

30%

39%

active in more organizations

5%

8%

18%

20%

19%

n (100%) =

93

159

77

100

170

Among Haarlem respondents we asked about their membership in seven types of organizations,
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broadly classified as: environmental, professional, neighborhood, religious, sport, leisure {gezelligheid) and 'other' organizations. Members were furthermore asked to qualify their membership as
'active' or 'passive', and to tell whether the organization's membership is (primarily) immigrant or
indigenous Dutch (this latter attribute will be considered in §6.5). In table 4.6 the percentages per
ethnic category are presented that express a membership affiliation. A simple rank-order in four
status categories is made, ranging from 'no memberships' whatever through 'passive memberships
only', on to those 'active' in 'one' or 'more organizations' (cf SCP, 1996:542; Huls, 1997; SCP,
1998:750).
One can see from the table that most of the Moroccan respondents (58%) have no organizational
affiliation, and that three-fourths of the Turks are passive members at best. For these two
categories, the active are most likely members of religious organizations. Except via channels of
(passive) religious affiliation, Moroccan women in particular are detached from the social-cultural
market. Haarlemmers in the other three ethnic categories display more engaged positions: most
are active in one or more organizations, sports clubs being for individuals in all three categories
the most likely channel of participation (see appendix IV.E.2).
The classification into four market positions provides an elementary indication of membership
differences. Such measures can obviously be improved upon quantitatively (e.g., how much is
membership dependent upon investments in time and social ties?) and qualitatively (e.g., which
memberships are afforded local prestige?). The relation between these two criteria reveals several
methodological obstacles: monitoring hours spent in the mosque and comparing them with hours
on the soccer field is tedious, disrespectful, and normatively ambiguous.
The potential provided by such spectra to predict immigrants' degree of integration is illustrated
in appendix I. Within the three minority categories, the distinctions in membership position
correspond significantly with variations in index scores. However, the correspondence among the
Surinamese and Antilleans (ri=.35) should not be construed as 'linear'; as the so-called 'passive
members' are generally more integrated than 'active' individuals. The potential to reflect
differences in integration dissipates entirely by comparisons among 'Other' immigrants and the
indigenous Dutch. •
Three markets have been considered within the domain of civic life and, compared to housing
markets, all seem quite illusive. On the market for political participation, a distinction between
leaders and (non)voters has little tenability within an integration construct. Formally, not all
immigrants have voting rights, while informally the influence exerted by the politically inactive
may be ultimately more effective. On the market for public space, the public nuisance was
imagined in a (detached) position diametrically opposed to other market participants. The exercise
illustrates the normative and theoretical difficulties of conceiving a rank-order of participants in
the public realm. Finally the social-cultural market for organizational activities was surveyed. This
market provides more palpable possibilities to identify individuals with detached or engaged
positions. The distinction does display, among Haarlem immigrant minorities, differences in
individuals' engagement that correspond modestly with individuals' degree of integration.
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4.7 Preliminary assessment: market measurements as normative enterprise
Three topics will be summarized that have served as focal points throughout the previous
sections. I begin with empirical matters concerning the Haarlem survey findings. In this chapter
the engagement of individual Haarlemmers upon eight hypothetical markets has been examined.
The positional patterns that emerge, the expected patterns that remain diffuse, and the potential
provided by specific positions to indicate individual immigrants' integration will be reviewed. Then
I consider various methodological obstacles encountered, evaluating the possibilities to hurdle
these restraints with more refined survey protocols. Some obstacles however are rooted not so
much in specific research methods, but waver more generally between normative interpretations
of positional dilemmas. The final sub-section will deal with these interpretive issues.
'f- 7.1 Discerning the typically detached immigrant
The Haarlem survey data has served to illustrate immigrants' differential positions. With little
exception, positions have been characterized as to their deprivation and dependence. A rankorder of ethnic categories has been observed that signifies those Haarlemmers most likely to be
found in deprived or (state) dependent positions: Moroccans, Turks, Surinamese and Antilleans,
'Other' immigrants, and indigenous Dutch.
What are these positions and what are the exceptions to this rank-order? In the private domain
large households with an inordinate proportion of dependents are seen as problematic; the pattern
is set. By education I focused upon the level of formal schooling completed. Surinamese,
Antilleans and 'Other' immigrants are less deprived in diploma terms than the indigenous Dutch.
I then considered who is active on the labor market, and what percentage of these are currently
seeking work. More Turks are active than Surinamese or Antilleans, but the proportion of these
Turks who are actively in search of paid work are equal to that of Moroccans. On the market for
material security the household income among Turks is again more than by Surinamese and
Antilleans. After correcting however for differences in household size, variations in per capita
income (one of the five components comprising the local index) reverts to the set order. The
welfare independence criterion of the local index is based on the combinations of local welfare
services individuals use. More Moroccans and Turks are found dependent upon 'necessary
services'. Although the Haarlem homeless were not surveyed on the housing market, the
established ethnic rank-order prevails concerning the proportion of tenants dependent upon
landlords. This order is neatly reversed of course when counting respondents who own single
family homes. Similarly, though I find it difficult to qualify any Haarlem neighborhood as a
'ghetto', a large majority of the Turks and Moroccans do live in those neighborhoods perceived
to be 'inauspicious'. Finally, in the civic domain, detachment from the social-cultural market is
perceived as those deprived of organizational affiliations, where again the set order prevails.
Regarding this rank-order, one may be inclined to conclude that individuals' ethnic category is a
most simple and direct means to identify those Haarlemmers in detached positions, characterized
by deprivation and dependence. Two fundamental problems are associated with this line of
reasoning. First, it is based on averages within and differential proportions between the five
categories. The differences within groups also deserve attention. Focusing upon one nominal
criterion for deprivation - a per capita income averaging less than eleven hundred guilders per
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month - 1 note for instance that most Moroccan-Haarlemmers are nol deprived. Meanwhile, 10
percent of the far more populous indigenous Dutch live in poverty according to this criterion.
Secondly, the reasoning infers positional differences to reflect a 'natural' order along geo-political
lines. It disregards the historical, global, local and biographical processes that help clarify why
more Turks have kids, and more Antilleans have diplomas. Let us not forget the research context
in which the measurements were made. The survey focus upon immigrant minorities was not
based upon presumptions as to their perpetual marginalization. It was prompted instead by the
premise that local minorities could best identify local factors that prolong their estrangement.
Moreover, they could best suggest the remedial policies that would benefit (future) minorities and
other locals.
How much then do these variations in market positions correspond with individual Haarlemmers'
degree of integration? Throughout the chapter statistics have been discussed that denote the
variance in the local index accounted for by specific positional differences. Assuming the
indicators to be (statistically) interrelated, a series of multiple regression analyses was conducted
to estimate the relative and combined significance of selected market factors. This technique was
used in §3.4.3 to estimate the relative significance of demographic attributes, and will also serve
at the end of the forthcoming three chapters (see appendix I for more technical details). The
results for positional indicators are summarized in table 4.7.1.
Table 4.7.1: Percent of variances in local index accounted for by (6) positional attributes, controlling for (5)
other attributes ( • = probability F < .05, n.s.= not independently significant).
Moroccans

Positional attribute

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

All

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

immigrants

Dutch

n (listwise deletion)-»

(91)

(151)

(71)

(97)

(411)

(168)

type of household

n.s.

8%*

n.s.

n.s.

2%*

3%*

education completed

n.s.

5%*

17%»

10%*

10%*

12%*

n.s.

7%*

11%*

n.s.

3%*

7%*
n.s.

job market position

.

housing market

n.s.

n.s.

10%*

n.s.

4%*

neighborhood's status

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

1%*

n.s.

civic memberships

10%*

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

combined (adj.) R^

18%

28%

43%

27%

42%

40%

9%

28%

23%

21%

42%

35%

• indicators (adj.) R^

In the bottom two rows of the table, two statistics are presented per ethnic category. The top
statistic presents the proportion of index variance accounted for by all six indicators combined,
the bottom one the variance accounted for by a select number of indicators (i.e., those designated
by an asterisk). One may note that for three of the five ethnic categories a combination of three
positional indicators accounts for anywhere from 23% to 35% of the variance in category scores.
Such results are much higher than those found for the six demographic attributes, reviewed in
§3.4.3. The two exceptions are provided by the Moroccans and the 'Other' immigrants. Within
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these categories, only one positional attribute corresponds with index scores independent of the
other five: for Moroccans 'civic memberships' and for 'Other' immigrants 'education completed'.
The combined effect of all six attributes (18% resp. 27%) also differs minimally from the 'effect'
observed for (five) demographic attributes (see table 3,4.3 or appendix I).
For each positional attribute, listed in the upper part of table 4.7.1, a statistic displays whether it
clarifies (additional) index variance, after having first taken the effect of the other (5) indicators
into account. One may note the diffuse pattern of indicators, per ethnic category, that contribute
significantly to the regression equation (designated by an asterisk). Only the Turkish sub-sample
displays the same (three) significant indicators that apply for the indigenous Dutch. For the other
three categories a great discrepancy can be seen (in the bottom two rows) in variance explained
by all respectively by asterisked indicators. This means that (some) non-asterisked indicators also
help clarify differences in index variance, but their independent effect is minimal. Two indicators 'education completed' and 'job market position' - are consistently significant, namely within three
of the five ethnic categories. Two indicators - 'neigborhood's status' and 'civic memberships' contribute little to the regression models.
Overall, educational background provides the best indication about who is integrated and who
estranged (e.g., for all immigrants the R^ is .37, the partial R^ .10). However, the observation that
Its explanatory potential diminishes by the two most estranged ethnic categories presents
interpretive problems. Few Moroccans and Turks in Haarlem have secondary and tertiary
educational degrees, but these few score far less integrated than Haarlemmers in other categories
with comparable educational backgrounds. Has their education lacked essential qualifications?
Has their residence been too brief (as newcomers or young adults) to appreciate and benefit from
their local surrounding? Or is their new local environment blind to their qualifications?
No resolution to these issues could be realized based simply upon survey measurements. Besides
the statistical collinearities observed between the positional measures, the relatively invariant
estrangement among Haariem's Moroccans and Turks (see §3.4.2) presents an interpretive
obstacle. Indeed, this obstacle could be construed as a central policy issue. In a statistical sense,
one may expect that the variance in index scores accounted for by particular measures will
diminish with a decrease in index variance: the smaller the variance, the more it is clarified by
random measurement errors and omissions. This reasoning however does not clarify - in a social
sense - why college-educated Moroccans and Turks score no more integrated than their fellow
immigrants with degrees from lower secondary schools. I will return to this interpretive issue in
§7.5.2.
4.7.2 Seeking valid measures of detachment
Besides the interpretation of statistical associations, methodological obstacles have been
encountered that limit the validity or comparability of positional indicators. The nature of these
obstacles is such that they may be expected in all domains. Several more prominent ones will be
reviewed below.
First issues are considered that refer to the contours of domains, and the markets they contain.
The essential issue is the incomparability of market positions because researchers and respondents
maintain divergent notions of the market expanse. The problem may be reduced in part to
ambiguities regarding the market good. Is the private domain bounded by the household with its
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communal meals and finances, or does it pertain to a less spatial notion of family in which intimacy
is exchanged with kinship and marriage bonds? Education and upbringing may be perceived as
market goods exchanged indirectly on every market in and outside the public domain. In this study
education refers to school activities for the acquisition of diplomas. Even with this limitation to
formal education however the problems of cross-curricular and cross-cultural comparisons remain. The markets for labor and material security intermesh when labor is financially reimbursed,
but both markets have much broader contours and divergent internal structures. A social welfare
market was described in §4.4 that is so expansive it encompasses processes pertinent to all other
domains. The Haarlem housing market is seen to be segmented, one government regulated and
one for more liberal engagement. Each potential resident may be seen to have a position on both.
This notion of a double market however is not limited to housing. It may be discerned on any
market where segments vary in their degree of accessibility and intervention. The subjective nature
of neighborhood boundaries is a more perceptible issue but not necessarily less ambiguous. The
notion of a civic domain, finally, may enclose all these markets within a metaphorical jigsaw
puzzle. Still, problems remain designating the missing pieces (i.e., those markets not contained
within other domains) and the outer boundaries (i.e., the contextual distinctions between civic,
regional and national integration processes).
Upon each of these markets Haarlem practices and Dutch research traditions have been sighted
to sketch market boundaries and positions. Particularly detached positions served as points of
focus. The possibilities to develop criteria for detachment, applicable in a diversity of local
environments appear to vary per domain. Nominal criteria are often associated with local market
characteristics, which obviously limits their comparability. This obstacle could be observed most
explicitly where individuals' use of Haariem services is drawn upon to estimate their welfare
independence. To devise a more comparable standard along a local welfare spectrum, only those
services could serve as reference points that are universally available with comparable purpose
and accessibility. This is a lot to expect of local welfare markets. In the end, the validity of the
welfare independence spectrum revolves around normative presumptions that designate the use
of 'necessary services' as indicative of detachment, while the use of leisure 'arrangements'
supported by the state is indicative of engagement. The normative issue recurs in each domain:
given a specific notion of (absolute) detachment, how can an opposing notion of (absolute)
engagement be identified that not only enables inter-local comparisons (by projecting the market
along an acknowledged spectrum), but remains sensitive to local distinctions?
This image of a spectrum presumes a certain rank-order of positions. Associated with this presumption is the issue of measurement level. Ideally, the higher the measurement level, the more
potential can be derived from statistical techniques to calculate individual market mobility, and
to monitor processes of integration. For instance for the construction of the local index some
questionable presumptions were needed to inject the two positional components (per capita
income and welfare independence) with interval level status. For all the positional indicators
considered in this chapter, the ordinal or linear (i.e., spectral) quality of the indicator remains an
issue. Even where an ordinal indicator could be perceived, for instance by 'level of formal
education completed', the subsequent comparison with the local index brought the linear nature
of the relation into question. Similar divergencies may be seen in other domains. As obstacles they
limit comparability, in that measurements that specify rank-order differences in market position
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vary with the normative perspective from which differences in ranlc are perceived.
In what ways do divergent normative perspectives generate methodological obstacles? Various
examples have been encountered, all of which can be classified according to at least one of the
evaluative criteria for measurement adequacy (see §3 .1.4): validity, simplicity, reliability, brevity
and comparability. An individual's position on the housing market is sufficient to portray all these
criteria. Drawing upon the observation that Haarlem is characterized by a double housing market,
a valid measurement of a homeowner's housing market positions must include his or her position
on the social housing market. How could we define and measure possession and opportunity upon
this market? We could have respondents estimate their prospects on the social housing market
but, as to questionnaire simplicity, it is problematic to assume that residents even know whether
their homes are subject to rent control. The chance that residents will supply reliable information
concerning their home ownership is affected by their awareness of normative issues surrounding
such market positions. To specify respondents' position on these markets according to divergent
normative criteria, far more information would have to be gathered about the needs and rights of
residents, and the quality of their housing conditions. This affects the brevity of the interview.
Finally, we could conceivably project the divergent market attributes upon a single ordinal
spectrum. The range and units along the spectrum however are not comparable', they will vary,
with housing markets, from one city to the next. A similar review could be presented within all
other domains.
In closing this sub-section, brief references are made to two other obstacles. The first concerns
problems of reliability. I observed in many domains that the epitome of detachment would be
found by those residents least likely to participate or cooperate in survey research: those without
schooling, work, well-being, homes, and social-cultural affiliations. More problems arise when
one bases measures of social mobility upon survey responses. How much credence for instance
can be attributed to respondents' recollections of parents' education, of previous income or personal well-being? This implies that for many market spectra, survey measurements cannot
adequately capture the detached lower end, or (short of panel research) the individuals' previous
market positions.
The final obstacle refers to problems of sample size. The need to measure a variety of market
factors, to test their theoretical or to monitor their empirical significance, increases the survey size
requirements exponentially. In §4.3.1 1 considered how comparative measures ofjob opportunity
could be estimated, but such measures require thousands of respondents to realize reliable
estimates. Not only the number of market parameters affects sample requirements, also the
number of (sub-sample) categories subject to comparison. Our focus upon three 'minority' categories (actually four, Surinamese and Antillean samples were too small to analyze separately) enables
conclusions to be drawn about the local engagement of individuals within these groups. Any
observations however pertaining for instance to the position of Haarlem political refugees,
residents in one of the city's twelve districts, or residents of modestly-sized cities retain a less
reliable character.
4.7.3 Acknowledging the normative limitations
What have I learned from these observations, as for my search for indicators of immigrant
integration? Above all, the conceptual framework may help me to envision those immigrants who
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are detached from local markets, but the survey measurements are far from adequate for the
confirmation of my suspicions. The primary obstacles that inhibit adequate measurements and
comprehensive predictions are, in brief
• Between researchers and respondents, the lack of agreement as to the boundaries dividing
markets, and the criteria distinguishing the engaged from the detached, affects measurement
validity. This lack of agreement is due in part to the multidimensional character of market
domains. The recognition of these dimensions, and their reduction to (unidimensional)
positional spectra remains a normative enterprise.
• The normative enterprise is reflected by positional dilemmas between deprivation and
dependence. Within each domain a variety of normative decisions must be made (i.e.,
dimensions identified) about which social goods are objects of competition and exchange, and
which dependencies their acquisition imply.
• Within all domains, relevant informants (e.g., the detached) and information (e.g., the
regulations and interactions that shape and segment local markets) are not easily perceived via
survey techniques.
• The measurements in the Haarlem locality reveal no single positional indicator of individuals'
engagement capable of reliably designating the individually integrated, whatever the ethnic
category. The potential to recognize and interpret the explanatory or predictive value of
indicators is ultimately a theoretical enterprise. Various categories of detachment have been
perceived: the minimally educated, the jobless, the tenants, etc. These categories however are
not exclusive. They overlap, by some ethnic categories more than others. Statistical analyses
may help dissect their significance, but to link these categories, and the social actors they
represent, in a causal chain of reasoning remains a theoretical act. Educational background has
been identified, for instance, as the most reliable indicator of Haarlemmers' individual
integration. Theory informs me of possible sources (i.e., explanations) for educational
deprivation, and the dependencies that individuals require for its resolution.
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Chapter 5

Observing Orientations

The second dimension of immigrant integration revolves around the notion of culture. In §2.3.1
culture was circumscribed as the content and patterns of values, ideas and other symbolicmeaningful systems. Here, in continuation ofmy observations on individuals' integration, the notion
orientation is used to refer to specific cultures' significance in forming individuals' identity (and
their thoughts and actions).
The central conceptual issue when one sets out to observe orientations is how to distinguish one
culture from the next. Whether a given individual is seen to conform ritualistically to a particular
culture, or to be continually oriented toward a diversity of cultures, hinges on the boundaries
observed between these imaginary entities. Is 'the' one local culture characterized by many
contradictions, or is the locality characterized by a diversity of contradicting cultures? The issue
ties into normative objectives and end-goals of immigrant integration. Would the contradictions
dissipate if individual inhabitants were to adapt similar orientations? Or do immigrants, with their
divergent orientations, serve precisely to enhance local culture toward a greater (e.g., more
'universal') synthesis? These issues will not be resolved here. I note however that explanations
for immigrants' estrangement, which focus upon their cultural disorientations, are distinguished
by opposing normative resolutions to these issues. On the one hand objectives of cultural unity
are presumed where immigrants' failure to assimilate into 'the' local culture (due for instance to
'deficiencies' or 'deviancies' in their cultural orientations) is seen as problematic. On the other hand
objectives of cultural diversity are presumed where immigrants are considered ill-adapted to the
civil liberties and tolerance characteristic of dynamic cultures (due for instance to a cultural
'mismatch' or to their ritualistic conformity to their cultural origins) (cf van den Berg & Reinsch,
1983:129; Willemsen, 1993).
The notions introduced in §2.3 provide elementary ways to delineate cultures, namely through
distinctions in (market) domains, components and polarities. Individuals' orientations are construed
as their conformity to groups and cultures with which they are - presumably or consciously affiliated, and their imagery of'other' groups and cultures. In this chapter these distinctions will
be elaborated upon while an extensive - but far from comprehensive - answer is given to the
following query:
What significance may be attributed to individuals' various cultural orientations as indicators
of their integration within the local (Haarlem) context?
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The Haarlem survey data will be ordered by - and will serve to illustrate - various distinctions
introduced in §2.3. For brevity's sake, I will suppress the urge to inspect the relation between the
various (domain) orientations discussed in the forthcoming sections. Instead the presentation will
be limited primarily to the (statistical) relation particular orientations display with respondents'
degree of integration. This approach implies that comprehensive cultural orientations, conceived
to encompass cultural polarities across market domains, will not be observed. I must concede
straightaway that the data does not facilitate such perceptions. The original Haarlem project did
not lend itselffor extensive operationalization and measurement of more general cultural polarities,
such as 'traditional' and 'modern' or 'immigrant' and 'Dutch' orientations. The purpose of the survey
limited the possibility to examine whether inhabitants' views and convictions are indicative of such
polarities. Moreover, I remain highly skeptical that such generalized notions are instrumental to
understanding immigrants' local integration.
The presentation will focus more upon the potential provided by the conceptual model to discern
cultural (in)congruence within and between ethnic categories, and individuals' compliance with
local and group objectives. I expect to encounter any number of methodological obstacles in the
quest to inspect cultural orientations. These obstacles form the second line of inquiry:
What methodological obstacles, pertinent to the operationalization of individuals' cultural
orientation, render the measurement of immigrant integration particularly problematic?
The first section revolves around the notion of ethnic orientation. Here ethnicity is treated as an
essentially private matter whose significance (or salience) for individuals' orientations in public
domains is not assumed. The presentation will be quite lengthy, as conceptual and methodological
issues are considered that pertain to the measurement of orientations in other domains. Section
5.2 on the domain of education and upbringing concerns language and religious orientations. In
§5.3 measures of respondents' labor orientation will be discussed, followed by a presentation of
the perceived opportunity criterion included in the local index. The other cultural criterion within
the local index, local satisfaction, will be considered in §5.4, and also measures of individuals' views
concerning the (ethnic) diversity of social services. In §5.51 examine the importance of individuals'
affinity with their neighborhood surroundings for their residential satisfaction and their scores upon
the local index. Finally, in the civic domain, variations in political orientation are reviewed before
considering rudimentary measures of respondents' views on ideal communities. These latter
measures are quite fiindamental within the context of this study, as they denote local integration
objectives, and the congruence observed among respondents and between ethnic categories.

5.1 Ethnic orientation: affinity, imagery and endowment
In this first section, concerning the private domain, any number of cultural polarities could be
considered that potentially effect individuals' orientations in more public domains. These are
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polarities associated with 'innate' attributes. An individual is born for instance at a given time, with
a certain sex, into a specific family context. Around these attributes various polarities have been
conceived, e.g., cultures aligned to temporal (cf Jones, 1994), gender (cf Witt, 1996) and sibling
differences (cf MacDonald, 1998). Accordingly, years of conceptual refinement and instrument
validation could be invested to detect how much such individuals display typical temporal, gender
and sibling attributes in their orientation toward their local environment.
Rather than attempt to establish the relative significance of these various cultural attributes, the
section will focus on yet another endowment commonly considered a primary source ofindividual
orientation, namely the geo-political region of origin.' This attribute serves formally throughout
this study to differentiate ethnic categories (see §2.1.1). Indeed, social research on the significance
of ethnicity seldom advances beyond such ascribed categorizations (cf Leets at al., 1996:132).
Drawing upon Schermerhorn's definition of an ethnic group (1970:12, see §2.1.1), I presume here
that ethnic orientation refers toasuhjective affinity, where members harbor "memories of a shared
historical past." It also refers to more objective cultural components that group members share
without necessarily being aware of them, where members "focus on one or more symbolic
elements." In the sub-sections below first the measurement of individuals' ethnic affinity is
considered, I turn then to the conceptualization and observation of individuals' imagery of'other'
ethnic groups. A third sub-section will briefly review research initiatives to develop so-called
objective measures of ethnicity independent of individuals' expressed affinity.
5.1.1 Ethnic affinity
Most Dutch empirical research on ethnicity focuses upon its significance by identity formation
among adolescents. The social psychologist Verkuyten for instance has examined extensively the
relationship between ethnic identification and self-esteem among immigrant youth (1988, 1990,
1992,1995,1999). He pays meticulous attention to methodological issues of identity measurement,
but his instruments are then dependent upon respondents' readiness to score literally dozens of
items. Sociologists are generally less encumbered by contextual limitations. Saharso (1992) and
Leeman (1994) for instance, in complementary studies in Dutch secondary schools, examined the
divergent educational contexts and processes in which ethnicity is articulated, for immigrant and
indigenous students respectively. However, their observations on individuals' ethnic affmity, and
those made in anthropological studies (e.g., Buijs, 1993;Buiks, 1983;Lindo, 1996; Sansone, 1992;
Werdmölder, 1990), rarely attain numerical states.
One exception is Feddema (1991), who investigated cultural orientations among Turkish and
Moroccan adolescents. He observed a prevalence of "bicultural" and "transcultural" orientations
among his respondents, and his observations were reinforced by extensive, multidimensional.

' With this singular focus upon ethnicity as primary cultural polarity, I forego the possibility to examine cultural
differences aligned with social class. While I personally harbor the conviction that more explanatory value can be
derived from monitoring the social class in which individuals are born and raised, the Haarlem survey data
provides little opportunity to distinguish between class orientations ( c f Miles, 1982; Feddema, 1991; Hof &
Dronkers, 1993; Roelandt, 1994).
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quantifications of the immigrant adolescents' "frames of reference". His measurements however
were made within the context of action research, in which intensive contacts were maintained with
respondents over a period of three years. It is highly doubtful whether the categorizations and items
could be briefly and reliably applied in incidental survey research.
Another exception is provided by van Heelsum (1997) who developed and validated a survey
instrument to measure the "ethnic-cultural position" (cf Penninx, 1988:161 fi) of second generation
Surinamese. Several components of this instrument are pertinent to measurements of ethnic affinity.
The instrument as a whole however is only applicable by research with respondents of Surinamese
origin.
In short, a concise and valid instrument, generally applicable for the measurement of ethnic affinity
does not exist (Phinney, 1990:510; Phinney, 1992; Leets et al., 1996:136). Social researchers
interested in capturing the essential components must compromise between highly unreliable estimations, and the use of more refined instruments that are sensitive to (and elongate) the interviewerrespondent context. In the Haarlem survey, we measured three components of respondents' possible
ethnic affinity, namely: their expressed identification with an ethnic group; the extent in which they
sense they belong to the group identified; and their (positive or negative) affection associated with
group membership (cf Phinney, 1990:5010). These components will be discussed sequentially.
Self-identification
During the interview respondents were informed that they had been selected on the basis of their
(parents') land of birth (see §3.2.1). They were then asked whether the categorization corresponded
with how they viewed themselves and, if not, to which ethnic group if any they reckoned
themselves. The respondents were then free to identify a more appropriate group.

Table 5.1.1: Ethnic self-identification of Haarlemmers with land of origin or other qualification, per ethnic
category (in %).
Ethnic Qualification

Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

32%

91%

8%

8%

Land of origin

29%

80%

23%

Specific group within land

37%

3%

17%

'Hyphenated Dutch'

32%

15%

34%

7%

-

-

23%

50%

-

1%

3%

3%

156

77

92

'Dutch' or 'Hollander'
Disavows ethnic affiliation
n (100%) =

1%
-

93

>

1%
-

170

In table 5.1.1, a summary is presented of the divergent answer patterns. One sees that only among
indigenous Dutch and Turks a (large) majority of the respondents agree with the categorization
'Dutch' respectively 'Turk' (91% resp. 80%). Eight percent of the Dutch qualify themselves more
specifically (e.g., as "Hollanders"); three percent of the Turks qualify themselves as "Kurds."
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Among the Moroccans only 29% categorize themselves as "Moroccan," 37% more specifically
as "Arab" or "Berber" In contrast to the Moroccans and Turks, more than half the Surinamese,
Antilleans and 'Other' immigrants identify themselves as "(hyphenated) Dutch" (hyphenated
qualifications are duel identifications, with the Netherlands and the geo-political origins, e.g.,
Indonesian-Dutch or Dutch-German).
These findings raise various issues, three of which will be signaled briefly here. One must wonder,
to begin with, how reliable these percentages are. How would they have varied had respondents
for instance been asked to choose from a preordained list of ethnic categories?^ Secondly, the relatively high percentages ofMoroccans and Surinamese/Antilleans with more specific ethnic affinities
may suggest less ethnic cohesion within these categories; in my view they illustrate the historically
complex relation between ethnicity, colonialism and nationalism (cf Smith, 1981). Thirdly, that
practically all respondents in the indigenous category acknowledge their 'Dutchness' cannot be
readily corroborated with research findings elsewhere, as research is rare in which the ethnic selfidentification of (dominant) indigenous groups is explicitly measured (Phinney, 1990:500; Piyor,
et al., 1992). Interesting is how, even in this category, practically no one disavows an ethnic
identity. One could surmise that Haarlem is highly 'ethnicized.'
With a spectrum between 'ethnic' and '(hyphenated) Dutch' immigrants, a gradual distinction in
self-identification is suggested. Ultimately this component of ethnic affinity refers to nominal
characteristics: a respondent may identify him or herself as Hindu, or as something else. Nor do
we know whether Haarlem respondents consider gender, age, occupational or recreational
affiliations more central to their social identities.' Let us see whether other components of ethnic
affinity offer more ordinal opportunities to comprehend ethnic orientation.
A seme of belonging
While self-identification may signify little more than a cognitive acknowledgment that others
associate the individual in question with a certain group, the affective awareness that the individual
embodies 'ethnic' qualities is seldom measured (Phinney, 1990:504; Leets et al., 1996:130; cf
Nekuee & Verkuyten, 1999). In Haarlem we measured this 'sense' with a single question, which
was posed to those respondents who had acknowledged ethnic affiliations: "When someone says
something negative about the (respondent's self-identified ethnic) group, do you have the feeling
that there is something negative being said about you?" Five categories registered the frequency
that respondents feel personally affronted (see appendix IV. A. 1). This item offers an ordinal ranking

' Van Heelsum's instrument included identification with pre-ordained categiories. The percentages she observes
among second generation Surinamese do compare remarkably with our Haarlem findings for Surinamese and
Antilleans (1997:88). In her study however, the percentage 'hyphenated' a m o n g the 'Dutch' Surinamese is
significantly lower: one quarter of the 57%. In Haarlem they comprised three fifths of the 57%.
' To this end, a method inhially developed by Kuhn and McPartland (1954) has often been applied (Verkuyten,
1992:135). Respondents are asked to enter any number of categorizations and dispositions to complete "I am..."
statements. The order and proportion of references to ethnic categories then may indicate the salience of ethnicity
within respondent's self-identification. Van Heelsum (1997:820) applied the method in her study, and observed
that a majority of second generation Surinamese refrained from any ethnic reference whatsoever.
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of affinity. However, a more adequate measure would require more items, including questions on
how individuals feel about positive group imagery (cf Luthanen & Crocker, 1992), and how ethnic
affiliation ranks with other forms of categorical affiliation. The response to the question suggests
important distinctions between ethnic categories: most Turkish and Moroccan Haarlemmers say
they (almost) always feel personally addressed (71% resp. 57%), while for the other three
categories such frequencies apply for only one-sixth of the respondents. The reaction is rare among
those Haarlemmers who identify themselves as 'Dutch' - particularly immigrants - that a negative
reference to the Dutch is taken personally.
Ethnic affection
Important for a notion of ethnic affinity is that individuals vary not only in the intensity with which
they sense ethnic affiliations, they also vary in the affective qualities the affiliation brings forth (cf
Phinney, 1990;504ff). For example, in the Haarlem survey we asked respondents: "Are you
generally proud to be a member of the (respondent's self-identified) ethnic group?" Again five
answer categories registered the negative or positive scope of respondents' sentiments. The answer
patterns suggest that a majority of each category is '(almost) always proud', ranging from 61%
of the 'Other' immigrants to more than 85% of the Turks and Moroccans (see appendix IV. A. 1).
The greatest amount of ambivalence ("sometimes I am, sometimes I am not") is encountered among
the indigenous Dutch (27%). Negative sentiments (i.e., "never proud") are more prevalent among
the 'Other' immigrants (22%), particularly those of German origin who identify themselves as Dutch.
Ethnic affinity and local integration
What do these components ofethnic orientation reveal about respondents' integration? A continued
affinity with one's geo-political origins is often regarded as a primary indicator, or source, of
immigrant estrangement. Within particular normative and theoretical perspectives, it even serves
as the central attribute in need of clarification (i.e., the dependent variable). For example in Esser's
theory of immigrant integration (1980), the end-goal is signified by a shift in immigrants' affinity
from their geo-political origins to the indigenous group. Such perspectives rely on presumptions
concerning the salience of ethnic (or national) orientations and the centripetality (see §1.2) of the
integration process. Here the question concerns whether and how ethnic affinity among
Haarlemmers corresponds with their degree of integration according to the local index.
The statistical correspondence for the three affinity items is summarized in appendix I. The selfidentification indicator is significant among Moroccan and Turkish Haarlemmers (ri=.45 resp. .22).
Closer scrutiny shows that respondents in these two categories who identify with their land of
origin, or a specific group within it, are more likely estranged. More specifically, their per capita
income and perceived opportunity are lower than those Turks and Moroccans with hyphenated
Dutch identifications. The 'sense of belonging' indicator is significant only among Turks (ri=.37).
Yet one should not conclude that greater 'sensitivity' corresponds with more estrangement because
the relation is not linear. The 'ethnic affection' indicator is significant again for Turks, and for 'Other'
immigrants and indigenous Dutch. However only within the latter category do positive ethnic
affections clearly correspond with greater estrangement (i.e., the relation is linear, R=. 18). When
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generalizing for all Haarlem immigrants, those respondents who consider themselves "(hyphenated)
Dutch" are likely to be more integrated (r|=.20), while those that express a sense of belonging to
an ethnic group are more estranged (ri=.25).
These initial analysis results do not permit simple interpretations. The eta statistic does not
adequately reflect the ordinal significance attributed the items, while the variance in the local index
explained by the items (i.e.,
is quite moderate. Moreover, the responses upon the latter two
items (sense of belonging and ethnic affection) pertain not to respondents' ethnic category but to
their self-identified affinities. Rather than report my vain attempts to derive interpretable and
statistically significant integration indicators through optimal scaling techniques, 1 conclude this
sub-section with a couple theoretical observations.
These rudimentary measurements do not confute the premise that affinities with geo-political origins
are prohibitive for immigrants' integration. However, such affinities could well be considered more
the consequence than the cause ofindividuals' estrangement. Identification with other 'Moroccans'
for instance may not concern a shared history in Morocco, signifying instead the collective
experience oflocal exclusion. Near the opposite end of a hypothetical affinity spectrum the GermanDutch are observed with their negative ethnic sentiments. Could their minimal affinity clarify their
high degree of local integration, or does it simply reflect the (ambivalent) historical relations
between Germany and the Netherlands? In what ways do ethnic affinities and imagery interact?''
In my view ethnic affinity is neither a necessary aid nor an impediment for immigrants' integration.
Its immediate significance resides in its possible effect upon individuals' orientation toward
'opposing' cultures. Ultimately its significance must be sought in its potential to symbolize - or
mystify - local interactions as conformity conflicts. Does the individual immigrant find him or herself
'caught between two cultures', drawn to one and repulsed by the other, or harmoniously allied to
both (cf Phinney, 1990:501; Feddema, 1991:12£f; van Heelsum, 1997:109)?
•5.1.2 Ethnic imagery
The conceptual complement to affinity is offered by imagery. It concerns individuals' awareness
of and affection toward 'other' groups. In eveiyday terms, images begin where 'we' end and 'they'
are visualized. How can variant degrees of orientation toward divergent 'others' be discerned? I
briefly consider the possibilities and problems for survey measurement.
Academic research in this area has revolved primarily around the concept of prejudice that, in
Allport's classic study, was defined as " . . . an antipathy based upon a faulty and inflexible
generalization" (1958:10). The research tradition, with all the insights reahzed, has focused too
much upon prejudice as an emotional affliction (rooted, e.g., in the 'authoritarian personality'). It
has also focused too much upon the status of the generalizations (or 'stereotypes') as essentially or eventually - 'true'. Moreover, prejudicial attitudes have been found an unreliable predictor of
(discriminatory) behavior (Elich & Maso, 1984). As a conceptual alternative, here the orientation

" In Pcnninx' conceptual model for 'ethnic-cullural position' (1988), the allocation of ethnic attributes by the host
culture is a central component. Van Heelsum's survey instrument (1997) also monitors h o w second generation
Surinamese perceive this allocation process..
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toward 'others' consists of three components complementary to affinity, namely: (non) identification,
a sense of (not) belonging, and (positive or negative) afiections.
Like the term suggests, images may be likened to a screen upon which individuals project their
representation of the 'other'. What makes this image so interesting is the reflection it provides of
'projectors', with their controls for focus, contrast and brightness. Focus represents the extent in
which the individual projector is aware of, and consequently has the possibility (not) to identify
with the 'other'. An affinity with Turkish origins for instance might correspond with an absolute
lack of awareness that other ethnicities exist. Alternatively, the Turkish affinity may correspond
with a focus upon 'Kurds' and 'Dutch' while the projector remains oblivious of other 'others'.
Contrast literally signifies a sense of not belonging. An ethnic Turk's image of'the Kurd' is likely
to accentuate certain elements opposed to 'the Turkish' identity, while the image of'the Dutch' will
contain other contrasting elements. Brightness finally can be linked metaphorically to affective
illumination, i.e., the extent in which the projector is open and receptive to the 'other'.
How these images may be indicative of individuals' degree of integration depends in part upon their
(iu)congruence with others' images given local integration objectives. The ethnic Turk oblivious
of'others' may conform adequately to piUarized community objectives (see §2.6.2). However,
when for instance assimilation prevails as community vision, the ethnic Turk's failure to focus upon
'others' signifies disorientation. Another hypothetical example is the ethnic Kurd who finds him
or herself at odds with Turkish imagery, while the locality as a whole prescribes end-goals of
interethnic tolerance. The interpretative problems are symptomatic of the conformity-personality
dilemma: when is imagery congruent with (the objectives of) an entire locality, or a specific (ethnic)
group within it, and when is it so unique in its incongruence that it signifies disorientation?
The primary contention here is that ethnic orientation should not be conceptually reduced to a
dichotomous affinity. Presuming the presence of more than two distinct ethnic cultures within a
locality, individuals' conformity to local integration objectives is mediated by - and reproduces their images of divergent 'others'. In my attempts to conceive and perceive a tolerant community
characterized by objectives of cultural diversity, the imagery approaches maximal complexity. The
integrated individual focuses upon, perceives contrasts with, and is illuminated by, a plurality of
'other' residents.
In the forthcoming sections, various examples are presented of polarities in the orientations of
Haarlem' individuals and ethnic categories. However, we know little of their imagery of ethnic
' o t h e r s ' W e could observe that respondents not only express affinities with a diversity of groups
(e.g., with Kurds, Turks and indigenous Dutch). They also project images concerning a diversity
of'other' ethnic groups. Admittedly, this notion of multiple imagery leads to a complex matrix of

' Only two sets of Haarlem survey questions solicited etlinic imagery. In one we asked respondents to designate
which of six ethnic groups had adapted itself most (and least) to make Haarlem a 'viable' city (see appendix
IV.F.4). That 'Hollanders' (i.e. indigenous Dutch) generally ranked high according to all ethnic categories would
suggest that 'forced assimilation' (see figure 1) is not a local issue. That 'Moroccan-Dutch' generally ranked least
adapted, even according to Moroccans, would indicate that their integration - irrespective of the community vision
- is a local issue. In the second imagery question, respondents were asked their preference for a next-door neighbor
in terms of ethnic origin (see appendix IV.B.5). A majority within all ethnic categories expressed 'no preference'.
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orientations. It serves as contrast to the current state of Dutch survey research. With few exceptions
(e.g., Shadid, 1979; Intomart, 1995; Verkuyten&Masson, 1995) images ofthe ethnic'other'have
only been solicited among indigenous Dutch,' while in even the largest surveys (Hagendoorn &
Hraba, 1989; Kleinpenning & Hagendoorn, 1991) no more than half a dozen groups were re
imagined. The obstacle is in large part methodological. Survey instruments that solicit images on
a variety of ethnic groups are confronted with the law of diminishing return: due to duration and
complexity, the reliability and ultimately the validity of measures yields to respondents' aggravation.
A search for more valid means to measure ethnic imagery leads to social distance methods. Social
distance can be generally construed as the relative detachment from social categories that
individuals perceive or prefer. Relevant for the purposes here is the concept's operationalization
as abehavioral 'intention' (i.e., an expressed affection), specifically the intention to maintain or alter
distances to specific ethnic groups (Bogardus, 1967; Fishbein& Ajzen, 1975). Characteristically,
respondents are asked to convey their (dis)pleasure were they to be confronted with (more)
individuals from (specific) groups, e.g., at (children's) school, at work, in the neighborhood, among
friends or through marriage (cf Shadid, 1979; Hagendoorn and Hraba, 1987). The use of such
item-sets is central to Hagendoorn and his associates' research on racism and ethnic hierarchies.
They observe a consistent pattern among indigenous Dutch, who prefer the retention of more
distance (i.e., encounters only in less intimate public domains, such as work and civic life) from
'other' groups lower in the ethnic hierarchy (see, e.g., Kleinpenning, 1993; Hagendoorn, 1995).
The use of social distance items would not resolve all the problems associated with the
measurement of imagery concerning a plurality of ethnic' others'. I conclude this sub-section with
three remarks on some remaining obstacles:
• Theoretically social distance measures may adequately capture differences in affection. Other
items however are needed to encompass notions of identification and belonging. The
observation that individuals 'intend' to diminish social distances with ethnic 'others' reveals little
about their awareness of the 'other', nor about their sense that specific cultural elements are
shared.
• Secondly, the interpretation of'obliviousness' (i.e., a lack of'focus') remains problematic. Many
Haarlem responses to ethnic imagery items are cloaked in uncertainty, i.e., respondents cannot
or will not differentiate along ethnic lines. Presumably such respondents, when confronted with
social distance items, would consistently allocate equal distances to all 'other' groups. This only
serves to bury the issue: should such scores be located in the middle of a social distance scale
to signify 'ambivalence'? Or should they be removed from the spectrum entirely to signify
individuals' lack of awareness (cf Meertens & Pettigrew, 1995; Hondius, 1999:10)?
• Finally one is again confronted with the law of diminishing return. For the Haarlem survey, a
minimum of nine items would have been necessary to construct asocial distance scale (i.e., three

' T h i s generalization requires qualification. There has been research concerning immigrants' images of the Dutch
(most notably Willems & Cottaar, 1989; Willems, 1998), and survey

research concerning specific images,

particularly the Dutch as racist/tolerant and discriminatory (e.g. Rijvanoglu-Bilginet al., 1986; Veraart, 1996; van
Heelsum, 1997). But no systematic survey measurements concerning the diversity and prevalence of images.
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groups and three domains), while the conceptual model dictates two dozen (four groups and
six domains) as more adequate. This would require (ambivalent) respondents to cooperate with
several batteries of repetitive (and even insulting) questions (cf Hamid, 1996).
5.1.3 Elhnicity ohjeclificd
The previous two sub-sections have considered ethnicity as a subjective reality, a banner upon
which individuals project their affinities and aversions to others. I have noted that its measurement
is dependent upon respondents' awareness, and is impeded by their (feigned) ambivalence.
Regardless of whether immigrants identify with their geo-political origins, how can elements of
their cultural orientation be discerned that they share with others of similar origin, and that
differentiates them from individuals originating from other regions? Without lending credence to
primordialist perspectives, in which ethnicity is seen to represent innate qualities (cf Leets et al.,
1996:120), the possibilities to characterize entire categories by their (stereo)typical cultural
orientations are the object of extensive psychological research. Such patterns, in their relative
stability, could be seen to hasten or inhibit immigrants' integration in their new cultural environment.
My purpose here is to sketch briefly research developments geared toward the development,
validation and application of instruments that detect geo-political cultural patterns.
As point of departure, I focus upon Hofstede's influential study of international differences in workrelated values (1980). Hofstede had access to nearly 120,000 survey questionnaires completed
by IBM employees in 66 countries (Hofstede, 1991). Through theoretical reasoning and statistical
analysis he derived four essentially distinct dimensions of culture along which response variations
could be adequately described.'' For 40 countries "ecological" (i.e., aggregate) scores along the
four dimensions were then derived. As the survey had been conducted twice (in 1968 and 1972),
he could observe global shifts in value orientations that did not lead to convergences in country
scores. Moreover, through comparisons with other survey sources, the universality of the
conceptual structure was further validated.
Hofstede's study is exemplary in that a variety of techniques and tests are applied to derive
objectified scores from a broad survey data base. The scores subsequently enable comparisons
within cultures (e.g., the extent in which individuals' scores deviate from the country norm) and
across cultures (e.g., the extent in which two country's mean scores diverge along the four
dimensions). Ultimately one could designate which immigrants maintain work-value orientations
typical of their geo-political origins, and which express orientations more characteristic of other
ethnic categories. Nevertheless, the measures display obvious limitations: they're historically dated,
focused upon work orientations, expressed only by employees, of a high-tech multinational
corporation. Rather than delve into less conspicuous limitations, 1 turn instead to recent research
initiatives that attempt to overcome these inadequacies. The initiatives are broadly distinguished

' The four dimensions along which respondents' so-called "mental programs" could be characterized were labeled
"power distance", "individualism", "masculinity", and "uncertainty avoidance". In terms of immigrants' central
integration dilemmas presented here, power distance pertains rhainly to issues of 'dependence or deprivation',
individualism and masculinity to 'cotrformity or personality', and uncertainty avoidance to 'exclusion or solitude'.
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as to their focus upon 'values' or 'personality traits'. The former is more closely aligned with the
moral component of culture, the latter with the expressive^ Initiatives that focus upon cognitive
components of culture (e.g., the designation of aggregate intelligence quotients along national or
ethnic lines) are ignored here, as they are either primordialist or they will be briefly considered in
the separate (public) domains.
A model for a universal structure of values, with a range of applicability beyond the domain of
work, has been developed and subject to validation in at least 40 countries (Schwartz, 1992;
Schwartz & Sagiv, 1995; Church &Lonner, 1998). The model specifies ten motivationally distinct
value types, while theoretical postulates on their (in)congruence are also introduced. The value
types are organized along two dimensions: 1) "openness to change" (e.g., stimulation, self direction)
versus "conservation" (e.g., security, conformity, tradition) and 2) "selfenhancement" (achievement,
power) versus "self transcendence" (universalism, benevolence). A set of 56 values has been
operationalized to represent the value types, 44 of which appear to have comparable meanings
across cultures (Church & Lonner, 1998:42). The model's sheer complexity inhibits the validation
process, as the cross-cultural interpretation and modification of each value and structural
component are at issue. Should a consensus ever be reached on the model's structural validity, its
applicability and durability remain at issue. Not only is it questionable whether entire ethnic
categories can be reliably characterized according to their scores along the various value types,
more concise instruments would subsequently be needed to estimate individual survey respondents'
conformity to categorical norms.
The study of personality traits has been more successfijl in that research in many countries or, more
precisely, in many languages has consistently reduced the dimensions of personality to a five-factor
model (FFM). This so-called "Big Five" (Goldberg, 1981) is derived by having respondents use
common descriptors (i.e., linguistic adjectives) to characterize individuals (Cattell, 1943; Raad
et al., 1998). Descriptors that appear synonymous are then bundled into'traits', and these apparently
resolve into structures along five dimensions: "neuroticism," "extroversion," "openness,"
"agreeableness," and "conscientiousness." The premise that the FFM presents a universal structure,
in which differences in personality are observed, has thus far survived every attempt at falsification
(McCrae et. al., 1998:180). Should it retain construct validity, the FFM will unquestionably simplify
cross-cultural comparisons', and provide standards for personality measurement (e.g., Costa &
McCrae, 1992; Hoekstra et al., 1996). The FFM however is no more than a model. It may

' Hofstede differentiates between values concerning "the desirable" and "the desired" (1980:20f0. "The desirable"
refers to what ought to be desired by people in general. Such values e.xpress 'direction', the corresponding norm
has an absolute or ideological nature while terms commonly used to measure individuals' orientation are "good",
"right", "agree" and "should". The "desired" refers to what individuals (i.e. survey respondents) actually desire
for themselves. Such values e.xpress "intensity", the corresponding norm has more a phenomenological or
pragmatic nature while terms commonly used to measure individuals' orientation are "important", "successful",
"attractive" and "preferred". Throughout this chapter, the distinction made between individuals' beliefs and their
affections closely correspond with the distinction between the desired and the desirable.
' See for instance the special issue of the Journal of Cross Cultural Psychology (January 1998, volume 29, number
1) devoted to developments in international research on the FFM.
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ultimately lead to more comprehensive understanding ofvariations in personality, but personalities
remain by definition dynamic and substantively diverse. Perhaps it will eventually enable the reliable
designation of "modal personalities" (Inkeles & Levinson, 1969) per ethnic category, and show
how rare such personalities are. To close with a positivistic observation, it may eventually help
designate the personality traits that within specific local contexts insure - or resultfi-om- a sufficient
degree of integration.
In this section I have sketched the contours of ethnic orientation by focusing on the distinction
between subjective (the respondent observes) and objective (the respondent observed) measures.
Subjective measures concern individuals' expressed affinity with an ethnic group, here differentiated
in geo-political t e r m s . I have noted that such measures are sensitive to contextual characteristics
that limit reliability and comparability. Historical and societal contexts delimit which polarizations
(e.g., color, religion, language) if any are at issue. For the individual 'subject' these are mediated
by the situational contexts (e.g., work, school, family) in which they experience ethnicity as
personally relevant. The survey then offers a variety of communicative contexts in which the
affinities can be expressed or denied.
These shifting and interacting contexts inflise subjective measures with a high degree ofambiguity.
When do 'we' end and 'the others' begin? Are distinctions between 'us' and 'them' the source or the
consequence ofindividuals' estrangement? In Haarlem ethnic affinities correspond only sporadically
and moderately with integration differences within ethnic categories. More affinity aspects are in
need of more adequate measurement before conclusions could be drawn within the Haarlem
context.
The realization of objective measures, in which ethnic categorizations correspond with characteristic
cultural polarities, would help clarify these theoretical ambiguities. However instruments developed
for this purpose are (forever) subject to the complexities of cross-cultural validation, and are
generally more cumbersome than subjective instruments. Moreover, imagine a consensus was to
be reached on the relatively stable cultural characteristics of ethnic categories (a development that
I regard - with a distinct sense of dread - as more indicative of the historical context than of the
quality of scientific instruments used within it). Then conjecture would continue concerning the
frequency, range and direction that individuals diverge from categorical norms.
The formal distinctions focused upon in this section - between subjective and objective, between
identification, belonging and affection, between 'us' and 'the others', are pertinent to all the
orientational polarities considered in the coming sections. Having presented these issues here, they
will not be repeated for the orientations yet to come. Let them serve more as an implicit matrix
that reflects the orientational aspects we failed to measure in the Haarlem survey. With fewer

The Harvard Encyclopedia of American Ethnic Groups (Thernstrom, 1980) lists a total of 14 criteria empirically
applied to characterize ethnic groups: 1) geo-political origin, 2) migratory status, 3) race, 4) language or dialect,
5) religious faith, 6) ties that transcend kinship, neighborhood and local boundaries, 7) shared traditions, values
and symbols, 8) literature, folklore and music, 9) food preferences, 10) settlement and employment patterns, 11)
special political interests, 12) institutions that secure and maintain the group, 13) an internal sense of distinction,
and 14) an external sense of distinction (cited in Lcets et.al., 1996:116).
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words, I will then concentrate more on what we did observe.

5.2 Language, religion and (intercultural) education
Through the next five sections, various aspects of individuals' orientations will be considered that
in theory or (the Haarlem) practice distinguish the integrated from the estranged. In this section
several measures of cultural components are reviewed that span the private domain of family
relations and the more public domain of education and upbringing. The tension is most manifest
in these domains between orientations that characterize individuals' (own childhood) past, and the
orientations that currently typify their relations to family and schools. With the Haariem survey
We did not resolve this tension, as we made only a few inquiries into respondents' views on family
and education, and none on their childhood memories. These inquiries will be considered shortly
but first a more general - cognitive - indicator will be appraised.
•5-2.1 Language skills
The ability to speak, write and understand Dutch is widely regarded as a prerequisite for integration
into Dutch society. Language courses have become mandatory for newly arrived immigrants (van
derZwan & Entzinger, 1994; Tweede Kamer, 1996); Dutch language skills are, with mathematical
aptitudes, the central criteria used to monitor educational deprivation (Tesser et al., 1995:266ff).
This deprivation is considered so serious that teachers even propose the prohibition of 'other'
languages in schoolyards and households (van Tiggele, 1997). In a country whose global market
position has relied for centuries upon multilingual merchants, the key to Dutch culture is tied policywise to the Dutch language (cf Bot, 1994; Woldring, 1995). To reside among the Dutch,
immigrants are expected to speak Dutch. Are those who don't necessarily estranged?
We did not subject Haarlem respondents to language examinations; interviewers simply appraised
their oral comprehension. The evaluations are summarized in table 5.2.1, where one can note that
most Moroccans and Turks have at best satisfactory {"matig/gaat wel") Dutch language skills while
a large majority of the other three categories speak at least reasonable Dutch. A comparison of
these evaluations with respondents' scores upon the local integration index reveals that only among
Moroccan Haarlemmers do 'deficient' Dutch language skills correspond with greater estrangement
(t1=.46, see appendix 1). Among Moroccans, and to a lesser extent among Turks, (only) two
components within the local index appear sensitive to variations in oral Dutch skills, namely
individuals' perceived opportunity and cultural participation.'^'^ When considering the variations
in index scores for all immigrant categories combined, observed differences in oral Dutch skills

" A relatively large proportion of the Moroccans and Turks received no evaluation for Dutch language skills as
they opted to conduct the entire interview in Arabic resp. Turkish (see §3.3.1) By considering all such respondents
as a (missing) fourth category of language skills, I checked the presumption that particularly these respondents
would be more estranged. The presumption was only corroborated for scores upon the welfare independence

index

component among Moroccans. Otherwise the inclusion of these respondents in the analysis did not increase (the
significance of) the eta statistic for any index component.
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account for 11% of the variance, much less for instance than various positional indicators
considered in the previous chapter.

Table 5.2.1: Interviewers' evaluation of rcspondenls' oral Dutch language skills, per ethnic category (in %)
Evaluation

Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

deficient

32%

25%

7%

8%

1%

satisfactory

33%

27%

17%

11%

7%

reasonable/good

35%

49%

76%

81%

92%

84

101

70

99

165

n(100%) =

Methodologically these results are inconclusive, as we did not establish objective criteria beforehand
with which interviewers could reliably categorize language skills (cf Chiswick & Miller, 1998j.
More common survey practice is to solicit evaluations from respondents concerning their language
capabilities (e.g., use of written and broadcasted media, languages spoken with significant others,
cf Martens & Roelandt, 1993:76; Martens, 1999:85). The more central theoretical issue concerns
why an inability to converse in the prevalent language should reflect so little upon immigrants'
degree of local integration. Reasoning within the formal model, clarification is found in the choice
of (five) criteria used to designate individuals' location upon the local index. Within the Haariem
context, greater integration according to these criteria is not contingent upon particular
communicative skills. Had criteria been used that are more in accordance with assimilative local
objectives (see §2.6.4), such as affinity or ties with the indigenous Dutch, then other results could
have been expected. The findings are nevertheless surprising since they imply that command of
Dutch has no influence upon Moroccans' and Turks' positional engagement, measured with per
capita income and welfare independence. Apparently local networks within these categories
adequately mediate for those with little command of the Dutch language. These immigrants are
more likely to estimate their opportunities upon local job, housing and educational markets as poor.
5.2.2 Religious convictions
The Netheriands is arguably the most religiously diverse country in Western Europe (Harding &
Phillips, 1986:36; Eisinga et al., 1992). Besides a balanced representation of Roman Catholic and
Protestant Christian denominations, around 50% of adult Dutch expresses no affliations to religious
institutions. With a history of religious accommodation, I find it hard to believe that religious
convictions could nowadays impede individuals' local integration. The Islam however presents
a prominent ideological exception. Since the inception of a notion of'Europe', the 'Islam' has served
to symbolize much of what 'Europe' is not (Said, 1978; Miles, 1989), and this image of cultural
incongruence has been transmitted in Dutch education and other domains up to the present
(Reinsch, 1987; Rath et al., 1996).
This image provides a simple explanation for Muslim immigrants' estranged positions, but does
the image signify more than Dutch intolerance? Various studies, when focusing upon the
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perspectives of Muslim immigrants, reveal no 'subjective' contradictions between Islamic
convictions and the desire or capacity to adapt 'Dutch' cultural orientations (Shadid, 1979; Latuheru
et al., 1994; Prins, 1996). Kemper for instance held in-depth interviews with (54) first generation
Moroccan men, most of whom were either physically disabled after years of'guest work', or they
taught (Arabic) language and culture in Dutch schools. He observed that they were oriented more
toward the Islam than toward Morocco as a basis to their identity. Particularly for the disabled
workers, the mosque served as a source for social contact and increased personal well-being. The
mosque however could hardly be regarded as a den of fundamentalist revolt (1996:225).

Table 5.2.2: Religious beliefs respondents (would) pass on by child-rearing, in % per ethnic category (in

Religion

None

Moroccans

4%

(0%)

Turks

6% (0%)

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

30% (5%)

53% (0%)

60% (2%)

Roman Catholic

-

-

24% (29%)

24% (14%)

23% (22%)

Protestant

-

-

13% (33%)

14% (25%)

12% (33%)

Islam

95% (64%)

94% (39%)

7% (60%)

1% (100%)

-

Other

1% (100%)

1% (100%)

26% (22%)

9% (57%)

5% (44%)

93

158

70

93

167

n (100%) =

In the Haarlem survey we asked respondents according to which religious doctrines or precepts
they (would) rear their (eventual) children. We also looked into the importance religion has in their
own lives (ranging from "absent" to "central" positions). The response patterns are summarized
in table 5.2.2. If the indigenous Dutch set the (assimilative) norm, secularization is the trend: the
proportion without religious affinities (i.e., upbringing intentions) range from four to 30% among
the three 'minority' categories, applies to 53% of the 'Other' immigrants, and to 60% of the
indigenous Dutch. Nearly 95% of the Moroccans and Turks assert that their children are or would
be raised according to Islamic precepts. Particularly Muslim Moroccans perceive religion as central
to their lives, while in general Muslims are more devout than respondents who follow other
religious precepts.
As indicators of individual integration these measures display sporadic significance. Variations in
the index scores that correspond with affiliation were observed among the Surinamese/Antilleans
and 'Other' categories (r|=.40 for both). In the former category Hindus in particular score low on
welfare independence and perceived opportunity, in the latter category Protestants and those
without affiliation score high on per capita income and perceived opportunity. As scarcely a dozen
Moroccan and Turkish respondents denied Muslim affinities, statistically significant relations with
the local index need not be expected within these categories. The more devout Moroccans are
generally more estranged (ri=.31), specifically as to per capita income. A similar correspondence
between religious devotion and estrangement is also observed among 'Other' immigrants (r|=.31),
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but then due specifically to variations in perceived opportunity.
Regarding these results, the relative conformity in religious affiliation encountered among
Moroccans and Turks is noteworthy, but this might be due to the perfunctory nature of the Haarlem
measurements. Kemper for instance operationalizes six dimensions of religious orientation
(1996:81 ff), while the study reported by Harding and Phillips used 80 items to monitor 'European'
variations in religious values (1986:248ff). In the literature, various instruments are encountered
that conceive religious orientation in polar terms of intrinsic-extrinsic (Allport & Ross, 1967;
Kirkpatrick, 1993), means-end-quest (Batson& Ventis, 1982), immature-mature (Dudley & Cruise,
1990), and conservative-liberal-radical (Dreger & Adkins, 1991). Even had we been more thorough,
we could not have distinguished between immigrants who are poor because they are devout, and
those who are devout because of their poor prospects (cf Stark & Bainbridge, 1996).
5.2.3 Educational

ideals

We posed several questions to Haarlemmers that gave them the opportunity to express their
(dis)satisfaction with local educational practices. Asked whether the government should subsidize
separate schools for those ethnic groups that want them, the percentage positive responses range
from 5% among the indigenous Dutch to (only) 20% of the Moroccans (see further §5.4.1).
Confronted with the open question, "which skills should children be taught to get by in Haarlem,"
a consistent 40% of each ethnic category emphasizes 'Dutch language skills'. Only a few Moroccans
and Turks (also) refer to lessons in their 'own' language and culture (see appendix IV.C.5). The
various skills respondents express enabled the construction ofnon-parametric principal component
scales that differentiated between those who emphasize 'general' or more 'specific' skills, and those
who emphasize 'social' or more 'exact' curricula (cf Reinsch et al., 1995:142ff; Naylor & Kidd,
1991). None of these indicators displayed statistical relations with respondents' index scores.
To complement these 'subjective' queries, we could have estimated Haarlemmers' educational
orientations according to more 'objective' measures. Polarities between 'learning' and 'grades' or
between 'intrinsic' and 'extrinsic' academic goals are encountered in the literature (e.g., Alexitch,
1997; Chen, 1997; Wong & Csikszentmihalyi, 1991). Usually they serve to monitor the behavior
ofteachers and (adolescent) students. Except perhaps in localities where such polarities are central
issues of cultural incongruence and conflict, imagining how such orientational differences would
suggest (immigrant) parents' degree of integration is difficult. The significance parents' cultural
orientations have upon their children's future degree of integration is, ofcourse, the topic of endless
conjecture.

5.3 Competence, ambition and perceived opportunity
A particular premise in Dutch debates on integration sees the clarification for immigrants'
deprivation in their limited competence and adaptability. According to this so-called 'deficit' thesis,
specific ethnicities lack the necessary qualifications and ambition to undertake the social obligations
bound to paid work (cf Veenman & Martens, 1995:42). Here the notion of competence is briefly
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assessed before elaborating upon measurements of'ambition' among Haarlemmers. Subsequently
the perceived opportunity component within the local index - including Haarlemmers' estimates
of their relative job opportunity - is presented.
The knowledge component of labor orientation alludes to what individuals (need to) know for
successful engagement on labor and material security markets. On a general level this refers to job
search and solicitation skills (Hooghiemstra et al., 1990), laborers' rights and entrepreneurial
restrictions, and the capacity to acquire financial security. More specifically it refers to qualifications
that denote individuals' suitability for certain jobs and incompetence for others. Such factors do
not simply correspond with degrees of formal education. The opportunities for a Moroccan born
graduate in Sahara mining technology to realize material security, satisfaction and Dutch ties on
the job market are probably less than those for an American born clown with a knack for juggling
concepts. This premise is illustrative of a 'cultural mismatch' thesis: immigrants have the capacity,
based on their 'ethnic' expertise, to prevail in particular market segments (cf Sowell, 1981; Portes
& Manning, 1986), but such specialized knowledge may eventually lead into a 'mobility trap' (cf
Lutz, 1991; Dagevos & Veenman, 1992). The experience of so many thousand immigrants in
previous decades who went from unskilled 'guest-workers' to unemployed 'welfare dependents'
(Castles, 1984) is testimony to a more general axiom of supply and demand; the diversity and
dynamics ofjob markets inhibit the identification of specific labor qualifications that will designate from one city or one era to the next - the competent and the engaged.
5.3.1 (Un)willing to work
That particular (immigrant) groups may lack the personal motivation to expand and exploit their
expertise provides an ideologically dense explanation for labor market disengagement and local
estrangement. A heterogeneous tradition of social research focuses upon those cultural mechanisms
that, as an antithesis of ambition, serve to solidify and spread a 'working class' or 'underclass' culture
within specific environments or groups (e.g., Harrington, 1962; Willis, 1977; Engbersen et al.,
1993).
In the Haarlem survey a series of items pertained to labor orientation; respondents' views on why
they have (no) work, on job opportunities, on satisfaction with the current job, and the type of
(volunteer) work respondents would prefer to do (see appendix IV.D). Three (sets of) items in
particular provide indications of individuals' willingness to work. Asked whether they are willing
to do voluntary work when assured of sufficient time and income, 43% of the Moroccan and 60%
ofthe Turkish respondents answer affirmatively; the percentage in the other three ethnic categories
hovers around 70%. Offered the choice between paid work and more financially lucrative welfare
benefits, the percentage respondents that opt for the benefits ranges from 8% of the Surinamese
and Antilleans to 27% the Moroccans. The percentage that prefers steady employment, even when
equivalent sums could be earned with entrepreneurial activities, revolves around 50% for all
categories except the Turks, only 18% ofwhom consistently choose employment. In corroboration
with other Dutch research (Veraart, 1996; 90), a much larger proportion of the Turks are found
to prefer the autonomy and risks oftheir own business. Haarlemmers were also asked more directly
how important they perceive paid work for their 'sense of belonging' {"ergens bijhoren"). A large
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majority within all ethnic categories found paid work to be '(very) important'. Interestingly, here
the ethnic rank-order runs contrary to that observed by the more hypothetical labor items;
identification with work is namely most prevalent among the Moroccans (93%) and Turks (87%)
and least among 'Other' immigrants and the indigenous Dutch (66%).

Tabic 5.3.1: Quartile distribution of Haarlemmers along labor ambition
Quartile

Moroccans

Turks

spectrum, in % per ethnic category.

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

unambitious (lowest 25%)

32%

23%

22%

27%

24%

rather unambitious

24%

36%

22%

26%

27%

9%

14%

16%

24%

22%

36%

27%

40%

23%

28%

-.16(1.06)

-.06(1.06)

0.14(0.97)

-.12(1.19)

0.02 (0.97)

93

159

77

100

168

rather ambitious
ambitious (highest 25%)
mean (standard deviation)
n(=100%)

These items taken separately - the willingness to partake in volunteer work, the preference for either
welfare, employment or one's own business, and the importance attributed work - correspond only
incidentally and moderately with Haarlemmers' scores on the local index. I have reduced them to
one component that provides a simple index for 'labor ambition'.'^ In table 5.3.1 the quartile
distribution along this hypothetical spectrum (after correcting for differences due to sampling
stratification) is presented per ethnic category. The largest deviations from local norms are observed
by Moroccans and Surinamese/Antilleans, 36% respectively 40% of whom fall within the most
ambitious quartile." It is only within these two ethnic categories that significant relations are
observed between more 'ambition' and a greater degree of local integration (rj = .31 respectively
These results hardly support images of the indolent immigrant, whose estrangement is rooted in
a reluctance to work. The 'ambition' measure remains however far too crude to draw conclusions
concerning characteristic labor orientations among Haariem immigrants. The hypothetical nature
of the questions posed fails to distinguish for instance between a lack of ambition and a lack of

" With due respect for the - nominal and ordinal - measurement levels, a principal component analysis by
alternating least squares (henceforth abbreviated by 'princals') was conducted (see e.g., de Leeuw & van
Rijckevorsel, 1988; van de Geer, 1993). The 'ambition' factor has an 'eigen value' of .33, which suggests at best
a weak correspondence between the four items and the ambition princal.
A n analysis of variance revealed that among Moroccan Haarlemmers differences in 'ambition' correspond
significantly with differences in gender, generation, age and labor market engagement (i.e. middle-aged firstgeneration Moroccan w o m e n inactive on the labor market tend to be less 'ambitious'), but not with levels of formal
education. More noteworthy is that such qualifications cannot be made for any other ethnic category.
By multiple regression analyses of various integration indicators, the 'labor ambition' measure accounts for no
significant index variance independent of (positional) indicators for educational level and labor market position.
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imagination, rooted for instance in an inability to perceive paid work as a real opportunity (cf.
Bobo et al., 1995; Dunifon & Duncan, 1998). Nor did we delve into the divergent 'intrinsic' and
'extrinsic' reasons why individuals aspire to work (e.g., Harding & Phillips, 1986:153ff; Halman
et al., 1987:170ff;Loscocco, 1989; de Vaus& McAllister, 1991; Reed, 1997). We observe in all
categories & subjective affinity toward work (cf Feddema, 1991:220ff) but more objective measures
ofwork values (e.g.. Hofstede, 1980; Furnham & Reilly, 1991) and personality traits (Rust, 1997)
would presumably lead to a far more difïlise image of Haarlemmers' labor orientations.
5.3.2 Chances compared with the average Haarlemmer
At three moments during the Haarlem interviews the visual metaphor of a weighting balance was
presented, upon which local residents were arranged according to their chances for respectively
housing, education and paid work. Informed that Haarlemmers with an 'average chance' are found
at the middle (i.e., the fulcrum) of the seven-point (Likert) scale, respondents were asked to locate
themselves upon the balance.
Table 5.3.2: Respondcnls' estimate of their chances for respectively housing, education and paid work
compared with the "average Haarlemmer," in % per ethnic category
Moroccans

Market

Housing:

Education:

Paid work:

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

less

35%

43%

35%

32%

35%

equal

28%

21%

36%

38%

30%

more

37%

35%

29%

31%

36%

less

37%

33%

7%

11%

16%

equal

18%

20%

18%

17%

18%

more

46%

47%

76%

72%

67%

less

43%

40%

20%

33%

22%

equal

31%

26%

46%

32%

27%

more

26%

34%

35%

35%

51%

81/74/81

136/150/140

72/74/69

95/97/93

162/169/157

n(=100%)

In table 5.3.2 the respondents' assessments of their chances are summarized per ethnic category.
The estimated chances upon the housing market do not vary significantly per ethnic category. This
could be interpreted as testimony that social housing policies adequately compensate for the limited
access immigrants may experience to 'free' market segments (see §4.5.1). Nearly halfthe Moroccans
and Turks find their chances to acquire education are above the local average. Nevertheless it is
upon this market that these two ethnic categories diverge most significantly from the other three
(ri=.34), as most Surinamese and Antilleans, 'Other' immigrants and indigenous Dutch perceive
more than average educational opportunity. By the interpretation of these percentile variations
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upon the educational opportunity scale, one must take into account the divergent locations and
eras in which respondents could acquire primary education.'' Finally, upon the market for 'paid
work', most of the indigenous Dutch found they had more than average opportunity; nearly half
the Surinamese and Antilleans (46%) estimated theirs equal to the average Haarlemmer, while
nearly half the Moroccan and Turkish respondents (43% resp. 40%) saw for themselves less than
average opportunity.
Much can be questioned and little can be verified about the reliability of these measures. They are
based for instance: on presumptions concerning the similarity of respondents' focus upon and
knowledge of local markets, on respondents' agreement with imagery of local opportunity being
(symmetrically) distributed around a midpoint, and on respondents' capacity to assess their own
distance from that point. Moreover, the derivation oi a perceived opporlmiity spectrum by means
of principal component analysis presumes that respondents' estimates along the three spectra are
manifestations of a one-dimensional personality trait that could be coined a 'sense of opportunity'.
The derivation of this component, and its inclusion as one of five criteria that comprise the local
integration index, is ultimately motivated by theoretical considerations. These are succinctly
reflected in observations made by Emile Durkheim a century ago:
" What is needed if social order is to reign is that the mass ofmen he content with their lot. But
what is needed for them to be content, is not that they have more or less hut that they be
convinced that they have no right to more" (cited by Runcimen, 1966:25).
With similar reasoning I regard a situation, in which variations in perceived opportunity no longer
diverge according to ethnic categorical distinctions, a {tolerant) objective of local integration
processes: Haarlem immigrants may have less material wealth than indigenous residents, however
immigrant integration remains a legitimacy issue (only) if such collectivities experience divergent
prospects for engagement on local markets. This postulate obviously pertains more to the
(aggregate) process oïgroup integration rather than that of individuals (see §2.1.2). That the
perceived opportunity measures are included within the local index has implications for the
distinction between the.integrated and the estranged within a given ethnic category. It signifies
that between two individuals, similar according to all other index criteria, the one who is 'convinced'
he or she has more prospects will score more integrated. In this sense the criterion 'rewards' those
immigrants ignorant of eventual discriminatory practices, and 'penalizes' those conscious of their

" For instance 26% of Haarlem's first generation immigrants state they had no opportunity to attend school in their
land of origin, with significant differences between Moroccans (35%) and Surinamese/Antilleans (10%).
For instance it is presumed, for lack of complementary measures concerning other domains of local integration,
that the three spectra adequately encompass the fundamental aspects of individuals' oppominity awareness. For
the principal component analysis the spectra are presumed to have interval qualities. This presumption, common
by the use of Likert scales in survey research, facilitated the inclusion of the component within the local index (the
index itself being a second order principal component). The 'loadings' of the three items on the component are:
.48 (housing), .76 (education) and .80 (paid work) while the component accounts for 48% of the combined
variance. A non-parametric principal component (princals, see note footnote 12) of the three items resulted in
'loadings' of .29, .58 and .63 respectively, accounting for 49% of the variance. The correlations (Spearman's rho)
between the perceived opportunity component and its princal alternative ranged from .940 within the Moroccan
sub-sample to .976 among the 'Other' immigrants.
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'victimized' positions.
Table 5.3.3: Quartilc distribution of Haarlemmers upon perceived
Quartile

Moroccans

Turks

opportunity

spectrum, per ethnic category

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

inopportune (lowest 25%)

51%

51%

20%

24%

24%

rather inopportune

28%

23%

26%

31%

24%

rather opportune

11%

17%

39%

23%

26%

opportune (highest 25%)

11%

10%

16%

22%

26%

-.69(1.02)

-.51 (0.98)

0.16 (0.86)

-.19(0.95)

0.10(1.00)

93

159

77

100

170

standardized mean (st.dev.)
n (=100%)

In table 5.3.3 I present the quartile distribution of respondents' scores upon tiie perceived
opportunity component, after correcting for differences due to stratified sampling. One may note
that most (51%) of the Moroccans and Turks have scores within Haarlem's lowest quartile, while
the scores of respondents in other ethnic categories fluctuate more symmetrically around the
'average Haarlemmer'. The standardized means per ethnic category suggest (assuming their
equivalence to z-scores under a bell curve) that the 'average Moroccan' perceives him or herself
as less opportune than 75% of the Haarlemmers and the 'average Turk' less than 69%. In contrast
with Surinamese and Antilleans, who score on average even higher than the indigenous Dutch,
Haarlemmers within these two minority categories find they are being short-chanced.
These theoretical notions and survey instruments invite further refinement. The concept oirelative
deprivation is central to sociological studies of urban poverty (Rowntree, 1901; Runcimen, 1966;
Townsend, 1979; Hutton, 1991). A more adequate means to measure opportunity as subjective
deprivation was not found among these studies (cf Uys, 1991; Lobao & Thomas, 1992; van
Niekerk, 1993). Measurements of perceived opportunity have served in (social) psychological
studies to clarify individuals' political orientations (Plutzer, 1987), criminal behavior (Burton et. al.
1994) and meaning and satisfaction in life (Tillich, 1952; Reker, et al., 1987; Harlow & Newcomb,
1990). However, here again no 'typical locals' are encountered whom respondents are asked to
use as points of reference. In short, I note plenty of opportunity for further research.

5.4 Separate services and local satisfaction
Moving on to the domain of health and welfare, this section focuses upon two aspects of
Haarlemmers' cultural orientation. The first is primarily a moral issue pertinent to this domain,
namely the question whether individuals condone or condemn immigrants' rights to their 'own' social
services. Seen from a tolerant vision of local integration, one would hope that residents
acknowledge such rights. The second aspect concerns local satisfaction, one of the five criteria
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that comprise the local index. The various items used to construct this criterion are presented, and
reflections on more adequate measurements are made.
Allow me first to reflect briefly on possible cognitive indicators. What do immigrants (need to)
know about personal health and welfare that advance their local integration? Many facets of urban
life could jeopardize the health and welfare and ultimately the integration of ignorant immigrants,
ranging from the impurities of tap water to the torment of poverty and racism. Where such dangers
lead to individuals' dependency upon - and use of - health and welfare services, they are reflected
by individuals7^"-s77/Vw.? on this market (see §4.4). The issue consequently pertains to those who
occupy detached positions: are they in need and unaware of available services, or are the necessary
services unavailable or inaccessible? In the Haarlem survey we encountered few references to this
issue.
5.4.1 Opting for separate social services
"The past few years, there has been much discussion about social services for different groups of
people. Some contend that the government should finance separate services for different groups,
others contend that everyone should use the same services." These two sentences served during
the Haarlem interviews to introduce a list of ten social services. Respondents were asked for each
service whether they consider it appropriate that the local government provides immigrants with
their 'own' service.'' An overview of the percentages per ethnic category who acknowledge this
right is presented in table 5.4.1.
Before considering the variant answer patterns provided by the Haarlem respondents, I must
consider the ambiguous nature of the questions posed. We were probing respondents' convictions
on issues of cultural diversity: do immigrants have divergent welfare needs, and should this
difference be encouraged? Stripped of ideology, convictions are neither right nor wrong. However,
the opinions were being elicited at the request of the local government; respondents were informed
that their (anonymous) views would help mold multi-cultural policies. In this context, respondents
may know that the local government can and does subsidize particular services for immigrants;
they are being offered the opportunity to convey their personal priorities. In short, table 5.4.1 may
reflect respondents' variant views about: cultural diversity, their immediate needs, local budgetary
policies, or the limits to government intervention.
I would not dwell on the ambiguity of this set of survey questions,-had I not been confounded by
the answers received. The moderation exhibited by immigrant respondents - less than half
acknowledged the government's right to subsidize more than two services - contrasts sharply with
the number of separate services offered to immigrants in Haarlem. Under the minority policy motto
"particular (categoriale) services wherever necessary, communal {algemene) services wherever

" The (10) questions were literally: "Do you find it appropriate that the city provides {immigrant
their own {service

category)

with

type)." The exact formulation depended upon the sub-sample: those of Moroccan, Turkish,

Surinamese or Antillean origin heard their own ethnic category posed; 'Other' immigrants and indigenous Dutch
heard "immigrants" (allochtonen)

posed as more general category. This distinction is important when considering

specific answer variations between categories (e.g., the Surinamese and Antillcans' denial of their right to
exclusive day-care and hbrary facilities).
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possible," all but two (namely retirement homes and sport facilities) of the ten services had been
subjected to some form of differentiation by local authorities (see Reinsch et al., 1995:36ff). Within
this context, I do not interpret the moderate legitimacy appropriated separate services to signify
respondents' appreciation of cultural diversity. It reflects more their views about which services
are absolutely necessary.
Table 5.4.1: Haarlemmers who consider it appropriate that government provides particular services for
immigrants, in % per ethnic category (and % of those who actually use the service, * = sign. $ <.05)
Type of social service

Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

Meeting localities

29% (32%)

26% (22%*)

31% (41%*)

31% (31%)

53% (30%)

Library departments

23% (27%)

37% (48%*)

17% (24%*)

44% (44%)

53% (53%)

Women's activities

39% (40%)

36% (35%)

39% (46%)

34% (45%*)

42% (46%)

Retirement homes

13% (42%*)

35% (27%)

25% (29%)

15% (24%)

21% (21%)

Neighborhood activities

30% (31%)

27% (38%)

12% (16%)

12% (6%)

24% (11%)

Job mediation

20% (19%)

19% (18%)

36% (34%)

26% (23%)

33% (39%)

Sport facilities

16% (19%)

16% (14%)

3% (5%)

4% (5%)

4% (2%)

Day-care facilities

15% (8%)

14% (11%)

4% (0%)

7% (6%)

10% (20%)

Health care services

17% (24%*)

20% (20%)

14% (16%)

10% (10%)

17% (15%)

Schools

20% (29%*)

15% (14%)

8% (3%)

11% (14%)

5% (7%)

Average # types condoned

2.5

2.5

1.9

2.0

2.6

n(=100%)

89

155

73

97

169

One sees in table 5.4.1 a broad divergency in the particular services found appropriate per ethnic
category. Little agreement is apparent about the services that should be subsidized. Only among
the indigenous Dutch do most approve the provision of two separate services for immigrants,
namely library and meeting localities. The premise was also examined that respondents who in fact
use the specific service may be more outspoken in their views; the percentages for these
respondents are shown in parentheses." Only for eight of the fifty comparisons do the views vary
significantly between those who use the service and those who do not."

" For these parenthetical comparisons, no inlbrmation was available as to respondents' use of existing services for
immigrants. For seven of the ten service types, the percentage refers to those respondents who said they had used
the local service (particular or communal) the previous year (see table 4.4.1). For three services specific cohorts
were examined: for meeting localities that half of the survey that e.xpressed positive 'ethnic affections' (see §5.1.1);
for womens' activities the female respondents, and for retirement homes the respondents 55 years of age and older.
" Analogous to the procedure described in §4.4, the ten response-items were subjected to a homogeneity analysis.
The results indicate that the first four services listed in table 5.4.1 are more often approved by respondents as a
combined package, i.e. those who approve of separate meeting localities also more often acknowledge the need for
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What do these opinions reveal about local and individual integration? Some consensus is observed
that certain leisure arrangements may retain an exclusive character, i.e., immigrant categories
(particularly the female half) should be free to meet, read in their native tongue, and even retire
together from active social life.^" The lack of approval concerning immigrants' rights to separate
schools, sports and day-care (and to a lesser extent health care and job mediation) suggests more
fundamental convictions, namely that such socialization services should promote cultural
reorientation and ethnic inclusion at an early age. However, the analysis does not reveal that those
who deviate from this conviction are more estranged. It does reveal that, among the indigenous
Dutch, the more types of particular services individuals condone the greater their index scores are
likely to be (R=. 23, see appendix 1). Characteristic for the indigenous Dutch who advocate separate
services for immigrants is their greater culturalparticipation. Their approval for separate services
might reflect a preference for their 'own' exclusive arrangements. A polar trend is observed among
Moroccans and Turks, i.e., the more estranged the more types of particular services are found
appropriate (R=-.21 resp. -. 19). The right for services geared toward the needs of the 'own' group
is endorsed particularly by the poor, the inopportune, and the locally dissatisfied.
5.4.2 Dissatisfied

Haarlemmers

At four moments during the interviews, respondents were asked to evaluate their local situation
by rating it on a scale from one to ten, six signifying 'satisfactory' {voldoende) in accordance with
Dutch educational customs.^' The four ratings referred to respondents' home, their neighborhood,
their personal life in Haarlem, and their evaluation of Haarlem overall. Except by the personal life
item, respondents were told a satisfactory grade suggests a situation sufficiently livable {leefbaar)
that the respondent wishes to remain.
The evaluations of these four domains are summarized in table 5.4.2, where the percentage who
consider their situation to be unsatisfactory (i.e., ratings less than six) is displayed. In parentheses
the mean scores per item are also presented per ethnic category. With only modest variations, one
may note that with respect to all four domains the percentage dissatisfied decrease and the mean
scores increase as the categories are scanned from lefl to right. Moroccans and Turks are much
less satisfied with these four aspects of their local lives than the indigenous Dutch. The

particular library rooms, w o m e n activities and retiremem homes. The last four services (namely sport, day-care,
health and educational facilities) are also approved in combination with each other, although less consistently and
obviously less often. The pattern was discerned within a two-dimensional HOMALS solution. The first dimension
corresponds with the total number of service types respondents deem appropriate; the second dimension projects
the described distinction between 'leisure arrangements' and 'socialization services'.
" However, this interpretation is inadequate in view of the few respondents who approve of separate sport facilities.
The idea of Haarlem immigrants having their o w n sport facilities may conflict with prevailing views that the city
has a general shortage of such facilities. There would be presumably much less opposition, had we asked whether
(immigrant) w o m e n should be provided separate opportunities to use existing facilities.
The designation of this 'satisfactory' point was formulated explicitly in the question. Nevertheless the reliability
of the measurements are sensitive to the fact that respondents vary in their experience with such (Likert) scales.
In Turkish schools for instance, a 10 point scale with '5' denoting 'satisfactory' is more customary.
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discrepancies are greatest as for respondents' housing, the grade given by the average Moroccan
being less than satisfactory. Within ail ethnic categories respondents concur most in their rating
of Haarlem as a livable locality.
Table 5 .4.2 Respondents who consider their domicile, their neighborhood, their own local life respectively their
locality as unsatisfactory, in % per ethnic category (and mean scores per category on 1-10 scale).
Object of evaluation

Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

Domicile

38% (5.7)

22% (6.1)

25% (6.6)

12% (7,0)

6% (7.5)

Neighborhood

25% (6.3)

20% (6.2)

4% (6.9)

9% (7.0)

11% (7.0)

Personal local life

19% (6.4)

16% (6.3)

11% (7.1)

4% (7.3)

5% (7.3)

Haarlem's livability

11% (6.5)

3% (6.8)

3% (7.0)

5% (7.2)

4% (7.1)

n(-100%)

91/92/91/89

157/159/158/157

75/76/77/73

99/100/100/97

167/168/168/168

On the presumption that these four survey items represent the affection individuals harbor with
respect to their social and spatial surroundings, they have been combined via principal component
analysis to devise a / o c a / c r i t e r i o n (cfVeenhoven, 1996:1 l;Marshall&Firth, 1999)."
The limited scope of this criterion prohibits its designation as a measure of individuals' personal
well-being in terms of physical health or personal welfare (see §4.4; Diener, 1984; Horley & Lavery,
1991; Strack et al., 1991). Its inclusion as one of the five criteria that comprise the local integration
index is based on (moral) reasoning comparable to that followed for the perceived opportunity
criterion (see §5.3.2): Haarlem immigrants may categorically deviate from indigenous residents
as to their personal well-being (e.g., due to traumas experienced before migration). Immigrant
integration remains however a local issue (at least) as long as immigrants and indigenes diverge
in their appreciation of their local environment.
Table 5.4.3 displays the quartile percentages per ethnic category when respondents' local
satisfaction score is compared with all adult Haarlemmers. Most of the Moroccans and Turks
(61 %) are in the most 'dissatisfied' quartile of this hypothetical spectrum. The standardized means
(assuming a bell curve distribution) suggest that the 'average' Moroccan or Turk is less satisfied
with his or her local situation than 83% respectively 81% of all adult Haarlem residents. An
inordinate percentage (40%) of the Surinamese and Antilleans also score in Haarlem's most
'dissatisfied' quartile, while 'Other' immigrants vary minimally from the indigenous Dutch.
These measurements do not invite simple comparisons with other research on local or life

The analysis was conducted after correcting for differences due to sampling stratification, with the extracted
component accounting for 49% of the variance in the four items. All items 'loaded' adequately upon the component
(domicile - .50, neighborhood - .78, personal life - .72 and locality - .76), although particularly among the
indigenous Dutch the domicile-item displayed low correlations with the other three items. See appendix II for the
correlations of the four separate satisfaction items with individuals' scores upon the local integration
index.
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Tabic 5.4.3: Quartilc distribution of Haarlemmers upon local satisfaction
Quanilc

Moroccans

Turks

spectrum, per ctlmic category

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antillcans

immigrants

Dutch

dissatisfied (lowest 25%)

61%

61%

40%

26%

23%

rather dissatisfied

15%

13%

27%

28%

28%

rather satisfied

17%

15%

18%

24%

22%

7%

11%

14%

22%

27%

-.95 (1.28)

-.87 (1.42)

-.21 (1.08)

0.04(1.09)

0.12(0.95)

93

159

77

100

170

satisfied (highest 25%)
standardized mean (st.dev.)
n(=100%)

satisfaction (e.g., Moller&Schlemmer, 1989; Iran & Nguyen, 1994;Neto, 1995; Scherpenzeel,
1996). Simply the decision to use a ten-step scale has its consequences for comparability, as the
use of fewer steps is far more common (Veenhoven, 1993:171ff). The validity of the measures
would be enhanced had a broader range of local domains been subject to respondents' ratings, e.g.,
labor, education, welfare and leisure markets. More central to its status of immigrant integration
end-goal criterion, the component also lacks items that explicitly represent individuals' satisfaction
with local interethnic relations. Its concurrent validity (Kidder & Judd, 1986:55) would be more
secure if it would correlate more with the other four index criteria. This could be construed as
testimony to the component's unreliability. In my view it attests more to the significance of the
local satisfaction criterion independent of, and as supplement to, other integration criteria.

5.5 Residential satisfaction and neighborhood affinity
Within the domain of housing and neighborhood environment, I find it difficult to identify cultural
polarities that serve as reference points for individuals' orientations. Not that there is a dearth of
cultural issues concerning immigrant integration in this domain. For instance, one of the first and
more factious images concerning Muslim 'guest-workers' was their use ofurban residential balconies
to ritually slaughter sheep. The idea that immigrants foster divergent beliefs and customs concerning
their homes and neighborhoods has been the focus of a modest Dutch research tradition (see, e.g.,
van Amersfoort, 1992; van Dugteren, 1993:55fr; van Kempen et al., 1994; Huls, 1996). Beyond
generalizations that immigrants reside in less fashionable homes and neighborhoods, and evaluate
this environment accordingly, little evidence suggests that housing and neighborhood orientations
form a significant obstacle or indication of immigrants' local integration. Lucid testfmony cannot
be derived from the Haarlem survey data, ifonly because residential and neighborhood satisfaction
(as constituents of the local satisfaction criterion), correlate by research design with individuals'
degree of integration. With little basis to elaborate upon the notion of orientation within this
domain, the presentation will remain concise. First respondents' evaluations oftheir Haarlem homes
are reviewed, seeking factors that account for differences in residential satisfaction. Then several
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survey items concerning respondents' neighborhood evaluations are considered, providing a
measure for neighborhood affinity.
5.5.1 Home as a neighborhood

threshold

When comparing the four appraisals respondents made of their local environment, immigrants are
found particularly dissatisfied with their Haarlem homes (see table 5.4.2). Residential
(dis)satisfaction could reflect cuhural orientations that individuals sustain irrespective of the
neighborhood in which they reside (cf Phillips, 1996; Bruin & Cook, 1997). It is perceived here
more generally as the (dis)parity between individuals' housing aspirations and their current
environment (cf Priemus, 1986). Is the residential dissatisfaction observed among Haarlem
immigrants a consequence of their failure to adapt their large households to cramped quarters?
Or is the source of their discontent more environmental, exemplified by the view that the ('right')
home is in the 'wrong' neighborhood? Although a comprehensive analyses cannot be presented
in support of the environmental explanation, my purpose here is to refute the notion that
immigrants' residential satisfaction registers merely 'private' (or 'cultural') differences in
(dis)content. The exercise will lend credence to the premise that the local satisfaction and local
index scores do not simply reflect an innate estrangement among certain immigrant minorities.
They represent instead the progress made by individuals and groups in an intrinsically social
process.
If residential satisfaction primarily depends on immigrants' (in)capacity to reorient themselves to
altered housing conditions, then significant correlations could be expected with attributes of either
the household or the domicile. Dissatisfaction is then a consequence of Haarlem homes not meeting
the needs and expectations of immigrant households. The homes could be considered too expensive,
or the prospects of purchasing a home too low. One could postulate that the dissatisfaction simply
reflects individuals' unhappiness with their personal life, and that it would be more evident among
new residents. To investigate whether the residential satisfaction measure pertains primarily to
individuals' immediate home situation, its statistical association with various survey items was
examined, namely:
• respondents' age, sex, type of household, ethnic affinity, religious devotion, and
• residential duration, perceived housing opportunity and satisfaction with personal local life.
• Furthermore the housing types, monthly housing costs, and rooms per resident, were compared.
For the first five factors no statistically significant relations are observed within any ethnic category.
The remaining six factors were entered together in a multiple regression analysis; the variance in
the residential satisfaction score clarified by the six factors combined is displayed in the first row
of table 5.5.1. One can observe that these 'home' factors account for 20% of the variance among
Haarlem Turks, and less than that within all other categories.^^ With these results, the premise

" The factor that contributed significantly to the regression equations within all ethnic categories is (a dummy
variable for) home ownership (e.g. beta = .15 for all immigrants). Among Haarlem Turks the primary factor was
perceived housing opportunity (beta=.35) and among Moroccans residential duration. Contrary to expectations
however, the longer Moroccans have resided in their current home the less satisfied they are with it (beta=-.16).
None of these three factors pertain unambiguously to attributes of the person or home, they may also reflect
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cannot be dismissed that immigrants' 'innate' orientations their appreciation of their domiciles.
The results however hardly qualify immigrants' residential (dis)satisfaction as a purely private affair.
To examine an alternative explanation - that residential (dis)satisfaction primarily depends upon
the neighborhood environment surrounding the home - three Haarlem measures were considered:
the 'objective' status the neighborhood has compared with other Haarlem neighborhoods (see
1)4.5.2), respondents' subjective mighhorhood satisfaction (§5.4.2), and their neighborhood
affinity, i.e., their 'sense of belonging' in the neighborhood (§5.5.2). The variance in residential
satisfaction accounted for by these three 'area' factors combined is displayed in the second row
of table 5.5.1. Except for the Turkish and indigenous Dutch categories, the three factors account
for approximately 25% ofthe variance, more than the six 'home' factors combined. That these 'area'
factors correlate with residential satisfaction largely independent of the 'home' factors is shown
in the third row of the table. One sees there that the variance accounted for when all (nine) factors
are entered in the model is - excepting the indigenous Dutch - nearly twice the variance accounted
for by the 'home' factors alone.

Table 5.5.1: Variance in Haarlemmers' residential satisfaction accountcd for by (6) 'home' respectively (3) 'area'
factors (multiple regression via forced entry method, sign. F < .01 for all models).
Type of indicator

Moroccans

Turks

entered in equation

Surinamese

'Other'

All

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

immigrants

Dutch

H o m e factors

16%

20%

16%

14%

17%

16%

Area factors

31%

18%

24%

22%

25%

12%

H o m e & Area factors

35%

35%

27%

28%

32%

21%

93

159

77

100

427

170

n

Having accounted for only one-fiflh to one-third ofthe variance in residential satisfaction observed
within Haarlem ethnic categories, these findings do not provide convincing evidence for either the
'private' or the 'environmental' postulate. Considering their proportionate effect, the findings do
suggest that immigrants' residential satisfaction reflect more an appreciation of the surrounding
neighborhood than the home itself In other words, the home is appraised more for its value as
a public threshold, than as a private sanctuary.
5.5.2 Feeling at home in the neighborhood
Comparable to the notion of ethnic orientation, individuals' affection toward their more immediate
local surroundings is but one aspect of their neighborhood orientation. Individuals may also
consciously identify with, or express values characteristic of, a particular neighborhood (group).
In the Haarlem survey explicit neighborhood identifications were not solicited from respondents.
Several items however referred more generally to respondents' seme of belonging in their

respondents' appreciation o f t h e social/neighborhood environment.
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neighborhood. In table 5.5.2 the response categories are presented that correspond with a minimal
afFinity for each of these items, along with the percentages per ethnic category who offer this
response. The bottom row of the table presents the percentage that, based upon a non-parametric
principal component ('princal') derived from the first three items, score in the lowest quartile of
Haarlem residents along a hypothetical neighborhood affinity s p e c t r u m . O n e may note that for
all items, and the component score, the percentage respondents who express minimal affinity with
their neighborhood is greater for practically all immigrant categories than for the indigenous Dutch.

Table 5.5.2: Respondents who e.xpress little affinity fortlieir neighborhood (i.e., 'here') according to four survey
items, and according to a princal score derived from the first three items, in % per ethnic category (n=100%).
Indicator

Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

'here signifies nothing for me'

17% (90)

16% (153)

20% (75)

16% (99)

16% (168)

'(certainly) not at home here'

26% (91)

17% (155)

5% (76)

17% (98)

11% (170)

'absolutely no friends here'

36% (93)

25% (159)

39% (77)

39% (96)

23% (168)

'prefer return to land of origin'

11% (89)

7% (159)

14% (72)

6 % (100)

1%(166)

lowest 25% pc affinity score

37% (93)

33% (159)

29% (77)

30% (100)

24% (168)

Do these expressed differences in neighborhood affinity correspond with individuals' degree of
integration? Excepting the Haarlem Turks, respondents within all immigrant categories who convey
little neighborhood affinity are likely to score lower upon the local integration index (see appendix
I). This finding is not surprising, as differences in neighborhood affinity correspond with
neighborhood And with heal satisfaction within all immigrant categories (e.g., R = .44 resp. .33
for all immigrants)." More noteworthy is that only among the indigenous Dutch neighborhood
affinity has no relation to respondents' satisfaction and index scores.
The statistical relationships observed between neighborhood affinity and neighborhood satisfaction
supplement those concerning residential satisfaction: a sense of belonging appears important for
immigrants' residential and their neighborhood satisfaction, while the satisfaction expressed by
indigenous Dutch seems less dependent upon such sensitivities. These observations are ambiguous

The four queries were: "what do you consider^our neighborhood", "do you feel at home in this neighborhood",
"do many of your friends live in the neighborhood", and "if you were free to choose, where would you prefer to
reside"? For other response categories and frequency distributions see appendix IV.B. The neighborhood

affinity

princal had an e i g e n value of .478 for the first three terns, with 'loadings' (i.e. multiple fit) of .75, .71 and .61
respectively. These correspond among Haarlem immigrants with an Rs of .45, .50 and .48 respectively.
'' The Haarlem Turks form an exception. The correlation between neighborhood affinity (according to the princal
score) and local satisfaction is less pronounced (R=.26) while a negative correlation is observed with two other
components of the local index, namely per capita income and welfare independence (R=-.24 resp. -.21). These
statistical interactions are due in my view to the situation in several inauspicious Haarlem neighborhoods (namely
Rozenprieel, Frans Hals & Leidsebuurt) where relatively large concentrations of Turks reside in (more publicly
accessible) low-rise homes and have realized in their positional detachment modestly ethnic 'enclaves'.
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testimony for the notion that Haarlem immigrants diverge in their orientations from the indigenous
Dutch. A far more detailed analysis of the disparity between current environments and residential
aspirations would be necessary to refute more specific clarification for these results. In my opinion,
it is not that immigrants diverge 'innately' in their needs and aspirations. They have simply less
opportunity 'structurally' to reside in those more auspicious Haadem neighborhoods where
neighbors are free to talk to the trees (van Lippe-Biesterfeld, 1995) without disturbing the peace
(cf Huls, 1996:62).
The fourth item summarized in table 5.5.2 - the preferred place of residence - differs in its nature
from the other three items; the respondents' neighborhoods are not necessarily the objects of
appraisal. A comparison of responses across ethnic categories does reveal several interesting
differences. Whereas a small minority within each category opts for the current residence, around
half the Moroccans and Turks would simply prefer to live 'elsewhere in Haarlem'. In contrast, more
than half the 'Other' immigrants and indigenous Dutch opt for residence either 'elsewhere in the
Netheriands' or'elsewhere in the worid' (see further appendix IV.B.8). These findings suggest that
most Moroccans and Turks (and Surinamese and Antilleans) intend to remain in Haadem, only
their desire is to reside in more auspicious neighborhoods. This commitment to remain has been
identified theoretically as crucial to immigrants' integration (cf Collett, 1996:475; Hondius,
1999:41). The correspondence however between responses to this item and Haarlemmers' degree
ofintegration is significant only among the 'Other' immigrants (r)=.34). Only within this immigrant
category are those individuals who express a preference to return to their land of origins likely to
score more estranged.

5.6 Political orientations and local visions
Civic life encompasses several facets that serve as focus of cultural orientations: artistic and leisure
interests, political convictions and affiliations, and more generally the appreciation of public space
and local objectives. To review the various cultural components systematically - cognitive, moral
and affective - for all these facets would go beyond the illustrative potential of the Haarlem survey.
Two response sets in the Haadem data are focused upon m this section. The first concerns
respondents' affinity with political organizations. The second. Haarlemmers' views on livable
localities, concerns more centrally the objectives that serve to delineate - and legitimate - processes
of local integration.
Neither of these themes concerns cognitive aspects, as we did not attempt to measure respondents'
knowledge of local affairs. This is not to deny its central relevance for immigrants' integration.
Knowledge of public transport, police deportment, the opening hours of popular pubs, the success
of local soccer teams, or the locations of concerts and charity, not only reflect individuals'
integration, it undoubtedly fosters the process. The problem in part is the stipulation and selection
of relevant items. Consider for example issues of citizenship. Debates on liberal, republican or
communitarian models of citizenship revolve around divergent conceptions of the citizens' rights
and duties, each model with its own abstract package of necessary skills (Choenni, 1992; Kymlicka,
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1995; Archard, 1996; Fermin, 1999), Should the researcher succeed in developing reliable methods
to measure individuals' knowledge according to one or all models, survey criteria of brevity,
simplicity and comparability then present more methodological obstacles.
5.6.1 Local party and ethnic politics
In Haarlem and many Dutch cities 'minority' interest groups maintain channels of negotiation and
debate with local governments parallel to, but separate from, those used by established political
parties. The existence and use ofthese channels reveal much about immigrants' position in the local
political domain (Rath, 1991; de Haan, 1995; Bousetta, 1997). Correspondingly, the affinities
expressed by individual immigrants for organizations within one channel or the other may reflect
different degrees of integration. The only explicit reference to political affinities in the Haarlem
survey concerned respondents' party preference in the most recent local elections. That an
immigrant uses voting rights in local elections has been seen to correspond with various integration
indicators, e.g., residential duration, language skills, and ties with indigenous Dutch (Gilsing,
1991:53ff). A distinction in Haarlem respondents between those who do not use their voting rights
and those who do accounts for significant differences in local index scores only among the Turks
and indigenous Dutch (r|=.26 resp. .16).^'^
In table 5.6.1 the percentile distribution of electoral preferences is displayed per ethnic category.
The parties are ranked according to a generally recognized national political spectrum from left
to right. A distinct trend in electoral preference can be discerned from (radical) left among
Moroccans to conservative right among indigenous Dutch."
With this query we are in fact monitoring (expressed) behavior. To infer political orientations from
an incidental tick of the ballot signifies a disregard for criteria of measurement validity and
reliability. There are validated (multidimensional) Dutch survey instruments to measure political
orientation (e.g.. Middendorp, 1978), and a substantial body of research that monitors antiimmigrant political initiatives (cf van Donselaar, 1991; Eibers & Fennema, 1993; Scheepers et
al., 1994). Considering the parallel between the left-right distribution along the political spectrum,
and the distribution of ethnic categorys' scores along the integration index, one could expect leftist
leanings to correspond with more estrangement. This however is not observed within any of the
five ethnic categories. Brief and simple measurements along a left-right political spectrum provide
little insight into (Haarlem) immigrants' individual integration.

We asked respondents only if they had voted and, if so, for which party. A s w e failed to ask whether they had
the right to vote, only those first generation immigrants are tallied who had resided in Haarlem at least five years.
The number of 'valid' cases and the percentage of these that actually voted are; Moroccans - 59% of 64, Turks 6 1 % o f 131, Surinamese/Antilleans - 7 6 % o f 58, 'Other' immigrants - 75% of 81, and indigenous D u t c h 7 9 % of

168.
" Six indigenous Dutch respondents (5%) voted for the Centrum Democrats, a party that openly propagates racial
policies of immigrant exclusion. This party is not included in the spectrum presented in table 5.6.1. Its inclusion
on the right end of the spectrum would not yield a significant relation between party choice and integration score.
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Table 5.6.1: Political party choice by municipal elections of 2 March 1994, in % per clhnic category.
Electoral preference

Radical left {Groen

Moroccans

Links/SP)

Labor Party (1'vdA)
Liberal ccnter (D'66)
Christian Democrats (CDA)
Right (WD/klein
n (=100%)

rechl.s)

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

58%

29%

6%

15%

21%

40%

26%

52%

15%

20%

-

12%

13%

48%

15%

28%

13%

7%

15%

6%

17%

16%

29%

86

54

62

120

2%
-

43

As for more specific political debates over the legitimacy of minority organizations {zelforganisaties), we also solicited respondents' views on immigrant organizations in Haarlem. The
percentage that expresses disapproval hovers around 5% within the minority categories and applies
to 12% of the 'Other' immigrants and indigenous Dutch (see appendix IV.F.2). The response
patterns correspond significantly with individuals' integration scores among the Moroccans, Turks
and indigenous Dutch (ri=.41, .38 and .26 respectively). However, the 'direction' of the
correspondence calls for divergent interpretations. Moroccans and indigenous Dutch who approve
of such organizations score more integrated, particularly as to i\\€\rperceived opportunity and local
satisfaction. Approving Turks on the other hand are more estranged, again particularly as to their
local satisfaction. Civic orientations obviously diverge within the separate ethnic categories, but
it is unclear whether disagreement concerns the actual activities of immigrant organizations, or
pertains more generally to local objectives of cultural unity or diversity.
Some illumination is provided by (open) responses about why such organizations are (not) needed.
Most of the positive responses could be qualified in one of two ways: some emphasize that
immigrants have specific problems and interests requiring particular attention and expertise, others
see such organizations as 'interpreters' that serve to 'guide' immigrants into local culture (see
appendix IV.F.2). These responses provide not so much an indication of individual integration,
but shed light upon local integration objectives of cultural unity or diversity: immigrant interest
groups can be perceived as a self-evident characteristic of culturally diverse - and tolerant localities, they can also be evaluated for their assimilative role in pursuing objectives of cultural
unity (cf Mullard et al., 1990:580). The observation that a specific group of (relatively integrated)
Turks disapprove of Turkish organizations could be interpreted within the context of these
incongruent objectives.
«

5.6.2 Imagining the ideal city
In §2.3.3 cultural (in)congruence was circumscribed as a (lack of) consensus between indigenous
and immigrant groups concerning local integration objectives. Do Haarlem immigrants and
indigenes differ in their conceptions of an integrated locality? Several queries in the Haarlem survey
addressed this issue. They illustrate the normative and methodological obstacles bound to their
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resolution. In three separate items, respondents were asked to choose between two (polar)
attributes of an ideal city (see appendix IV.F.4): freedom or equality, unity or diversity, and privacy
or sociability. One may recognize in these six ideals the central objectives of local integration
delineated in §2.6.^'
The patterns of respondents' preferences are summarized in table 5.6.2. Although the trend is not
'linear', respondents in more estranged immigrant categories do opt more for a combination of
'equality, unity and sociability' while indigenous Dutch generally opt for 'freedom, diversity and
privacy'. While the indigenous majority of Haarlemmers apparently underwrite principles of
individual freedom and the right to privacy, many if not most immigrant minorities express their
support of more egalitarian and sociable ideals. Taken at face value, this disparity alludes to
fundamental normative issues that surround the immigrant integration process: Should immigrants
expect the same opportunities and privileges as indigenous residents? Can the provision of such
opportunities and privileges be legitimately withheld by democratic consensus? How much local
social opportunity should be provided immigrant individuals and entire groups, before they are
expected to comply with and pursue local integration objectives? When does the lack of consensus
concerning local integration objectives signify a process of local disintegration?

Table 5.6.2: Preferences for (polar) attributes of an ideal citj' in % per ethnic category
Polar

Moroccans

Turks

attribute

Surinamese

'Other'

All

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

immigrants

Dutch

Freedom

19%

46%

55%

68%

61%

57%

Equality

81%

54%

45%

32%

39%

43%

Unity

43%

61%

20%

23%

29%

20%

Diversity

57%

39%

80%

77%

71%

80%

Privacy

31%

13%

39%

45%

39%

62%

Sociability

69%

87%

61%

55%

61%

38%

n (=100%)

85/84/86

137/137/146

67/69/67

96/92/98

401/389/407

162/168/164

The primary dimension ofincongruence between indigent and immigrant objectives resides in the
(interactive) polarity between privacy (endorsed by 62% of the indigenous Dutch) and sociability
(endorsed by 61% of all immigrants). More consensus is observed concerning ideals o f f r e e d o m
and cultural diversity, although most of the Moroccan and Turks are technically disoriented (see
§2.3.3) considering their preference for opposing ideals. Succinctly stated, immigrants in their ideal
sketch are more likely to endorse a tolerant local vision, whereas proportionally more indigenous
Dutch sketch the contours of a pillarized vision. A rigorous and schematic interpretation of these

T h e freedom-equahty polarity (Rokeach, 1 9 7 3 : 1 6 5 f f ) has been posed often in surveys on value orientations.
Harding & Phillips for example in a survey on European values observed that the majority (56%, n= 1221) of the
Dutch sub-sample opted for 'freedom' (1986:86ff).
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results following Schermerhorns' distinction in patterns of social process (see Figure 1) would lead
to the conclusion that Haarlem immigrants - instead of being integrated - are confronted with a
process of'forced segregation'. This conclusion however would rely upon the normative premise
that 33% ofthe mdigenous Dutch and 19% of the immigrant respondents (namely those individuals
who explicitly opt for a pillarized respectively tolerant combination of local ideals) designate the
integration objectives for their respective groups.
However, considering the inadequacy of these measures, they have little legitimacy as signifiers
of local integration objectives. Blanket characterizations in three abstract notions as to the ideal
direction of local processes would be, if used as the basis for local policies, an affront to social
science and local citizenry. These items are in need of validation and, considering their abstract
nature, should above all be complemented by extensive series of items (i.e., operationalizations)
per local domain (cf Phaletetal., 1999:53ff). Such abstract ideals are moreover ambiguous across
linguistic lines" and interview contexts. In chapter eight I will return to this issue, qualifying the
development of instruments that more adequately measure individuals' compliance with local
integration objectives as an important research initiative.
The development of such instruments would conceivably result in the designation of integration
criteria more normatively attuned to divergent objectives than those five contained in the local
index (see §3.4.1). The extent in which Haarlemmers' endorsements of civic ideals correspond with
their degree of integration is in any event insubstantial. Among the indigenous Dutch, those who
endorse ideals of cultural diversity andfreedom are generally more locally integrated (r) =. 3 2 resp.
.25). As for the immigrant categories, only among the Turks does a preference for equality
correspond with higher integration scores (ri=.20). An elaboration upon these observed relations
would require an entire framework oftheoretical and normative presumptions concerning the nature
and dynamics of individuals' influence upon, and sensitivity to, local processes. It seems more
expedient to summarize the various manifestations of diversity and incongruence encountered in
this chapter.

5.7 Preliminaiy assessment: the elusiveness of congruous orientations
In the previous six sections, observations on the relation between culture and immigrant integration
have lead to an eclectic review of Haarlem circumstance, measurement problems and theoretical
issues. Perhaps the most important conclusion that can be drawn from the excursion is that the

" To examine problems of linguistic ambiguity a comparison was made in response patterns within ethnic
categories, differentiated according to the language(s) in which the interview was conducted. This revealed
significant variations (only) among Turks. Seventy-three percent of the respondents interviewed only in Turkish
(n=101) opted for cultural unity {"birlik") as opposed to twenty-six percent of the Turks interviewed (partially) in
Dutch. Eighty-seven percent of the Turks interviewed only in Dutch (n= 15) opted for freedom as opposed to fortynine percent of the other Turkish respondents. How much these differences must be attributed to invalid
translations is guesswork (see §3.3.1)
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conceptualization of a lucid theory, which explicates the relation between cultural orientations and
integration end-goals, deserves central priority. Arbitrary analyses of differences in individuals'
orientations has led me to observe numerous spurious, insignificant and ambiguous relations to
their integration scores. As a preliminary assessment I consider here the various problems
encountered in this chapter that confuse perceptions and measurements of cultural orientations.
With an overview of cultural divergencies observed among Haarlemmers, I first examine their
potential to clarify variations in integration scores. Then the methodological obstacles encountered
during this chapter are considered. A third sub-section will deal with more central theoretical issues
that guide my attempts to comprehend who is integrated, and who disoriented.
5.7.1 Searching for disoriented

immigrants

In the survey conducted among 600 Haarlemmers, did we observe distinct cultural differences
within and between the ethnic categories? Do these correspond with variant degrees of integration?
Because the survey's primary purpose was to monitor residents' views regarding local issues, and
not to realize comprehensive measurements of their (dis)orientations, a distinct degree of
uncertainty and inadequacy qualify any answer to these queries.
A variety of tendencies have been observed in this chapter that could provide support for the
postulate that certain ethnic categories are less locally integrated because they diverge more in their
cultural orientations. Particularly Moroccans and Turks express more affinity with their respective
regions of origin than with their country of residence. More individuals within these categories
speak either poor or no Dutch, not only identify with but express more devotion to non-Christian
religious persuasions, convey aberrant labor market ambitions of welfare reliance or selfemployment, and harbor leftist political preferences. However, when these tendencies are subjected
to more detailed analysis, by which orientational differences within ethnic categories are compared
with individuals' integration scores, the basis for the postulate dissipates. Those Moroccans do
score generally more integrated who identify themselves as '(hyphenated) Dutch', speak proficient
Dutch, express less religious devotion or more labor ambition. Yet the statistical relations are not
always 'linear', while the variance in the local index scores accounted for by any single indicator
rarely exceeds 10% percent. Within the other ethnic categories the correspondence between these
cultural divergencies and degree of integration are even less consistent, and less significant.
These findings are summarized in table 5.7.1 where, like tables 3.4.3, 4.7.1 and 6.7.1, the total
variance in the local index accounted for by selected orientational measures is displayed. Of the
various orientational measures discussed in this chapter, seven measures are shown that: 1)
represent all six local domains, 2) correspond significantly with integration scores within one or
more immigrant categories, and 3) are least ambiguous in their interpretation. The first four
measures listed in the table refer to more general cultural polarities often considered sources of
immigrant estrangement, namely: ethnicity, language, religion, and ambition. Three complementary
measures represent more specific indicators of respondents' local convictions and affections,
namely: their views on immigrant groups' rights to their 'own' social services, their 'sense of
belonging' in their respective neighborhoods, and the extent in which they condone local civic
organizations along ethnic lines.
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Tabic 5.7.1: Percent of variances in local index accounted for by (7) orientational measures, controlling for
(6) other components ( • = probability F < .05, n.s.= not independently significant).
Orientational

Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

All

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

immigrants

Dutch

(157)

(77)

(97)

(418)

(165)

component
n (lislwise deletion)

(92)

ethnic self-identity

7%*

2%*

n.s.

4%*

r/o*

n.s.

oral Dutch skills

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

1%*

n.s.

religious devolion

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

I0%*

n.s.

labor ambition

n.s.

n.s.

6%»

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

approval separate

n.s.

2%*

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

neighborhood afllnity

6%*

n.s.

n.s.

9%*

.036*

n.s.

approval ethnic

n.s.

8%*

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

combined (adj.) R^

34%

15%

12%

15%

22%

10%

* indicators (adj.) R^

24%

14%

11%

13%

22%

-

social services

organizations

Three conclusions are drawn from the results presented in the table:
• When compared with the significance of positional indicators when accounting for the variance
in integration scores, these seven indicators display little explanatory potential. Among Moroccan
Haarlemmers the index variance accounted for by all measures combined is a respectable 34%,
but within the other four ethnic categories the percentages range between 10% and 15% (see
the table's next-to-bottom row). Such results fail to substantiate the premise that immigrants'
integration is primarily dependent upon their own reorientation.
• No orientational indicator can be identified that consistently correlates with index scores
independent of other indicators. The measure that contributes most substantively differs for each
ethnic category: for Moroccans variations in 'ethnic self identity', for Turks divergent views on
'ethnic organizations', for Surinamese and Antilleans variant 'labor ambitions', and for 'Other'
immigrants fluctuations in 'neighborhood affinity'. For Haarlem immigrants overall, differences
in 'religious devotion' accounts for nearly 10% of the index variance apart from the variance
clarified by the other six measures combined. Another orientational indicator that occupies a
central role in debates on immigrant integration, 'Dutch language skills', displays little to no
explanatory potential separate from other attributes. Such results fail to substantiate blanket
assertions that a specific cultural attribute is crucial for immigrants' integration.
• Particularly among the indigenous Dutch, the observed variations in these orientational measures
if
clarify little as to individuals' integration scores. For two of the seven indicators, 'ethnic selfidentification' and 'oral Dutch skills', the insignificance can be attributed to the lack of variation
observed among respondents. That none of the otherfivemeasures clearly differentiates between
the integrated and the estranged provide little insight into those cultural attributes that
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characterize the suitably oriented. Besides the simplistic suggestion to 'feel Dutch' and 'speak
Dutch', I am at a loss to identify Dutch cultural attributes, based on these findings, to which
Haarlem immigrants should conform.
These observations provide little reason for optimism regarding the possibilities to develop survey
instruments that reveal cultural components relevant for immigrants' individual integration.
Although we have encountered several indicators that clarify statistically significant proportions
of the variances in integration scores, the indicators themselves have three recurring weaknesses:
1) fragmentary (i.e., invalid) and unreliable measurements, 2) an interpretation that is reliant in
part upon knowledge of the Haarlem survey context, and 3) in part upon normative presumptions
concerning the objectives of local integration. The modest predictive potential that may be
attributed to ideologically prominent factors such as ethnic orientation, religious convictions,
language skills, and labor aspirations would be more noteworthy, if the Haarlem measurements
were more adequate. Immigrants' local satisfaction is seen to correspond consistently with their
neighborhood affinity. When compared with the capacity among the indigenous Dutch to
appreciate life in Haarlem without expressing affinities to their neighborhood environment, this
is at least one finding that authorities, not only in Haarlem, should take to heart.
5.7.2 Projecting orientations into a mathematical realm
The notion of orientation is deceptively simple. It alludes to spatial circumstance in which an
elementary instrument, the compass, shows where one is and the direction one is facing. When
used to represent individuals' cognitive, moral and affective relations to reifications known as
cultures, the image becomes visibly strained. The individual or, less tangibly, the mind is at once
awash in a multidimensional storm. An ongoing collision between external stimuli and bodily
sensors informs the mind where it is and how it feels. The mind on its part demands to know what
it is, and where it is going. What is the direction? Dependent upon the number of metaphysical
and social domains, moral standards and worldly distractions, the mind may imagine literally every
which way at once. The researchers' challenge is to conceive, perceive, measure and compare these
mental odysseys. It is not that simple, but if visual images and music can be digitalized, what
prohibits the digitalization of orientations?
To begin with, the mind in its individual manifestations, contains more interactive potential.
Individuals reflect upon and react to their environment, gradually altering themselves and their
physical surroundings in the process. This point has already been presented (in §3.1). It is repeated
here concerning the tension encountered between affinity and image that reflects the relation
between 'subject' and 'object'. A greater ethnic afFmity is observed among Moroccans and Turks
(§5.1.1). How much do individuals in these two categories 'naturally' identify with their geopolitical origins, and how much is their affinity cultivated by encounters with images held by others
that 'remind' them of their origins? This interactive tension plays a role in all sub-domains of
orientation. To be a Muslim for instance can be experienced as self-evident; however it is the image
of the Islam projected by others that leads Muslims to reappraise their afFmity consciously and
continually. Indigenous Dutch Haarlem residents seem to appraise dispassionately their
neighborhood environment for its capacity to fulfill various functions. Are the neighborhood views
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conveyed by Haarlem immigrants more fervent because the legitimacy of their presence forms a
primary object of dispute? The issue is how this tension can be unraveled. How can individuals'
expression of whom they are, what they believe and how they feel be separated from their
reflections upon the image 'others' project?
If survey instruments are able to dissect the relation between affinity and image, another issue
(re)presents itself Contrary to musical notes or visual images, much less agreement exists as to
the components that comprise orientations. An immigrant from the Rif region is categorized as
a 'Moroccan', while the person in question not only may lack affinity with 'Moroccans', he or she
may be entirely unaware (before emigration from the region) that 'Moroccans' exist. In §5.1.2 this
issue was touched upon by the interpretation of responses in which Haarlemmers appear unaware
ofother ethnic categories. A complementary problem was encountered in §5.2.2 where the category
'Islam' was presumably too broad to denote essential differences in religious orientation. The issue
returns in every domain and within all components of cultural orientation. Which languages need
to be learned? Are distinctions between paid employment and entrepreneurship relevant for an
elderly disabled immigrant? Is there a moral distinction between separate social services for
immigrants, women, the elderly, or combinations of the three? How can neighborhood affinities
be compared, when the neighborhood expanse differs from one person to the next? When is an
organization exclusively 'immigrant', and when is it 'political'? All these queries ultimately refer
to the identification of cultural polarities that in the given social context present possible sources
of incongruence. The identification of such polarities is a theoretical and normative issue focused
upon in the final sub-section.
The premise that individuals' orientations are more than a bipolar vacillation between 'immigrant'
and 'indigenous' culture, indeed that they vacillate between many cultures characteristic of local
domains, magnifies the measurement problems. The problem in part is one of sheer numbers. This
chapter is permeated with apologies for the inadequacies in the Haarlem survey data. Few
components are constructed from two items or more. Such concessions to survey brevity limit (the
possibilities to test for) the measures' reliability, and their construct validity. Given a bipolar
orientation, a strict allegiance to the strictures of the formal conceptual model would call for
multiple items on at least six components, namely to monitor knowledge, beliefs and affective
aspects of both affinity and imagery. For orientations considered more plural in their polarities for instance by ethnicity, language, religion, labor, neighborhoods and politics - these numbers
expand with each additional pole.
A recurring problem is subsequently one of measurement level. When a cultural component is
operationalized over a dozen items, each with five or seven-point ordinal response categories,
researchers generally will not hesitate to assume the combined scale to be sufficiently interval for
parametric analysis. Confronted with only two or three items of this nature, the mathematical
distortions are more apparent. The derivation of non-parametric 'princal' components in this
chapter reflects the assumption that such constructs have a heuristic value exceeding that of their
separate items. One possible consequence of this assumption is that such components are endowed
with explanatory potential. The potential remains however rooted in mathematical presumptions
as to the equivalence of item-measures, and their comparability between respondents. These
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presumptions might lead to conclusions, based on multivariate analysis, as to the potential for
instance of neighborhood affinity to clarify differences in individuals' integration besides the
influence of other orientational components. Nevertheless they remain mathematical projections
of'mental programs', and must be treated accordingly.
Permit me to assume for just one paragraph, that the measurements are made in sufficient and
parametric numbers. Consequently a mass of data is available that enables the location of
respondents' orientations within any number of multidimensional mathematical spectra. The ultimate
purpose in collecting and comparing all these numbers is to recognize frequencies, correlations
and clusters that will help identify those respondents who are disoriented and estranged. The
fundamental obstacle then becomes the sheer complexity of the data. Mathematical relations with
increasing levels of abstraction are observed between items, components, polarities, domains and
cultures. Moreover, these levels are connected according to mathematical relations. The relations
are not obvious. They are derived from mathematical, theoretical and normative presumptions,
beginning for instance with the issue: should item scores be averaged or weighted? They culminate
with the normative issue: what signifies consensus concerning local objectives? The opportunities
to follow spurious relations, to draw illogical inferences, to misinterpret magnitudes, are endless.
A mathematical representation of multifarious cultural orientations is conceivable. Yet without
the theoretical focus to seek, examine and interpret the significance of particular relations, the
numbers remain an incongruous mass.
5.7.3 Integrating cultural

diversification

Considering the orientational differences observed within and across ethnic categories, how can
the individually disoriented be identified? When a locality displays and extols a wide range of
personalities, which cultural components deserve immigrants' conformity? Such normative issues
are tied to a theoretical concern that has motivated this study, namely the question whether the
concept of integration can adequately represent local processes of cultural diversification. In search
of resolutions to these issues, I have dismissed bipolar distinctions between 'immigrant' and 'Dutch'
or 'traditional' and 'modern' orientations as too simplistic. Conceptualizations ofmore multifarious
orientations however are quite complex. What then are essential orientations that warrant
conceptualization and measurement? In (research) practice, this ultimately depends on the
designation of specific integration objectives, and the criteria used to monitor them.
Drawing upon Schermerhorn's notion of centrifugal social trends, several community visions have
been distinguished (in §2.6) - organic, pillarized, socialized and tolerant - characterized by
objectives of cultural diversity. Such visions, and the empirical processes they idealize, are
construed as local integration when immigrants and indigenous groups endorse and pursue cultural
diversity (among other objectives). Has this consensus been observed among the Haarlem
respondents? We did explicitly ask respondents whether unity or diversity would characterize their
ideal locality. Excepting the Moroccans and Turks, a large majority in each category opt for the
latter (see table 5.6.2). This response pattern could be construed to represent, in Schermerhorn's
terminology (see figure 1), a process of "forced segregation": the centripetal preference for cultural
unity by many Moroccans and most Turks is at odds with the centrifugal preference expressed by
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most other Haarlemmers. Several other orientations observed in the previous sections lend credence
to this interpretation, e.g., the disapproval expressed by particular Moroccans and Turks of ethnic
political organizations and of separate social services for immigrant groups. I surmise that these
Haarlem minorities have little faith in objectives of cultural diversity when they find their
detachment and exclusion intolerable, and they sense their cultural orientations are met with
intolerance. However, little effort has been made to substantiate this interpretation by identifying
distinct clusters of (disoriented) 'centripetalists' among the Moroccan and Turkish respondents.
More valid classifications could presumably be derived had we subjected more respondents to more
extensive queries per domain concerning their affinity with integration objectives and minority
policies, and their imagery of those who harbor divergent orientations.
The notion of consensus concerning integration objectives is on its part afflicted with normative
ambiguity. Should individuals and entire groups consciously comply? What individual end-goals
does this imply? The two orientational components within the local integration index, perceived
opportunity and local satisfaction, provide potential nuance and clarity. They not only present
nuances between the integrated and the estranged; they eventually suggest those domains and
integration issues in which a lack of consensus corresponds with residents' disaffection. Here again,
a necessary complement to these two criteria would concern individuals' appraisal of local
interethnic relations.
In short, integrating cultural diversification entails an increasing consensus within and across ethnic
categories that the locality could and should be characterized by individuals divergent in their
knowledge, beliefs and affections. Disorientation refers then to those individuals who in their
affinities and imagery fail to uphold these ideals. The notion of congruence within this context
pertains to those particular cultural components that are seen to foster mutual understanding,
toleration and affection between individuals and groups. The problem however, for the individual
resident and for the social researcher, is to distinguish between those cultural components whose
polarities are congruous, and those that foster disaffection and conflict in their incongruity.
As an alternative to research designed to observe and identify cultural 'deficits' and 'mismatches'
between individuals and groups, how can survey research monitor processes of cultural
diversification and retain a semblance of theoretical and methodological parsimony? The research
should be less concerned with the comprehensive observation and measurement of cultural
differences. Instead it should focus upon the domains and components of cultural congruence. I
have suggested that positive imagery of'others' - toleration - is an essential component. Essential
would be to know when, and understand why, toleration dissipates and people want to bash in
each other's heads.
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Chapter 6

Calculating Contacts

The third dimension within the construct of immigrant integration revolves around the concept
of interaction. In §2.4 this concept was delineated in two ways. First it refers to communicative
or material exchanges without presuming an outcome according to the exchange intended.
Secondly it refers in this study to exchanges between actors representing different ethnic
categories. Here I am concerned with interaction for its potential to account for differences in
integration. At the micro level, manifestations of interaction are reflected by a concept of
(interethnic) contacts', exchanges between individuals (with divergent geo-political regions of
origin).
The concept of interaction occupies a key location in the literature on ethnic relations. At least
since the early decades of the 20th century, with the research of Robert Park and his colleagues
in the Chicago School, the alleviation of ethnic and racial prejudice has been considered not only
the cause but also the consequence of more spatial proximity and interaction between racial and
ethnic categories (Park & Burgess, 1925). This so-called contact thesis has served to legitimate
government policies in various countries and domains. School desegregation and busing programs,
affirmative and positive action on the labor market, and housing allocation programs are all based
upon the presumption that social inequalities and intolerance will be mitigated through the
regulation of interethnic contacts. The direction of this causal relation illustrates the dynamics of
integration theory and practice; much of the social sciences is concerned with the clarification of
behavior through the interplay of structural and cultural factors; in the contact thesis behavior is
construed as a catalyst for structural and cultural change.
The contact thesis is but one theoretical perspective that focuses upon the parameter ofinteraction
by immigrant integration. It underwrites the importance of interethnic exchange whereas
alternative perspectives, which I order under the conceptual banner of ethnic seclusion, focus
more upon the development of ethnic networks as a necessary if not permanent phase of
immigrant integration. In §2.6 this distinction between interethnic (or inclusive) and seclusive (or
exclusive) interactions was used to delineate community visions. The distinction for instance
between tolerant and pillarized visions of integrated communities is rooted in the interactive
dimension. While the tolerant vision focuses upon, and appreciates, the interactions across ethnic
boundaries, the pillarized vision focuses upon the interactions within ethnic boundaries.
In my attempts to conceive and measure immigrants' integration into localities characterized by
cultural diversity, my perceptions are shaped by the tolerant vision. Regarding the Haarlem locality
with this vision in mind, I am lead to articulate two premises, one on the nature, the second
concerning the objectives of local interactions. First, urban environments provide individuals a
variety of opportunities for contacts in which one's geo-political origins are ideally, if not in
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actuality, irrelevant. Secondly, the pursuance of local objectives of cultural and interactive
diversity implies that exchanges are made across a diversity of ethnic boundaries. This second
premise implies for instance that an individual Moroccan's integration is not only reflected by the
contacts with the indigenous Dutch (the focus of an assimilated \\s\on), and by the contacts with
other Moroccans (the focus of a piUarized vision). It is also reflected by the contacts with locals
from other ethnic backgrounds. In §2.4.3 such eclectic contacts were denoted, for lack of an
adequate concept encountered in the literature, with the notion oïdelusion. The notion of eclusive
behavior complements those of seclusive and inclusive in characterizing the types of contacts
individual immigrants initiate to resolve (initial) states of local isolation and estrangement. In table
6.0 the four types are schematically located.

Tabic 6.0: Four types of contactual behavior cliaracteristic of individual immigrants' integration.
Contacts with other immigrants

Contacts with indigenous residents
no

yes

no

isolated

inclusive

yes

seclusive

eclusive

These distinctions in contactual behavior allude to, and correspond to a certain extent with,
prevailing distinctions in ethnic orientation encountered in the (social-psychological) literature (cf
Berry et al., 1986; Phinney, 1990:502; Oudenhoven et al., 1996:469). The «oteec/immigrant
alludes to the notion of the ethnically "marginalized" who lack affinities with either the immigrant
or indigenous group. Seclusion alludes to the "separated" individual oriented primarily to the
group with his or her ethnic origins. Inclusion corresponds with the "assimilated" individual
oriented primarily toward the indigenous group. The notion oieclusion however alludes to the
possibility that individuals have ties with other immigrants besides those with similar ethnic
origins. This notion therefore fails to correspond with notions of "acculturated" or "bicultural,"
which pertain more commonly to individuals oriented toward both their 'own' ethnic origins and
indigenous cultures.
In this chapter the explanatory potential of these four complementary notions is examined. I also
examine their measurability within the six domains of local integration. To this end a selection of
empirical studies is considered that have been conducted in the Netherlands, focusing again upon
the survey conducted in Haariem. Succinctly stated, I seek an answer to the following query:
What significance may be attributed to individuals' (interethnic) contacts as indicators of their
integration within the local (Haarlem) context?
Besides distinctions in the interethnic nature of contacts, in §2.4 various concepts were delineated
that pertain to the quality of these contacts. Contacts can namely be characterized by their
functionality and intimacy, they are experienced by one or both actors along moral parameters
0Ï (in)dignity, and qualified - by actors and less active observers - along a spectrum ranging from
congeniality to hostility. As introduction to this chapter, I divulge that measurement of the latter
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two parameters will receive little attention in the forthcoming pages. Only in the past two decades
has research on ethnic conflict focused upon its manifestations in individual contacts (Stanfield,
1995:370). Dutch researchers (e.g., van Dijk, 1987, 1993; Essed, 1984, 1991) have had a
prominent role in developing this approach, but survey research methods have as yet been
inadequate in measuring concepts of "everyday racism" or ethnic hostility. Such obstacles to the
qualification - and quantification - of interethnic contacts form the second line of inquiry:
What methodological obstacles, pertinent to the operationalization of individuals' (interethnic)
contacts, render the measurement of immigrant integration particularly problematic?
I commence with the private domain, focusing upon the significance of (ethnic) partners for
individuals' local integration. The consideration of contacts in the domain of education and
upbringing (§6.2) will be brief, as no relevant measurements were made in the Haarlem survey.
Nevertheless, some problems bound to the perception of social networks in schools will be
reviewed. The labor market, and more concretely the work floor, as a domain of networks and
cliques will be examined in §6.3. This is followed in §6.4 by analyses of responses elicited from
Haarlemmers concerning their (five) friends: the frequency, and the local and ethnic nature of
these contacts. Turning to the neighborhood environment (§6.5), Haarlem statistics on immigrant
concentration and segregation are focused upon for their potential to illuminate contactual
differences. Finally, in the domain of civic life, individuals' participation in social-cultural activities
and (ethnic) organizations will be examined. Particularly the cultural participation measure, one
criterion that helps comprise the local integration index, will be considered in §6.6. In §6.7 an
answer is formulated to the two queries above.

6.1 Parents and partners: perforating ethnic barriers
Immigration is for most individuals a family affair. For most of the first generation immigrant
Haarlemmers the primary motive for moving to the Netherlands was to form and raise a family,
or to reunite with family members (see table 3.2.2). The importance of family networks - and more
generally processes of chain migration - for the integration of individual immigrants is commonly
presumed and difficult to verify (cf Esveldt et al., 1995; Staring et al., 1998). For instance, in §4.1
I noted that for Turkish Haarlemmers differences in household composition account for nearly
10% of the variance in their integration scores. Particularly those Turks residing in multiple-adult
households score higher on integration criteria oiperceived opportunity, local satisfaction, and
cultural participation, which suggests the possible benefits of immigrant family networks.
However, the data does not allow me to discern which Turks live in fact with extended families
in the household or vicinity, nor are similarly significant relations between household types and
integration scores observed within other immigrant categories. In this section the focus is on
interethnic distinctions within families, as I first consider whether variations in integration scores
are related to the (inter)ethnic nature of partner relationships. Then parental distinctions are
viewed, to examine whether Haarlem respondents of ethnically mixed parentage diverge
significantly in their degree of integration.
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6.1.1 Sleeping with 'others'
Are immigrants with indigenous partners more integrated? Any answer to this question is clearly
conditional upon the social-cultural context in which the partnership is perceived and pursued. Just
before World War II for instance, 'interracial' marriages were still outlawed in 30 of the 48 United
States (Merton, 1976:225). In various Southern states a 'black' man risked lynching (i.e., terminal
estrangement) should he be suspected of sexual relations with a 'white' woman (cf. Hondius,
1999:33fï). As domain ofinteraction between divergent ethnic groups, partnerships are commonly
considered the last and most personal barriers on the integration path (Blumer, 1965; Hagendoorn,
1993). By the endeavor to conceive and observe local integration from a tolerant vision, those
immigrants who have hurdled this barrier provide, in their numbers and their experience, a simple
barometer of local integration objectives (cf Bagley et al., 1997).
Research on interethnic partnerships in the Netherlands is primarily focused upon two general
themes: estimates of their proportional occurrence, and of their acceptance among the general
public. Harmsen (1998) reports that of the approximate 43 5,000 married couples with at least one
partner born elsewhere, roughly 60% concern so-called mixed partners born in two different lands.
This percentage varies widely when calculated according to the land of origin of one partner. For
more than 80% of the married immigrants born in the (former) Dutch East Indies, the Dutch
Antilles or other countries of the European Union, the partner is not born in the same land; most
have partners born in the Netherlands. For immigrants from Suriname the percentage drops to
forty, while only 10% of the married Turkish and Moroccan immigrants have partners born
outside Turkey respectively Morocco.
As ÏOXacceptance, according to the 1988 Eurobarometer 50% ofthe Dutch interviewed expressed
no qualms should their child or sibling marry a Turk, while 65% saw no problem with a
Surinamese in-law (Dekker & van Praag, 1990). These percentages are comparable to those
observed among Turks (54%) and Moroccans (60%) when asked (in 1994) whether they would
accept a Dutch partner for their child (Martens, 1995:100). Hondius, in the one comprehensive
Dutch study on (religiously or ethnically) mixed partnerships, observes a growing acceptance since
the 1960's (1999:179). Through in-depth interviews with 8 8 mixed couples on their relations with
family and friends, she concludes that these ('successful') partnerships are characterized not so
much by an enthusiastic acceptance of cultural difference (cf Walzer, 1993), but more by the
avoidance {ontwijking) of confrontations through the negation of difference (1999:315fï).
In the Haarlem survey, respondents residing with partners were asked to identify their partners'
ethnic background. In two immigrant categories - the Surinamese/Antilleans and the 'Other'
immigrants - several immigrants are encountered with 'Dutch' partners; this contrasts with only
one Moroccan and no Turk (see table 6.1.1). Many respondents in all five ethnic categories
classify their partners neither as Dutch, nor within the same ethnic group as themselves. Most of
these classifications refer presumably to the same geo-political category as the respondent (e.g.,
an Arab-Moroccan with a "Moroccan-Dutch" partner, a Surinamese-Creole-with a "Hindu", a
Hollander with a "Brabander"). These response patterns allude to two general factors by processes
of (ethnic) partner selection: 1) the less the ethnic category is represented in the vicinity, the less
opportunity for seclusive partnerships, and 2) the longer the time span since immigration the less
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inclination toward seclusion (cf. Lieberson & Waters, 1988:204ff).' However, a refusal to answer
the survey query, or the assertion that one's partner 'belongs to no ethnic group', characterize
roughly half the responses given by Surinamese/Antillean and 'Other' respondents with partners.
This item non response may be considered indicative for the avoidance dispositions signaled by
Hondius. It might also denote that the question was found highly personal and inappropriate for
the survey context (cf Meloen & Veenman, 1988: app2/10, app3/17).
Table 6,1.1: Partner's ethnicity according to Haarlem respondents, in % per ethnic category.
Ethnic qualification

Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

N o partner

32%

15%

32%

17%

20%

Same as respondent

32%

76%

14%

27%

72%

Different but not Dutch

16%

5%

9%

5%

1%

11%

10%

Dutch or 'Hollander'
'None' or unknown affiliation
n (100%) =

1%

-

-

20%

3%

35%

41%

8%

92

148

66

78

133

One may note that the categorizations concerning partner's ethnicity neatly correspond with the
conceptual distinction between isolated (i.e., 'no partner'), seclusive ('the same as respondent'),
eclusive ('different but not Dutch') and inclusive ('Dutch or Hollander'). Do these patterns of
interethnic partnership reflect differences in respondents' integration scores? Comparisons within
ethnic categories reveal only among Moroccans a greater degree of integration by the less
seclusive respondents (ti=.37).^ In the other immigrant categories a mean tendency toward higher
index scores is perceived by those with 'other' partners (i.e., eclusive or inclusive ties). This
tendency however is too diffuse, and the number of respondents too small, to withstand tests for
statistical significance. In short, the evidence does not warrant the conclusion that mixed
partnership advances Haarlem immigrants' integration. When considered at the level of local
integration, the observation that these immigrants with 'other' partners are also no more
estranged, is modest testimony to the acceptance of mixed marriages.

' Lieberson and Waters denote these two factors as opportunity and disposition to in-marry. They identify two other
general factors: disposition to out-marry with specific groups, and social-economic
factors, particularly differences
in educational background.
^ Differences in index scores between those respondents residing with partners, and those ('isolated') ones without,
were observed among Moroccans (r|=. 31); the partnerless are generally more integrated. This I surmise is primarily
an 'age' effect, since the partnerless are usually young, and score higher for perceived opportunity and cultural
participation.
Within other ethnic categories these two index criteria are counteracted by a rather modest per
capita income among the young and partnerless. By the analysis results presented in the text the 'no partner'
respondents are excluded, but the analysis includes those whose partner had 'no or unknown affiliation'.
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6.1.2 Being raised hy 'others'
Besides the ethnic orientation of eventual partners, the Haarlem data contains references to the
countries in which respondents' parents were born.^ Similar to the influence ascribed to partner
choice, the premise I consider here is that immigrants, whose parents diverge in their land of
origin, are themselves more positively disposed toward 'others'. This disposition might be
reflected, for instance, by less seclusive friendships and marriages (cf Hechter, 1978; Nauck et
al., 1990; van Heelsum, 1997:143). Only within two ethnic categories could this so-called w/xec/
parentage be observed. Among the Surinamese and Antilleans, 23% has mixed parentage
including 10% with one parent born in the Netherlands. By the 'Other' immigrants 68% has
parents with divergent countries of birth including 52% with one parent born in the Netherlands.
Those with mixed parentage, and particularly with one parent born in the Netherlands, do convey
more eclusive behavior, at least in the proportion of their contacts with friends from 'other'
categories (see §6.4). They also generally score more integrated than immigrants with 'seclusive'
parentage (r|=.29); when the comparison however is limited to individuals within the same ethnic
category no significant differences are discerned.
These observations on the significance of mixed marriages and parentage raise several
methodological issues. Three will be interwoven here: the categorical distinctions made, the
number of observations, and the reliability of response. The analysis results for mixed partnerships
illustrate the risks when generalizing across immigrant categories. Immigrants who see their
partners as ethnically divergent score more integrated (ri=.38). The generalization however
primarily reflects the fact that few mixed partnerships were observed in the more estranged
Moroccan and Turkish categories. I would surmise that the observed statistical relations between
partnership and immigrant's integration are largely spurious. Still, the possibility cannot be
dispelled that Moroccans and Turks are estranged precisely because they are more seclusive in
their partnerships. The focus here (and throughout this study) on statistical relations within
categories serves to elucidate the causal or spurious nature of such relations: only among Haarlem
Moroccans does mixed partnership appear to encourage individuals' integration.
Besides the respondents' own ethnic backgrounds, other categorical distinctions help clarify
whether mixed partnership affects integration. Is the respondent married to a Dutch man or
woman? Has the couple been married more than seven years?'* Such factors could not be
considered within the Haarlem context. The possibilities to cajculate the relation between (mixed)
partnership and immigrant integration are limited when only fifty respondents recognize their
partner as ethnically different. A survey of 600 respondents is then quite inadequate when
considering the interaction of ethnicity and gender factors across time (cf Lieberson & Waters,

' The information was not obtained directly from respondents, but via the Haarlem registry office, and was used
initially to ascertain the ethnic category in which individuals are classified (see §3.2.1). We did not verify the
information with respondents, and for 97 of them (16%) - all first generation immigrants - the land of origin of
at least one parent remained unknown. The percentages in the text refer to the 70 Surinamese/Antilleans and 89
'Other' immigrants whose parents' land of birth were both registered.
'' Aliens who are married to Dutch nationals for three years or longer have residence rights by an eventual divorce.
Particularly among immigrant m e n there is an inordinate statistical chance of divorce between three and ten years
of marriage to a Dutch national (Harmsen, 1998:47).
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1988, who use US census data). Partner and parental relations can be categorized according to
a variety of criteria: e.g., spatial, legal, biological, economic, and emotional. For purposes of
reliability and comparison, researchers and respondents must agree on the specific perspective.
In Haarlem we only asked about "partners" in a spatial sense, as adults with whom respondents
share a household. How much would the response patterns vary had we asked respondents to
identify - and designate the location of - their legal spouse? To examine the effect of mixed
parentage, we should have confronted respondents with our knowledge of their 'oflTicial' ethnic
parentage, and ask them to characterize their parental ties. How many points on an integration
index do immigrants earn who are hesitant to share their private affairs with government
researchers?' Considering these obstacles to brevity, comparability and reliability, I surmise that
the functional and intimate parameters of immigrants' private behavior are not adequately
measured with survey techniques.

6.2 Classmates: (re)counting schoolyard ties
In the latter half of the 1980's, the percentage school children of immigrant origin was not only
on the increase within Dutch cities, the percentage per primary school also began to fluctuate
markedly (Dors et al., 1991). In the four largest cities, the segregation of immigrants across
schools and school districts rose steadily through the early 1990's, while comparable indices for
immigrant populations across residential districts suggested a stabilization or even decline of
segregation processes (Tesser et al., 1995:245). The formation of so-called 'black' schools, with
high concentrations of immigrant children, is commonly attributed to the actions of indigenous
Dutch parents who choose to (re)place their children in schools elsewhere in the city. A
complementary, though much more modest, tendency could be observed within specific immigrant
groups to establish their 'own' (e.g.. Islamic or Hindu) schools.
In this section first Dutch research is briefly reviewed that has considered the relation between the
ethnic composition of classrooms and schools, and individuals' educational achievement. This
leads to a short reflection on the methodological obstacles that inhibit efforts to discern the
relation between such patterns with individuals' integration as adults. Then the research methods
are considered that have been used to measure patterns of interethnic contact within schools. In
closing, the possibilities to survey interethnic contacts in the domain of education and upbringing
are discussed more generally.
6.2.1 Potential contacts and educational achievement
A variety of studies have focused upon interethnic contacts within schools (e.g.. Dors, 1987;
Teunissen, 1988; Verkuyten, 1992; Leeman, 1994) and the possible influence of immigrant
concentrations upon individuals' school achievement (e.g.. Everts et al., 1986; Driessen, 1990;
Tesser et al., 1995). Summarizing as to integration objectives, the studies on contacts depict
schools as an arena of increasing eclusion. Primary and secondary school children are seen to

' Within all immigrant categories except the Surinamese and Antilleans, respondents who refused to qualify their
partner's ethnicity scored on average 0.30 or higher on the (standardized) index scale.
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observe ethnicity as a self-evident, though not entirely salient, aspect of their own - and their
friends' - identity. School segregation is consequently viewed as an undesirable limitation of
children's opportunity to encounter and develop a diversity of orientations. This applies not so
much for so-called 'black' as for 'white' schools and classes; in the latter, the lone immigrant child
undergoes a greater risk of social detachment and exclusion (Teunissen & Matthijssen, 1996:92).
Studies of (primary) school achievement show that immigrant concentrations correlate negatively
with (immigrant and indigenous) children's scores on standardized language and mathematic tests,
even after control for differences due to children's social-economic background (Tesser et al.,
1995:283). The relation however is not an empirical axiom, significant differences are also
observed het\^een schools with comparable immigrant concentrations (Tesser et al., 1995:294).
6.2.2 Childhood seclusion and adult integration
The proportion of immigrant children within classes and schools is a Dutch local issue, but what
is the consequence for children's future degree of integration as adults? The methodological
obstacles that prohibit a lucid answer to this query are virtually insurmountable. One would have
to account for instance for: differences in group, class and school contexts; variations in immigrant
concentrations from primary school through to the end of pupils' school careers; distinctions in
the quality and the quantity of interethnic contacts; and above all the isolation of, and control for,
other factors. In acknowledging the enormity of these obstacles, there remain at least three
reasons to focus upon processes of interethnic exclusion or inclusion in the domain of education
and upbringing:
• Most individuals' educational careers continue into adulthood (Martens, 1995:50).
• The methods used for the study of educational contacts may be of use in other social domains.
• These processes are presumably affected if not directed by adults - parents and teachers - with
their variant interethnic behavior.
These three themes are touched upon sequentially in the next three sub-sections.
6.2.3 Students' integration in Haarlem
Twelve percent of the Haarlem immigrants (aged 18 and older) are currently enrolled in school,
as opposed to an approximate 5% of the indigenous Dutch. This percentile difference is clarified
by the relative youth of immigrants (see table 3.2.2), and by their divergent positions on the labor
market.' Being enrolled in school corresponds significantly with a greater degree of integration
(only) among Moroccans and Turks (r|=.44 resp. .20). Not surprisingly, students in these two
categories score comparatively high along components of perceived opportunity and cultural
participation. Beyond general inquiries as to the (curricular) types of schooling in which they
participate, respondents were not asked to quantify or qualify the (interethnic) characteristics of
their educational activities (see appendix IV.C.3). Turkish students are seen to have more eclusive
ties within their circle of friends than other Turks (see §6.4, r|=.30), but this relation between the

" Within the ethnic categories, students represent 20% to 25% of the 'part-time workers', the 'jobless seeking
work', and the 'inactive with job potential' (see table 4.3 .1). Immigrants are over-represented in these labor
positions, while it remains a theoretical issue whether they attend school because they are job-less or are job-less
because they attend school. The percentage students among the 'full-time workers' and 'retired/disabled' is
consistently under the 10%.
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student status and more eclusive ties is not observed within other ethnic categories.
6.2.4 Observing classroom friendships and hostilities
The findings presented in §6.2.1 reflect more upon educational positions than upon educational
contacts. I am unaware of recent Dutch research in which the interethnic nature of educational
contacts is analyzed among adults (cf van der Zee, 1989; Saharso, 1992a:368). The two most
comprehensive Dutch studies on interethnic contacts in education focus upon relations in primary
schools (see Dors, 1987; Teunissen, 1988).' Both adapted sociometric techniques to monitor
contactual differences. Such techniques are comparable to social distance measures (see §5.1.2)
in that they are also used to monitor individuals' imagery of 'others' in a variety of contexts.
Sociometric procedures however are more general where they measure not only respondents'
intentions but also their expressed behavior; they are more concrete in that they elicit information
on respondents' behavior toward real individuals instead of a hypothetical - and stereotypical 'other' (cf Kidder & Judd, 1986:240ff). With the data produced, individuals' relative location
within a social network can be specified: i.e., the differential patterns of inclusion and exclusion
according to individual and circumstantial characteristics. The technique applied by Dors and
Teunissen relies upon the assumption that respondents - and researchers - are acquainted with and
have access to all network participants. For random samples of urban populations the presumption
is untenable.
6.2.5 Survey measurement of educational contacts
A more applicable technique by the measurement of contacts in random survey samples is the socalled "egocentric" form of network analysis (Knoke & Kuklinski, 1982). Egocentric techniques
characteristically focus upon individuals as centers of their own social network. In interview
protocols the network is generally surveyed by having respondents first generate a list of persons
with whom they have or had contact. Subsequently respondents are asked to characterize each
person and qualify their relation according to pertinent research parameters: e.g., ethnicity,
locality, domains of exchange, functionality and intimacy. With the technique a wealth of contactual data can be gathered within a brief interval. It has however various limitations, e.g.:
• The number of persons named by respondents affects the brevity of the interview and the
validity of the data.
• Individuals' are generally unable to name indirect or hostile contacts.
• The subjective nature of respondents' views of personal and contactual qualities present various
rehability problems (Marsden, 1990).
In the forthcoming sections several studies will be cited in which network analysis techniques were
used, particularly in §6.4 where Haarlemmers' networks of friends are viewed. Specific to issues
of (family) upbringing, a survey conducted among Turkish immigrants in Germany (Nauck et al.,
1997) merits reference here. With use of egocentric techniques, the social networks were
compared of parent-children dyads. The ethnic composition of these networks was seen to

' 'Comprehensive' in the sense that large samples were 'surveyed': 68 classrooms with a total of 1549 pupils in the
Dors study; 36 classrooms and 689 pupils in Teunissen's study. Characteristic for the data gathered is pupils' rating
of classroom 'friends' as well as 'foes' (adapted from Bartel, et al., 1973 resp. Newcomb & Bukowski, 1983).
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correlate significantly between generations; they were also seen (within a nine factor causal model)
to mediate the influence of parents' education and ethnic orientation upon that of their children.'
The study illustrates the possibility to derive comparable measures of exclusion and inclusion
within the private and educational domains. It also exemplifies the complexities and ambiguities
when interpreting the (indirect or intermediate) importance of interethnic contacts for individuals'
integration.

6.3 Colleagues and clients: working on networks
This section addresses the issue how immigrants' activities on the labor market can be conceived
as isolation or sociability, and whether such distinctions provide adequate indicators of immigrant
integration. Three topics will serve as particular focus of attention:
• the actions taken by immigrants to find work,
• the work floor as an arena of (interethnic) contacts, and
• the possible consequences of having paid work for immigrants' contacts in other domains.
The link between these three topics is provided by the notion of social capital. It refers to
individuals' potential to know and impress the right people. Social capital is often called upon in
theoretical perspectives as clarification for labor market mobility (cf Coleman, 1988; Bourdieu,
1992; Roelandt, 1994:I40fr; Veenman & Martens, 1995:43), and to elucidate the relevance of
labor market contacts for individuals' activities upon other markets. These topics obviously will
not be considered in-depth; my purpose is again to review several conceptual and measurement
problems when examining the relevance of labor market contacts for individuals' integration.
6.3.1 Connecting supply with demand
The first topic - the actions taken by individuals to find work - does not refer to their educational
background, which within the conceptual framework is denoted by one's positional and orientational qualifications. It refers more specifically to the social channels used by individuals to
convey their labor needs and qualifications upon the market. Moroccans and Turks in search of
paid work have been seen to rely greatly upon 'informal channels' accessible for a limited group,
for instance job openings advertised through word-of-mouth. Indigenous Dutch, and to a lesser
extent Surinamese and Antilleans, use more the formal channels accessible for all, for instance
government labor exchanges (WRR, 1989:115;Hooghiemstraetal., 1990:52ff). Informal channels
may provide access to enclaves of seclusive labor opportunity (cf Portes & Manning, 1986;
Kloosterman et al., 1997) where formal networks are restricted by the exclusionary proclivities
of indigenous employers (van Beek, 1993). For an impression of how Haarlemmers with paid
work succeeded in finding their jobs, respondents were asked to identify their primary
intermediary. The answers are summarized in table 6.3.1.
The table displays only modest differences between the ethnic categories. Perhaps the most
prominent distinction isnhat nearly half the working Turks (47%) use 'informal channels' -

' Other factors measured in the model were childrens' 'hnguistic skills', and the awareness of discrimination
perceived within the two generations.
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contacts were made via family or friends - as opposed to less than 20% in other immigrant
categories. By the greater majority of these Turks (84%) the intermediary are 'immigrant' family
or friends,' a result comparable with percentages found in other Dutch studies (Martens, 1995:68,
Veraart, 1996:61, Martens, 1999:54). Surinamese and Antilleans (45%), and to a lesser extent
indigenous Dutch, refer more often to one of three general categories of 'self initiative':
individuals either found work by temporary employment bureaus, by uninvited applications to
employers, or (primarily among indigenous Dutch) by establishing their own business. The
Moroccans and 'Other' immigrants with paid jobs refer more often to 'formal' labor channels: the
regional labor exchange or newspaper advertisements.
Table 6.3.1: Channels used by Haarlem respondents to acquire (current) job, in % per ethnic category.
Channel

Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

self initiative

35%

21%

45%

27%

39%

informal channel

18%

47%

10%

18%

28%

formal channel

38%

31%

38%

45%

22%

other channels

9%

1%

8%

10%

11%

n(100%) =

34

78

40

60

116

Where one might expect those who use 'formal channels' to acquire their jobs to be more
estranged, a significant relation between the channel used and integration scores is not observed
within any ethnic category. Such findings are not necessarily surprising. Much depends on the
local context in which the various market channels exist. For instance, a town with several major
employers who hire primarily through formal channels differs from one with many small
entrepreneurs who seek employees within their personal network. Ultimately the distinctions may
say more about individuals' engagement within their ethnic category, for instance status differences
within the Turkish 'enclave'. They also reflect the group's marginalization within the locality; as
the Moroccans' greater reliance upon state-controlled networks might exemplify. Before drawing
such conclusions, more research would be necessary concerning the structure of local networks.
Are there various employers or intermediaries with a prominent comer of the labor market? Which
jobs are offered via specific channels? Do these correspond with the channels used by various
immigrants? How many jobs offered 'formally' are already 'informally' reserved for individuals with
particular origins? To answer these questions, other methods besides a survey of randomly
selected residents must be applied (cf Hooghiemstra et al., 1990).
6.3.2 A working (floor) mix
When I consider the historical background of much European immigration, rooted in the demand

' The percentage of these respondents whose 'informal channel' referred to 'indigenous Dutch friends or
acquaintances' is (reading from left to right in table 6.3.1): 33%, 16%, 50%, 40% resp. 44%. A m o n g the
indigenous Dutch 'netwerkers' the remaining (56%) group acquired their current jobs via 'family'.
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for unskilled laborers to do menial work that indigenous Europeans, were unwilling to do (Castles
& Kosack, 1973), an image arises of oppressed immigrants populating factory production lines
occasionally interspersed with an indigenous overseer. This notion of secluded\mm\^T2ivA laborers
can be contrasted with less pejorative images of ethnic enterprises or entire market segments
where convergences of immigrants capitalize upon their specific qualifications (Jiobu, 1988:220ff;
Waldinger, 1995). Inclusive or eclusive notions however correspond more closely with prevailing
Dutch integration objectives: the equal representation of immigrants within all sectors and levels
of government and big business (WRR, 1989;32fi).
Without reference to such images, we asked those respondents with paid work whether they
usually collaborate with indigenous Dutch, immigrants from their land of origin, or an ethnic mix
of primarily 'others' ("va/ja//t'.v"). Their responses, summarized in table 6.3.2, show that excepting
Moroccans and Turks, a large majority of Haarlemmers work mainly with indigenous Dutch
colleagues.'"
Table 6.3.2: Ethnic composition of Haarlem respondents' most immediate colleagues, in % per ethnic category'
Colleagues' ethnicity

Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

works alone (isolated)

3%

1%

3%

3%

8%

mainly immigrants (seclusive)

9%

33%

3%

5%

1%

ethnic m i x (eclusive)

32%

20%

18%

20%

13%

mainly indigenous Dutch

56%

45%

78%

72%

79%

34

75

40

61

117

n (100%) =

Upon comparing the percentile distributions in table 6.3.2 across ethnic categories, one could
conclude that Haarlem immigrants are gradually occupying labor positions that bring them in more
frequent contact with indigenous Dutch." This premise however cannot be verified. No local
statistics are available from the 'guest-worker era' of the 1960s and 1970s that would corroborate
the image of more secluded laborers in the past (cf Shadid, 1979:177). Consequently we have no
simple way to discern whether seclusive work floors are being transformed into more inclusive
ones, or alternatively that seclusive enterprises have generally ^disappeared while their workers
have joined the labor reserve (cf Veenman & Martens, 1996:40). Furthermore, we did not
measure whether those immigrants who work primarily with indigenous Dutch have more contact
with their Dutch colleagues than those who work more seclusively.
This last observation refers to more general measurement problems concerned with the
functionality and intimacy of labor contacts. Variations in job contexts are virtually infinite. The

Besides the response category for 'no colleagues', six categories were available including two referring to 'other
immigrants' and two for '(mainly) land of origin'. Fourteen Turks and one Moroccan labor primarily with
colleagues of similar origin. In table 6.3.2 they are included in the category 'mainly immigrants'.
" The one prominent exception, the (33% minority) group of secluded Turks, is composed largely of those laborers
who found their jobs via informal networks of family or friends.
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relevance of situations in which laborers interact with each other - with supervisors, employers,
clients and the general public, to exchange various goods, within formal and informal hierarchical
structures - cannot be adequately captured with standardized questions soliciting for instance the
ethnicity of colleagues with whom respondents (do not) prefer to work. A more extensive array
of survey questions could however provide more insight as to laborers' opportunities to
communicate informally with each other, and whether labor activities are experienced as
exclusionary processes (cf Boxman, 1992; de Vries, 1992; Veraart, 1996). The distinction in four
categories of labor contacts presented in table 6.3.2 - operationalizations of isolated, seclusive,
eclusive and inclusive laborers - does not in any event reflect differences in respondents'
integration scores.
6.3.3 Work as impetus for social contacts
Those Haarlem immigrants who collaborate more with indigenous Dutch are not found to score
more integrated. The fact however that a person is (inter)active upon the labor market may affect
his or her (interethnic) activities in other domains. This premise, that paid work draws immigrants
out of their isolation (cf WRR, 1989:16), serves as a cornerstone upon which immigrant
integration policy has developed. The premise has been questioned in theory (Lutz, 1992). Among
indigenous Dutch the relation between labor market position and, for instance, cultural
participation has been found quite weak (van Beek & Knuist, 1991:48). Yet little is known about
the relation among immigrants (Campbell et al., 1994:app5),
To examine the relation, a distinction was made between Haarlem respondents in three labor
market positions: those with paid work, those in search of paid work, and those inactive upon the
market. These three groups were compared, per ethnic category, for differences in their social
contacts. The five indicators used to represent social contacts, and the extent in which their
variations might be clarified by Haarlemmers' variant labor market positions, are as follows:
• The mean frequency of contacts with close friends (see §6.4) varies significantly only among
Turks. Turkish workers generally see their closest friends less often than the Turks with other
labor market positions.
• The proportion of these contacts that are eclitsive, i.e., concerning close friends with another
ethnic origin (see §6.4), is not clarified by differences in labor market position within any of the
five ethnic categories.
• The number of civic organizations in which respondents are active members (see §4.6) does
not correspond with differences in labor market position for any of the five categories,
• The ethnic composition of these organizations, ranging from exclusively immigrant to
exclusively Dutch (see §6.6), varies only among the indigenous Dutch. Those Dutch active on
the labor market participate more often in less exclusively Dutch organizations (ri=.23).
• The cultural participation criterion of the local index, i.e., the frequency in which socialcultural activities are undertaken (see §6.6), corresponds with differences in labor market
activity for all ethnic categories except the Haarlem Turks. Those inactive upon the market are
generally less active culturally; those actively seeking work are less easily characterized.'^

Namely, among Moroccans and Turks, job seekers are generally just as culturally active as paid workers, among
Surinamese/Antilleans and 'Other' immigrants they appear more active, and among the indigenous Dutch they are
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For those with paid jobs, the relation between these five contactual indicators and the ethnic
composition of respondents' work environment was examined, to discern whether those in more
inclusive or eclusive work environments are more publicly active. Only the first indicator
reviewed, the mean frequency of contacts with close friends, varies significantly and only among
Turks and 'Other' immigrants. These two categories diverge however as to the nature of this
relation. Turks in inclusive work environments generally see their close friends more often, while
by the 'Other' immigrants those in seclusive environments have more frequent contacts.
These findings are neither clear nor consistent. They suggest that a (weak) relation between labor
market activity and immigrants' contacts in other domains does exist, and that for Haarlem Turks
this relation varies essentially from that of other categories. The indicators themselves however
remain questionable in their adequacy. To draw less ambiguous conclusions, more extensive
measures of immigrants' positions and contacts upon the labor market are necessary.
This brings me to more general observations on contacts within the domain of work and material
security. The measurements made in the Haarlem survey provide little evidence that adequate
indicators for interethnic interactions are at hand. This need not be construed as a particular
shortcoming of the Haarlem data; in the country's most comprehensive and representative survey
on immigrants' work situation, only one item pertains to respondents' (ordinal estimate of) labor
contacts (Martens, 1995:125). Considering the diversity of work environments, this minimal
measurement is not surprising. The notion of the isolated worker for instance, with a paucity of
contacts, is a virtual anomaly in urban settings. A lone clerk in a store may have no colleagues,
but a continuous flow of customers (or creditors). A lone craftsperson in a shop may have few
customers, but a continuous flow of radio waves. The notion could be reserved for those inactive
upon the labor market. Then conceptual tensions must be resolved concerning distinctions
between paid and unpaid labor, and between formal and informal work.
The issues multiply when distinctions between seclusive, inclusive and eclusive workers are
considered. Desk bureaucrats and cleaning personnel may work in the same eclusive office. How
often do such contacts evolve into ties? Can they be equated with the ties realized between
homemakers or construction workers as to their significance for other domains? To develop more
valid distinctions, network analysis techniques could be used to explore the significance of
contacts in the work environment for immigrants' integration (cf Wellman & Berkowitz, 1988).
Such measurements however cannot be lucidly interpreted without being complemented by other
(non survey) observations that clarify when and why specific work environments are
characteristically inclusive or exclusive (cf Waldinger, 1995; Staring et al., 1998). With network
analysis one could verify for instance that Turks more than other immigrant Haarlemmers work
in seclusive environments. Only with a combination of participant observation, in-depth interviews
and (macro) market analysis could the rise and demise of such 'enclaves' be understood for their
integrative significance (cf Burgers & Engbersen, 1999).

even less culturally active than the respondents inactive upon the labor market. Considering the small number of
job-seekers in the survey (n=60, see §4.3.1), such generalizations must be viewed with caution.
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6.4 Friends: locals and 'others'
Interactions in the domain of health and welfare could be conceived as individuals' various
encounters with medical professionals and welfare workers. Again a broader conception of this
domain is used, one in which personal well-being is presumably dependent upon individuals'
potential to call upon friends and family when in need of attention, advice, care or cash.
Immigrants may not only possess limited means to attain schooling and work. When they lack an
adequate social network to whom they can turn, their dependence upon social services becomes
manifest. The immigrant may be viewed in this sense as symbolic for all the detached and
disoriented individuals residing in urban environments (cf Hall, 1991). A contrasting image
focuses upon the (presumed) solidarity within immigrant communities, which offers an alternative
for the expense and bureaucracy of the disintegrating welfare state (cf Zijderveld, 1993).
A wealth of Dutch research exists on social networks and their importance for individuals' wellbeing (cf Jansen & van den Wittenboer, 1992). Few studies focus upon such networks among
immigrants (cf Uniken Venema & van Wersch, 1992) and those that do rely heavily upon
methods ofparticipant observation (e.g., Sansone, 1992; Undo, 1996). The survey items used to
monitor immigrants' social network are usually brief and trite. Respondents are asked either to
quantify their contacts with fellow immigrants and indigenous Dutch via ordinal adjectives
(Martens, 1995:125; Intomart, 1995:23), or they are asked to estimate the frequency of particular
contacts in a given period (CBS, 1985 & 1986). Such data provide at best a rough indication of
the density and ethnic composition of immigrants' social networks.
The data in the Haarlem survey is hardly more refined. Respondents were asked to think of five
friends or family members with whom they have frequent contact but who do not reside in the
respondent's household. They were subsequently asked to convey for each the land of origin,
whether the person resides or had resided in Haarlem, and the frequency of their contact. A
contact was described as a visit, telephone call, exchange of letters, or similar act of
communication (see appendix IV.E. I). The Haarlem survey context inhibited us from confronting
respondents with more personal questions concerning the functionality and intimacy of these
contacts. Nevertheless, the fifteen bits of information do provide elementary indicators of the four
types of interethnic contacts considered in this chapter. These will be presented in sequence, after
which the possibilities to collect more adequate survey data will be discussed.
6.4.1 A paucity of local ties
That specific respondents are isolated as to their social contacts could be observed in three ways:
a person has few ties; a person has few ties in the vicinity; or a person has infrequent contacts with
ties. Concerning the first measure, nearly all the Haarlem respondents were willing and able to
convey information on at least one friend, while approximately 10% within most ethnic categories
failed to describe the requested five. As a group the Moroccans form the exception here, in that
only 55% described all five. Focusing on the second measure, when current Haarlem residents are
perceived as ties 'in the vicinity', then within all five ethnic categories variations in isolation are
evenly distributed along the six points from 'zero' to 'all five' ties in the vicinity. For instance, the
percentage with no local ties hovers around 15%, ranging from 9% of the indigenous Dutch to
22°/o of the Surinamese and Antilleans. Regarding the third, a measure for contact frequency was
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derived by averaging respondents' estimations for all (five) ties. Tiiese means are aggregated, per
ethnic category as to contacts per year, just below the dashed line in table 6.4.1. One sees that the
mean for four of the five categories is around 100 times a year, i.e., about twice a week.
Moroccans as a category are again the exception with a mean of 76 times a year, while the
standard deviation around the mean is greatest among Turks.
Table 6.4.1: Characteristics of Haarlemmers' contacts with five close friends, in % or mean per ethnic category.
Contactual characteristic

Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese

'Otlier'

Indigenous

Antillcans

immigrants

Dutch

isolated (no locals or total ties < 4)

41%

16%

27%

19%

12%

seclusive (all 'own' category)

61%

53%

18%

7%

78%

3%

3%

18%

46%

-

23%

16%

34%

37%

22%

76 (58)

104 (89)

98(61)

102 (79)

94 (73)

25%

21%

59%

89%

7%

91

158

74

97
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inclusive (all indigenous Dutch)
eclusive (not only 'own' & Dutch)
mean contacts per year (s.d.)
percentage contacts with 'others'

To designate the isolated respondent a variety of criteria can be derived from these measures. The
first row in table 6.4.1 summarizes a combination of two criteria: the lack of local ties (i.e., no
Haarlemmers named among five friends), or the inability (or unwillingness) to name more than
three friends. The percentage of respondents that meet either of these two criteria is seen to range
from 12% of the indigenous Dutch to 41 % of the Moroccans. In none of the five ethnic categories
does this nominal distinction correspond significantly with respondents' degree of local
integration." Two more continuous criteria were also devised. The mean frequency of contact,
summarized in table 6.4.1, corresponds with differences in integration scores among the 'Other'
immigrants and the indigenous Dutch (R=.21 resp.-. 18). A second indicator allowed for variations
in vicinity and frequency." According to this criterion, the more isolated Turks and 'Other'

" In order to calculate these means, the coded estimates of contact freqiienc)' were transformed from ordinal to
interval level. The following transformations were implemented: 'less than once per year' = 1, 'once or twice per
year' = 2, '3 to 11 times per year' = 6, 'once per month' = 12, '2 to 3 times per month' = 30, 'once per week or more'
= 100, 'daily' = 350.
" The column percentages do not sum to 100% as the separate row categories are neither mutually exclusive (the
isolated category does not rule out the remaining three) nor comprehensive (the last three categories exclude those
who name a combination of ties only from their 'own' and the indigenous Dutch category).'
" Nor do the separate criteria provide significant indicators. Differences in proportion of local friends fails to
discriminate for any of the five categories. Differences in absolute number of friends named is only significant
among the indigenous Dutch: those who named less than five ties are generally less integrated (ti=.24).
" The indicator was constructed via a non-linear canonical correlation analysis ("overals"). In this technique
variables in the analysis are treated as sets, i.e. each 'friend' is characterized by the set of contact frequency and
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immigrants are likely to be more estranged (R=-. 16 resp. -.38).
These findings do not provide clear testimony that local and fi-equent social ties are conducive for
individuals' integration. That various indicators identify Moroccans as isolated testifies to the
indicators' mutual consistency. Still, as predictors of integration scores they fail to provide
congruous results. This can be attributed in part to the primitive distinctions in network size and
vicinity. A respondent for instance who has weekly contact with three households in neighboring
towns, and conveys information only about these households' heads, will appear acutely isolated
according to all criteria presented. The spatial distinction between local and non locals requires
more refinement, a conclusion that could also be drawn for the (lack of) distinctions in contact
medium. On a more theoretical level, the ambiguous results are also due to the divergent endgoals that combine to form individuals' integration score. Greater isolation generally correlates
with less perceived opportunity, local satisfaction and cultural participation. However, particularly
within the more estranged ethnic categories, it also correlates with more per capita income and
welfare independence. These latter two findings lead again to ambiguous interpretations. With
more (work and) wealth immigrants are less dependent upon a local social network for contact
and support. One could also conclude that the absence of a local network, combined with limited
access to social services, forces immigrants to find more lucrative (and perhaps less legal) work.
With more refined theories and instruments, such ambiguities are transformed into nuances.
6.4.2 A profusion of seclusive ties
Two measures for seclusion were derived from the items that concern the lands of origin
respondents associate with their friends. These items are characterized by considerable non
response, signifying respondents' ambivalence - or obliviousness - regarding such qualifications
(see §5.1.2 and §6.1). Nevertheless, in three of the five ethnic categories most of the respondents
referred only to ties within their 'own' ethnic category (see second row of table 6.4.1), namely the
Moroccans (61%), the Turks (53%) and the indigenous Dutch (78%). Within the category of
'Other' immigrants, an opposing pattern is observed, in that a large majority of the respondents
(72%) identified none of their ties as sharing their land of origin. Among the Surinamese and
Antilleans the group of seclusive respondents is comparable in size to the (eclusive) group who
says none of their ties has Surinamese respectively Antillean origins (namely 18% resp. 26%).
One must take into account when interpreting these percentages that the statistical probability of
an arbitrary immigrant encountering a Haarlemmer from their land of origin is much less than the
chance that two indigenous Dutch Haarlemmers make 'contact'. This concerns demographic
variations: 82% of the adult population is indigenous Dutch, while the largest immigrant group
(the Dutch Indonesians) comprises less than 4% of the Haarlem population (see §3.2.1). If
respondents' could only have ties with other Haarlemmers, the statistical probability (i.e.,
independent of all social-historical bases) that all five ties are indigenous Dutch is approximately
38% (that is .825'). The probability that all five contacts originate from another geo-political
region is, for most regions, less than one in ten billion (.01').

vicinity data. The rank order (object) scores, when reweighed and standardized for the entire Haarlem population,
suggest that Moroccans and Turks display the greatest isolation', e.g. the scores for 54% of the Turks and 47% of
the Moroccans are in the 'most isolated' local quartile.
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In §6.5 the variation in these probabilities per local district will be considered. The question here
is whether these differences correspond with respondents' degree of integration. This depends of
course upon the specific criterion for seclusion. A nominal distinction, between those respondents
who only name friends from the same region of origin and those who name 'other' friends, displays
significant differences within all four immigrant categories: the secluded are generally more
estranged." This measure can be transformed into a more continuous criterion in various ways.
One is summarized in the bottom row of table 6.4.1. This statistic represents respondents'
estimated number of (annual) contacts with 'other' friends as a percentage of their sum-total
amount of contacts.'" The statistic is the binomial inverse of respondents' proportional contacts
with friends having the same origin, e.g., where Moroccan Haarlemmers' contact with 'others'
averages to 25%, this implies that their proportional contact with Moroccans averages to (100% 25% =) 75%. The variations in these percentages correlate significantly with differences in
integration scores within all four immigrant categories (see appendix I).
These findings underwrite the relevance of the seclusion notion. Immigrants who maintain
contacts primarily with friends from their land of origin are generally more estranged than
immigrants with a greater ethnic diversity of friends. Nevertheless, the findings must be treated
with caution. For one, the variant statistical probabilities that a given immigrant contacts an 'other'
renders comparisons across ethnic categories rather senseless. The Moroccan and Turkish samples
display degrees of seclusion similar to the indigenous Dutch, but the statistic for the latter group
can hardly be regarded as indicative of similarly seclusive networks. Discretion is therefore
necessary when interpreting correlations with integration criteria where various immigrant groups
are combined, as with Surinamese and Antilleans, with the category 'Other' immigrants, and with
the weighted correlations for all Haariem immigrants.
Other reasons for caution are more theoretical in nature. The relations observed with immigrants'
integration scores may be considered entirely spurious. For instance, with a simple control for
individual differences in educational level, the correlations diminish markedly in the Surinamese
and Antillean category (from .50 to .27). They are no longer significant in either the Turkish or
'Other' immigrant categories (see further §6.7). Seclusion is, in other words, not necessarily an
obstacle to immigrants' integration; it is itself a consequence of more fundamental obstacles.
Reasoning from a pillarized vision, I could surmise that the Haariem findings do not invalidate
notions of ethnic incorporation (Fortes & Manning, 1986) as an alternative integration path. The
finding that the weakest correlations between seclusive ties and integration scores are observed
among Haariem Turks, the ethnic category that in various domains displays cohesive attributes,
attests to the necessity to interpret results within spatial and temporal contexts.

" Those respondents who made no mention of indigenous Dutch (for Dutch respondents: 'immigrants') in their
hst of five, were subsequently asked whether they had any at all in their circle of friends. The ordinal variations,
ranging from 'no, certainly not' (a majority in all five ethnic categories) to 'yes certainly', did not correspond
significantly with integration scores. These results attest to the adequacy of noting only five friends.
Per respondent, the statistic is: ((number of friends from 'other' regions) x (mean contact frequency with friends
from other regions)) ((mean contact frequency with all friends named) x (number of friends named)).
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6.4.3 A prevalence of Dutch ties
Moving on to the notion of inclusive ties, it refers here to the number (and the role) ofindigenous
Dutch in immigrants' social networks. In the Haarlem survey, this notion pertains particularly to
those immigrants whose list of friends contains only indigenous Dutch. The percentage of these
respondents per ethnic category ranges from 3% among Moroccans and Turks, through 18%
among Surinamese and Antilleans, to 46% of the 'Other' immigrants. A complementary criterion
for the indigenous Dutch - those who referred only to immigrants as their close friends - is met
by two respondents. The integration scores of those with only inclusive ties do not differ from
those with fewer Dutch ties.
A more continuous indicator derived from the data displays more significant correlations with the
local index. It reflects not so much the number of Dutch friends respondents name, but the mean
frequency of contacts with these friends. Immigrants' contact frequencies with Dutch ties are
(much) lower than with ties from their region of origin." Those who maintain more frequent
contacts have generally higher degrees of integration.
These results must again be viewed with the necessary caution. They do fail to corroborate the
premise that having an abundance ofindigenous ties is indicative for immigrants' integration, more
important is the intimacy with which these ties are maintained (cf Granovetter, 1973).
6.4.4 An ethnic diversity of ties
The notion of eclusive residents, who have an ethnic diversity of ties, was operationalized as those
respondents who include in their list of ties at least one person of foreign descent divergent from
their own. Respondents who meet this criterion are represented in the fourth row of table 6.4.1.
The range across ethnic categories goes from 16% of the Turks to 37% of the 'Other' immigrants.
Among the indigenous Dutch, 22% identified at least one friend of foreign descent.
In contrast to the inclusive, the eclusive in all immigrant categories are consistently more
integrated than those with less diversity in their ties. The difference however is only statistically
significant among Haarlem Moroccans and Turks (ri=.28 resp. .22). The percentage of
respondents' contacts maintained with 'others' is a more continuous criterion that, as already
mentioned above by the sub-section on seclusion, correlates significantly with integration scores
by all four immigrant categories.^"
These results illustrate how survey designs can depart from strict dichotomies between seclusive
and inclusive contacts. Indeed, that the eclusive distinction clarifies differences in integration
(only) among 'minority' categories can be interpreted quite succinctly. Eclusive ties are primarily
observed among young immigrants who have developed such friendships, and other integration
opportunities, in local schools. The numbers are too small to substantiate this interpretation, and
problems of multi-collinearity inhibit more general comparisons with inclusive immigrants.

" For instance, the average number of contacts with Dutch friends is 29 per year among Moroccans and 38 among
Turks, compared to means of 76 per year resp. 104 per year for contacts with all friends combined.
^^ This criterion combines two components: 1) the percentage contacts with indigenous Dutch - actually a criterion
for the inclusive - correlates significantly with the local integration index among Moroccans and
Surinamese/Antilleans; and 2) the proportion of contacts with immigrant ties from regions other than that of the
respondent does not correlate significantly within any ethnic category
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Nevertheless, it would be short-sighted in the face of demographic developments - when viewed
from a tolerant vision - to consider eclusive ties a 'rest' category.
6.4.5 Producing more adequate measures
The excursion along the four contactual types illustrates the variant perceptibility and relevance
of immigrants' social network. The question remains how the contacts could be measured to
provide more adequate insights into the functionality and intimacy of individuals' social networks.
By simply having respondents estimate their contacts with frequent ties, we rely upon several
questionable presumptions, namely that: 1) when asked to consider friends and family frequently
contacted, individuals will identify those intimates essential for their well-being; 2) individuals and
ethnic categories deviate minimally in the number (i.e., five) of family and friends that represents
their core circle ofintimates; and 3) estimates as to the frequency, 'ethnicity' and locality of such
contacts are unaffected by the interview context. Compared with the (interactive) technique used
in the Haarlem survey, two other techniques of egocentric network analysis have more potential
to measure the functionality and intimacy of individuals' networks: the so-called role relation, and
exchange techniques (van Tilburg, 1985; van der Poel, 1993).
With the list of five friends and family that Haarlemmers generated, no information was conveyed
as to the intimacy associated with these ties, nor the position they occupy in respondents' social
network. The role relation method characteristically focuses upon this issue, for instance by
tallying the frequency of contacts respondents maintain with friends in a spectrum of social
domains. Van Heelsum (1997:94fï) used this method where she solicited the number of'significant
others' that Surinamese respondents have within the household, among further family, in school
or work domains, and in the clubs or organizations in which they participate. The method has
three distinct advantages compared with the interactive technique.
• By systematically traversing domains the chance that respondents overlook specific contacts
is diminished.
• The distinction in roles or domains provides more insight into where respondents' networks are
characterized by.isolation or seclusion, e.g., van Heelsum's respondents named on average less
than two significant others associated with school or work.
• The general contours of the network become more visible. Van Heelsum's respondents for
instance identified an average of twelve 'significant others'.
Besides these advantages, the method is distinctly more time-consuming. Moreover, it provides
little insight as to the adequacy of the social network for the respondents' personal well-being.
The exchange technique addresses this last problem, where it tallies the number of names
respondents' convey in response to everyday queries, such as 'who do you turn to when you want
to discuss personal problems' or 'who would you ask if you needed to borrow ƒ500?' With a select
number of queries, that section of social networks can be chartered that fulfill specific personal
needs (cf Kunst et al., 1996:22fr; Adriaanse, et al.; I997:83fï). This technique combines various
qualities of the other techniques. For instance, the affective range of an individual's network can
be reliably drawn (cf Fischer, 1982; van der Poel, 1993). When combined with the namegenerating technique it provides an estimate as to the 'density' of the network, i.e., the extent in
which specific friends are relied upon to fulfill a multiplicity of personal needs. It also reveals the
disadvantages of these techniques: besides being time-consuming, the nature of the questions
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asked and the information requested is quite personal. The survey contexts in which the technique
is applicable are therefore limited.
However, when regarding the paucity of Dutch survey research in which issues of immigrants'
social networks are addressed, and the potential empirical and theoretical relevance encased in
such research, I surmise more survey opportunities could be cultivated.

6.5 Neighbors: residing next to potential ties
Comparable to the issue of'black' and 'white' schools (see §6.2), the concentration of'minority'
immigrants in specific areas of the Netherlands' larger cities has been an ongoing topic of research
and policy debates. That immigrants settle more in some areas than others has been considered
a source of neighborhood tension (Bovenkerk et al., 1985), ethnic tolerance and communal action
(de Jong, 1987), cultural deprivation (van Amersfoort, 1987) and cultural capital (Teule & van
Kempen, 1991), social isolation (Entzinger, 1991), criminality (Bovenkerk, 1994) and educational
deprivation (Tesser et al., 1996). Research and policy debates diverge where they focus upon
immigrant concentration or segregation as issues. Literally speaking, a focus on concentration
problematizes immigrants as producers of a 'ghetto' culture whereas a focus on segregation
perceives immigrants more as victims of marginalization and exclusion (cf Mullard et al.,
1990:62ff). These divergent views are not necessarily antithetic. Here however they are associated
with divergent community visions of assimilation respectively tolerance.
My purpose in this section has a more limited scope. Having access to population data on the
ethnic distribution of Haarlem adults across twelve city districts, the utility of measures for
concentration and segregation are considered as indicators of the four types of (interethnic)
contact. Because the district in which Haarlem respondents reside reveals much about their
integration scores (see §3 .4.3), the question arises how these districts vary in their potential for
respondents of divergent ethnic origin to meet each other.
This sub-section will be brief and technical, instead of presenting more in-depth the survey
possibilities to monitor ethnic interactions in neighborhoods. The choice is mainly motivated by
a lack of exemplary Haarlem empirical data. It is based moreover on the belief that such
interactions in Haarlem are quite benign. One of the first Dutch studies on interethnic contacts in
'concentrated' neighborhoods was conducted in a Haarlem flat complex (van Niekerk et al., 1989).
The researchers held a series of in-depth interviews with residents of divergent ethnic origin,
guided by notions rooted in the ecological perspective of the contact thesis, and were prepared
to monitor signs of interethnic hostility and intolerance. The study produced a wealth of citations
and observations on Haarlems' high-rise low-rent flat life. Overall, residents were seen to keep to
themselves while interethnic contacts are sparse and unspectacular. Our 1994 survey, even where
we focused upon the more 'concentrated' neighborhood clusters, led to similar conclusions
(Reinsch et al., 1995:106ff).
6.5.1 Social and spatial isolation
Where the previous sections have focused upon domains bounded primarily by social institutions the family, school, work and friendships - the neighborhood environment is more clearly a spatial
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context. This offers distinct measurement possibilities but it also increases the conceptual
confusion. Take for instance the notion of the isolated immigrant. Is a person isolated when
contacts within the neighborhood are limited, or when contacts are limited to the neighborhood
instead of the greater city? The focus is here upon individuals' potential contacts within the
neighborhood context. Within this context, individuals are perceived as socially isolated v^h^n
they have no ties within the neighborhood, and spatially isolated when they reside in (secluded)
homes or in sparsely populated neighborhoods where prospects for neighborly contact are few.
This conception of spatial isolation, one may note, emanates a normative ambiguity. In urban
environments, secluded homes and neighborhoods are commonly associated with commodities
of privacy and wealth. Haarlem has for instance several sparsely populated neighborhoods whose
homes are in high demand. Haarlem also has sparsely populated industrial areas where, according
to our informants, newcomers and particularly immigrants are met with hostility by the indigenous
residents. Whereas in other domains the notion of (social) isolation denotes - and problematizes immigrants' lack of contacts, here the interpretation of spatial isolation is more problematic.
For Haarlem a measure of spatial isolation is based upon variant district population densities.
These range from 24 to 102 residents per hectare, with a mean of 47 (Gemeente Haarlem,
1995:W4). A measure of social isolation could be derived from a query as to the number of
friends respondents have in the neighborhood, those without friends being considered socially
isolated. Neither measure corresponds significantly with individuals' degree of integration. The
premise was also considered that the type of home in which individuals reside also affects their
isolation within the neighborhood. For instance, residents in flats with portal entries may differ in
their integration from those residing in gallery flats, on the one hand, and single family homes, on
the other. Any significant statistical relations observed within ethnic categories - they were lacking
entirely for Moroccans and Turks - disappear under control for the district in which one resides.
6.5.2 Concentration and secbisive contacts
How could distinctions between social and spatial seclusion be perceived and measured in the
neighborhood domain? For the social facet one could consider the functionality and intimacy of
contacts that individuals' maintain with neighbors from their region of origin. The spatial facet is
construed as the demographic chance of meeting such neighbors, independent of social-historical
circumstance. This probability is clearly tied to the notion of concentration: the more an ethnic
category is concentrated in particular areas of the city, the greater the statistical chance that its
members encounter each other. In the previous section I observed for instance that with
proportional representations of 1%, the chance of a seclusive contact is one in a hundred. The
proportion of Haarlem's adult population represented by the five ethnic categories is presented
in the first row of table 6.5.1. One may note that the three minority categories together account
for only 5.2% of adult Haarlemmers; at district level this percentage ranges from 0.8% (in
Duinwijk) to 14.0% (in Boerhaavewijk)^^ When compared to mean percentages of 31 in
Amsterdam and 29 in Rotterdam for 'minorities' (Tesser et al., 1995:56), such concentrations

For the separate ethnic categories, district variations in concentration range as follows: Moroccans - 0.3 to 5.1%,
Turks - 0.0 to 6.1%, Surinamese/Antilleans - 0.6 to 3.3%, 'Other'immigrants - 9.7 to 16,4%, and indigenous
Dutch - 72.9% to 87.6%.
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seem quite diluted.
If Haarlem minorities were equally distributed over all local districts, then the chance of meeting
a Haarlemmer from a minority category would be in all districts 5.2%. How much greater are the
chances due to minority concentrations in specific districts? A statistic that embodies such
proportional differences is the so-called isolation index P*.^^ This index also considers variations
in district populations to yield a summary statistic for meeting probabilities. Various index scores
for probabilities within and across Haarlem ethnic categories are displayed in table 6.5.1. In row
two the scores are displayed (or spatial seclusion-. Haarlemmers' mean chance of meeting district
residents from the same ethnic category. A comparison of these percentages suggests that
individuals within 'minority' categories have little chance of meeting each other, but the chances
are greater than suggested by their proportional share in the Haarlem population.
Table 6.5.1: Isolation and segregation indices at Haarlem district levels, adults (18+) as of 15 March 1994.
Moroccans

Index

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

Indigenous

(1,605)

(3,061)

(1,727)

(15,329)

(101,066)

% of Haarlem adult population

1.3%

2.5%

1.4%

12.5%

82.3%

chance to meet own category

2.2%

3.5%

1.9%

13.1%

82.5%

chance to meet (other) immigrants

18.1%

15.8%

17.8%

5.3%

17.4%

chance to meet indigenous Dutch

79.6%

80.8%

80.2%

81.7%

82.5%

30,2

27.1

24.4

10.6

12.4

(category's population =)

segregation index

6.5.3 Segregation and inclusive contacts
The isolation index P* is a summary measure (i.e., at local level across districts) that denotes the
meeting chances between any two population categories. This provides the possibility to compare
a given immigrant's chance of meeting individuals from other immigrant categories with his or her
chance of meeting indigenous Dutch. The former helps comprise a measure of spatial eclusion
while the latter represents spatial inclusion. The indices for these probabilities are also displayed
in table 6.5.1. Except the particular category of indigenous Dutch, the three chance percentages
have an asymmetrical relation; the greater the one the smaller the others while together they add
to 100% (disregarding roundoff differences). Comparing the immigrant categories, the Moroccans
are seen to have more chance of meeting other immigrants (18.1%) while 'Other' immigrants have
more chance of meeting indigenous Dutch (81.7%)."

" The formula for the isolation index is
= £ i (Xi + X ) x (yj + TJ x 100 where X is the total population of a
category residing in a given area, x, is the number of category members residing in sub-area i, T, is the total
population of sub-area i, and yi represents the population of the reference category residing in i (Lieberson,
1982:67; Tesser et al.; 1996:82). When calculating the meeting chance within a category x = y.
" For clarity's sake: the indices for '(other) immigrants' presented in row three is based on a P* combining the
other three immigrant categories as the reference category y (except for the P* for indigenous Dutch). The
heterogeneous group of 'Other' immigrants is treated in short as a single category because the available population
data did not enable the differentiation of these Haarlemmers into their various geo-political regions of origin.
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These indices provide local insight about how meeting chances vary the more immigrants are
separated from each other and from indigenous Dutch. A comparison between Haarlem and other
localities is however cumbersome, since the P* scores are sensitive to local variations in
proportional representation.' Other' immigrants' chance for (eclusive) contacts with Haarlemmers'
from minority categories is for instance 5.3%. This percentage compares favorably with the 5.2%
were Haarlem immigrants proportionately distributed over all districts. Still, a comparison with
the chance to meet 'minorities' in The Hague (13.1%) or Rotterdam (23.2%) says initially little
about minority segregation in the three cities (cf Tesser et al., 1996:81ff).
A widely used measure for spatial segregation, the dissimilarity index, considers variations in
proportional representation to deliver a summary statistic representing the spatial distance between
two categories.^" When one category's representation is compared with the rest of the area's
population, the index is known as the segregation index. An example of this index is displayed in
the bottom row of table 6.5.1, where for each of the five ethnic categories a segregation statistic
is presented. The indices represent the percentage of the category that would need to move across
district boundaries to realize proportional representation (i.e., zero segregation); it ranges from
10.6 among 'Other' immigrants to 30.2 for Moroccans. An index for the three 'minority' categories
combined amounts to 24.3. This compares with minority segregation in the city of Utrecht (24.2),
is half that of Rotterdam (46.1) and The Hague (51.0) and one third ofthe indices reflecting AfroAmericans' segregation in various U.S. cities (Tesser et al., 1995:64).^^
6.5.4 Immigrant concentrations and individual integration
The fact that more immigrants reside in some local areas than in others is, as pointed out in
opening this section, the focus of continuous research and debate. Indeed, the origins of the
contact thesis in the studies of the Chicago school concern spatial processes of integration. Few
observations can be made here that allude to this tradition. Empirically the Haarlem survey data
offer little insight into immigrants' actual neighborhood contacts, while the proportional
distribution of immigrants over Haarlem districts is not characterized by exceptional variations.
With only survey data to rely upon, the risks of drawing conclusions based on spurious relations
are manifest. With these limitations in mind, the relation has been examined between respondents'
meeting chances at district level - to make seclusive, inclusive and eclusive contacts - and their
integration scores.
Within the Moroccan and Turkish categories none of these measures for potential contact are seen
to correlate significantly with respondents' degree of integration. Such results are in themselves
no longer surprising, as the integration scores among these immigrants were already seen to vary

" The formula for the index is D = '/j
abs [((x, x 100) - X ) - ((y^ x 100) ^ Y)] where X is_the area population
of the focus category and x, its population in sub-area i, while Y respectively y; are that óf a reference group
(Lieberson, 1982:62; Tesser et al.; 1996:63). The index ranges from 0 (two groups display proportionally
equivalent distributions in all areas) to 100 (two groups are entirely segregated from one another, i.e. in no area
do individuals from both groups reside).
See Stearns and Logan (1986) for a more detailed comparison of the P*, the dissimilarity index, and a third
index - the correlation ration or eta^ - and their (combined) potential to represent concentration and segregation
processes.
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insignificantly across local districts. Still, this renders the findings first presented in §3.4.3 even
more noteworthy. Despite their widely variant prospects to meet Haarlemmers with 'other' geopolitical origins, Turks and Moroccans do not differ in their integration from one Haarlem district
to the next. For the other three ethnic categories, district variations in potential contacts do display
significant correlations with individuals' integration scores. Particularly the greater chance to meet
'minorities' in a district correlates negatively with integration, and particularly among the
Surinamese and Antilleans (R=-.40, see appendix I). These findings conform to those observed
in the four larger Dutch cities: district minority concentrations account minimally for specific
integration differences among Turks and Moroccan, and significantly among Surinamese and
indigenous Dutch (Tesser et al., 1995:218ff) For none of the ethnic categories do the variant
prospects to meet 'other' Haarlemmers fijlly account for the variance observed across districts in
integration scores. These findings provide modest support for the premise that immigrants'
residence in more segregated Haarlem districts is indicative of their estrangement. They serve
more to overturn the premise that Haarlemmers are estranged because they reside in districts
characterized by immigrant concentrations.
In this section the means to conceive and measure spatial notions of isolation, seclusion, inclusion
and eclusion have been examined. During this excursion several obstacles have been encountered.
The notion of spatial isolation is found ambiguous where it refers to end-goals of privacy and
home ownership, and to a paucity of potential contacts. The distinction between the other three
notions is little more than categorical. Their (asymmetrical) correlation to each other implies that
measures of spatial seclusion are largely superfluous; they clarify in Haarlem little more nor less
than measures for spatial inclusion. More in general, these indices for potential contacts, when
calculated at district level, are presumably too coarse to characterize the interethnic relations
within neighborhoods (cf Tesser et al., 1996:69).

6.6 Public people: meeting total strangers
Many interactive themes remain that can be reckoned to the domain of civic life. These are
classified within the three general facets distinguished in §2.5.1. First the Haariem measure for
participation in social-cultural activities is presented, a component of the local index. Then the
freedom of movement and public communication facets are briefly considered.
6.6.1 Seeking cultural (inter)action
A primary facet of civic life concerns social-cultural participation. What a person does - outside
eventual educational, upbringing and labor activities - has in this study helped to differentiate
between the integrated and the estranged. That participation is considered crucial for individuals'
relation to their surrounding environment is based on an intrinsically sociological presumption.
When individuals are detached as to their material security and self-reliance, and disenchanted as
to their perceived opportunity and the appreciation of their urban surroundings, then their absolute
estrangement is signified by a withdrawal from public life. Here I presume that the individual who
frequents public areas to seek contact with fellow residents displays at least a remnant of
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sociahility, and embodies the promise of renewed opportunity and engagement. Moreover, the
presumption pertains not only to the (nearly) estranged: the more individuals combine cultural
activities with their local positions and orientations, the more they form an integral part of the
local community (cf Bourdieu, 1992).
Tabic 6.6.1: Respondents' estimates of their participation in various local cultural activities the previous year,
in incan (and median) frequencies per cthnic category the previous year."
locality or activity

weekly market

Moroccans

62(100)

Turks

54 (30)

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antillcans

immigrants

Dutch

48 (30)

30(12)

28(12)

sports match

11

(0)

7

8

(0)

8

(0)

party outside hoine

6

(2)

14

(6)

11

(6)

9

(6)

8

(6)

cafe

13

(0)

29

(1)

17

(0)

25

(6)

18

(0)

dancing/disco

4

(0)

6

(0)

10

(0)

1

(0)

2

(0)

music^allet/drama

1

(0)

1

(0)

6

(0)

6

(2)

6

(2)

museum/exhibition

1

(0)

1

(0)

2

(0)

3

(2)

4

(2)

(0)

I

(0)

2

(1)

2

(1)

2

(2)

event/fair/festival
n =

1

89-92

(0)

9

(0)

156-157

74-76

97-99

169-170

As a complement to two positional criteria and two orientational criteria, only this one
behavioral criterion helps form the integration index.^' This criterion is itself an (unrotated)
principal component factor reduced from eight survey response items. Each item registers the
estimated frequency that respondents visit Haarlem localities (such as cafés or museums) or events
(such as markets or festivals, see table 6.6.1). The component can be interpreted to represent in one normally distributed factor revolving around the 'average' adult Haarlemmer - the relative
frequency that respondents traverse public areas and are liable to meet total strangers.
The eight response-items contained within the cultural participation component differ in various
ways: some represent receptive and others active cultural manifestations (e.g., museums/exhibitions resp. dancing/discos); some are freely accessible,for all and others may be seclusive

" For this overview, and for the component extraction, the coded estimates of participation frequency were
transformed from ordinal to interval level. The following transformations were implemented: 'less than once per
year' = 1, 'once or twice per year' = 2, '3 to 11 times per year' = 6, 'once per month' = 12, '2 to 3 times per month'
= 30, 'once per week or more' = 100, 'daily' = 350. This coding scheme helps clarify how e.g.^within the Moroccan
and Turkish categories the 'weekly market' is visited on average more than 52 times the previous year.
" Most of the behavioral measures considered in this chapter are either inapplicable for many respondents (e.g.
contacts with colleagues) or are normatively biased towards either seclusive or inclusive ties. Two measures are
applicable for all respondents and (in my view) normatively congruent with a tolerant vision, namely the
proportion of eclusive ties and the proportion of ties with local residents (see §6.4). However because these criteria
correlate minimally with thefive criteria that comprise the index - particularly among the indigenous Dutch - their
inclusion would reduce the reliability and heuristic value of the resulting index.
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(e.g., weekly markets resp. parties); some are frequented daily and others are annual events (e.g.,
cafés resp. fairs/festivals); and some may be considered outings of'popular' as opposed to 'high'
culture (e.g., sports matches resp. music/ballet/drama performances). The items were selected for
their comparability with other Dutch surveys on cultural participation (e.g.. Knuist, 1989;
Intomart, 1989; Campbell et al., 1994; Huls, 1997) and present only a rough indication of the
proportion of individuals' leisure time in which strangers might be met.
For each of the eight response-items, mean (and median) frequency of participation per ethnic
category are displayed in table 6.6.1. One can infer that on average Haarlemmers undertake only
two of the eight activities more than once a month, namely visits to markets and cafés. The median
frequencies reveal that, with few exceptions, most Haarlemmers in minority categories never
attend any of these local activities besides weekly markets and parties. This has distinct
consequences for their participation scores. The principal component was reduced from the
response patterns after correcting for sample stratification, which yielded a participation spectrum
with the 'average' Haarlemmer in the middle. As the two majority categories therefore set the
component norm, those respondents have high scores who frequently attend a variety of activities.
The participation in three activities has little effect upon respondents' scores (i.e., their 'loadings'
on the component are less than .50, see appendix II), namely visits to sports matches, markets,
and dancings or discotheques. This operational bias implies that Haarlem immigrants have to do
more than sport, shop and dance to be counted an active local participant. In table 6.6.2, which
displays the quartile distributions along the participation spectrum, one can observe that most of
the Moroccans and Turks have scores in the lowest local quartile. An inordinate proportion of the
Surinamese and Antilleans (35%) also have lowest quartile scores, but the average category score
diverges minimally from the local mean.

Table 6.6.2: Quartile distribution of Haarlemmers upon cultural participation
Quartile

Moroccans

Turks

spectrum, per ethnic category.

Surinamese

'Other'

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

Dutch

non-participant (lowest 25%)

61%

52%

35%

25%

24%

relatively i n a n i v e

17%

27%

25%

23%

26%

relatively active

11%

13%

18%

26%

25%

active participant (highest 25%)

11%

9%

22%

26%

25%

-.62 (0.87)

-.54 (0.85)

-.07(1.19)

0.02(1.01)

0.02 (1.00)

93

159

77

100

169

standardized mean (st.dev.)
n(=100%)

The cultural participation criterion serves within this study as an estimate of Haarlemmers'
potential to meet other locals in their leisure time. Obviously more adequate instruments could
be applied. For instance more reliable means have been developed that monitor the proportion of
time individuals spend outside the confines ofneighborhoods, jobs and schools traversing the city's
streets (see, e.g., Ujimoto, 1982; Intomart Qualitatief 1989), although they are short on brevity.
Combined with network analysis techniques, such instruments could help to focus upon actual
instead of potential contacts. However, with reference to the premise that motivates the
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measurement of cultural participation as integration end-goal, the issue remains civic and (inter)
ethnic isolation. Who rarely leaves the household? What keeps them off the streets? Do they have
ties in the civic domain? Where do they dare to go? Viewed from a tolerant vision, the ultimate
concern is not so much in which cultural activities individuals participate, but that they are willing
and able to participate at all.
Assuming that the notion of isolation is embodied in the cultural nonparticipant, let me briefly
consider more sociable types of (inter)cultural behavior. In the Haarlem survey we asked those
respondents who are active members of a local club or civic organization to qualify its ethnic
composition (see also §4.6 and appendix I V.E.2). The answers were noted upon a five-point scale
ranging from 'exclusively Dutch' (^autochtoon') to 'exclusively immigrant (^allochtoon'). The
response patterns, when reduced to a princal factor, could be interpreted to reflect the seclusive,
inclusive or eclusive nature of the organizations in which active respondents' participate. Only
among Moroccan Haarlemmers does the factor significantly correlate with respondents' index
score (R=.42). It mainly distinguishes between (18) Moroccans who participate in mosque
activities, and (17) more integrated Moroccans active in less seclusive organizations. Such
measurements of interethnic cultural participation remain rare in Dutch survey research (cf
Campbell et al., 1994; Rath & Kloosterman, 1996).
6.6.2 No-go areas and in-crowds
The second civic facet - the freedom of movement throughout the city - encompasses themes of
crime, public safety and discrimination. These are construed as factors that limit individuals' spatial
access, leading to social and spatial isolation. Examples abound: civil agencies or commercial
enterprises where immigrants are greeted with hostility, particular areas where street gangs
intimidate, or simply inordinate police surveillance. Conceivably notions of seclusion, inclusion
and eclusion encompass individuals' strategies for dealing with these barriers: seeking 'safety in
numbers', do they move with their 'own' crowd, an indigenous Dutch one, or as eclectics in an
ethnic mix (e.g., the Dutch youth who identify themselves as gabbers)! These notions may be
pertinent for interax;tions within particular localities or social circles. Their measurement entails
two basic shortcomings, one methodological the other theoretical. Methodologically, individuals'
orientations (i.e., views and convictions) on crime and public safety are regularly surveyed (CBS,
1993; Tesser et al., 1995:326flO. However no brief, simple and reliable survey protocols are
available to measure individuals' experiences with interethnic crime and discrimination (cf Bouw
&Nelissen, 1988;Bol& Wiersma, 1997; Rodrigues, 1997). Theoretically, it is questionable which
insights such notions and their measurements can provide about immigrants' integration. A notion
of isolation may help identify those individuals confined to their secluded neighborhoods (cf
Entzinger, 1991). However, when a person's access to public areas is affected by (interethnic)
hostility this reflects less directly upon his or her individual integration; it signifies more the
absence of local integration.
6.6.3 Local media
'
The third and final facet - processes ofpublic communication and debate - is differentiated into
three realms of activity: electoral activity, involvement in political organizations and civic debates,
and participation in protests against prevailing political practices (cf Gilsing, 1991). The realm
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of electoral activity was already discussed in §5.6, where Haarlemmers' political party preferences
were found to have little correspondence with their degrees of integration. In that section the
second realm was also briefly considered, namely respondents' views on ethnic political
organizations. Activities in the first and third realms are surveyed readily around elections (e.g.,
CBS, 1994). Here local media is briefly viewed as a channel of civic involvement.
Communications research in the USA has shown the consumption of local media to correspond
with specific phases in individuals' integration process (McLeod et al., 1996; Stamm et al., 1997).
In the Netherlands, the desirability and availability of local media programs and periodicals
particularly directed toward immigrants have been ongoing political issues (Schakenbos &
Marsman, 1988; Brants et al., 1998). This implies that immigrants'po/ewto/ access to information
on civic affairs varies from one locality to the next. More specifically it varies in the extent that
seclusive (i.e., programs and periodicals in immigrants' original languages) and inclusive media
channels are available at the local level. Methodological issues here concern the distinction
between isolated and more sociable local media consumers. Are the isolated those bereft; of access
to local media, or those bereft of all media? Should a distinction be made between individuals'
access to information on local political issues and, for instance, their access to the local cultural
agenda? Among those with access to local media, the distinction between seclusive, inclusive and
eclusive consumption leads to more measurement problems. In Haarlem for instance, with a daily
newspaper and regional radio stations, we only asked respondents how often they listened to the
(weekly) radio programs with information for various 'minorities'. Without more comprehensive
measurements of respondents' media consumption - including an analysis of the content of such
'seclusive' broadcasts - there is limited means to discern the functionality of local media for
respondents' political involvement. In any event, only among Moroccans are listening habits
indicative of respondents' integration (r|=.33). The results are moreover ambiguous: those
Moroccans who 'never' or 'always' listen are generally less estranged than the occasional
listeners.

6.7 Penultimate assessment: isolating contactual processes
The observations in this chapter have been interwoven through three themes. Noting the paucity
of Dutch survey research on immigrants' social contacts, I have assessed methodological obstacles
that serve to sustain this state of affairs. Upon a more conceptual level, the adequacy of a notion
of isolation, and alternative notions of (interethnic) sociability, has been considered in various
domains. Finally the Haarlem survey data has been examined to discern the possible relations
between individuals' contacts and their degree of integration. These three lines of inquiry will be
reviewed in the paragraphs below.
6.7.1 The meaning of contacts
When considering the measurement and interpretation of exchanges between individuals, various
obstacles have been encountered in this chapter. With reference to the 'contact thesis', such
exchanges are not simply presumed to vary with the separate individuals' positions and
orientations. In their dynamic they potentially alter these positions and orientations. To monitor
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this process, the use of survey techniques is a crucial means to elicit information from individuals
concerning their (interethnic) contacts. Particularly so-called egocentric techniques of network
analysis offer a veritable means to survey the range, flinctionality and intimacy of individuals'
social contacts. I surmise that a more extensive use of network analysis techniques in Dutch
research is needed to comprehend the dynamics of interethnic relations better. However, many
methodological obstacles remain when examining the tensions between processes of inclusion and
exclusion on the one hand, and the avoidance of interethnic hostilities on the other. These
obstacles will be reviewed while referring to the five criteria used in this study to delineate
adequate measurements.
A reliance upon survey techniques raises first issues of reliability. Most of the behavioral data in
the Haarlem survey concerned respondents' estimates of the frequency in which people are
encountered or locations used. The accuracy of such estimates is clearly less than attainable for
instance from self-report diary techniques. More fundamental are the inaccuracies that arise from
individuals' propensity to provide socially acceptable answers. This severely limits the possibility
to analyze, e.g., exclusionary behavior - the avoidance of contact - motivated by racial imagery.
In the Netherlands ('real-life') experimental techniques have displayed more potential to unveil
exclusionary behavior (Bovenkerk, 1978; van Beek, 1993; Gras et al., 1996).
These limitations concern the personal nature of the interviewer-respondent relation. For the
measurement of behavioral intimacies, the survey context is moreover insufficiently personal.
Dutch researchers have used minimally-structured, in-depth interview techniques to monitor
immigrants' experiences with, e.g., ethnically mixed partnership (Hondius, 1999), racial
discrimination (Essed, 1991) and work floor relations (Lutz, 1991). To confront survey
respondents with prestructured queries concerning such themes breaches standards of interview
simplicity. A personable survey ambience can be created in which respondents are willing to relate
intimate feelings of loneliness and isolation (Tilburg, 1985; Knipscheer ea., 1995; Adriaanse et al.,
1997). They place however distinct demands upon the respondent, the interviewer and the
survey's eventual purpose. The purpose of the Haarlem survey for instance, to register individuals'
views and experiences concerning local policy issues, could not be easily rhymed with personal
and intimate inquiries.
Simplicity alludes to the affective limits of survey intrusions upon personal privacy. The brevity
criterion alludes to temporal limits. To survey individuals' contactual experience in domains
central to immigrant integration policy - namely education, work and social-cultural activities lengthy and complex questionnaire protocols are needed to capture the variety of possible
experience in these domains.
This variety of contacts that individuals experience in public domains raises methodological issues
of comparability. How can measurements be realized that enable comparisons between ethnic
categories, domains and localities? In the previous two chapters this criterion has been referred
to regularly when considering measurement categories or intervals perceived in integration
indicators. The focus in §6.5 upon potential contacts in Haarlem districts pertains explicitly to
problems of comparability. Before one concludes for instance that Haariem minorities are less
segregated than those residing in larger Dutch cities, presumptions have to be made concerning
the comparability of 'minority' and 'local district' categorizations. Moreover, the conclusion
reveals little about Haarlem minorities potential contacts with 'other' residents, when compared
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for instance to the potential contacts of minority residents in Rotterdam. With individuals'
(incomparable) difference in opportunity to meet 'others' in essentially all public domains, their
actual contacts with others are even more difficult to compare.
Finally, two methodological obstacles have been encountered that in their centrality concern issues
of measurement validity. Concerning notions of functionality, intimacy and hostility, the first
obstacle is the reliance upon individuals' subjective perspective. When measurements of these
notions are limited to survey response, for instance via network analysis techniques, literally half
the contactual process remains unobserved. The tension, which evolves when the functionality and
intimacy of ties are not mutually appreciated, is not perceived. Nor are the hostilities perceived
that are perpetrated through contacts only indirectly or unconsciously associated with the social
network. This obstacle clearly calls for the complementary use of other measurement techniques.
The second obstacle pertains to conceptual distinctions between positional, orientational and
behavioral dimensions of integration. The distinction is based upon the premise that social contacts
are observable and measurable entities, that affect and are affected by the positions and
orientations of actors involved in the contact. However, these entities remain infused with
positional and orientational qualities. Measurements of potential contact refer to positional
attributes of opportunity; measurements of actual contacts are, without reference to orientational
attributes of affection, socially meaningless. This conceptual web leads to the conclusion that the
adequate measurement of contactual processes requires a clear distinction between the perspective
and experience of actors involved in the contact, and the structural and cultural contexts in which
the contact occurs. Moreover, an adequate measurement of contactual processes cannot be
realized without taking into account the significance attributed the processes by the various actors
involved.
6.7.2 Denoting the isolated immigrant
The second line of analysis followed in this chapter revolves around the notion of contact,
specifically the premise that individuals can be distinguished according to the (interethnic) nature
of their contacts. A distinction in four types of behavior has been examined for its potential to
characterize respondents in each of the six local domains.
The notion of the isolated individual - diametrically opposed to the other three behavioral types denotes a person with a relative paucity of contacts. Three dimensions or spectra have been
identified upon which the paucity or profusion of contacts are counted. The spatial dimension
refers to the location of contacts, e.g., those who only maintain written or electronic instead of
physical ties are isolated in a spatial sense. The temporal dimension refers to the length of
contacts, e.g., those who see ties briefly or infrequently are isolated in a temporal sense. The
social dimension refers to a variety of attributes that infuse a contact with meaning, e.g., those
whose contacts lack the functionality and intimacy of ties can be considered socially isolated.
Within each of these dimensions the notion ofpotentiality refers to the possible or probable limits
to actual contact. These clearly vary per dimension and domain, and are sensitive to measurement
conventions. In a spatial sense potential educational contacts vary from zero (for students in a
correspondence school) to the number of fellow students, e.g., in the classroom, the schoolyard
or the school career. In a temporal sense, potential contacts with colleagues at work could be
limited for instance by the time spent at work, in the presence of colleagues, or during coffee
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breaks and other informal moments. In a social sense potentiality refers to the chance to realize
a particular tie, e.g., the chance to marry a Moroccan is limited by the number of accessible,
unmarried Moroccans that meet gender preferences.
These distinctions help to perceive and measure contacts as entities, but what do they signify? Or
more concretely, what is problematic about a paucity of contacts? This is obviously a matter of
perspective. Policy makers at a local level have their reasons to encourage the detached and
disoriented immigrant to seek contacts via social-cultural activities. Such perspectives are
manifested here when culturalparticipalion is used as criterion to help comprise the integration
index. This perspective is conceptually distinct from the subjective perspective of (isolated)
individuals: the person may or may not perceive the paucity of contacts as a problem (cf
Adriaanse et al., 1997:98ff). That the problematic character of social isolation is dependent upon
perspective and context has been noted in several sections. The partnerless Haarlemmer is no
more estranged within any of the ethnic categories; among Moroccans they are even less
estranged. Only among "Other" immigrants are those who seldom see their friends more
estranged; among indigenous Dutch these 'temporally' isolated are generally more integrated. One
could even expect that those residents of urban districts characterized by spatial isolation (i.e.,
more square meters per resident) are wealthier in a material sense, although in Haarlem they are
not necessarily more integrated.
Three (interethnic) behavioral alternatives to isolation have been distinguished and discerned in
various domains. Two of these, secbtsive and inclusive types, pertain to contacts or ties with the
immigrants' 'own' respectively with the indigenous group. The third, for which I initiate the
notion of eclusion, refers specifically to contacts with other immigrant groups. Perceived from a
tolerant community vision, the eclusive contact is presumably as meaningflil as the inclusive one.
With the Haarlem data, possibilities and problems by the perception and operationalization of
these distinctions has been surveyed in all six domains. Two problems have been noted that
undermine the adequacy of the distinction. First, where research subjects are relied upon to qualify
their own behavior in (inter)ethnic terms, problems of reliability, comparability and simplicity
(reflected by inordinate non response) prevail. Secondly, seclusive, inclusive and eclusive contacts
are intrinsically related, in that they combine to form the whole of an individual's contacts.
However, the (statistical) potential to realize these variant contacts varies per domain and per
ethnic category. This raises technical problems (e.g., of comparability and collinearity) when
clarifying the significance that positional and orientational factors have upon individuals' interethnic behavior.
6.7.3 Interethnic contacts and individual integration
The various items contained in the Haariem survey that pertain to residents' (interethnic) contacts
have served to illustrate conceptual and measurement issues in this chapter. The items are far from
comprehensive; in the domain of education and upbringing, and in housing and neighborhood
environment, no items explicitly concerned the interethnic nature of respondents' contacts. In the
domain of work and material security, our inquiries as to the channels used to obtain work, and
concerning the contacts with colleagues, revealed that Moroccans and particularly Turks in
Haarlem labor more seclusively. Those who do are not more estranged. In the private domain the
potential effect of interethnic parentage and partnerships, which are common among Surinamese
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and Antilleans and among "Other" immigrants, upon individuals' integration was examined. A
significant relation however was only observed among Moroccans: those who convey that their
partner has the 'same' ethnicity are more estranged than those with eclusive partnerships. The
most extensive measurements were reported in §6.4 {health and welfare), concerning the
frequency, proximity and interethnic nature of the friendships Haarlemmers maintain outside the
household. Many indicators could be generated, of which many correspond significantly with
respondents' integration score (see appendix I). The indicators that account for the most index
variances are:
• a measure that reflects the frequency and proximity of contacts with ties (specifically among
Turks and "Other" immigrants),
• a nominal distinction in respondents with only seclusive ties (particularly among Moroccans and
"Other" immigrants), and
• a measure asymmetric to seclusion representing the proportion of respondents' contacts with
'other' ethnic categories (particularly significant among Surinamese and Antilleans).
Only one other behavioral item corresponds with immigrants' integration and then only among
Moroccans, namely that those active in seclusive organizations are more estranged than
Moroccans active in less seclusive organizations.
Table 6.7.1: Percent of variances in local index accounted for by (6) behavioral components, controlling for
(5) other components (* = probability F < .05, n.s.= not independently significant).
Behavioral

Moroccans

Turks

component

Surinamese

'Other'

All

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

immigrants

Dutch

(91)

(158)

(74)

(97)

(427)

(161)

partner's ethnicity

n.s

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

3%*

n.s.

frequency/proximity

as.

4%

n.s.

9%*

9%*

n.s.

6%*

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

-

n.s.

n.s.

8%*

n.s.

-

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

8%*

5%*

6%*

7%+

4%*

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

3%*

n.s.

n (listwise deletion)

of contacts with ties
secluded (all friends

n.s.

in ethnic category)
proportion contacts
w/ other categories
% minorities in local
district
ethnic m i x of active
organizations
combined (adj.) R^

16%

6%

31%

28%

29%

7%

* indicators (adj.) R^

16%

3%

33%

20%

29%

7%

Comparable to presentations in the previous three chapters, the results of multiple regression
analyses are summarized in table 6.7.1. Six behavioral indicators have been selected that
correspond significantly with Haarlem respondents' degree of integration within at least one
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immigrant category.^* Five of these are described in the paragraph directly above. A sixth indicator
- the percentage adult minority residents in respondents* local district - is not derived from the
survey sample but from population data. This and other spatial indicators concerning respondents'
potential interethnic contacts with district residents are presented in §6.5. Among these spatial
indicators, the 'minority-concentration' indicator accounts for the greatest index variance.
Moroccans and Turks are here the exception, since degree of integration shows no (statistical)
relation to the districts in which they reside. For the other three ethnic categories, the variances
in index scores observed between residents of different districts (see figure 4 in §3.4.3 or appendix
I) cannot be simply attributed to the variant 'minority-concentrations' within these local districts.
One may note (in the next-to-last row of table 6.7.1) that the variance in index scores clarified by
the six indicators combined ranges from a modest 6% among the Turks to 31% among
Surinamese and Antilleans. Per ethnic category, only one or two indicators (denoted by an
asterisk) account for index variance independent from the other five indicators. However,
comparable to the findings in previous chapters, the ethnic categories differ as to the specific
indicators that account for integration differences. The analyses showed the following:
• no behavioral indicator independently clarifies variances in integration scores within all four
immigrant categories;
• characteristic ofthe more integrated Turks and particularly "Other" immigrants is the frequency
of their contacts with friends, and the relative proximity of these friends; and
• characteristic of the more estranged Moroccans and particularly Surinamese and Antilleans is
the absence of friends from other ethnic categories.
These results suggest that those Haarlem immigrants who reside in less segregated districts, and
have realized non seclusive friendships, are generally more integrated. However, considering the
variant parameters of interethnic behavior, these measurements provide at best a cursory glimpse
of the contacts respondents maintain in their eveiyday lives. Before the Haarlem context could
serve to substantiate the 'contact thesis', more comprehensive research techniques should be
applied, and more comprehensive measurements must be made.

Due to the incomparability between categories of individuals' ties with 'other' locals (e.g., the potential to
maintain seclusivie ties is much less among Surinamese and Antilleans and "Other" immigrants), the analyses for
"All immigrants" were conducted without the two indicators that refer to these interethnic local ties.
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Chapter 7

Interpreting Haarlemmers' Integration

What has structured interviews among a sample of600 immigrant and indigenous Haarlem residents
revealed about their degree of integration? In the previous four chapters a detailed answer has been
presented to this question. After so much nuance, a more succinct overview is provided in the
sections below. My efforts to order and evaluate the Haarlem survey data began by sketching a
formal model of immigrant integration. First the various parameters of this model are reviewed
in §7.1, to perceive better what the survey could (not) reveal. Then various normative, theoretical
and methodological issues, encountered during the previous chapters, are summarized (in §7.2
through §7.4). Given these variant contexts and considerations, summary findings ofthe secondary
analysis are presented in §7.5. Specifically, those measures will be evaluated that consistently serve
to clarify differences in residents' integration. Moreover, I will focus upon the many differences
observed between 'minority' groups as to possible integration directions and barriers. A final
assessment of the Haarlem survey - its methodological, theoretical and policy importance - is given
in §7.6.

7.1 Fragments of a conceptual framework
To reorder the survey data, to differentiate the individually integrated Haarlemmers from those
'non-integrated' residents denoted with the general descriptor estranged, first a formal model of
the integration construct was framed. In this section the six central parameters of the construct are
traversed to identify those parameter segments covered in the survey.
As ioT perspective, the interviews convey the sxihjective viewpoints of those (600) residents of the
city of Haarlem whose individual integration is being evaluated. The survey consists of five subsamples, specified according to respondents' (parents') geo-political place ofbirth. Differentiated
by region of origin the survey is therefore representative for five local ethnic categories.
Moroccans, Turks, Surinamese and Antilleans, 'Other' immigrants, and indigenous Dutch. The
perspective is broad in that any (registered) adult resident of the city could have been selected for
an interview. The subjective nature of the perspective refers to the fact that, with few exceptions,
respondents' attributes were not estimated, mediated or verified by household members,
interviewers, or other spokespersons. However, the measurement process reduces the range of
these views: survey requirements of brevity and simplicity limit the issues that respondents are
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asked to consider, while for purposes of comparability the viewpoints are transformed into less
subjective response categories. For instance, the survey context did not lend itself for in-depth
examination of individuals' imagery of and contacts with 'others', be it other ethnic categories,
religious faiths, neighborhood residents, political interest groups or social-economic classes. Little
empirical basis is then available to estimate how much (ethnic) interactions between Haarlemmers
proceed in harmony, nor to conclude that immigrant and indigenous residents (dis)agree upon
integration objectives. This latter limitation implies that respondents' did not explicitly denote their
own degree of integration, a normative and statistical exercise I subsequently conducted, as will
be reviewed in the following section. The data does allow for systematic comparisons within and
across ethnic categories concerning individuals' variant degrees of integration. It has enabled the
identification of an inordinate number of Haarlem immigrants, particularly from Moroccan and
Turkish origin, as estranged. It has also enabled the review of a wide range of personal attributes
that, at least in a statistical sense, are indicative of individuals' degree of integration.
While the original survey concerned Haarlemmers' perspectives on issues of local integration, the
focus here has been upon the measurement of individuals' integration into the local surroundings.
This (re)focus upon the so-called micro-level has served to underline the importance of context
when interpreting individuals' integration progress. Without more macro-level examinations of
market structures, differences in individuals' opportunity cannot be discerned. Without reference
to the cultural cohesions and polarities that characterize a given locality, one has no standard to
qualify individuals' various affinities. Without measurements of potential contacts in spatial,
temporal and social terms, individuals' actual contacts cannot be adequately interpreted. In the
Haarlem project the survey was complemented then by other observation techniques: analysis of
social-economic, demographic and policy reports, interviews with municipal and civic authorities,
and a series of panel discussions (Reinsch et al., 1995). Rather than (re)presenting here a
comprehensive Haarlem case study, in which processes of local, group and individual integration
are examined in their reciprocal dynamics, the focus has been a comparison between individuals
and groups.
Besides the limitations of perspectives and of focus, the data is also confined within a third
integration parameter of time. Historical analyses that help clarify why individuals and groups find
themselves in their current Haarlem circumstance have been collapsed into a selection of survey
items. We know, in general: where and when immigrants were born, when and why they moved
to Haarlem, the amount of formal education they have had, and what local services and socialcultural activities they have frequented the previous year. This temporally random indication
severely limits the possibility to observe integration as a process in which individuals conceivably
progress through various phases. The analysis findings do not suggest however that individual
integration is primarily a matter of time. For instance, few Moroccans and Turks have resided in
Haarlem more than 20 years (+ 20%, see table 3.2.2), but those who have are generally more
estranged than more recent arrivals.
A broad selection offactors has been surveyed within a fourth parameter that distinguishes between
central dimensions of individual integration: positional, orientational and behavioral differences.
The selection is broad not only because measurements were conducted concerning all three
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dimensions, but also per dimension within practically all six social domains - the fifth parameter in which individuals' integration proceeds. The importance of Haarlemmers' labor market position
and particularly educational background is perceived within and across ethnic categories.
Differences in respondents' ethnic, religious and neighborhood orientations are found to distinguish
more between the integrated and the estranged than, for instance, the capacity to speak Dutch or
the aspirations for paid work. These measures of individuals' knowledge, beliefs and affections
are however far from comprehensive. This qualification also applies for measures of Haarlemmers'
social behavior. Within all immigrant categories a correspondence is observed between the
participation in interethnic activities on the one hand, and a greater degree of integration on the
other. Still, the measurements do not enable the designation of Haarlemmers who have hostile or
no contacts with individuals from 'other' ethnic categories, as respondents were not asked to
evaluate their interethnic contacts.
Crucial to all these observations is the delineation of the sixth parameter, the end-goals construed
as individual integration criteria that serve to define differences in degree between the integrated
and the estranged. This parameter, represented in this study by a combination of survey measures,
is due for a summary appraisal.

7.2 Normative necessities
The original project in which the Haarlem survey was conducted is in a certain sense characteristic
of Dutch empirical research on immigrant integration. Immigrants' (and indigenous') views and
experiences are solicited concerning a variety of issues presumably pertinent to the integration
process. The responses are ordered and summarized to display individual attributes and convictions
indicative of differences between immigrant and indigenous groups. To clarify these differences or to test social theories - the statistical relations between various indicators are then examined.
The common conclusion is that certain immigrant groups are not (yet) integrated, as exemplified
by their (continued) poor social positions, aberrant affinities and problematic contacts. Succinctly
stated, integration is treated as a series of barriers, and social research serves to describe and
eventually clarify the nature of these barriers. However, the designation of integration end-goals
beyond these barriers, and whether they can be reached either by dismantling or bypassing the
barriers, are issues more common to political than academic debate. Immigrants' inordinate
joblessness for instance is widely regarded and monitored as an impediment to their integration.
Yet what employment specifically precipitates, and which alternative activities conceivably serve
a similar purpose, are factors rarely made explicit in Dutch survey research designs.
The sixth parameter of integration delineated in chapter two concerns these paragon directions the
integration process purportedly takes. With reference to Schermerhom's notion of centripetal and
centrifugal trends, diametrically opposed directives within each of the three central integration
dimensions have been identified. At the macro-level of local integration these have been consistently
called objectives. Assuming local objectives prescribe normative criteria for the evaluation of
individuals' integration, these latter criteria have been denoted as end-goals. For the derivation
Interpreting Haarlemmers' Integration
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of the index upon which Haarlemmers are raniced as to their degree of integration, end-goal
measurements were selected that reflect a combination of objectives characteristic for what I call
the tolerant vision.
The perception and interpretation of Haarlem integration processes from a tolerant vision are based
upon explicitly normative considerations. National policies on immigrant integration have for the
past two decades underscored the principle that immigrant groups have intrinsic rights to participate
in Dutch society according to their divergent customs and convictions (see §1.1). However, to
encourage processes of cultural diversification as objective of immigrant integration - whereas the
notion of integration commonly alludes to unifying processes - raises distinct social and conceptual
tensions. A primary motive for this study therefore was to consider how the conceptual tensions
could be resolved. Schermerhorn's work provides an important basis with the qualification that
integration may refer to any process in which immigrants comply with the activities and objectives
of indigenous residents. Within the conceptual framework, the tolerant vision represents in short
a particular combination of (Dutch policy) objectives. Only with the compliance ofboth immigrants
and indigenous Dutch, do these objectives signify the (legitimate) contours of local integration.
In the structural dimension, these objectives concern the distribution of social goods: the
optimization of civil liberties to produce, exchange and possess is opposed to objectives of social
equality. At the individual level civil liberty is presumably reflected by end-goals of self-reliance,
which on its part is opposed to selflessness (i.e., a compliance with communal norms of possession
and an allegiance to state institutions). Following (centrifugal) civil liberty objectives presumed
to be characteristic of the tolerant vision, two operational criteria for self-reliance were selected
from the survey data. One, welfare independence, is a spectrum upon which respondents are ranked
according to their use of necessary or voluntary social services. The other, per capita income, is
a function of monthly household income and the number of household members. As indication of
immaterial wealth, the former measure is based upon presumptions concerning the accessibility
of local social services, and in technical terms it is only an ordinal estimate of rank-order individual
differences (see §4.4). The adequacy of the latter measure, as indication of material wealth, can
be questioned for the temporal nature of income and the unreliability of respondents' estimates.
Within the cultural dimension an opposition is perceived between (centripetal) objectives of cultural
unity and cultural diversity. The former signifies the compatibility of cognitive, moral and
expressive symbolic systems within public domains. The latter can be conceived (and reified) as
a continuous dynamic between polar cultures to attract the affinity of individual subjects. At the
micro level of individual orientations, these objectives correspond with end-goals of conformity
respectively personality. End-goals of conformity imply normative criteria about what individuals
should know and believe, while end-goals of personality evolve more loosely around rights to life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness. The two orientational criteria included in the integration index,
namely perceived opportunity (estimates of relative prospects for education, housing and work)
and local satisfaction (with personal life, the domicile, neighborhood and locality) are more closely
aligned with objectives of cultural diversity. Beyond their validity as measures of individuals'
appreciation of their local lives and liberties, they are concurrently indicative of integration
processes at a local level. I presume here that prerequisite for the realization of a tolerant
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community is that immigrants - as categories - are comparable to indigenous residents as to their
(variant) appreciation of local circumstance. The adequacy of the perceived opportunity measure
hinges upon the presumption that it reliably monitors central aspects of individuals' local prospects
(see §5.3.2). A similar criticism applies to the local satisfaction criterion in that it does not directly
reflect individuals' appreciation of interethnic relations in Haarlem (see §5.4.2).
Within the interactive dimension the focus is directed upon interactions between immigrant and
indigenous groups. (Centripetal) objectives of inclusion characteristic ofthe tolerant vision signify
an optimal - and harmonious - dissolution of group boundaries. Contrarily, objectives of seclusion
signify minimal - and harmonious - interactions across boundaries, to preserve for instance the
cultural cohesion of the separate groups. These objectives are reflected at the micro-level of
individual behavior by end-goals of sociability respectively privacy. As end-goal criterion for
sociability a measure of cultural participation was selected, if the individual who frequents local
activities and localities has more prospects of meeting strangers - whatever their ethnic origin. The
measure however is more sensitive to the variety of activities than to the frequency in which
individuals participate (see §6.6). Perceived from a tolerant vision, this measure of (potential)
sociability could be complemented within the integration index by measures for the (ethnic nature
of) contacts individuals maintain. However, due to various reasons reviewed below, this behavioral
criterion was not included in the index.
This review illustrates the possibilities provided by the conceptual model to allow for divergent
integration objectives. Should one for instance regard immigrant integration more as conformity
to indigenous culture and inclusion in indigenous networks, then this would lead to the selection
of more stringent empirical criteria. The five 'tolerant' criteria applied in this study represent in
this sense a less cohesive integration perspective oflen associated with liberal political ideologies:
immigrant residents should be self-reliant, satisfied with their lot, and social-culturally active;
however with whom they socialize and whether they have any affinity with their locality or with
Dutch culture is their own business.
Various tensions characterize the relation between the normative objectives combined within the
tolerant vision, and the measures selected from the Haarlem survey to denote individuals' success
at complying with these objectives.
• First, the presumption that local objectives are reflected directly by, and realized through,
individuals' pursuance of particular end-goals grossly simplifies the relation between local and
individual integration. The problems with this presumption were considered in chapter two, and
will be reviewed in §8.1.
• The Haarlem survey-questionnaire was not originally designed to measure individual residents'
integration (see §1.3). In fact, the conceptual framework, with its differentiation in normative
objectives and end-goals, was largely constructed following the Haarlem project. However, in
my attempts to 'make sense' of survey measures, the framework does not merely represent
residents' responses in more abstract terms. It serves more comprehensively to identify relevant
integration components in need of (more adequate) measurement.
• According to the formal notion ofintegration derived from Schermerhorn, the compliance with
tolerant objectives signifies individuals' integration only when immigrants and indigents agree
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upon these objectives. Various items served in the Haarlem survey to elicit respondents' visions
of ideal communities (see §5.6.2 and Appendix IV.F.4). Besides the more methodological issue
concerning these items' adequacy as designators of local objectives, a normative issue concerns
the degree of consensus. The Haarlem measures suggest a lack of consensus as to all three
tolerant objectives: most Moroccans and Turks envision a more egalitarian community, most
Turks a more culturally unified one, and most indigenous Dutch underwrite seclusive end-goals.
A strict application of Schermerhorn's notions could lead me to conclude that Haarlem
exemplifies more a process of 'forced segregation' than any of the eight visions of 'local
integration' differentiated in §2.6. Instead, I have opted to apply 'conditional' end-goal criteria
by the construction of the integration index. Two criteria in particular - perceived opportunity
and local satisfaction - are not intrinsically bound to tolerant objectives. They serve more
generally to identify those individuals and groups discontented with local processes.
• Even if most of the immigrant and indigenous residents agree upon local objectives, a tension
remains between individuals' expressed end-goals and their current circumstance. For instance,
the pursuance ofinterethnic inclusion objectives implies the realization of interethnic contacts.
Whereas most Haarlem immigrants underwrite these objectives, and generally emphasize the
importance they attribute to friendships with indigenous Dutch, they differ per category and local
district as to their potential to meet such locals. For their part, the indigenous majority has far
less potential to meet local immigrants, while those who express having such ties are not seen
to be more integrated according to the five index criteria. Such discrepancies would render the
meaning of residents' degree of integration rather opaque, had this sociability criterion been
combined with the other criteria within the local index.
The local integration index was derived from a principal component analysis that accounted for
33% of the variance within the five criteria. The index distributes Haarlemmers in a bell curve
around the zero score of the 'average' resident. With this ranking, integration is alluded to as an
individual attribute'that can be obser\'ed in the mathematical realm shared by the five criterion
components.
This assumption has its problems, one being the difficulty to describe the index in terms more
concrete than "factor loadings" and "standard deviations." It has however distinct advantages. For
instance, the ranking may suggest integration to be an individual attribute, but it is based on a local
mean and not, as often happens, to a stereotypical indigent. Moreover, rather than a nominal
distinction between the integrated and the estranged, the ranking is continuous. If I were specifically
interested in targeting particular groups, e.g., those living under the poverty level who are socially
isolated, then nominal classifications would suffice (and could be derived from the data). The
continuous index provides more statistical potential to examine the significance* of other factors the metaphorical integration barriers - upon individuals' rankings.
This brings me to a final consideration. With only one exception, a recurring rank order of Haarlem
ethnic categories is observed, according to mean values upon the five criterion components: the
Moroccans score lowest, followed by Turks, Surinamese and Antilleans, 'Other immigrants', and
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indigenous Dutch.' This does not imply that individuals score either consistently low or high upon
all components, according to their geo-political origin. The fusion of five criteria into one index
is sensitive to this nuance: a person's presumed estrangement according to one criterion is eventually
compensated by higher scores according to other criteria.
With the integration index, as operational monitor of a tolerant vision, an explicitly normative
criterion occupies a central location in the study. I consider this inherent to the analysis of immigrant
integration. With the stipulation of this criterion as the (dependent) factor in need of clarification,
it is tempting to think that the further analysis can be conducted purely through the application of
scientific logic. The research process is however, like any social process, beset by moments where
one must choose between disparate norms.

7.3 Theoretical exploration and refutation
The conceptual framework is presented explicitly as a model q/"a theory. A distinction in parameters,
and dimensions within parameters, renders material with which theories are built. The material are
concepts, stored in separate parts of the model, that can be mixed in various ways to illuminate
the integration process. The model presumes a relation between the concepts; theory explicates
what the relation is.
With the model exploratory steps have been taken toward theoretical formulations. Five attributes
ofimmigrant and indigenous Haarlemmers are together denoted as individual integration and used
to allocate each respondent a relative score. Per dimension, per domain and per ethnic category
survey measures of concepts have been systematically sought, in which respondents are ranked
similar to their index ranking. The result, summarized in Appendix I, is a diSlise and puzzling pattern
of numbers ranging from -0 .44 to 0.61, signifying differences in index rank apparently accounted
for by specific indicators. As a first step the results are promising - a combination of indicators
accounts for nearly two-thirds of the variance in integration observed among Haarlem immigrants.
Sufficient material is unveiled to formulate some audacious hypotheses: e.g., "only among
indigenous residents of Dutch cities are women less integrated than men"; and "the residential
district in which individual immigrants reside reveals more about their integration than the geopolitical region from which they originate." Theory however is more than a set of hypotheses
inferred from statistical contingencies. It is an ongoing reconsideration and delineation of concepts,
their reciprocal relationships, their operationalization and measurement, in variant social contexts.
Throughout the study I have withstood the temptation to concentrate upon the theoretical relation
between specific (sets of) indicators and the integration index, and to diminish the ambiguity by
testing disparate hypotheses. Instead I have chosen to focus upon issues of measurement.
This is not to suggest that this study has a purely exploratory character. It is imbedded in a
theoretical tradition in which the immigrant integration process has been perceived, conceptualized

' The one exception is the category means for perceived

opportunity,

where the Surinamese and Antilleans outrank

even the indigenous Dutch.
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and monitored from countless vantage points. The framework could be considered a derivation
of those devised by Schermerhorn (1970) on the one hand and Engbersen/Gabriëls (1995) on the
other (and the theoretical groundwork upon which their models are based). In every section of the
previous four chapters references are made to the wide variety of (Dutch) empirical research in
which the particular area ofthe framework is examined. In each section I find myself in the footsteps
of others, examining to what extent integration barriers identified elsewhere are perceptible in
Haarlem.
The formal model is an (inter)subjective rearrangement of conceptual material; the statistical analysis
of the relations between indicators and index is a rudimentary step in theory formulation and
refutation; and the survey data provides a broad range of comparative measures in one Dutch city.
In their combination little has been confirmed and only peremptory propositions have been
repudiated. We are far from a comprehensive understanding of immigrant integration but comparable to the concept itself - the process is what counts.

7.4 Measurement compromises and comparability
Rather than in-depth examination of disparate explanations for the statistical relations observed,
this study has focused more upon issues of measurement. Assuming that without adequate
measurements, theoretical inquiries remain in the realm of speculation, measurement obstacles
encountered by structured interviews have been regularly confronted in the previous chapters. These
obstacles were not only observed with respect to the Haarlem data. More generally, they denote
the (im)possibility to devise a comprehensive survey instrument to monitor immigrants' integration.
In chapter three five measurement criteria were introduced; adequacy refers in this study to the
extent in which these criteria are met. While the criteria are intertwined in myriad ways, they are
here sequentially reviewed to identify primary obstacles. These obstacles can be summarily qualified
as an ongoing tension between the theoretical practice of conceptual relations and the empirical
practice of interviewer-respondent communications.
Validity is commonly construed as the most general criterion to which the other four criteria are
subordinate. It refers to the lucidity and comprehensiveness of dperationalizations and measurements
in their empirical representation of concepts. Concretely stated: do the survey-items measure in
practice the concept as theoretically intended? This penultimate criterion presupposes a conceptual
clarity foreign to the integration construct. The abstract character of the parameters within the
construct inhibits clear distinctions. This has been observed for instance where the behavioral
dimension is intrinsically bound, and oflen conceptually linked, to positional and orientational
dimensions. It is also noted by the distinctions in domains, by which the spatial character of
neighborhood and civic domains overlay social processes pertinent to domains of education, work
and welfare. Should a consensus be realized as to the conceptual structure of the integration
construct, the empirical practice has complementary ambiguities. Problems of validity are then
readily apparent when interviews are conducted in a variety of (immigrant) languages.
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Reliability refers to the consistency of results should measurement procedures be repeated. In
theoretical practice, where reliability concerns the certainty attributed to general inferences drawn
from population samples, a recurring obstacle is the number of sample cases needed to examine
the complex conceptual patterns inherent to the integration construct. At an empirical level,
throughout the study obstacles have been encountered that compromise reliability, for instance the
reliance upon respondents' memory to monitor their integration through time.
Particularly concerning individuals' orientations, controls for reliability require survey protocols
characterized by multiple and repetitive items. This entails compromises with the criterion of brevity.
Concessions to brevity severely limited orientational and behavioral measurements in Haarlem
interviews, with their average duration of 100 minutes. In theoretical practice, the brevity criterion
is mirrored by objectives of conceptual parsimony. Again as for orientations, I observe the dilemma
that bipolar conceptions, e.g., between 'immigrant' and 'indigenous' affinities, lack the necessary
nuance while multipolar conceptions are at once complex.
The fourth criterion, for which in this study the term simplicity has been applied, refers empirically
to the requisition that respondents' dignity should not be affronted, for instance through intricate
or insulting inquisitions as to their cognitive or moral capacities. This criterion yields obstacles in
all three dimensions: the verification whether respondents find themselves in socially detached
positions, measurement of their knowledge in most domains, and their behavior by (interethnic)
contacts. These obstacles are refracted by practices of theoretical simplicity, i.e., reductionist
interpretations in which for instance the culture of specific ethnic categories are construed as a
peremptory integration barrier.
Comparability as final criterion concerns the application of equivalent standards to evaluate the
relative significance of measurements, and of concepts. The criterion plays a role in every step of
the measurement process, from the definition and delineation of concepts to the use of techniques
to analyze interview responses. Comparability presumes points of reference, and it is the choice
between disparate points of reference that renders measurement as much a normative as a rational
process. By the construction of the conceptual model, the form and function of specific concepts
in divergent theories must be taken into account. A decision to focus upon specific dimensions and
domains alludes for instance to theoretical concerns on the one hand, and to social policy concerns
on the other. In the Haariem survey the selection and formulation of items, and the demarcation
of response categories, allowed for references to research elsewhere. Yet more important, a single
standardized questionnaire was designed for interviews within all immigrant and indigent subsamples, to enable comparisons between their respective populations. The choice of analysis
techniques used in this study is a continuation of this concession to comparability: only measures
of statistical association are used that show the (combined) amount of variance clarified in the
integration index. The results of this process are then unique within the Dutch research tradition
on immigrant integration: a systematic comparison of a broad range of attributes, measured among
representative samples of immigrant and indigenous residents in one city, for their (statistical)
potential to clarify individual differences in integration.
In short, the measurement ofindividuals' integration through structured interviews is a continuous
practice of compromise between the disparate criteria that endow the measurements with meaning.
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Particularly measurements of individuals' orientations entail considerable concessions to brevity,
simplicity and reliability. This also applies to a lesser extent for measurements of individuals'
behavior toward ethnic 'others', although these obstacles do not clarify the minimal focus on
interethnic contacts in Dutch survey research. Having culminated this process, some meaningful
measurements are due for review.

7.5 Divergent origins, inordinate barriers
Throughout the past four chapters many Haarlem measures have been presented in search of
clarification for differences in residents' degree of integration. Each chapter culminated with a brief
overview of indicators that accounted for significant portions of index variance under control for
other indicators. In this way an impression has been given as to the explanatory potential of
respectively demographic, positional, orientational and behavioral indicators. Moreover, the
similarities and differences between ethnic categories as to the most illuminating indicators could
be discerned. To conclude this statistical excursion, several findings will be considered when the
multiple regression analysis is no longer limited to measures within a specific dimension of individual
integration. With so many indicators, distributed across three conceptual dimensions, what is their
relative and combined potential to clarify differences in Haarlemmers' integration?
7.5.1 Explanatory apparitions and actual barriers
This final excursion begins with a selection of five Haarlem measures indicative of individual
attributes that are commonly construed as barriers to integration. The selection is based on three
criteria: 1) the indicator has been observed in this study to account for significant differences in
integration scores within at least two of the four immigrant categories; 2) the attribute can be
adequately measured - relatively speaking of course - according to the five criteria discussed in
the previous section; and 3) the attribute serves as a focal point in Dutch policy or public debates.
The five measures that meet these three criteria are:
• the level of formal education completed, differentiated in four categories (see §4.2);
• the position on the labor market, differentiated in five categories (§4.3);
• the language(s) in which the interview was conducted, differentiated in three categories, namely
"Dutch," "Dutch and another," and "Arabic, Turkish or English (§3.3. l/§5.2.1)';
• the religious faith respondents would pass on to eventual offspring, differentiated in five
categories (§5.2.2); and
• the percentage adults residing in the local district, who are classified (by first or second
generation birthrights) within one of the three so-called 'minority' categories (§6.5).
9

^ This simple distinction in oral Dutch skills reflects variations in three immigrant categories (the percentage
'mixed' resp. 'non-Dutch' imerviews): Morrocans (16%, 57%), Turks (13%, 75%) and 'Other' immigrants (1%,
5%). The distribution for all Haarlem immigrants, reweighed to correct for sample stratification, is 4% resp. 18%.
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Table 7.5.1: Percentage variance in integration inde.x clarified by five indicators commonly construed as barriers
to immigrants' integration resD. clarified bv an optimal combination of indicators (underlined in Appendix 1).
Indicators

education, labor position,

Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese

'Other'

All

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

immigrants

Dutch

19%

24%

29%

35%

48%

31%

42%

39%

44%

54%

64%

35%

language, religion, and
minority concentrations
optimal selection of
indicators per category

To what extent do these five indicators serve to explain differences between the integrated and the
estranged? In the first row of table 7,5.1 the percentage variance in integration scores is displayed
that is accounted for when these five indicators are entered in a single multiple regression equation.
Comparing the more estranged ethnic categories on the left, to those with higher mean index scores
on the right, an ascending explanatory potential is perceived: among Moroccans only 19% and
Turks 24% of the index variance, compared with 35% for "Other" immigrants and a respectable
48% when the analysis is conducted upon the combined (and reweighed) sample of all Haarlem
immigrants.
These results suggest that most differences in individuals' integration would remain, even when
barriers oflimited education, joblessness, divergent linguistic skills, 'aberrant' religious convictions,
and residential concentrations are removed. They also illustrate an expository risk. Analysis results
for all immigrants combined suggest that literally one-third of the index variance could be ascribed
to three attributes particularly characteristic of the two more estranged 'minority' categories: namely
their 'preference' to speak another language, to raise Muslim children, and to reside in 'ghettos'.
Many factors help clarify why Haarlemmers of Turkish or Moroccan origin are generally less
integrated than other immigrants. These factors are enveloped for a large part by the 'region of
origin' indicator, which was seen (in §3.4.3 and Appendix I) to clarify 15% of the index variance
for all immigrants. Because the indicator 'region of origin' is not entered in the regression equation
here, its correlation with index scores is channeled indirectly through these three attributes. The
index variance clarified by all five indicators when generalizing for all local immigrants is, in other
words, partly spurious. It could lead to the similariy spurious inference that personal attributes
characteristic of respondents with particular origins are not indicative of, but are in themselves
barriers for, immigrants' integration.
To diminish the risk of spurious inferences, the focus in this study has been upon comparisons within
the five ethnic categories from which representative samples were drawn. In technical terms, this
means that the factor 'region of origin' is kept (mostly) constant. The three presumed barriers language, religion and 'ghetto' residence - are then seen to clarify much less than one-third of the
index variance, namely 18% among Surinamese and Antilleans, 13% among Moroccans and 12%
among Turks.
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The search for survey indicators that optimally^ clarify index variances resulted in a diffuse selection
of five to seven indicators per ethnic category (eleven for all immigrants combined). In appendix
I the various indicators are designated by a line under the appropriate statistic; the variances in index
scores that they clarify are presented in the bottom row of table 7.5.1. One may observe that the
indicators account for anywhere between 39% and 44% of the index differences within the three
' minority' categories. In the remaining sub-sections these findings provide two topics of discussion:
1) the measures that consistently distinguish between the integrated and the estranged; and 2) the
apparent barriers to integration specific to each minority category.
7.5.2 The variant significance of positional

indicators

In the search for variables that clarify differences in integration, four indicators in particular are
found significant within (nearly) all five ethnic categories. All four can be construed as indicative
of individuals' position on central markets for social goods, namely the position on educational,
labor, housing and district markets. Considering the continued focus upon these measures of social
position in theories and policies on immigrant integration, their importance for individuals'
integration within the Haarlem context comes as little surprise. Without delving again into the
statistical nuance needed to qualify the relation between these four indicators and Haarlemmers'
integration scores (see chapter 4 and the appendices), two issues deserve summary consideration.
The first concerns the divergent theoretical significance that can be attributed to these four
indicators. The second concerns the variant statistical significance these indicators have in clarifying
integration within the five ethnic categories compared in this study. In considering these two issues,
variant phases in the integration process reflected by these measures, between the acquisition of
primary needs, and the realization of personal goals, will be emphasized.
Considering their potential to clarify differences in index scores, none of these indicators can be
construed as representing a barrier whose removal is essential for individuals' successful
continuation of the integration process. Of the four however, the reduction of educational
differences between individuals and entire ethnic categories has the least ambiguous role as a catalyst
to immigrant integration. The observation that two-thirds ^of the Moroccans and Turks have
completed no more than primary education implies that these Haarlemmers lack essential knowledge
and skills to compete for positions upon other markets. The importance of education seems
irrefutable, provided - considering the discontent observed among more highly educated Haarlem
Turks - immigrant groups are also part and partial to local principles of meritocracy.
Education has a temporal quality; it refers to adults' activities in the past and it prepares the youth
and entire societies for the future. The significance of immigrants' current position on the labor
market is more ambiguous. Whereas knowledge is rarely lost, jobs are lost all the time. Had we
interviewed Moroccan and Turkish Haarlemmers twenty years ago, we would presumably have
observed less disaffection than in 1994. Particularly among those 'guest workers' who primarily

' Optimal in that only those indicators are retained in the regression equation that account for a significant share
(F < . 10 by removal) of the variance independent of other indicators in the equation. See further Appendix 1.
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migrated for labor motives, more would be encountered whose personal goals were related to work
and self-reliance. How many Turks and Moroccans now collecting disability - and who collectively
comprise arguably the most estranged group of Haarlemmers'' - were brimming with optimism and
local satisfaction twenty years ago? Employment provides a source of material wealth and welfare
independence, but among the more estranged immigrant categories the workers hardly earn more
than their cohorts on welfare. For those individuals who derive little security or satisfaction from
their work, the dilemma then becomes quite manifest: why waste life and limbs when time could
be more profitably and pleasantly invested in schooling and fooling around?
The importance attributed to individuals' positions on the housing market is similarly sensitive to
the vagaries of market processes. Comparable to the perennial dilemma associated with work a necessary evil or a source of personal ftjlfillment - the possession of a roof above one's head is
both a primary necessity and a symbol of social status. The segmented housing market characteristic
of Haarlem and most Dutch localities reflects this ambiguity: the social housing market for those
needy tenants who have acquired specific rights, and the free market subject to minimal intervention.
I have argued that individuals have divergent positions on these markets (see §4.5), and that
particularly among Turks homeowners are encountered who would conceivably be more content
as tenants in less expensive social housing.
The significance of the neighborhood or local district in which individuals reside could also be
described with comparable dilemmas. Moreover, the ecological nature of neighborhoods as social
and spatial entities require multilevel measurements and analysis methods to detect whether they
form either an impediment to individuals' integration, or an end-goal more tangible than personal
income or welfare independence. The measurements introduced in this study to qualify Haarlem
neighborhoods and districts are cleariy inadequate for this purpose. They have been used
nevertheless to profess that the inauspicious neighborhoods in which Turks and Moroccans primarily
reside are rarely a matter of personal 'preference'; most of these immigrants have their sights set
on other Haariem neighborhoods or districts where they hope to find more reason to 'feel at home'.
These observations on the ambiguous significance of social positions help to clarify the second issue
deserving a summary focus: why do differences in these positions observed among the more
estranged minority categories account for so little variance in their integration scores? The extent
in which measures of these four positions' account for Haarlem index variance displays namely a
familiar pattern (see table 7.5.1): from 14% among Moroccans and 20% among Turks, through
27% among Surinamese/Antilleans and 32% for indigenous Dutch, to 40% among "Other"
immigrants (and 46% for all immigrants). One answer is tautologically simple: whereas the social

^ The (standardized) score of the (32) Moroccan and Turkish respondents who had immigrated prior to 1980 and
conveyed a "disabled" labor market position averages to -1.99, i.e. a mean rank more estranged than 97.7% of the
adult Haarlem population.
' For clarity's sake: besides the measures for educational and labor market position described by the analysis
presented in table 7.5.1, the other two measures referred to here concern a four-category indication of housing
market position (see §4.5.1) and a twelve-category differentiation in local districts (see §3.2.2).
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mobility (i.e., positional improvement) realized by "Other" immigrants and indigenous Dutch bring
them more clearly along the metaphorical integration path (or up the status ladder), the social
mobility achieved by individuals within more estranged minority categories is (as yet) less indicative
of individuals' realization of personal goals.
This ambiguity pertains in theory to the dilemmas alluded to above. It is also by design a tendency
to which the integration index - with its derivation from five divergent criteria - is sensitive. Let
me briefly run through the three domains to illustrate my point, it being that particularly Turks and
Moroccans in their competition for social goods generally expend an inordinate amount of time
and dignity. In education I have already noted that the progress booked by Turks costs them
inordinate amounts of disaffection. Among Moroccans I am inclined to conclude that the more
highly educated are simply too young to have profited appreciably from their (Dutch) schooling,
except their perceived opportunity and cultural participation. With respect to the domain of work
and material security I have noted that Moroccans and Turks do not earn appreciably more with
their paid jobs than their cohorts on welfare. From various measures of labor orientation it can
(only) be inferred that the nature of the work they do is less a source of pride than of disaffection.
Upon the housing market the effect of mobility among Moroccans is insignificant, if only because
a mere handful of Moroccans is encountered who own their own homes, while the ambivalent
position occupied by some Turkish homeowners has already been noted. Finally, why the district
in which individuals reside is less indicative of integration among Moroccans and Turks than among
other Haarlemmers concerns, in part, a lack of measurement refinement. Surinamese and Antilleans,
and particularly 'Other' immigrants, reside more of^en in the (very) auspicious neighborhoods that
typify the better districts and the realization of personal goals (see §4.5.2), a process reflected by
their index scores. Some Turks and Moroccans also reside in the better districts, but they are
concentrated in the inauspicious neighborhoods that these districts also have. These results display
comparability problems: we observe that Moroccans and Turks benefit less from their positional
engagement, but the problem in part is that the calibration of our integration index and indicators
inhibits our perception of these benefits when they are compared with the benefits other
Haariemmers derive from their higher education and paid jobs.
Beyond these issues of measurement, index design, and market conceptions, more substantive
theoretical explanations are available for the observation that the more estranged minority categories
appear inert in their social mobility. These may be sought in various disciplines and levels ofanalysis:
e.g., cultural or genetic attributes of individuals, the consequences of market dynamics for the
underclass, the successive phases of interethnic contact. My inclination is indeed to seek clarification
in the exclusion-inclusion dynamic of ethnic interactions. Turks and Moroccans are more
susceptible, and eventually more sensitive, to the exclusive and even discriminatory behavior of
other locals. Such behavior is not prevalent, but the tendency is there. The tendency helps clarify
why the improvement of educational, labor and housing positions does not lead to the same degree
of self-reliance and local satisfaction observed among other Haariemmers. Those minorities actively
engaged in public domains are confronted with this exclusive behavior and even consciously sense
it. In facing these exclusionary tendencies they may moreover sense a metaphorical 'pull from
behind': the ethnic group that provides compassion and solicits affinity. How individuals react within
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these interactions varies from person to person, and from one ethnic category to the next. In the
next sub-section I sketch a brief profile of the more integrated members of the three minority
categories examined in Haarlem.
7.5.3 Disparate processes of exclusion and seclusion
Having focused upon four measures of social positions, each of which accounts for significant
differences in integration within most ethnic categories, let us now briefly consider the disparities.
Why do specific indicators serve to clarify integration only within particular immigrant categories?
Rather than review the broad selection of measures, referred to in table 7.5.1, that optimize
explained variance per ethnic category, a more abbreviated source is used. For each ethnic category
four indicators are sought - a demographic, positional, orientational and a behavioral - that in their
combination optimally clarify differences in integration. The results are presented in table 7.5.2.
The statistics displayed in the first column show that within all categories a combination has been
found that accounts for 30% or more of the index variance. Even more noteworthy is the
diversification in combinations. A focus upon the three minority categories for instance reveals that
no indicator helps optimize explained variance in more than one category. This pattern of diversity,
supplemented by results discussed in the previous chapters and summarized in appendix I, suggest
differential patterns and phases of individual integration.

Table 7.5.2: Combination of four indicators - one from cach central integration dimension plus a demographic
indicator - that per ethnic category account for the largest percentage of index variance.
Ethnic category

Demographic

Positional

age

civic memberships

Orientational

Behavioral

( E adj. R^)
Moroccans

ethnic self-

ethnic composition

identification

of organizations

labor market

approval ethnic

frequency/vicinity of

position

organizations

contacts with ties

district minority

educational level

labor ambition

% contacts with

concentrations

completed

residential district

educational level

neighborhood

frequencj'/vicinity of

completed

affinity

contacts with ties

educational level

religious faith

frequency/vicinity of

(39%)
Turks

residential district
(30%)

Surinamese
Antilleans (41%)
'Other'
immigrants (45%)
All immigrants

residential district

completed

(52%)
Indigenous Dutch

'other' ties

gender

(30%)

contacts with ties

educational level

preference for

completed

cultural diversity

-

Moroccans make up literally the most estranged ethnic category; five out of six have a degree of
integration that classifies them within the lowest quartile of Haarlemmers. Most lack paid work;
a large majority has completed no more than primary education; and three-fourths are inactive in
civic organizations. As for their local and informal ties, Moroccans are generally more isolated than
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individuals in other immigrant groups. The problem in part is a lack of seclusive alternatives to
counteract exclusionary processes. Besides the mosque, ethnic networks of informal or formal
support are not discernable. The contours of two groups can be perceived, not entirely distinct of
course, who are less estranged. A group with (menial) paid jobs is ambivalent in the appreciation
of its lot. A larger group of younger, more recent immigrants, is more optimistic in its local
prospects, consciously cultivating a Moroccan-Dutch identity and actively participating in (ethnically
mixed) social-cultural activities. This second group cannot be considered more self-reliant but,
regarding its orientation and behavior, it intends to be.
As a category, Turks are less estranged than Moroccans; three quarters however have integration
scores within Haarlem's lowest quartile. Turks are more active than other Haarlem minorities upon
the labor market, while they also display a greater ethnic cohesion and sociability. Networks of
informal and formal contacts are discernable - in neighborhoods, on the labor market, in welfare
and social-cultural organizations. These networks provide various (seclusive) alternatives to
compensate for the exclusionary practices of which the Haarlem Turks are particularly sensitive.'
The existence of these networks renders the qualification of more integrated Turks ambiguous.
On the one hand many of those with poor prospects for mobility on education and labor markets
are active in - and appear satisfied with - their participation in seclusive networks. On the other,
those who occupy more lucrative educational and labor positions are more consciously oriented
toward indigenous culture and activities. They are also more generally critical of the Turkish
cohesion and are susceptible to the disaffection and isolation that accompanies such views. The
distinction between these two groups can be imagined as a 'fracture' along the index. On the one
side are detached Turks with affinities toward their cultural origins; those who appreciate the
Turkish networks and organizations are generally more satisfied and consequently score more
integrated. On the other side are generally younger, more self-reliant Turks, whose integration
scores are generally tempered by their dissatisfaction with local (interethnic) processes.
The category of Surinamese and Antilleans is found further along the integration index. Only 40%
has integration scores in Haarlem's lowest quartile, while nearly a third score higher than the
'average' resident. Less impeded by Dutch linguistic barriers, and more often educated in Dutch
schools, many of these Haarlemmers have reaped the benefits of higher forms of secondary
education and have outspoken ambitions on the labor market. A diffuse subcategory has
encountered more impediments. Particularly those who migrated to the Netherlands as adults and
have therefore had less opportunity to attend Dutch schools and cultivate the (interethnic) ties that
education offers. The contours of informal and seclusive networks are perceived mainly among
the disaffected and welfare dependents, residing in the social housing flats of a couple' concentrated'
Haarlem districts.
These generalizations, in qualifying variations between minority categories, overlook the much
greater nuance perceived within ethnic categories. They illustrate how immigrants' (centrifugal)

® Asked for instance how authorities could encourage local integration, 28% of the Turks cited equitable treatment
('gelijke behandeling")
in their answers, compared to 10% of the Surinamese/Antilleans and less than 5% of the
respondents in the other three categories (see further Appendix IV.F.5).
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orientation toward, and (seclusive) contacts with, local residents from their region of origin are
not necessarily impediments to their social mobility. Instead I see it particularly among Turks as
a means to cope with continued social deprivation. Differences in social position generally account
for variations in individual integration acmsw minority categories; differences in cultural orientation
clarify more specifically within minority categories how individuals deal with their estrangement.
Considering the temporal limitations of the Haarlem survey, residents being monitored only once,
these observations on the primacy of structural processes retain a hypothetical nature. They rely
heavily upon the premise that individuals' perceived opportunity is emblematic for their potential
to participate in local activities, and comply and with local objectives. Among Haarlem minorities
I have focused upon divergent sources from which individuals derive their sense of opportunity.
Young Moroccans experience with their Dutch affinities and social-cultural activities more local
prospects than older more seclusive compatriots. More Turks derive hope, and security, from their
involvement in Turkish networks that apparently enable labor market access. Among the Surinamese
and Antilleans those who have completed higher education are generally more optimistic about
their local prospects than similarly educated indigenous Dutch. These divergent channels of
perceived opportunity could be aligned conceivably with various phases in the integration process
that immigrants pursue. Before concluding that such phases are necessary, sequential, or
teleological, more presumptions and observations must be made.
1 will not continue this cognitively dissonant activity - stereotyping patterns of differentiation - for
the more populous and therefore more diversified categories of"Other" immigrants and indigenous
Dutch. Instead I will conclude with more general observations on the significance of the Haarlem
analysis.

7.6 Diversity in a Dutch city
The structured interviews among Haarlemmers reveal the endless variations in their integration
process. With all the epistemological limitations bound to a single survey, the simple observation
that 600 residents of the same locality provide such difïlise response patterns to the same hundred
questions illustrates the need to perceive immigrant integration in differential terms. To round off
this reinterpretation ofthe Haarlem survey, I briefly consider its significance along methodological,
theoretical and local policy lines.
Never before have representative samples of immigrant and indigenous residents within the same
Dutch city been subjected to the same, comprehensive set of questions concerning local integration
processes. The standardized survey represents in itself a concession to the diversity of social issues
deemed pertinent for only particular groups. A primary advantage is that systematic comparisons
can be made to a statistical construct of'the average resident', and to (members of) other local
groups. With measurements in all dimensions and domains of individual integration, concessions
have been made to measurement adequacy. The comprehensiveness does more adequately reflect
the dynamic character ofthe integration process, while revealing the relative (statistical) significance
of divergent factors.
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The comparison also sheds light upon theoretical issues. Assuming the generality of the Haarlem
context and the integration index, it provides testimony for the primary importance of structural
processes, particularly in domains of education and labor. Nevertheless, the acquisition of higher
education and paid work is seen to be neither a necessary step nor a sufficient guarantee for
individuals' integration. Although the results raise doubts as to the efficacy of a survey focus upon
measures of cultural orientation, they do provide insights about how immigrants differ in the way
they perceive their own estrangement. Explanations for Haarlem Turks' and Moroccans' lack of
integration could be primarily seen in structural terms. Differences in cultural orientation and social
behavior help clarify why within these minority categories some individuals are more optimistic
about their local prospects than others. The Haarlem measures are significant not only for
respondents' various perceptions of their own integration, but also for respondents' divergent
perceptions of local integration. When integration is presumed to be a consensus as to the centripetal
or centrifugal direction of social process, then research must focus more upon the relation between
respondents' local visions, and their own social processes.
Finally the Haarlem findings imply distinct - though not new - directions for local integration policy.
These can be inferred from the conclusions above. Interventions in educational and labor domains
should serve as focal points to enable individuals' equal access and optimal use. That such objectives
imply a focus upon immigrant youth seems self-evident, but this is a moral issue. The findings reveal
namely that a greater estrangement is found among an older generation of immigrants - jobless,
minimally educated, disaffected and socially isolated. To rekindle these immigrants' prospects for
education and work may exceed the capacity of local authority, but it can provide the social-cultural
facilities to welcome these 'estranged migrant laborers' back into the community. The Haarlem
survey exemplifies in short how research can differentiate, within the geo-political categorizations
of minority policy, between the integrated and the estranged. It is ultimately a policy prerogative
either to neglect or accommodate these groups, either to stigmatize or appreciate them.
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Chapter 8

Appreciating Immigrant Integration

In the previous five chapters survey measurements made in the city of Haarlem have served as an
empirical frame of reference. While ordering these measurements within the conceptual model
presented in chapter two their adequacy, and more generally that of Dutch empirical research on
immigrant integration, has been reviewed. Many obstacles have been encountered that inhibit lucid
clarifications for individuals' integration into urban environments. The review is a testimony to the
limitations of the social sciences, and their possibilities.
The emphasis in these final pages is upon research possibilities. More specifically, I address the
issue how social research can contribute to the realization of localities in which cultural diversity
is not construed as an impediment to local integration, but as an objective. The immigrant
integration concept is widely associated with notions of assimilation or the melting pot, with their
allusions to cultural absorption and dissolution. A primary motive behind this study has been to
examine how it can be allied with notions of immigrant cultures as worthy of preservation and
cultivation. With references to a tolerant vision, this motive has been professed whenever the
normative character of integration criteria is considered.
By summarily reflecting upon these efforts to conceptualize and measure immigrants' integration,
the potential for social research to monitor their integration into tolerant communities will be
outlined. First the conceptual model will be focused upon to elucidate the notion of integrated
diversity. The idea of ranking residents as to their degree of integration - embodied in this study
by the local integration index - will then be examined for the possibility of designating integrated
inhabitants oftolerant communities. These conceptual and normative hermeneutics pertain to social
processes that form the empirical object of social research. In a third section the functions of
surveys, as complement to other techniques for discerning tolerant communities and their
inhabitants, will be assessed. The contours of a research program will be briefly sketched, inasmuch
as salient imbalances have been encountered in this study concerning Dutch research on immigrant
integration. As these reflections assume that the social sciences fulfill an auxiliary function for
social policy and society, a final section addresses the purpose and practice of policy on immigrant
integration.

8.1 Conceptual contours of a tolerant vision
A formal model of local integration forms the conceptual basis for this study. The six primary
parameters of this model can serve here to sketch the contours of a tolerant vision. The model is
largely inspired by the framework Schermerhorn (1970) proposed for the study of ethnic relations
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within nation-states. His worI< is particularly germane in that he perceives integration not only by
processes in which culturally divergent groups are literally fused into a single culture, but also by
social processes that lead to increasing cultural diffusion. Emblematic for integration is that
subordinate groups agree upon and pursue the communal objectives set forth by superordinate
groups. Schermerhorn distinguishes integration then from processes of "forced assimilation" or
"forced segregation." These distinctions help specify the notion of integrated diversity as denoting
processes in which local residents comply with objectives of cultural diversity.
Diversity pertains here to cultural processes, one of three central dimensions of local integration
distinguished in the formal model. The tolerant vision is outlined further by communal objectives
concerning the other two dimensions. Within the structural dimension it refers to objectives of civil
liberty (i.e., a minimum of state intervention), which within the model oppose objectives of social
equality characteristic for more egalitarian visions. Within the interactive dimension it refers to
objectives of (interethnic) inclusion, which are opposed to objectives of (interethnic) exclusion
more exemplary for so-called pillarized visions. Social interactions within and between groups are
widely conceived as a manifestation of either structure or culture. The merits of a conceptual
distinction in a third - interactive - dimension can be discerned where a tolerant vision is literally
enhanced by interethnic exchanges. In a two-dimensional model it would be allocated the same
pigeonhole as a 'separate-but-equal' pillarized vision.
A third parameter concerns domains of local integration, of which six with their various subdomains are differentiated in the model. All domains could be characterized by the cultural
polarities espoused in a tolerant vision. Limitations are needed however, as a complete lack of
consensus concerning what individuals should know, believe and need reflects more a vison of
anomie and anarchy than of toleration. The acceptable range of cultural diversity within and across
local domains is clearly a substantive issue, the topic of political and academic debate. Rex
(1996:14ff) argues'for instance that objectives of cultural diversity are viable only within the private
domain and, to a certain extent, in the domain of education and upbringing. In other domains it
might legitimate state and civil practices of differential treatment that would conflict with the
inclusive objectives of the tolerant vision.
The tension between the toleration of cultural diversity and exclusionary practices alludes to
temporal issues. Are there conceivable phases by the realization of tolerant communities, in which
differential treatment effectuates a more equitable end? The Dutch experience with cultural
minority policies is characterized for instance by state interventions to establish and to support
separate educational, welfare, labor and social-cultural facilities for specific immigrant groups.
These are widely construed as temporary in nature, instrumental for the preservation of minority
cultures, but only until minorities have acquired access to - or are no longer excluded from communal facilities. For the realization of tolerant objectives the issue is not whether cultural
diversity should be facilitated by state interventions, but when. Provided the cultural practice of
resident minorities is not in conflict with communal objectives, when should the state intervene to
curb their forced assimilation? Such questions represent ongoing issues; any consensus on the
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toleration of cultural and interactive practices - and the legitimacy of state encroachments on civil
liberties - is temporary.
This study has focused upon relations between immigrants and more indigenous residents of a
Dutch locality. The notion of cultural diversity however is not limited to differences between
immigrant and indigenous cultures. Cultural polarities characterize all local domains, and these
have no intrinsic conjunction with immigrant-indigenous distinctions. This conceptual tension is
encountered along the fifth integration parameter, which concerns the perspective(s) taken to
appraise the integration process. The issue being raised here is the designation of minority groups
and their spokespersons, as the legitimation of local integration hinges upon their compliance with
the activities and objectives of the local majority. Minority perspectives were derived from the
Haarlem survey through interviews with approximately 5 percent of the immigrant minority
population. However, I can identify no formal reason that for instance a group of indigenous
residents, whose unique neighborhood culture is about to be destroyed by urban renewal projects,
embody any less a minority perspective. Reasoning less formally, I observe the Dutch to be
culturally diverse; their variant perspectives on immigrant integration signify their appreciation of
perpetual diversification.
This brings me to the final parameter, which concerns the level upon which integration is conceived
and perceived. The tolerant vision is formulated here as a perception of integration directives at
the so-called local level of an urban setting. To conceive such processes without allusions to a
national level is admittedly quite taxing, as localities evolve within more extensive state and civil
contexts. References to immigrant, minority or ethnic groups, and their variant cultural
cohesiveness, allude to integration processes at a group level. This study has focused primarily
upon processes between individuals, but then individuals who reside in the same urban setting. To
appraise the integration of individual Haarlem residents, a correspondence had to be presumed
between personal criteria and local objectives. What criteria could possibly be applied to identify
the integrated residents of a tolerant community? This explicitly normative issue is addressed in the
next section.

8.2 Appraising residents of the tolerant community
No localities exist, at least in Western societies, that exemplify the objectives of the tolerant vision.
A portrayal of its inhabitants is then largely the product of speculation. Problematic presumptions
must be made, particularly concerning two of the integration parameters. The first has just been
mentioned, namely the relation between processes at individual and at local level. Here a one-onone correspondence is presumed; individuals are a reflection of their local surroundings, which on
its part is the sum of its separate inhabitants. Sociologists since Durkheim have taken issue with
these premises, as individuals are not witless cogs in social machines, nor do they have the machine
under control. More specifically, a tolerant community cannot compel its inhabitants to underwrite
objectives of cultural diversity. Should they all endorse such objectives, this does not necessarily
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yield a diversified community. Nevertheless, the normative supposition is made here that
compliance with community objectives signifies the more integrated inhabitant.
The second presumption concerns the temporal parameter, namely that the realization of a tolerant
community proceeds via the gradual accretion of integrated inhabitants. Besides its obvious relation
with the first presumption, the key word here is gradual. A case could be made for the premise that
local integration evolves more through cataclysmic phases. For instance, before major portions of
the populace learn to appreciate tolerant objectives, perhaps they can better first experience
totalitarian apartheid regimes. However, to keep this treatise lucid and consistent, the supposition
is made here that the integrated inhabitant meets end-goal criteria, and not the eventually
conflicting criteria of an intermediate phase.
The criteria themselves are presented, in abstract terms, in the formal model. Parallel with local
objectives, they are a combination of end-goals associated with the three primary dimensions of
individual integration, namely positional, orientational and behavioral goals. In the forthcoming
paragraphs the criteria, and more operational measures, are considered sequentially.
The individual counterpart for structural objectives of civil liberty is formulated as positional endgoals of self-reliance. More specifically, the integrated inhabitant of the tolerant community is not
dependent upon state interventions for the acquisition of social goods in the various local domains.
This criterion relies upon assumptions that the state only intervenes to provide necessary social
services for those inhabitants who are otherwise condemned to socially marginalized roles, and that
these services are accessible for all who need them. In this study a combination of measures for
personal income and the use of local social services represent residents' integration according to
the self-reliance criterion.
Individual counterparts for cultural objectives of diversity are orientational end-goals of
personality. This criterion should not be confused with the personality concept used in psychology,
which refers formally to the mental and behavioral attributes characteristic of any individual. It is
used here to signify deviations from the orientational conformity of cultural clones: the personality
goal is a pattern of knowledge, beliefs and affections that is optimally unique. In operational terms
this end-goal presents paradoxical measurement problems because in a locality that prides itself on
the lack of cultural clones there are, by definition, no norms to rank diversifications in personality.
The key word is optimal. Rather than focusing upon the infinite means in which orientations
diverge, the issue is the designation of orientational aspects that individuals should minimally share
for the pursuance of tolerant objectives. These are in my view quite minimal, as individuals may
not be condemned for the way they think, only for their social behavior. Measures of individuals'
convictions concerning tolerant objectives of civil liberty, cultural diversity, and social inclusion
should suffice. However for the Haarlem integration index such measures were not used, in part
because they revealed little consensus between immigrants and indigenous residents regarding
tolerant objectives. Instead the index contained measures for individuals' perceived opportunity
and satisfaction with their local situation. These criteria refer to prerequisites at group level for the
realization of a tolerant vision, namely that immigrant groups compare favorably with indigenous
groups as to their (variant) appreciation of local processes. Formulated more concretely, as long
as particular groups are significantly less satisfied concerning their local prospects, then state
interventions are needed to secure a more equitable intercultural exchange.
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Tolerant objectives of inclusion are reflected in individuals' social behavior by their (congenial)
exchanges with individuals of divergent - immigrant and indigent - origin. In operational terms this
criterion emulates proportional differences in representation. When for instance 20% of the
residents of a tolerant community are immigrants, then 20% of any individual's local contacts
should be with immigrants. The austerity of such a criterion is presumably a boon for statisticians
and proponents of positive action. Its application however raises theoretical and policy issues that
have been the subject of countless studies, including this one (see especially chapter six). The
theoretical issues concern the task of unraveling clarifications about why the criterion is not met.
By social policy, issues of legitimacy arise when promoting inclusive behavior. Assuming processes
of stigmatization and discrimination to be entirely social in their nature, no inherent reason remains
in my view why a criterion of proportional contacts could not be applied in all civic domains. It was
not however applied in this study; due to various considerations (see §3 .4). As behavioral criterion
in the integration index a measure for participation in local social-cultural activities was used. This
criterion is presumed to measure sociability - behavior that increases one's prospects of
encountering divergent locals - which on its part is construed as a prerequisite for inclusive
behavior.
In short, the integrated resident of the tolerant community endorses local objectives, is self-reliant
and, while complying with minimum norms of social conduct, participates in culturally diverse
networks of local exchange. An index of Haarlem residents' relative success in meeting integration
criteria has occupied a central role in this study. Its use required the explication of methodological,
theoretical and normative presumptions, while it serves primarily to simplify the complex relation
between divergent criteria. In exchange for these presumptions and reductions, the index represents
in one measure the multidimensional, muhilevel nature of the local integration process. It has
served to identify and compare impediments to integration encountered by Haarlem residents.
Moreover, the index has helped reveal aspects of integration that need more research attention,
particulariy concerning the development of survey instruments. The more compelling revelations
are considered in the next section.

8.3 Measuring immigrant integration
How can survey research contribute to the realization of tolerant communities? First, the survey
provides a means to qualify the extent of popular support for tolerant objectives. The stipulation
of this normative range - across local domains and across groups - is crucial to the delineation of
tolerant communities and their integrated residents. The Haariem survey addressed this issue and
revealed fundamental differences between and within immigrant and indigenous groups (see
§5.6.2). However, before surveys serve as a legitimate means to monitor inhabitants' convictions
concerning the desired direction of local integration processes, more adequate instruments must
be developed.
No matter how community objectives are ordained - preferably via surveys or other media for
residents to convey their representative perspectives - surveys can help identify the more and less
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integrated residents. Conceivably the same instruments that require further development to detect
the desired direction of local integration processes can be used to monitor individuals' endorsement
of tolerant objectives. For end-goal criteria of self-reliance, the Haarlem measures exemplify
possibilities to rank individuals according to their positions in other domains besides work and
material security. The reliability and validity of such measures can be readily improved upon,
although the development of standardized instruments that enable inter-local comparisons is
impeded by local variations in social welfare facilities, and by the differential access these services
have. Instruments to measure end-goal criteria of inclusive social behavior are, at least in the
Netherlands, rarely encountered in empirical research. Network analysis for one provides definite
paths for further survey refinement. In short, the possibilities are clearly available to develop more
adequate local indices that rank residents according to their compliance with tolerant objectives.
Beyond a survey practice, in which normative criteria are applied to distinguish between the
integrated and the estranged, lies the theoretical practice in which explanations are sought for the
distinctions discerned. Here is where the possibilities never end. A primary motive behind the
presentation of the formal model was the need for a conceptual framework with which
clarifications for immigrants' local integration could be compared and evaluated. The literature
offers a wealth of theoretical models concerning immigrant integration (e.g., Goldlust & Richmond,
1973; Shadid, 1979; Esser, 1980; Mullard et al., 1990; Engbersen & Gabriels, 1995; McLeod et
al., 1996; Swyngedouw et al., 1999). However, none of the models encountered provides the
survey researcher with a framework of parameters that reveal whether measurements are
comprehensive, and where alternative clarifications for differences in integration could be sought.
Using the model to order and evaluate the Haarlem survey, a comprehensive instrument is clearly
not feasible (assuming that an arbitrary respondent is unwilling to undergo an entire day of
interrogation). The analysis presented in the previous four chapters does suggest that, in
comparison with measures of orientation and social behavior, measures of individuals' variant
positions are more expediently surveyed. Moreover, the positional measures are consistently more
significant, in statistical terms, when seeking clarification for differences in individuals' integration
scores. This could be construed as testimony for the primacy of structural processes by immigrant
integration. However, when clarifying differences within Haarlem immigrant groups, orientational
and behavioral measures are observed to be comparably explanatory among the least integrated
(Moroccan and Turkish) groups. Succinctly stated, I surmise that when entire groups are
structurally marginalized, the more compliant derive their prospects from specific cultural affinities
and social activities (see further §7.5). The model provides a framework for theories on
immigrants' integration, but before such theories clarify the complex relation between dimensions
and domains of local integration more adequate and comprehensive measures must be made.
Meanwhile, more longitudinal surveys must be conducted to monitor the integration dynamic,
across dimensions and domains, through time.
e

This study has focused upon the possibilities provided by survey methods to measure individuals'
integration within a local context. That other methods of empirical observation are necessary to
support, complement and confute such measures has been noted throughout the study. Already the
formal distinction in levels of integration alludes to processes at national and global level whose
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significance for the realization of civil liberty, cultural diversity and social inclusion are more figuratively speaking - than everything the local schools could ever provide. Indeed, a primary
reason I have refrained from reformulating the Haarlem survey findings into a causal theory is that
the observations remain short-sighted, particularly concerning processes at local level and higher.
Within the local context, the use of complementary research methods is essential to understanding
structural and interactive processes, as many now classic studies have testified (e.g., Elias &
Scotson, 1965; Rex &Tomlinson, 1979; Wilson, 1987). To perceive the local markets where social
goods are produced and exchanged, the researcher needs to combine a diversity of perspectives.
Otherwise, there is literally no basis to interpret survey measures of individual opportunity, selfreliance, and expressed behavior. Particularly concerning the observation of inclusive behavior,
complementary perspectives are needed that discern more than the potential for inclusive contacts
within a given domain. Why do individuals fail to capitalize on the possibilities for intercultural
contact? When is exclusive behavior motivated by a conscious avoidance of cultural difference, and
when by a sensory incapacity to recognize diversity? Such issues, and many more like them, require
insights from various (interdisciplinary) viewpoints before survey instruments can be relied upon
to monitor individuals' compliance with tolerant objectives of interethnic inclusion.
Succinctly stated, surveys can stipulate the objectives of a tolerant community, identify residents
who comply with community norms, and help clarify how local objectives and individual end-goals
are met. However, like any observation method surveys lack objectivity while they alter reality.
They should be integrated within a program of research that, in its diversity and dynamics, reflects
the process it purportedly perceives and explicates.

8.4 Social policy and immigrant integration
A vision is outlined here of a community in which immigrant and indigenous residents exchange
their social goods in a process of continuous diversification, subject to a minimum on control and
revision by state authority. The vision would be naive if one inferred that it could be realized with
a minimum on state interventions. On the contrary, it is based on the presumption that the state
occupies a central role in directing the integration process.
The state referred to here is an entity as continuous as the migration occurring at its borders.
Despite the focus in this study upon the local context, the perspective is taken from the vantage
point of a global community, in which the political, economic and cultural barriers that divide
nations have gradually disappeared. The globalization process, clearly if not consistently advancing
across the European continent, has its implications for all levels of state authority. At the local level
it implies that immigrants can no longer be treated as temporary residents, such as migrant laborers
and colonial compatriots were so often viewed in the past. The continuous migration ofindividuals
and groups into and throughout Europe confronts the local authority with the task of mediating
the integration process between indigenous and immigrant groups.
Applying Schermerhorn's distinction between centripetal and centrifugal trends, coupled with the
distinction in three dimensions, I have identified (in §2.6) eight hypothetical visions of immigrant
integration. A centripetal alternative to the tolerant vision, calling for the pursuance of cultural
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unity instead of cultural diversity, has been denoted the assimilative vision. Considering the
increasingly prominent role the notion of assimilation occupies in Dutch perspectives on immigrant
integration (cf SCP, 1998; Scheffer, 2000; Schnabel, 2000), it represents a serious response to
globalization processes. Reasoning within the conceptual framework, I need to emphasize two
conditions bound to the pursuance of an assimilative vision. First, it calls for the compliance of bolh
indigenous a/jc/immigrant inhabitants. Like any local objective, policy prerogatives of cultural unity
without compliance are - per definition - non integrative. Second, the assimilative vision signifies
the evolution of a new, communal culture, a literal melting pot inllised with indigenous and
immigrant cultural elements. This condition is rooted in the premise that interactions between
culturally diverse groups alter the culture of both groups. To consider integration as a one-way
process of immigrant adaptation is no longer assimilative. It denotes a racialized vision, in which
an exclusive bastion is needed to protect the illusion of a local culture from global influences. In
less reactionary visions, the locality is considered an extension of the global community. The
tolerant vision is less reactionary, as it appreciates the continuous cultural impulse of immigration
(cf Walzer, I997:48ff).
What are then the implications of the tolerant vision for local policy? Simply stated, the
endorsement and pursuance of tolerant objectives. With reference to the terminology that has
signified Dutch local policy directives the past decennia, this does not imply a choice for either
'multi-cultural', 'minority' or'participation' policies. Dependent upon the prosperity, diversity and
harmony of local circumstance, integration policies are a combination of all three. Objectives of
multi-culturalism - the preference here is for the less static and stigmatic notion of cultural diversity
- are embodied by the encouragement of cultural innovation, be it the innovation of immigrant
expression, or the improvisation upon more indigenous symbols. Cultural policies however are not
limited to the promotion of post-modern folklore; they more generally concern the embracement
of difference within the moral framework of the global community. Objectives of civil liberty are
pursued not so much by principles of state laissez-faire, more by the provision of educational
opportunity for all, and social services for the needy. When the needy are concentrated in particular
groups, this may require the implementation of so-called minority policies. Finally, objectives of
inclusion are pursued through policies that dismantle potentially discriminatory barriers to
immigrants' local interaction and participation.
These principles, simultaneously speculative and personal, are in need of further specification
within local domains (cf Reinsch et al,, 1995:197fï), They are presented here as divergence to the
notion of local political administrations, in liberal democracies, as an intermediary between national
interests and citizens' volition, A tolerant community is not served by intimations to seek its own
civil course while the local administration languishes in the role of technocratic executor. Authority
implies the dissemination of a vision in which the prerequisites for local integration are specified,
and the civic responsibilities are disbursed.
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Appendix I: Significant indicators of Haarlemmers' integration score
The following is an overview of indicators that in the Haarlem survey exhibit a statistically
significant association with respondents' local integration index score (probability F < .05). Two
measures of association are used: for indicators measured at nominal or ordinal level the eta, for
interval level indicators (indicated by a # in the first column) Pearson's correlation. All analysis
results here and in the text that pertain to 'minorities', 'immigrants' or 'Haarlemmers' have been
reweighed to correct for differences due to sample stratification.
The indicators are listed according to the order they are discussed in the study. The first two
sections (between the dashed lines) pertain to interview and demographic variables respectively
(chapter 3). These are followed by sections on positional (chapter 4), orientational (chapter 5) and
behavioral (chapter 6) indicators. An asterisk (*) denotes those indicators that by multivariate
analysis clarify statistically significant portions of index variance under control for other indicators
within the same 'dimension' of integration. Underlined and boldfaced statistics also denote
indicators entered in multiple regression models; the total variance in the index (i.e., the adjusted
R^) explained by these models are presented in the final rows of the tables. For those indicators
transformed into dummy variable-sets for multiple regression analysis, the reference categories
are presented following the table, and specifications on the methods used.
Moroccans

Indicator

Turks

# = interval level
measurement

(n=)

(93)

(159)

Surinamese

'Other'

All

Indigenous

Antilleans

immigrants

immigrants

Dutch

(77)

(101)

(430)

(170)

.28

.19

gender interviewer
language interview

.42

.38

.48

-.35

# interview duration
interview ambience

-.27

# cultural item nonresponse

-.44

-.27

.31

.27

-.20

-.22

-.24

.13

.21

.39*

-

clustered or aselect
region of origin

-

.36*

-

-

.21*

gender
#age

-.40*

-.28*

# age at migration

-.26

-.23

migration motive

.53

.24

# migration year

.25

»
-.32

-

.29

*

residential district
# residence duration

-.22

£ R^ demographic *

16%

-

-

.24

generation

-.25

.49*

.56*

.29

-

.51*

.37*
-.28*

14%
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Moroccans

Indicator

Turks

# = interval level
measurement

(n=)

(93)

(159)

household breadwinner

.33

.29

education level

.34

.43'»

Dutch education
.46

.34*

housing market position
# housing costs per room

'Other'

All

Indigenous

Antillcans

immigrants

immigrants

Dutch

(77)
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(430)

(170)

.25'»

.25'»

.29*

household type

labor market position

Surinamese

.51*

.55*

.61*

.49*

.49

.48

A1

.46

•

.42

.39'»

.41'»

.331'

.42

.40*

.40

.26

.24

.22

.21'»

neighborhood's status
civic memberships
X R' positional
ethnic self-identification

.34*

.26

.35

9%

28%

23%

.45*

.22'»

ethnic belonging

.37

ethnic affection

.27

oral Dutch skills

21%

42%

*

.20^»
.25

.34

.40
.31

labor ambition

.31
-.21

35%

.31

.26

.33'»

religious faith

# approval separate social

.21

.46

religious devotion

.27

.40'»

.56*

.31

.41'»

.37*
.24

-.19'»

ser\'ices
preferred place of residence
neighborhood affinity

.31*

.33

.34

.28

.30*

.22*

.26

voting right used

.16
.34

left-right electoral vote
approval local ethnic organizationsH

.38*

choice for freedom - equal-

.20

.26
-.20

-.25

• .24

.32

ity
choice for cultural unity diversity
.13

choice for sociability - privacy
X R^ orientational""
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24%

14%

11%

13%

22%

-
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Moroccans

Indicator

Turks

# = interval level
measurement

(n=)

(93)

lives with partner

-.31

partner's ethnicity

.37

(159)

Surinamese

'Other'

All

Indigenous

Antillcans

immigrants

immigrants

Dutch

(77)

(101)

(430)

(170)

.38*

work search channel

.31

# mean contact frequency

.21

.18

.3S*

.35*

-.18

with ties

.16*

# frequency/proximity of
contacts with ties
seclusive ties only

.36*

.19

.31

.36

-

# proportion contacts with

.23

.17

.50*

.24

-

.21

.20

.28

.22

other categories
# mean contact frequency

.21

.31

-.16

with Dutch ties
some eclusive ties

.23

# % minorities in district

-.40*

# category % in district

-.36

-.29*

-.26*

-

# % Dutch in district

.33

.25

# % 'others'in district

-.32

-.29

# ethnic composition of

-.35*

.19
-

.41*

.42*

active organizations
£

3%

33%

20%

40%

39%

45%

53%

63%

35%

(93)

(151)

(74)

(99)

(398)

(168)

behavioral •

16%

£ R^ all * indicators (n)

29%

7%

y R^ underlined indicators

42%

39%

44%

54%

64%

35%

(n)

(93)

(152)

(74)

(99)

(412)

(168)

X R^ * demographic &

24%

30%

27%

33%

51%

35%

positional indicators (n)

(93)

(151)

(74)

(100)

(407)

(168)

£ R^ 4 boldface

36%

30%

41%

45%

52%

30%

(93)

(155)

(74)

(100)

(422)

(168)

(n)

indicators

Reference categories for dummy variables
Interview indicators: gender - female; language - Dutch; ambience - reasonable to good; sample
- aselect.
Demographic indicators: region of origin - Surinamese for the category Surinamese/Antillean
and Western Europe for the category "Other" immigrants and by analyses for "All immigrants";
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gender - female; migration motive - woric; generation - first; district - historic center {Oude Stad).
Positional indicators: household type - single person; household breadwinner - primarily
respondent; educational level / Dutch education - primary school at best; labor market position full time work; housing market position - tenant in flat; neighborhood status - very inauspicious;
civic memberships - none.
Orientational indicators: ethnic self-identification - land of origin; ethnic belonging - yes always;
ethnic affection - yes always; oral Dutch skills - reasonably good or better; religious faith - none;
religious devotion - none; voting right used - yes; electoral vote - none; approval ethnic
organizations - yes, certainly.
Behavioral indicators: lives with partner - no; partner's ethnicity - same as respondent (and
respondents without partners); work search channel - formal network used; seclusive contacts
only - 'other' friends named.
Multiple regression procedures applied
The regression analyses were conducted with listwise deletion of missing cases, while allowing
for a constant in the regression equation (unless explicitly stated otherwise, namely by the
derivation of several index components, see §4,3.2). All resuhs that refer to the combined
variance explained by a particular set of indicators (i.e., "^R^") are based on analyses in which
all the indicators are entered at once into the equation.
The selection of asterisked indicators was made in two phases. First, per dimension a limited
number of indicators were selected (five to seven) that: (I) correspond significantly with index
scores in at least one immigrant category; (2) in their combination encompass a maximum number
of domains; (3) display a minimal number of missing cases, and (4) display a maximum on
response variation (see tables 3.4.3, 4.7.1, 5.7.1 and 6.7.1 respectively). Second, a stepwise
regression procedure was then used, all indicators but one being entered on the first step. Those
indicators that, when entered on the second step, significantly increase the regression models'
(adjusted) explained variance (prob F < .05) are designated by an asterisk.
Those indicators that are also underlined were selected by first entering all asterisked indicators
in the regression model. Then via a so-called backward procedure, those indicators are removed
that fail to significantly account for index variance independent of the other indicators in the
model (prob. F > , 10). The indicators that are not removed have been underlined.
The four boldfaced indicators were selected via a trial and error method, in which per ethnic
category a set consisting of a demographic, positional, orientational and a behavioral indicator is
sought that in their combination clarify the greatest percentage of index variance (see §7.5).
To consider the potential effect upon index scores 'clarified' by the interview context, a two-step
regression analysis was conducted per ethnic category. In the first step all underlined indicators
are entered into the model, in the second those interview indicators presente'd in the (first section
of the) table above that correspond significantly with index scores. For three of the five ethnic
categories the interview indicators did not significantly improve the model. Among the Turks, the
'language interview' indicator in particular raised the
from 39% to 46%. Among 'Other'
immigrants 'interview duration' in particular raised the £ R ^ f r o m 5 4 % t o 63%. For all immigrants
this latter indicator significantly improved the model's J^R^ from 64% to 69%.
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Appendix II: Inter-item correlations of local index components
The first set of tables (II. 1) displays per ethnic category the correlations between the five
components that form the local integration index. Two measures of association are utilized: below
and to the left of the diagonal Pearson's correlations (assumes interval measurement level),
Spearman's rho (ordinal level) above and to the right (* resp. ** = F probability < .05 resp. .01).
Table II.2 provides an overview of component loadings upon the index per ethnic category, as
well as the correlations with the index of Haarlem survey items that - by design - form one of the
five separate index components. In the third set of tables (II.3), the variance in index components
accounted for by various selections of indicators are displayed per ethnic category.
T a b l e II. 1 . 1 : C o r r e l a t i o n s b e t w e e n l o c a l i n t e g r a t i o n i n d e x a n d f i v e c o m p o n e n t s f o r H a a r l e m m e r s o f M o r o c c a n
o r i g i n ( n = 9 3 ) , P e a r s o n ' s correlation ( b e l o w d i a g o n a l ) a n d S p e a r m a n ' s rho ( a b o v e a n d to the right).
Index Component

Integration
Index

Integration Index

Per Capita
Income

Welfare
Independence

Perceived
Opportunity

.221*

.556"

.619"

.501"

-.167

.122

-.051

.095

.082

.206*

.167

.010

.200

-

.005

Per Capita Income

.283"

Welfare Independence

.544»«

-.128

Perceived Opportunity

.632"

.191

.084

Local Satisfaction

.568"

-.026

.172

.050

,033

.203

.141

Cultural Participation

.445"

Local
Satisfaction

Cultural
Participation
Ail"

-.037

-

T a b l e II. 1 . 2 : C o r r e l a t i o n s b e t w e e n l o c a l i n t e g r a t i o n i n d e . x a n d five c o m p o n e n t s f o r H a a r l e m m e r s o f T u r k i s h
o r i g i n ( n = 1 5 9 ) , P e a r s o n ' s correlation ( b e l o w d i a g o n a l ) a n d S p e a r m a n ' s rho ( a b o v e a n d to the right).
Index Component

Integration
Index

Per Capita
Income

Welfare
Independence

Perceived
Opportunity

Local
Satisfaction

Cultural
Participation

Integration Index

-

.325"

.479"

.624»»

.550"

.427"

.036

-.027

.026

.181'

-.023

.122

.146

.156'

Per Capita Income

.337"

-

.045

Welfare Independence

.521"

.145

Perceived Opportunity

.628"

-.034

.191'

Local Satisfaction

.567"

-.009

-.046

.108

.517"

.096

.173»

.231"

Cultural Participation

-

.049
.079

-

T a b l e II. 1 . 3 : C o r r e l a t i o n s b e t w e e n l o c a l i n t e g r a t i o n i n d e x a n d five c o m p o n e n t s f o r H a a r l e m m e r s o f S u r i n a m e s e
or A n t i l l i a n o r i g i n ( n = 7 7 ) , P e a r s o n ' s correlation ( b e l o w d i a g o n a l ) a n d S p e a r m a n ' s rho ( a b o v e a n d to the right).
Index Component

Integration
Index

Per Capita
Income

Welfare
Independence

Perceived
Opportunity

Local
Satisfaction

Cultural
Participation

Integration Index

-

.587"

.490"

.594"

.506"

.591"

.084

.430"

.177

.139

.137

-.047

.208

Per Capita Income

.627"

Welfare Independence

.450"

.033

-

Perceived Opportunity

.591"

.338"

.089

.195

.070

Local Satisfaction

.598"

.241

.053

.217

-

.180

Cultural Participation

.546"

.188

.161

.010

.110

-

T a b l e II. 1 . 4 : C o r r e l a t i o n s b e t w e e n l o c a l i n t e g r a t i o n i n d e x a n d f i v e c o m p o n e n t s f o r H a a r l e m m e r s o f " O t h e r "
i m m i g r a n t o r i g i n ( n = 1 0 0 ) , P e a r s o n ' s correlation ( b e l o w d i a g o n a l ) a n d S p e a r m a n ' s r h o ( a b o v e a n d to the right).
Index Component

Integration
Index

Integration Index
Per Capita Income

Per Capita
Income

Welfare
Independence

.583"

.501»*
.188

.584**

Perceived
Opportunity

Local
Sati.sfaction

Cultural
Participation

.626"

.325"

.576««

.291"

-.076

.106

Welfare Independence

.555**

.258»

.089

.020

.190

Perceived Opportunity

.622**

.218*

.116

-

-.048

.259"

Local Satisfaction

.418**

-.021

,046

.003

Cultural Participation

.514'*

.094

.106

.226»

.066
.024

-

T a b i c II. 1 . 5 : C o r r e l a t i o n s b e t w e e n l o c a l i n t e g r a t i o n i n d e x a n d five c o m p o n e n t s f o r H a a r l e m m e r s o f I n d i g e n o u s
D u t c h origin { n = 1 7 0 ) , P e a r s o n ' s correlation ( b e l o w d i a g o n a l ) a n d S p e a r m a n ' s rho (above a n d to the right).
Index Component

Integration
Index

Integration Index

Perceived
Opportunity

Local
Satisfaction

Cultural
Participation

.558"

.711"

.513"

.508"

.205»

.244"

.166»

.100

.166*

.149*

.123

.253"

.237"

Per Capita
Income

Welfare
Independence

.541"

Per Capita Income

.505**

-

Welfare Independence

.539**

.186'

Perceived Opportunity

.706**

.177»

.140

Local Satisfaction

.556**

.085

.133

.257"

Cultural Participation

.505**

.010

.087

.245"

.117
.120

T a b l e II. 1 . 6 : C o r r e l a t i o n s b e t w e e n l o c a l i n t e g r a t i o n i n d e x a n d f i v e c o m p o n e n t s f o r a l l H a a r l e m r e s p o n d e n t s
(reweighed n = 5 9 9 ) , Pearson's correlation (below diagonal) and S p e a r m a n ' s rho (above and to the
Index Component

Integration Index

„

right).

Integration
Index

Per Capita
Income

Welfare
Independence

Perceived
Opportunity

Local
Satisfaction

Cultural
Participation

-

.512"

.544"

.685"

.488*»

.518»»
.107»»

Per Capita Income

.511"

.225"

.197»*

.099»

Welfare Independence

.563"

.212"

-

.149"

.118"

.095»

Perceived Opportunity

.693"

.185"

.157"

.199"

.266"

Local Satisfaction

.555"

..094*

A 44"

.228"

Cultural Participation

.513"

.043

.113"

.247"
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.117"
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T a b l e II.2: P e a r s o n ' s c o r r e l a t i o n s w i t h local i n t e g r a t i o n i n d e x o f f i v e i n d e x c o m p o n e n t s a n d s u r v e y i t e m s that
b y a n a l y s i s d e s i g n correlate w i t h i n d e x c o m p o n e n t s . F o r i n d i c a t o r s m e a s u r e d at n o m i n a l o r o r d i n a l

level,

d e s i g n a t e d b y a n "r]" i n f i r s t c o l u m n , t h e e t a s t a t i s t i c i s d i s p l a y e d . ( * = F p r o b a b i l i t y < . 0 1 ) .
Moroccans

Turks

ethnic index (see p . 4 . 2 )

.933'

.914*

per capita income

.28*

% household dependents
source household income

Componenl

Surinamese
Antillians

'Other'
immigrants

All
immigrants

Indigenous
Dutch

.911*

.930»

.984»

.998»

.34'

.63»

.58«

.59»

.50»

-.40*

-.33'

-.47*

-.25

-.31*

-.22

.34

.30

.54*

.52*

-.25'

Item-indicators

welfare independence
j o b exchange/soc. security n

.49

.43

.42

.45*

.56*

.60»

.54»

-.23*

-.31*

-.38»

-.39»

-.32»

-.21'

-.31»

-.42»

-.38»

-.40»

housing ser\'ices

n

legal services / police/ lire

n

health/nursing services

n

day-care-'nursery centers

1

neighborhood centers

1

.27*

educational services

n

.28'

.23'

-sport facilities

n

.49*

.11'

libraries

n

.45'

.40'

perceived opportunity

.63'

.63*

perceived educational
opportunity

.66'

perceived labor opportunity

.51'

-.17»
-.21'

-.11

.12

.23

.26»

.33»

.60»

.61*

.63»

.71»

.40»

.49'

.55*

.58»

.53»

.56'

.51'

.42*

perceived housing
opportunity

.22»
.20

.44»

.45»

.45»

.30»

.26»

.52»

.57*

.57'

.60*

.42'

.54»

.56»

evaluation of personal life

.33'

.45'

.51*

.42'

.48»

.35»

evaluation of domicile

.41'

.35'

.44*

.22

.34»

.31»

evaluation of neighborhood

.44»

.40»

.47*

.38'

.43»

.45»

evaluation of city's viability

.34'

.27'

.23

.31»

.43»

cultural participation

.44'

.52'

.51»

.55»

.50»

local satisfaction

.55*

weekly market

-.19»

•sports match

.34*

party outside home

.32*

.14»
.22»

café
dancing/disco

.21

.31'

music/ballet/drama

.11*

.28»

museum/exhibition
event/fair/festival

.30*

I n t e r - i t e m c o r r e l a t i o n s o f l o c a l inde.x c o m p o n e n t s

.25

.19»

.28»

.20»

.27»

.23
.22

.24»

.16*

.40*

.35»

.38»

.20»

.36*

.30»

.31»

.18
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Table 11:3.1: Percent of variance in local index components accounlcd for by selection ofsignificant indicators
underlined in Appendix I, per ethnic category.
Index component

Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese
Antillians

"Other"
Immigrants

All
Immigrants

Indigenous
Dutch

Local index

42%

39%

44%

54%

64%

35%

Per capita income

18%

49%

34%

15%

54%

10%

Welfare independence

n.s.

29%

n.s.

23%

38%

21%

Perceived opportunity

32%

31%

n.s.

25%

51%

21%

Local satisfaction

20%

30%

20%

n.s.

32%

n.s.

Cultural participation

20%

26%

19%

21%

38%

19%

Table 11:3.2: Percent of variance in local index components accounted for by selection o f ( * ) demographic and
positional indicators in Appendix I, per ethnic category.
Index component

Moroccans

Turks

Antillians

"Other"
Immigrants

All
Immigrants

Indigenous
Dutch

Surinamese

Local index

24%

30%

27%

33%

51%

35%

Per capita income

n.s.

51%

33%

n.s.

46%

10%

Welfare independence

n.s.

28%

n.s.

22%

38%

21%

Perceived opportunity

24%

20%

20%

13%

41%

21%

Local satisfaction

n.s.

22%

17%

n.s.

20%

n.s.

Cultural participation

19%

20%

27%

27%

37%

20%

Table 11:3.3: Percent of variance in local index components accounted for by selection of (four)
indicators in Appendix 1, per ethnic category.

boldfaced

Moroccans

Turks

Surinamese
Antillians

"Other"
Immigrants

All
Immigrants

Indigenous
Dutch

Local index

36%

30%

41%

45%

52%

30%

Per capita income

15%

37%

16%

n.s.

24%

n.s.

Welfare independence

n.s.

23%

11%

26%

26%

8%

Perceived opportunity

33%

15%

n.s.

17%

2a%

16%

Local satisfaction

n.s.

17%

13%

14%

21%

16%

17%

9%

11%

25%

29%

14%

Index component

Cultural participation
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Appendix III: Significant indicators' statistical relation to index components
In Appendix I an overview is presented of indicators that account significantly for the variance
in Haarlemmers' index scores. Here an overview is presented of these indicators' statistical
association with the five components that comprise the local index. Two measures of association
are used: for indicators measured at nominal or ordinal level the eta, for interval level indicators
(indicated by an # in the first column) Pearson's correlation. Only those statistics are displayed that
meet the significance criterion (probability F < .05). The indicators are listed, per ethnic category,
in the order they are discussed in chapters three through six.
Indicator (# = interval level

Local

Per Capita

Welfare

Perceived

Local

Cultural

measurement)

Index

Income

Independence

Opportunity

Satisfaction

Participation

.10

.19

.18

(n- # of ca ses)

All immigrants

(430)

gender interviewer

(427)

.19

.12

language interview

(423)

.48

.28

.32

.28

.37

.29

# interview duration

(416)

-.27

-.13

-.11

-.16

-.23

-.14

interview ambience

(417)

.27

.15

.27

.18

-.22

-.18-

-.15

-.14

# cultural item non
response

(427)

clustered or aselect

(427)

.13

(427)

.39

region of origin

.13
.35

.28

.21

-.26

.11
.18

.25

.18

-.29

.16

-.22

# age

(423)

migration motive

(244)

.29

.19

.37

generation

(427)

.29

.23

.19

.22

residential district

(427)

.51

.30

.44

.28

.37

.45

household type

(418)

.25

.44

.23

.22

.27

Educational level

(384)

.61

.37

.39

.44

.21

.44

Dutch educ. level

(254)

.47

.31

.34

.37

labor market position

(423)

.39

.45

.32

.49

.19

.27

(406)

.40

.31

.37

.18

.28

.22

(356)

.24

.19

neighborhood's status (424)

.21

.28

civic memberships

(427)

.21

.23

.20

ethnic identification

(427)

.20

.19

.25

ethnic belonging

(374)

.25

.17

.18

ethnic affection

(376)

.31

.34

.23

housing market pos.
# housing costs/room

.23

.37

.20

Significant indicators' statistical relation to index components

.15
.25

.22
.22

.19
.29

.18

.31
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Indicator (# = interval level

Local

Per Capita

Welfare

Perceived

Local

Cultural

measurement)

Index

Income

Independence

Opportunity

Satisfaction

Participation

.33

.25

.18
.29

(n= # of ca ses)

oral Dutch skills

(396)

.33

religious faith

(399)

.56

.44

.35

.40

religious devotion

(408)

.41

.29

.20

.38

preferred residence

(421)

.28

.24

.29

.21

.37

.28

neighborhood atlmity

(427)

.22

,18

.33

.16

left-right electoral vote (256)

.34

.20

.24

.33

.31

-.18

.26

freedom->equality

(401)

-.20

unity-»diversity

(389)

.24

.11

sociability-•privacy

(407)

.13

.12

.18

partner's ethnicity

(285)

.38

.30

.37

# mean contact frequency
with tics

# frequency/proximity of
(427)

seclusive ties only

(427)

# proportion contacts with

-.20
.23

.24

.11
.22

.18

.15

.10

.25

.35

.26

.30

.30

.47

.25

.26

.31

.25

.29

.49

.29

.33

.23

.34

.25

.21

.26

.10

.26

.11

.11

.29

-.14

-.28

-.19

(415)

it mean contact frequency

.31

with Dutch ties

(427)

some eclusive ties

(427)

.23

.11

# minorities in district

(427)

-.35

-.15

it % Dutch in district

(427)

.19

# ethnic composition of
active organizations

.23

(415)

contacts with ties

other categories

.26

.33

.41

-.26
.16

.30

.19

.25

.25

.32

.33

.21

.13

(251)

Moroccans

(93)

language interview

(92)

.42

it age

(93)

-.40

-.50

-.40

# age at migration

(84)

-.26

-.30

-.36

migration motive

(91)

.53

.64

it migration year

(92)

.25

.29

it residence duration

(93)

-.22

-.26

-.22

household breadwinner

(83)

.33

.43

.31

educational level

(88)

.34

.31

.48
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Indicator (# ••= interval level

Local

Per Capita

measurement)

Index

Income

(n»# of cases)

labor market position

(93)

.46

# housing costs/room

(84)

.22

civic memberships

(93)

.34

ethnic identification

(93)

-.45

oral Dutch skills

(84)

.46

religious devotion

(92)

.31

labor ambition

(93)

.31

# separate soc. services

(93)

-.21

# neighborhood afllnity

(93)

.31

approval local ethnic

Cultural
Participation

.38

(91)

-.31

partner's ethnicity

(63)

.37

seclusive ties only

(93)

.36

.38

.41
.45

.31

.52
.30

.33
-.26
.39

.50

.38
.26

.26

.28

.29

.24

.42

.35

.23

(91)

# mean contact frequency

.21

with Dutch ties

(93)

some eclusive ties

(93)

# ethnic composition of
(37)

Turks

(159)

language interview

(155)

.38

# interview duration

(144)

-.35

-.19

-.22

(158)

-.28

-.21

-.30

# age

.39

.30

.38

lives with partner

active organizations

Local
Satisfaction

.39

(80)

other categories

Perceived
Opportunity

.41

organizations

# proportion contacts with

Welfare
Independence

# age at migration

(122)

-.23

migration motive

(138)

.24

generation

(159)

.24

residential district

(158)

household type

(156)

.21

.35

-.30

-.28

.47
-.28
-.28
.21

.24

.26
.30

.43

.46

.29

.42

.27

household breadwinner (138)

.29

.49

.26

educational level

(153)

.43

.39

labor market position

(155)

.34

.52

.30

Significant indicators' statistical relation to index components

.33

.36

.27
.35

.35
.34

-.36

.34

.52

.28

239

Indicator (if = interval level
measurement)

(n- u ol'ca ses)

Local
Index

Per Capita
Income

Welfare
Independence

Perceivcd
Opportunity

civic memberships

(159)

.26

.23

.31

ethnic identification

(159)

.22

.27

.23

etlmic belonging

(143)

.37

.27

ethnic allection

(137)

.27

.34

# separate soc.semces (159)

-.18

voting rights used

(132)

approval local etlmic
organizations

(149)

freedom-+cquality

(138)

H frequency/proximity of

.26

.38

.31

.20

.22
-.22

-.16

(159)

.19

.20

.24

# proportion contacts with
other categories
(158)

.17

.18

.17

# mean contact frequency

(159)

seclusive tics only

with Dutch ties

(159)

some eclusive ties

(159)

.37

-.22

.16

contacts with ties

.20

.33

.28

.28

.24
.16

.19

.20

.20

.22

.22

.19

.34

Surinamese-» Antilleans (77)

.25

# cultural item non
response

(77)

# age at migration

(59)

-.32

residential district

(77)

.49

educational level

(68)

.51

Dutch education

(47)

.49

labor market position

(77)

housing market pos.

(76)

.33

civic memberships

(77)

.35

religious faith

(70)

.40

.41

labor ambition

(77)

.37

.32

neighborhood aftïnity

(77)

.33

seclusive ties only

(77)

.31

# proportion contacts with
other categories
(74)

.50
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Cultural
Participation

.35

-.33

.26

Local
Satisfaction

-.27

-.26

-.31
.57
.44

.44
.53

.50

.37

•<

.44
.43

.47
.27
.26

.32

.23
.37

.23
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Indicator (# = interval level

Local

Per Capita

Welfare

Perceived

Local

Cultural

measurement)

Index

Income

Independence

Opportunity

Satisfaction

Participation

(n= u of ca ses)

# minorities in district

(77)

-.40

-.25

-.31

# category in district

(77)

-.36

-.29

-.25

# % Dutch in district

(77)

.33

.28

# 'others' in district

(77)

-.32

-.28

'Other' immigrants

(101)

gender interviewer

(100)

.28

(99)

-.44

# interview duration
interview ambience

(99)

-.25

.26

.22

-.32

-.22

.31

.31
-.20

# cultural item non

-.29

response

(100)

region of origin

(100)

.36

.29

residential district

(100)

.56

.54

educational level

(88)

.55

.37

.42

.41

Dutch education

(69)

.48

.39

.41

.41

labor market position

(99)

.42

.48

.42

.59

housing market pos.

(95)

.42

.33

.39

# housing costs/room

(84)

.26

ethnic identification

.28
.52

.30

.31

(100)

ethnic aflfection

(88)

.34

.36

.38

religous faith

(92)

.40

.40

.38

religious devotion

(94)

.31

preferred residence

(99)

.34

(100)

.30

neighborhood affinity

# mean contact frequency
with ties

.38
.36

.46
.29

.34

.33

.21

.31

(97)

# frequency/proximity of
contacts with ties

(100)

seclusive ties only

(100)

# proportion contacts with
other categories

.38

.24

.33

.32

.36

.32

.21

.22

.24

.27

(97)

U mean contact frequency
with Dutch ties

(100)

# minorities in district

(100)

.21

-.29

.24

-.25

Significant indicators' statistical relation to index components

.22

-.24
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Indicator (# = interval level

Local

Per Capita

Welfare

Perceived

Local

Cultural

measurement)

Index

Income

Independence

Opportunity

Satisfaction

Participation

-.15

-.28

(n- n of ca ses)

Indigenous Dutch

(170)

-.24

# cultural item non
response

(170)

clustered-» aselect

(170)

.21

.15

gender

(170)

.21

.16

it age

(170)

-.25

residential district

(168)

.37

# residence duration

(170)

-.28

household type

(170)

.25

educational level

(163)

.20

.21
.24
-.30

-.31

.44

.38
-.28

-.35

.26

.49

.30

.42

.32

.26

.40

.27

.36

.28

Dutch education

(157)

.46

labor market position

(170)

.41

.24

.30

housing market pos.

(169)

.40

.27

.43

.26

neighborhood's status

(168)

.27

.27

.31

ethnic affection

(164)

.26

.26

# separate soc.services (170)

.23

voting right used

.21

(154)

approval local ethnic
(161)

freedom->equality

(162)

-.25

unity-» diversity

(168)

.32

# mean contact frequency

.33

.29

.36

.28

-.28

-.23

-.18

-.18

(169)

# mean contact frequency
with Dutch ties

(170)

# minorities in district

(168)
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.23

.26

organizations

with ties

.28

-.16

-.26

-.17

-.23

-.18
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Appendix IV: Survey questionnaire (with frequency distributions per ethnic category)
Font keys:
© Utrecht University, 1994
(Part of question in parentheses) = precise formulation made by interviewer
(Text in italics, mostly in parentheses)
= written instructions to the interviewer
[text hctween square brackets] = reference and clarifications added for this translation / appendix
0

INTRODUCTION

1 would like to discuss some things with you. Utrecht University is carrying out research among residents of
Haarlem, The Registry Office has given the university the names and addresses of thousands of Haarlemmers.
By chance the sample contained your name, so it's you I'd like to ask some questions. The questions concern
your living environment, your contacts with other Haarlemmers, your experience with school and work, and
what you think Haarlem needs to become a better place to live. Should you take part then you will enliven our
report to the city. Your cooperation is also in your own interest, as local officials will then hear what you think
of Haarlem.
We got your name and address from the municipal registry, but the city will not know whether you take part.
In fact only the interview coordinator, who wrote you a few days ago, knows with whom 1 have interviews.
That is to say, our meeting is strictly confidential and your responses will be conveyed without your name
attached to them. Once the project is finished, we will dispose of all the names and addresses.
The interview will last about an hour. Most of the questions refer to matters that concern you personally.
Please feel free to express how you perceive the issue, in a way that makes sense to you. That's the kind of
information in which we're interested: your views and experiences.
If during the interview you find a question to be unclear, please just say so.

(Intervieyver:

check whether

(Interviewer:

transcribe

respondent

information

has any questions,

from response

respondent's number . . . .

and understands

the

interview'purpose.)

form:)

respondent's date of birth: [SEE T A B L E 3 . 2 . 2 |

respondent's sex: [SEE T A B L E 3.3)
marital status:
?
married
single
living together
divorced
widowed
N (= 100%)

Moroccans
4%
65%
26%
2%
4%
-

86

Turks
1%
82%
12%
3%
1%
2%
145

respondent's land of birth: (SEE T A B L E 3.2.1]
post code: [SEE T A B L E 3.2.2]

Surin./Ant.
6%
44%
34%
9%
4%
4%
71

'Others'
5%
52%
30%
6%
4%
3%
95

Indigenous Dutch
6%
50%
34%
4%
2%
5%
146

respondent's nationality: (SEE T A B L E 3.2.1]

father's and mother's land of birth: [SEE T A B L E 3.2.1 A N D § 6.1.2]

respondent's geo-political origin [i.e., ethnic category: see § 3.2.1]

A

ORIGINS / FAMILY/ DOMICILE

The first set of questions concerns your background, and the house in which you live,
l.a.

We would first like to know in which country you were born. [SEE T A B L E 3.2.1]

Survey Questionnaire
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l .b.

In which year were you born? [SEE T A B L E 3.2.21

Rl.

Recapitulation:

1 .c

Have you ever Uved outside of tlie Netherlands? (If yes:) How long?

Respondent is horn in the Netherlands
. . . (Int. go to question
Respondent is not born in the Netherlands..
. (Int. go to question

Moroccans
No
1-5 years
5 to 10 years
10 years plus
N(=100%)

100%

1

Turks
55%
31%
14%
12

Surin./Ant.
46%
31%
15%
8%
13

(Int. go to question
I .d

'Others'
75%
15%
10%
53

Ic)
Id)

Indigenous Dutch
90%
7%
2%
1%
170

l.f.)

In which year did you first live in the Netherlands?

Prior to 1974
1974 - 1983
After 1984
N(=100%)

Moroccans
22%
32%
48%
92

Turks
27%
38%
36%
146

Surin./Ant.
45%
23%
31%
64

'Others'
42%
18%
41%
47

l.e

What was the most important reason for your (latest) move to the Netherlands?

l.f

According to the
name the land of
you as a (modify
yourself? (If not:)

l.g

As answer to the next question, you can specify' one of the following possibilities (Int.: show card I).
When someone says something negative about the (Int.: align with ethnic group to which
respondent
reckons him/herself),
do you have the feeling that there is soiuething negative being said about you?

no, never
rarely
sometimes
usually
yes, always
N(=100%)
l.h

Registry Office records, your (or one of your parents') country of birth is . . . . (Int.
origin used as criterion for selection). As a consequcnce, many authorities categorize
land of origin, e.g., German, Dutcli, Turk). D o e s this conform with the way you see
To which ethnic group do you reckon yourself? [SEE T A B L E S . l . l )

Moroccans
19%
9%
15%
18%
39%
88

Turks
10%
3%
16%
30%
42%
143

Surin./Ant.
35%
15%
33%
10%
7%
,
69

'Others'
33%
25%
24%
10%
9%
86

Indigenous Dutch
35%
24%
25%
12%
4%
165

Are you generally proud to be a member of the (respondent's self-identified ethnic) group?

no, never
rarely
sometimes
usually
yes, always
N(=100%)

Moroccans
7%
1%
6%
10%
76%
89

Turks
4%
3%
9%
25%
60%
137

Surin./Ant.
5%
5%
15%
25%
51%
65

'Others'
11%
10%
,
18%
25%
36%
88

R2.
Recapitulation:
Respondent does not reckon his/herself to the ethnic category we derivedfrom
registry
Respondent does reckon his/herself to the ethnic category we derived from registry
„ 244

[SEE T A B L E 3.2.2)

Indigenous Dutch
8%
1%
27%
35%
30%
163

(Int. to question I.i)
(Int. to question 2)
Appendix IV -I

1 .i

D o you find it annoying when someone sees you as {Int.: modify to geo-political
Moroccans
Turks
Surin./Ant.
'Others'
61%
64%
71%
42%
no, never
18%
21%
5%
6%
rarely
8%
8%
2%
12%
sometimes
5%
30%
10%
12%
usually
5%
21%
yes, always
38
23
43
17
N(=100%)

origin)'?
Indigenous Dutch
56%

44%
2

N o w I'm going to ask a couple questions about the household in which you live.
2.a

With how many people do you live together at this address, including yourself?

(Interviewer: This question may be found threatening or confusing. If necessary, emphasize that we
are not interested in the number of people that are formally registered at this address, and that the
authorities cannot possibly monitor it via us. We're more concerned with the number of people who
reside, partake in meals, and share the household budget. Tenants who rent a room are excluded)
(Intv.: if respondent
2.b

lives alone go to question 2.d)

|SEE T A B L E 4.1.1|

Do you live here with a partner? (Interviewer: We are interested in knowing whether respondent
shares
a household with a partner - a husband/wife or companion and not a blood relative; again we could
care less how respondents' marital status is recorded at the Registry or Tax office.)
No, does not live together with partner . . . (Int.: go to question

2.c
2.d

To which ethnic group do you reckon your partner?

2.d)

[SEE T A B L E 6.1.11

D o you have children? (If yes:) How many are younger than 18 years of age? (How many live with you in

this house)? (Interviewer:
we need to tally the number of minors in the household,
concerned with issues of parentage.)
|SEE T A B L E 4.1.1]

we're

not

3.a

(Interviewer: the following questions concern the respondent's situation, not that of the entire
household. First fill in the type of domicile in which the respondent resides.) [SEE TABLE 4.5.11

3.b

How long do you live in this home? How long do you live in this neighborhood? How long do you live in
Haarlem?

(Interviewer:
3.C

[SEE T A B L E 3.2.2]

If answers to all three questions are the same, go to question 3.d)

How often have you moved within Haarlem?
Moroccans
never
once
2 or 3 times
4 times or more
N(=100%)

3.d

33%
26%
30%
11%
90

Turks
16%
29%
46%
9%
156

Surin./Ant.
44%
27%
17%
12%
77

'Others'
33%
22%
27%
18%
98

Indigenous Dutch
23%
23%
29%
24%
167

Are you (or your partner) registered by the city as in need of another home?

no
yes
N(=100%)

Survey Questionnaire

Moroccans
50%
51%
93

Turks
62%
38%
152

Surin./Ant.
71%
29%
72

'Others'
87%
13%
100

Indigenous Dutch
86%
14%
168

2'

3.C

How many rooms does the home have? (We mean living and bedrooms; don't count service rooms.)
Surin./Ant.
Turks
Moroccans
'Others'
Indigenous Dutch
13%
1 or 2
2%
4%
17%
17%
22%
25%
17%
3
13%
17%
33%
4
45%
49%
35%
25%
32%
23%
36%
5 and more
35%
41%
159
92
72
N (=100%)
99
166

3.f

Who is the owner o f the home? (Intervietver:
'the city' will probably he said if respondent self has
contact with housing cooperative. If respondent is uncertain who the owner is, mark 'the city.)
Moroccans
Turks
Surin./Ant.
'Others'
Indigenous Dutch
28%
8%
1%
the city
1%
46%
63%
housing cooperative 62%
42%
27%
16%
3%
9%
private owner
19%
13%
37%
20%
39%
resp./household
7%
60%
76
87
153
99
N(=100%)
170

3.g

If you had to give your home a total score, what score would you give? (1 stands for an absolutely
unacceptable home, 6 denotes that you find the home good enough to remain living in, and 10 denotes
your ideal home.)
[SEE T A B L E 5.4.2|

3.h

What are the most important reasons for giving the home this score? (Int.: Don't provide
answer
categories. Ask further if it's unclear whether reason is given as positive or negative.)
Surin./Ant.
'Others'
Score < 6
Moroccans
Turks
Indigenous Dutch
21%
13%
home is too small
32%
25%
9%
15%
31%
low quality home
21%
24%
43%
21%
19%
26%
poorly maintained
18%
4%
impractical
26%
28%
other 'home' factors 26%
15%
19%
23%
11%
19%
neighborhood factors 3%
11%
11
N(=100%)
34
35
16
10
Score s 6
home is large
good quality
cheap, practical
other 'home' factors

Moroccans
39%
19%
27%

neighborhood factors 15%
N(=IOO%)
56

Turks
19%
19%
17%
28%
17%
122

Surin./Ant.
11%
31%
1%
20%
38%
56

'Others'
15%
19%
9%
29%
28%
87

Indigenous Dutch
19%
20%
11%
16%
34%
154

3.i

In Haarlem homes are scarce. Here is a weighting balance (Int.: show card 6). On the balance we can
arrange all the inhabitants of Haarlem. At the one end (Int.: point to 0) are Haarlemmers who have no
chance for a home, at the other end (Int.: point to 6) are Haarlemmers with every opportunity for a
home. In the middle (Int.: point to 3) are the Haarlemmers with an average chance for a home. The
question is, where do you place yourself on the balance? | S E E T A B L E 5 . 3 . 2 |

3.j

If you had a home to give away, to w h i c h of the following households (Int.: hand over card 7) would
you give it to first? And to whom after that? And which household would you give it to in the last place?
First allocation
'official' refugee
divorcee
2yrs wait w/ parents
family reunification
5yrs wait / too small
soc urgent for parents
N(=I00%)

„ 246

Moroccans
13%
12%
13%
11 %
44%
7%
84

Turks
15%
11%
20%
13%
37%
4%
151

Surin./Ant.
14%
10%
12%
11%
36%
18%
73

'Others'
13%
4%
10%
9%
40%
25%
97

Indigenous Dutch
12%
5%
20%
10%
34%
20%
165
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Last allocation
refugee
divorcee
2yrs wait w/ parents
family reunification
5yrs wait /too small
soc urgent for parents
N(=100%)

B
1.

Moroccans
12%
14%
16%
10%
17%
31%
81

Turks
16%
22%
14%
16%
23%
10%
147

Surin./Ant.
25%
11%
13%
16%
14%
21%
71

'Others'
14%
23%
22%
16%
5%
21%
97

Indigenous Dutch
24%
22%
19%
11%
7%
17%
163

NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT
I would now like to 3sk you some Questions about the neighborhood. First, what do you really consider

your neighborhood? (Int.: hand over card II and, dependent upon type of home and
clarify answer categories).

portico / gallery
whole street / flat
several blocks / flats
entire district
means nothing to ms;
N(=100%)

2.

Surin./Ant.
11%
11%
23%
36%
20%
75

Moroccans
15%
11%
12%
34%
28%
91

Turks
8%
10%
17%
48%
18%
155

'Others'
6%
13%
22%
42%
16%
99

Indigenous Dutch
11%
10%
23%
41%
16%
165

show card 2)

Surin./Ant.
5%
12%
38%
45%
76

'Others'
4%
13%
12%
24%
47%
98

Indigenous Dutch
2%
8%
9%
34%
46%
170

'Others'
6%
6%

Indigenous Dutch
5%

D o you think you live in a safe neighborhood? Why (not)?

certainly not
not really
sometimes
yes generally
yes certainly
N(=IOO%)
3b

Turks
3%
22%
16%
43%
16%
153

D o you feel 'at home' in this neighborhood? (Interviewer:

certainly not
not really
sometimes
yes generally
yes certainly
N(=100%)

3 .a

Moroccans
3%
31%
30%
19%
17%
90

neighborhood

Moroccans
17%
12%
11%
32%
28%
89

Turks
2%
16%
15%
42%
24%
153

Surin./Ant.
7%
1%
7%
38%
48%
77

11%
49%
28%
99

12%
11%
47%
26%
169

D o you think you live in a pretty neighborhood? Why (not)?

certainly not
not really
sometimes
yes generally
yes certainly
N(=IOO%)

Survey Questionnaire

Moroccans
16%
16%
9%
27%
32%
93

Turks
8%
23%
21%
37%
12%
154

Surin./Ant.
3%
23%
5%
40%
29%
77

'Others'
3%
24%
11%
33%
28%
99

Indigenous Dutch
7%
24%
14%
32%
24%
170
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3.C

D o you think the streets and public parks in your neighborhood arc eared for well?

certainly not
not really
sometimes
yes generally
yes certainly
N (=100%)
3.d

not really
sometimes
yes generally
yes certainly
N (=100%)

'Others'
17%
13%
11%
31%
27%
98

Indigenous Dutch
11%
15%
17%
34%
23%
165

Moroccans
49%
51%
67

Turks
52%
48%
129

Surin./Ant.
63%
37%
76

'Others'
59%
41%
98

Indigenous Dutch
64%
36%
165

Moroccans
9%
5%
11%
28%
47%
85

Turks
10%
23%
20%
33%
14%
133

Surin./Ant.
8%
8%
15%
37%
32%
73

'Others'
9%
16%
19%
35%
20%
94

Indigenous Dutch
9%
10%
23%
38%
20%
163

D o many of your friends live in the neighborhood? (Intv.: show card 3)

no, none
a few
some
most of them
all o f t h e i h
N(=I00%)
3.g

21%
154

Surin./Ant.
9%
9%
1%
48%
33%
77

D o you find that people in this neighborhood show consideration for each other? In which ways (not)?

certainly not

3.f

Turks
8%
19%
25%
27%

Docs you neighborhood lack any necossary services? (If yes:) which services are lacking?

yes
no
N(=100%)
3.C

Moroccans
7%
8%
14%
39%
32%
87

Moroccans
36%
39%
19%
4%
2%
93

Turks
25%
28%
22%
20%
5%
159

Surin./Ant.
39%
44%
8%
8%
1%
77

'Others'
39%
35%
17%
8%
2%
96

Indigenous Dutch
23%
51%
15%
12%
168

People often say that communal activities are important for the contacts ('met elkaar samenleven')
neighborhood. In what kinds of activities would you like to participate?

none
various kinds
N (=100%)

Surin./Ant.

'Others'

39%

66%

61%
66

34%
78

Surin./Ant.
41%
23%

43%

Turks
57%
6%
10%
19%

4%

'Others' '
57%
21%
2%
2%

4%
28

9%
65

33%
27

19%
25

Moroccans
46%
56%
76

Turks
25%
75%
105

in a

Indigenous Dutch
55%
45%
149

With w h o m would vou like to undertake activities?

everyone
friends / neighbors
women separately
ethnic mix
(only) Dutch
other
N (=100%)

„ 248

Moroccans
43%
11%

Indigenous Dutch
53%
16%
2%
2%
27%
47
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4.a

What do you appreciate most about the neighborhood?

tranquility
location/services
sociability
other
nothing
N(=IOO%)
4.b

Moroccans
25%
16%
16%
24%
20%
84

Turks
20%
24%
21%
28%
6%
139

Surin./Ant.
17%
26%
29%
26%
3%
70

'Others'
24%
25%
16%
32%
4%
93

Indigenous Dutch
25%
22%
23%
26%
4%
163

Surin./Ant.
18%
25%
7%

'Others'
16%
34%
4%
1%

Indigenous Dutch
19%
37%
5%
4%

28%
16%
91

21%
14%
156

What annoys you most about the neighborhood?

impoverishment
noise, traffic
crime/drugs
foreigners
racism/discrim.
other
nothing
N(=]00%)

Moroccans
13%
23%
9%
8%
4%
20%
25%
80

Turks
22%
18%
9%
0%
0%
26%
25%
139

4%
19%
27%
73

5.

If you were free to decide who would be your next-door neighbor, would you prefer a (person from geopolitical origin) or someone with another ethnic background?
'Others'
Surin./Ant.
Indigenous Dutch
Moroccans
Turks
5%
2%
different background 11%
3%
13%
9%
11%
it depends
9%
3%
18%
64%
57%
no preference
83%
79%
58%
30%
22%
same ethnic origin
7%
5%
12%
98
169
N(=100%)
76
158
92

6.a

If you had to give your neighborhood a total score, what score would you give? (1 stands for
exceptionally poor, 6 denotes that you find the neighborhood good enough to remain in, and 10 denotes
an exceptional neighborhood.)
[SEE T A B L E 5.4.2]

6.b

Will you tell me the most important reason why you give the neighborhood this score? When you gave
this score: what were you thinking about?
Score < 6
impoverishment
noise/traffic
crime/drugs
too many foreigners
tensions/anti-socials
other / isolation
N (=100%)

9%
23%
23%
22

Turks
23%
16%
4%
12%
13%
31%
35

Score i 6
tranquility
location/services
sociability
other
N(=100%)

Moroccans
34%
26%
18%
23%
63

Turks
23%
13%
22%
42%
123
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Moroccans
18%
27%

Surin./Ant.

'Others'
46%

Indigenous Dutch
38%

10%

3%
17%
18%

3

12%
32%
9

25%
17

Surin./Ant.
23%
21%
27%
29%
73

'Others'
30%
16%
22%
32%
88

Indigenous Dutch
22%
21%
22%
36%
147

100%

249

You have just given your neighborhood a scorc of (. . .). This is your appraisal of the neighborhood right
now. What score do you think you will give this neighborhood five years from now?
Moroccans
36%
48%
16%
67

Compared to now
lower score
same score
higher score
N(=100%)
7.b

8.

Turks
27%
58%
15%
155

Surin./Ant.
17%
68%
15%
65

'Others'
25%
51%
23%
90

Indigenous Dutch
22%
61%
17%
162

What do you think needs to be done to improve the neighborhood? (Interviewer:
if respondent
cannot
say what needs improvement,
ask what is needed for the neighborhood's
score to remain the same.)
Turks
Surin./Ant.
Moroccans
'Others'
Indigenous Dutch
20%
23%
24%
26%
15%
more services
17%
24%
25%
better maintenance
21%
20%
3%
12%
8%
15%
10%
spread immigrants
15%
10%
8%
18%
nothing
8%
59
90
134
N(=100%)
73
143

If you were entirely free to choose, where would you prefer to reside? (Interviewer:
question,

possible

response

present home
same neighborhood
Haarlem elsewhere
N L elsewhere
elsewhere
land of origin
N (=100%)

(categories)

Moroccans
23%
17%
34%
14%
2%
11%
89

are already presented

Turks
29%
17%
30%
11%
7%
7%
159

for your

this is an

open

convenience.)

Surin./Ant.
25%

'Others'
17%

18%
17%
18%
8%
14%
72

12%
16%
34%
15%
6%
100

Indigenous Dutch
21%
3%
25%
37%
13%
1%
166

E D U C A T I O N A N D UPBRINGING
The next few questions are about schooling and upbringing.
R3.

1 .a

1 .b
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Recapitulation:

Respondent is not born in the Netherlands
. . . (Int.: go to question
Respondent is born in the Netherlands...
(Int.: go to question

Did you have the chance to go to school in . . . (Int.: name respondent's
country
'Others'
Moroccans
Turks
Surin./Ant.
27%
no
24%
10%
35%
73%
yes
76%
90%
65%
44
145
62
N(=100%)
91
What is the highest form of schooling that you attended there?
schools in S u r i n a m e
schools in Morocco
primary school
I'enseignement original
1)
LBO (householdschool, LTS) premier degré (elem school)
2)
MULO/ULO
secondaire (secondary)
3)
mbo (NATIN, trade school) section technique specialisee
4)
A M S , HAVO, Lyceum
lycée (havo, vwo)
5)
HBO
university
6)
other school
other school
7)

of

la)
2a)

birth)!

(Int.: go to question

2)

schools in T u r k e y
ilkokul (primary school)
orta okul (middle school)
sanat okulu, meslek okulu, enstitu
ticaret lisesi (trade school)
lise, Imam Hatip Lisesi (havo/vwo)
university
other school
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l.c

2.a

primary (1)

Moroccans
26%

secondary (2-3)
trade/tech (4-5)

56%
16%

Turks
67%
23%
10%

university (6)
N(=100%)

2%
57

1%
110

Surin./Ant.
37%
37%
14%
14%
52

'Others'
13%
39%
19%
29%
27

Did you receive a diploma or certificate from the school?
Turks
Surin./Ant.
Moroccans
38%
23%
no
73%
77%
63%
yes
27%
56
110
N(=100%)
60

'Others'
29%
71%
31

Have you attended school (full-time) in the Netherlands

does not (yet) refer to language courses, briefprofessional
no
yes
N (=100%)
2.b

2.C

Moroccans
56%
44%
93

Turks
62%
39%
159

(int.: if 'no' go to 3. If 'yes', clarify that this

training or part-time schools for

Surin./Ant.
32%
68%
76

When did you last attend school full-time? Or are you still attending
Turks
Surin./Ant.
Moroccans
16%
3%
prior to 1973
3%
28%
23%
1974 to 1983
13%
37%
44%
1984 to 1993
44%
20%
31%
Currently attending
41%
51
59
N(=100%)
39

adults)

'Others'
24%
76%
99

Indigenous Dutch
3%
97%
170

school?
'Others'
38%
23%
25%
15%
75

Indigenous Dutch
52%
19%
24%
5%
162

What is the highest level of education that you have attended (in the Netherlands)
that you did not complete or still attend)?
Turks
Surin./Ant.
Moroccans
'Others'
33%
64%
26%
no Dutch education
59%
1%
6%
primary school
42%
31%
43%
secondary school
39%
26%
4%
26%
professional / univ.
2%
77
159
N(=100%)
93
101

(including education
Indigenous Dutch
4%
4%
60%
32%
170

2.d

D o you have a diploma from the school? (that is, did you finish the school?)

3.a

Are you currently taking, or have you ever taken, a course or training
Turks
Surin./Ant.
Moroccans
48%
58%
no (Int.: go to 4)
68%
52%
42%
yes
32%
156
75
N(=100%)
91

'Others'
48%
52%
100

Indigenous Dutch
47%
53%
170

What sort of course or training?
Moroccans

Surin./Ant.

'Others'

Indigenous Dutch

6%
17%
26%
51%
35

24%
15%
25%
37%
50

7%
41%
52%
88

3.b

alphabetization
11%
Dutch language
43%
via labor exchange
11%
via employer
14%
other / own initiative 22%
N(=100%)
28

Survey Questionnaire

Turks
1%
53%
14%
15%
17%
60

| S E E T A B L E 4.2.1]

in the Netherlands?
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We consider the weighting balance again (Int.: show card 6). On the balance we arrange all the
inhabitants of Haarlem. At the one end (Int: point to 0) are Haarlemmers w h o have (had) no chance to
attend school, at the other end (Int.: point to 6) are Haarlemmers who have (had) optimal educational
opportunity, also as adults. In the middle (Int.: point to 3) are the Haarlemmers with an average chance
to acquire an education. My question for you is, what chances have you (had) to acquire an education? In
other words, where do you place yourself on the balance? | S E E T A B L E 5.3.21

Everyone must attend school in the Netherlands until the age of 16. People differ as to the subjects they
feel that all children should learn at school. In you opinion, what are the most important skills children
should be taught to get by in Haarlem? [Because resp. cited up to 3 skills, columns total > 100%)

Dutch language
Basic skills
Social skills
Technical skills
Tolerance/respect
Other languages
Mother tongue
N(=100%)

D

Moroccans
44%
20%
19%
11%
5%
11%
24%
75

Turks
35%
24%
21%
23%
5%
15%
4%
136

Surin./Ant.
40%
29%
45%
19%
16%
15%

'Others'
39%
33%
35%
24%
15%
17%

75

89

Indigenous Dutch
44%
27%
42%
29%
7%
21%
1%
164

WORK
The following set of questions concern work and money, now and in the past.

1 .a

D o you have a paid job at the moment? (Any kind of employment or paid work counts, including jobs via
temporary employment agencies or informal 'odd' jobs.)

no
yes, one job
yes, more than one
yes, my ovra'business
N(=100%)

Moroccans
61%
38%
1%

Turks
47%
49%
4%

90

156

Surin./Ant.
47%
46%
3%
4%
76

'Others'
37%
59%
3%
2%
100

Indigenous Dutch
30%
53%
3%
14%
170

(Int.: if one or more jobs go to question 3.b, if entrepreneur go to question
1 .b

Have you ever been paid for a job you did?
Moroccans
Turks

Surin./Anl.

'Others'

Indigenous Dutch

no (Int.: go to 2.b)

48%

24%

17%

14%

8%

yes
N (=100%)

52%
54

76%

83%
36

86%
37

92%
51

Surin./Ant.
27%
12%
31%
31%
26

'Others'
5%
29%
22%
44%
28

Indigenous Dutch
4%
27%
21%
48%
44

73

How long have you been without a paid job?
Moroccans
Turks
13%
less than one year
19%
one thru four years
44%
52%
five thru ten years
19%
29%
7%
more than ten years
19%
N(=100%)
27
55
2 .b
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3.a)

Are you currently looking for paid work?
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Moroccans
no
yes (Int.: goto
N(=100%)
2.C

2.d

2.d)

84%

Turks
64%

Surin./Ant.
86%

'Others'
67%

16%
55

36%
73

14%
35

33%
37

51

What is the most important reason that you have no (longer) work, and are not in search of it? (In
display card 9, afterwards skip 2.d and go to 2.e)
Turks
Moroccans
Surin./Ant.
'Others'
Indigenous Dutch
20%
7%
40%
retired / pension
55%
33%
11%
50%
26%
family situation
17%
42%
13%
33%
10%
disabled
17%
20%
19%
7%
8%
studies
5%
21%
13%
11%
16%
other
7%
47
30
46
24
N (=100%)
45
What are the three most important reasons that you have no ( l o n g e r ) paid work? Would you list these in
order of importance? (Int.: display
Moroccans

2.e

Indigenous Dutch
90%
10%

56%

card JO) [Since resp. cited up to 3 reasons, c o l u m n s total > 1 0 ü % |
Turks
Surin./Ant.
'Others'
Indif
100%
32%
50%
40%
40%
28%
42%
80%
20%
44%
8%
20%

not e n o u g h j o b s
too old / unhealthy
poor education

22%
44%

poor Dutch skills

33%

44%

ethnic exclusion
N(=100%)

11%
9

48%
25

25%
8%
5

Let's look at the weighting balance again (Int.:

show

inhabitants of Haarlem. At the one end (Int.: point
paid work, at the other end (Int.: point

12
card

5

6). O n t h e balance w e arrange all the

to 0) are H a a r l e m m e r s w h o have no chance to do

to 6) are Haarlemmers w h o have had continuous opportunity to

hold paid jobs. In the middle (Int.: point

to 3) are the Haarlemmers with an average chance to do paid

work. My question for you is, where would you place yourself on the balance? Int.: go to question 4)
Surin./Ant.
Turks
'Others'
Moroccans
Indigenous Dutch
36%
56%
83%
37%
69%
less than average
36%
16%
13%
24%
14%
average
29%
4%
29%
39%
17%
more than average
31
34
72
50
N(=100%)
52

3.a

(Int.: ask only if respondent
business?
less than 5 years
5 to 10 years
more than 10 years
N(=100%)

has own business, otherwise go to 3.b) H o w long have you had your own
Surin./Ant.
'Others'
Indigenous Dutch
100%
100%
2

2

56%
14%
30%
25

3.b

How did you find your (most important) job? (Int.: don't convey answer categories,
necessary.
We're more interested in who introduced resp. to employer, not who 'advised'
[ S E E T A B L E 6.3.1)

3.C

How many hours a week do you work (on average)? Include overtime (all jobs combined).
Moroccans
Turks
Surin./Ant.
'Others'
Indigenous Dutch
less than 32 hrs/wk

3.d

27%

16%

35%

30%

24%

32 thru 4 0 hrs/wk
71%
more than 4 0 hrs/wk 3%

76%
8%

54%
11%

60%
10%

44%
32%

N(=100%)

80

37

60

115

34

but clarify if
respondent.)

Are the people (or personnel) with w h o m you work primarily Dutch, (land of origin), or 'others'?

Survey Questionnaire
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[SEE T A B L E 6.3.2)
3.e

(Int.: only if respondent
has own business, otherwise skip to 3.J) Are the clients
business primarily Dutch, (land of origin) or 'others'?
Surin./Ant.
'Others'
33%
Dutch
33%
primarily Dutch
100%
33%
primarily 'others' / a mix
3
N (= 100%)
2

or customers of your
Indigenous Dutch
29%
53%
18%
22

Are you satisfied with your job (or business)? (Do you enjoy your work?) (InL: show card 4)
Moroccans
Turks
Surin./Ant.
'Others'
Indigenous Dutch
16%
5%
(very) dissatisfied
12%
8%
2%
5%
33%
17%
yes and no
6%
14%
44%
62%
56%
satisfied
65%
50%
28%
6%
18%
very satisfied
18%
34%
39
76
60
N (=100%)
34
115
3.g

There are many reasons why not everyone has a job. In your view, what are the most important reasons
why YOU have paid work? (Since resp. cited up to 3 reasons, columns total > 100%)
Surin./Ant.
Turks
'Others'
Moroccans
Indigenous Dutch
56%
41%
58%
57%
the will / extra effort 50%
56%
53%
29%
43%
attitude / personality 21 %
46%
42%
proper education
27%
24%
34%
20%
28%
luck
47%
28%
18%
3%
6%
32%
12%
right contacts
24%
61
36
N(=100%)
34
76
115

3.h

Let's look at the weighting balance again (Int: show card 6). On the balance we arrange all the
inhabitants o f Haarlem. At the one end (Int: point to 0) are Haarlemmers who have no chance to do
paid work, at the other end
(Int: point to 6) are Haarlemmers who have had continuous opportunity to
hold paid jobs. In the middle (Int: point to 3) are the Haarlemmers with an average chance to do paid
work. My question for you is, where would you place yourself on the balance?
'Others'
Surin./Ant.
Moroccans
Turks
Indigenous Dutch
9%
less than average
21%
34%
13%
18%
35%
average
24%
37%
18%
20%
56%
more than average
55%
48%
50%
62%
59
N (=100%)
29
70
38
109

4.a

If you could choose between a paid job, and a welfare pension which offers more
you choose?
'Others'
Moroccans
Surin./Ant.
Turks
76%
76%
the paid job
65%
85%
the welfare pension
30%
20%
15%
13%
5%
it depends
5%
9%
3%
97
N(=I00%)
81
149
72

4.b

If you could earn just as much with
choose?
„
Moroccans
the steady job
51%
my own business
49%
it depends
N(=100%)
78

income, which would
Indigenous Dutch
81%
16%
3%
165

steady employment as with your o w n business, which would you

Turks
Surin./Ant.
'Others'
Indigenous Dutch
22%
54%
63%
60%
75%
44%
36%
40%
3%
1%
1%
1%
155
70
94
166
If you were assured of sufficient income and time, would you be willing to work as a volunteer?
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no (Int.: go to 4.e)
yes
N (=100%)

Moroccans
57%
43%
89

Turks
40%
60%
157

Surin./Ant.
28%
72%
75

'Others'
30%
70%
98

Indigenous Dutch
31%
70%
169

4.d

Here is a list with a variety of voluntary activities (Int.: show card 11). For which (three) activities woi
you be most willing to offer your services (assuming you had sufficient income and time)?
Surin./Ant.
Turks
First choice
Moroccans
'Others'
Indigenous Dutch
6%
8%
family business
8%
10%
6%
17%
11%
13%
7%
childrens day-care
13%
7%
21%
serve ethnic group
3%
12%
22%
18%
carc for the elderly
11%
25%
6%
5%
1%
neighborhood activ. 8%
8%
4%
4%
10%
3%
relief for refugees
3%
15%
7%
6%
coaching sports
18%
10%
14%
11%
7%
environmental action 3%
13%
13%
15%
21%
20%
cultural/educ. activ.
18%
4%
4%
11%
other . . ,
16%
9%
93
54
N(=100%)
38
69
118

4.e

People differ as to the importance they ascribe to paid work for their sense of belonging. How important
is paid work for you? (Int.: show card 5)
Moroccans
Turks
Surin./Ant,
'Others'
Indigenous Dutch
2%
4%
totally unimportant
3%
8%
8%
1%
4%
no, unimportant
3%
10%
13%
10%
both important & not 1%
11%
15%
13%
36%
35%
yes, important
32%
38%
30%
51%
46%
yes, very important
61 %
30%
35%
154
N(=100%)
75
74
97
165

E

SOCIAL LIFE
I've asked you about your views on your home environment, your schooling and work. I am now going to
ask you to consider your life in Haarlem more in general,

1.

First I'm going
w h o m you have
hand over pen
continuing with

to ask you to think about five family members or friends. They should be people with
regular contacts, but not someone w h o lives here at home with you. (Int.: if
appropriate
and paper, check in any event whether resp. has decided upon five ties
before
questions. Do not reveal the response
categories.)

l.a

Can you tell me how often you have contact with (Int.: ask about the five persons
one-by-one;
ask
questions l.a thru l.c first for person 1, then l.a thru I.c for person 2, etc.) Any kind of contact counts:
visits, telephone conversations, an exchange of letters, etc..

l.b

Where does person (Int.: fill in 1-5) come from. Is he or she (land of origin), Dutch, or does he or she
come from some place else?

l.c

D o e s person (Int.: fill in 1-5) live in Haarlem, or did he or she use to live in Haarlem?
[SEE § 6.4, T A B L E 6.4.1 IN P A R T I C U L A R ]

R4.

Recapitulation:

Survey Questionnaire

By l.b respondent named friends of divergent origin . . . (Int.: goto question
By l.b respondent named only friends of similar origin .. . (Int.: go to question

Id)
le)
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Id

D o you find it important to have Hollanders (Int.: by Dutch respondents:
your circle of friends? (Int.: show card 2, afterwards go to question 2.a)

no, certainly not
no, not really
sometimes
yes, generally
yes, certainly
don't notice
N (=100%)
1e

Turks

9%
3%
24%
56%
9%
34

13%
8%
33%
41%
6%
58

Surin./Ant.
7%
15%
11%
20%
28%
19%
54

Arc there also Hollanders (Int.: by Dutch respondents:
in your circlc of friends? (Int.: show card 2)

no, certainly not
no, not really
sometimes
yes, generally
yes, certainly
don't notice
N(=100%)

2.a

Moroccans

Moroccans
41%
32%
9%
9%
5%
4%
56

Turks
15%
42%
23%
19%
2%

"immigrant"

'Others'
5%
4%
6%

"are there also immigrants..."

'Others'

23%

57%
43%

13

(allochtonen))

Indigenous Dutch
25%
43%
5%
13%
7%
8%
134

39%
23%

74

in

Indigenous Dutch
4%
42%
4%
29%
8%
14%
28

33%
28%
24%
58

Surin./Ant.
15%

(allochtone))

7

I now want to ask whether you're involved in one or more organizations. I will name several types. If
you're involved in that tjpe would you say whether you're an active or passive member, and how the
membership is (ethnically) composed. 1 don't need to know the name of the organization. (Int.: clarify if
necessary that a passive member e.g. pays contributions
but does not actively participate in activities.)
Are you a member of, or make use of a . . . (If, yes:) What is its ethnic composition?
Moroccans
P=passive, A=active P
A
environmental org.
2%
1%
4%
11%
sport club
4%
union / professional 2%
2%
3%
neighborhood org.
17% 5%
religious organ.
social club
3%
2%
3%
other club / organ.
1%
N(=100%)
93

Turks
P
3%
9%
13%
9%
30%
10%
3%
159

A
1%
13%
1%
1%
10%
8%
3%

Surin./Ant.
A
P
3%
8%
3%
10%
10%
1%
9%
4%
17%
16%
14%
4%
13%
5%
77
-

'Others'
P
A
2%
2%
31%
18% 2%
2%
4%
14% 7%
3%
12%
5%
17%
101

Indigenous Dutch
P
A
34%
1%
3%
38%
27%
4%
6%
5%
18%
17%
4%
9%
12%
13%
170

[Quartile distribution of H a a r l e m m e r s upon hypothetical spectrum (derived from Princal)
reflecting the ethnic composition of organizations in which respondents participate (see § 6.6.1)J

immigrant members
some immigrants
largely indigenous
primarily indigenous
N(=100%)
2.b
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Moroccans
75%
19%
3%
3%
32

Turks
87%
12%
1%
90

Surin./Ant.
47%
31%
4%
18%
45

'Others'
32%
30%
23%
16%
54

.

Indigenous Dutch
25%
25%
21%
29%
114

(Int.: if respondent
has children:) According to which religious doctrines or precepts do you raise your
children? (Int: if respondent
has no children:)
If you had children, according to which religious
doctrines or precepts would you raise them (Int.: do not reveal answer categories) [SEE T A B L E 5.2.2]
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2.C

How large is the role of religion in your life?
Moroccans
Turks
3%
(almost) absent
1%
26%
not very large
12%
34%
rather large
25%
38%
very large
62%
154
N(=100%)
92

[SEE A L S O T A B L E 5.2.2)
Surin./Ant.
25%
28%
26%

'Others'
36%
37%
13%
13%
93

21%
76

Indigenous Dutch
46%
29%
13%
12%
166

3.a

Can you tell me if you ever visit the following locations in Haarlem, and if you do, how often? Do you
ever visit/attend a . . , (If yes:) How often?
(SEE T A B L E 6.6.1]

3.b

We all have our views as to how people should behave in public. When are you offended by other
people's behavior? (Interviewer:
we would like to get an impression
what behavior
Haarlemmers
consider
'antisocial'.
Pursue the question further
and record the answer carefully.
In which
situations?
Which groups display the behavior the most?)
[Since resp. may have cited more types of behavior, columns may total more
Turks
Moroccans
Surin./Ant.
Most often cited
'Others'
20%
11%
19%
37%
clamor / bedlam
4%
9%
1%
21%
dangerous driving
5%
6%
10%
vandalism / littering 10%
6%
1%
14%
alcohol / drug use
7%
1%
19%
aggressive behavior 13%
8%
17%
25%
disrespect / brutality 9%
25%
42%
21%
16%
discrimination
3%
70
139
N(=100%)
69
89

4.a

than 100%)
Indigenous Dutch
32%
20%
14%
15%
10%
21%
2%
166

When reflecting upon your life in Haarlem up until now, what things are you proud of? (Int.: we want to
get an impression with which ambitions/aspirations
respondent moved to Haarlem, and which (local)
experiences
have been of great importance.
Pursue the question further and record carefully.
What
were the 'successes'?
When? With whom does resp. relate the
success?)
ISince resp. m a y have cited more objects of pride, columns may total m o r e than 100%]
Most often cited
job / self-reliance
studies / schooling
possessions
approach/way of life
children
Haarlem as locality
H'lem activities/org.
nothing
N (=100%)

4.b

Moroccans
24%
18%
8%
4%
6%
14%
3%
15%
79

Turks
20%
6%
5%
16%
9%
13%
3%
17%
138

Surin./Ant.
19%
10%
14%
8%
11%
17%
10%
8%
63

'Others'
5%
5%
6%
11%
9%
36%
9%
10%
82

Indigenous Dutch
24%
6%
8%
6%
8%
29%
14%
11%
143

And which aspects of your life in Haarlem have you found to be a disappointment? (In what are you less
involved than you would like to be? (Int: Like question 4.a, pursue the question
further)
Most often cited
problems w/ work
problems w/ school
fellow Haarlemmers
discriminat'n/racism
Haarlem as locality
local services/activ.
N(=100%)

Survey Questionnaire

Moroccans
24%
5%
9%
9%
9%
58

Turks
27%
20%
2%
6%
4%
12%
132

Surin./Ant.
5%
4%
11%
7%
5%
19%
57

'Others'
6%
4%
9%

Indigenous Dutch
3%

-

-

9%
26%

11%
46%

70

133

-

9%

257

5.a

If you had to give a total score for your life here in Haarlem, what score would you give? (1 stands for
exceptionally poor, 6 denotes that you are satisfied with your life, and 10 denotes an exceptionally
satisfying life.)
ISEE T A B L E 5.4.21

5.b

You have just given a score of (. . .) to denote your satisfaction with your life here in Haarlem, This is
your appraisal right now. D o you tliink your appraisal will change in the next five years? In other words,
do you think your life in the coming years will deteriorate or improve? If you are asked in five years to
give your local life a total score, what score do you think you will give?
Moroccans

5.C

F

lower score

37%

same score
higher score
N(=100%)

39%
24%
74

Turks
22%
64%
15%
149

Surin./Ant.
17%
67%
17%
66

'Others'
18%
64%
18%
90

Indigenous Dutch
21%
67%
12%
159

Indigenous Dutch
10%
2%
12%

What do you think has to happen for your life to get better?
Most often cited
job / self-reliance
new/complete studies
(more) acquisitions
reduce racism
improve locality

Moroccans
35%
15%
40%
12%
4%

Turks
35%
12%

Surin./Ant.
23%
5%

9%
8%

11%
9%
8%

more sen'ices/activ.
nothing
N(=100%)

5%
5%
75

16%

8%

'Others'
18%
2%
17%
4%
13%
18%

11%
135

17%
64

11%
84

15%
16%
9%
130

HAARLEM AS A MULTICULTURAL CITY
A s second-to-last part of this interview, we would like to ask you about your experiences with Haarlem as
a multicultural city. First, a few questions about your use and appraisal of municipal offices and services.

I.a

The municipality provides all kinds of social services. I'm going to name several of them; the question
for you being whether you have made use of the service this past year (Int.: hand over card 12)

Have you made use of . . .? (Int.: we're primarily
services
I.b

provided

or supported

concerned

by the city of Haarlem)

with the use of, and appraisal of, social
[SEE T A B L E 4.4.1]

(If yes:) Were you treated well by the social service (employees)? (Int.: if respondent

was not

treated

well by one or more services, ascertain the nature of the complaint and record it. Don't forget to note
the name of the service agency)

2.a

The past few years, there has been much discussion about social services for different groups of people.
Some contend that the government should finance separate social services for different groups, others
contend that everyone should use the same services. A g a i n I'm going to name sfeveral services. For each
service I would like to know whether you find separate services for (group from land of origin) (Int.: for
indigenous Dutch and other immigrants say 'immigrants'
('allochtonen'))
appropriate. You only have
to respond with 'yes' or 'no', but with 'yes' you can also specify the type of service you envision.
D o you find it appropriate that the city provides (immigrant category) with their own (service type)?
ISEE T A B L E 5.4.1]
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2.b

2.C

2.d

D o y o u ever listen to the programs for immigrants, Sundays on Radio Haarlem? (If yes:) how often?

never

Moroccans
29%

Turks
71%

occasionally

42%

couple times/month
weekly
N(=100%)

4%
25%
91

21%
4%
4%
154

Surin./Ant.
85%
9%

'Others'
92%

Indigenous Dutch
92%

5%

7%

1%
4%
71

1%
2%
98

1%

D o y o u approve of immigrants having their o w n interest groups in Haarlem (Int.: show card 2)
Moroccans

Turks

Surin./Ant.

no, certainly not
no, not really

4%
3%

1%
4%

sometimes
yes, generally
yes, certainly
N(=100%)

9%
26%
59%
80

1%
3%
10%
39%
47%
150

Moroccans

Indigenous Dutch
6%

7%

6%
16%
42%

11%
43%

9%
45%

41%

35%

74

94

specific expertise

2%

Turks
16%
6%

specific problems

37%

30%

fight discrimination

8%

37%

10%
6%

translator's function
intermediary/guide

5%
7%

12%
3%

18%

promote assimilation 7%

Surin./Ant.
29%
12%

30%
161

'Others'

Indigenous Dutch

15%
4%

2%

14%

12%

9%
6%
8%

2%

4%
6%
14%

12%

8%

11%

11%
6%

24%

represent, is a right

7%

3%

9%

(neg) im. must conform
inhibits integration
N(=100%)

3%
2%
62

1%
2%

3%
2%

128

68

6%
74

13%

11%
5%
156

W e can imagine that there's a need for services and agencies that are entirely unavailable in Haarlem. In
that case, w e would like to convey these suggestions to the local authorities. D o you ever need services or
agencies that are not available in Haarlem?
Moroccans
no
yes
N(=100%)

3.a

'Others'
4%

W h y do you (not) approve of Haarlem immigrants having their ow n interest groups ?

(pos) special interests

2.e

169

51%
49%
55

Turks
66%
34%

Surin./Ant.
71%
29%

'Others'
70%
30%

Indigenous Dutch
81%
20%

115

70

94

157

W h e n y o u tell about your life in Haarlem to non-Haarlemmers, or w h e n they visit you, are there aspects
of the city of w h i c h you're exceptionally proud?
Turks
46%

Surin./Ant.
30%

'Others'
14%

Indigenous Dutch
20%

38%
81

54%

70%
71

86%
98

81%

156

62%
22%

Moroccans
no

62%

yes:
N (=100%)
(If yes:) n a m e l y . . .
- its appearance

60%

55%

53%

67%

- its location/services 2 0 %

21%

26%

18%

- its soc-cultural life

20%

25%

N (=100%)

30

80

21%
53

16%
83

Survey Questionnaire
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16%
138
259

3 .b

And are there aspccts of the city of which you arc particularly ashamed?
Moroccans
Turks
Surin./Ant.
'Others'
65%
75%
82%
no
65%
35%
25%
18%
yes
35%
158
83
71
N(=IOO%)
99

Indigenous Dutch
50%
50%
167

(If yes;) n a m e l y . . .
- its appearance
- its lack of services
- soc-cultural aspccts
N(=100%)

53%
26%
31%
85

12%
8%
80%
28

12%
50%
39%
39

36%
7%
57%
14

56%
28%
15%
33

4.
4.a

If you could construct an image of a city, which of the following aspects would you prefer?
Everyone considers sociability {'gastvrijheid')
and privacy important. But if you had to choose, would
you have a personal preference for sociability - you could live with the certainty that you would always be
welcome by others - or for privacy - you could live with the certainty that no one could simply infringe
upon you? D o you prefer sociability, or privacy?
[SEE T A B L E 5.6.2)

4.b

Everyone considers unity and diversity important. But if you had to choose, would you have a personal
preference for unity - everyone agrees as to how people should think and act - or for diversity - various
life styles are present in the city with divergent ways of thinking and behaving? D o you prefer unity, or
diversity?
[SEE T A B L E 5.6.2]

4.c

Everyone considers freedom and equality important. But if you had to choose, would you have a personal
preference for freedom - everyone can live freely and can develop their own identity without restraint - or
for equality - no one is discriminated against and class differences ('standverschillen')
are kept to a
minimum? D o you prefer freedom or equality?
[SEE T A B L E 5.6.2]

4.d

We presented you with several choices, but perhaps you have a completely different idea about city life. If
you had to name three qualities of a city in which you would like to live, which three would you name?
[Since resp. is f r e e to n a m e several urban qualities, columns may total m o r e than 100%]
Surin./Ant.
'Others'
Most often cited
Moroccans
Turks
Indigenous Dutch
23%
11%
5%
12%
good infrastructure
3%
24%
38%
32%
13%
19%
variety of services
16%
14%
12%
tranquil/small scale 8%
11%
41%
green/environ, clean 10%
34%
22%
45%
19%
2%
5%
6%
15%
picturesque
28%
20%
31%
13%
22%
sociable
6%
25%
14%
13%
11%
tolerant / respect
safe / peaceful
equitable treatment
N(=100%)

4.d

17%
32%
118

23%
2%
64

17%
4%
86

20%
1%
154

Could you name three conditions that should be met, so that conflicts between a city's residents are kept
to a minimum?
[Since resp. is f r e e
Most often cited
good local govt.
variety of services
lots of space
^
tolerance / respect
joint understanding
safety / tranquility
equitable treatment
N{=100%)

„ 260

25%
28%
67

to n a m e several urban conditions, columns m a y total m o r e
'Others'
Surin./Ant.
Moroccans
Turks
12%
3%
2%
6%
19%
13%
24%
11%
21%
3%
1%
11%
20%
36%
31%
27%
17%
19%
15%
22%
17%
7%
9%
8%
27%
49%
23%
88
60
123
66

than 1 0 0 % ]
Indigenous Dutch
20%
23%
24%
26%
4%
17%
10%
151
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4,f

Life in a multicultural city asks many concessions from its residents. Six ethnic groups are listed on this
card (Int.: hand over card 13). Which group has adapted most in your opinion to render Haarlem a
viable ('leejbare')
city? Which group would you put in second place? Which group has adapted the least
to realize a viable city? And which ethnic group would you rank in the second to last position?
[The following table displays for the six ethnic groups subjected to appraisal, an aggregated score per
ethnic category ranging from -1.0 (rated least adapted) to 1.0 (most adapted).' The scores in parentheses
are based only on the rating of those respondents who identify with (a group in) their land of origin.]
Ethnic group
Moroccan Dutch
Turkish Dutch
Surinamese Dutch
Antillean Dutch
Indonesian Dutch
Hollanders
N

Moroccans
-.62 (-.57)
-.68 (-.80)
.23 (.30)
.23 (.22)
.30 (.19)
.60 (.60)
66 (38)

Turks
-.89 (-.89)
.28 (.38)
-.19 (-.22)
.03 (-.00)
.06 (.01)
.77 (.78)
138(117)

Surin./Ant.
-.82 (-.74)
-.67 (-.79)
.55 (.70)
.10 (.07)
.57 (.48)
.37 (.39)
51 (23)

'Others'
-.80 (-.76)
-.42 (-.52)
-.05 (.15)
.08 (-.08)
.66 (.39)
.66 (.63)
81 (28)

Indigenous Dutch
-.76 (-.78)
-.54 (-.58)
.08 (.07)
.11 (.12)
.69 (.68)
.49 (.49)
149(138)

5.a

We have had a whole series of questions about the social services and social problems in Haariem, and
about your own views on Haarlem as viable city. If you had to give a total score for Haarlem, what score
would you give? (1 stands for exceptionally poor, 6 denotes that the city is sufficiently viable for you to
remain, and 10 denotes an ideal city.)
[SEE T A B L E 5.4.2]

5.b

Y o u have just given a score of (see S.a.) for Haarlem's viability. This is your appraisal on Haarlem now.
D o you think your appraisal will change in the next five years? In other words, do you think Haarlem's
viability in the coming years will deteriorate or improve? If you are asked in five years to give Haarlem a
total score, what score do you think you will give?

lower score
same score
higher score
N(=100%)
5.c

Moroccans
38%
53%
9%
68

Turks
32%
59%
10%
153

Surin./Ant.
24%
60%
16%
67

'Others'
20%
60%
21%
91

Indigenous Dutch
24%
61%
16%
163

(Int.: if scores by S.a. and S.h differ:) Y o u think that your appreciation of Haarlem will be more
(positive/negative) in five years. Can you tell me the most important reason you think that the city's
viability will change?
Optimists
good government
more affluence
social integration
resp. is optimist
other reasons
N(=100%)

Moroccans

40%
40%
20%
5

Turks
35%
8%
11%
28%
19%
10

Surin./Ant.
10%
20%
30%
10%
30%
10

'Others'
34%
13%
18%
19%
16%
17

Indigenous Dutch
30%
22%
9%
5%
34%
23

' The statistic was calculated with the formula ( £ x=n)-^('/2X x = n - 7 ) - ( £ y=n)H-(V2£ y = n - 7 ) where 'n' is one of
the six ethnic groups (or a seventh alternative of'others') a given category of respondents could designate, while
'x' represents '(second) most adapted' ratings and 'y' the '(second) least adapted' ratings. For instance, if the 100
'most' or 'second most' adapted ratings made by 50 respondents are equally divided over two groups, both these
groups would have a score of (50)h-(|/2 x 100) - (0) = 1.0.
Survey Questionnaire
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Moroccans
Pessimists
17%
full / dirty / ugly
poor government
budget cuts / poverty 11%
6%
unemployment
11%
crime
6%
tensions/conflicts
racism/discriminatior 16%
22%
more immigrants
22%
other reasons
18
N(=100%)
5.d

Surin./Ant.
17%
17%
8%
17%
17%
17%
8%
12

'Others'
39%
5%
20%
8%
8%
4%
3%

Indigenous Dutch
29%
9%
7%
3%
2%
18%
17%
16%
36

12%
13

W c are going to advise the local government as to which policies they should follow the coming years to
encourage integration. In addition to all you've said already, do you have any suggestions you would like
us to pass on to them?
[A total of 4 9 4 separate 'ideas' was coded from the suggestions made by 345 respondents. The
percentages in the table below are based on the total number of 'ideas' conveyed per ethnic category]
Surin./Ant.
Turks
Suggestions
Moroccans
'Others'
Indigenous Dutch
7%
6%
5%
better government
10%
11%
7%
6%
2%
10%
7%
improve services
3%
4%
promote sociability
10%
2%
4%
14%
9%
10%
5%
promote tolerance
11%
13%
10%
promote conformity 18%
8%
10%
7%
5%
14%
7%
boost affluence/jobs 15%
8%
15%
equitable treatment
3%
35%
8%
8%
7%
spread immigrants
3%
9%
17%
N ideas ( N resp)

G

Turks
11%
2%
20%
21%
2%
5%
22%
6%
13%
39

39 (30)

124 (92)

71 (46)

102 (62)

158(115)

FINANCIAL SITUATION
In closing, I want to ask a few questions about your financial situation. You are obviously not compelled
to answer any of them. But here again your cooperation is greatly appreciated. It is namely important for
us to know whetherr the financial situation of different Haarlemmers corresponds with their perspective
on life in the city. I insure you once again, your answers will be treated with the greatest confidentiality,

R5.

Recapitulation:
Respondent lives together with partner or other adults , . . (Int.; go to question la)
Respondent lives alone or only with children younger than 18... (Int.: go to question 2a)

1a

Does anyone in your household have paid work? (If yes:) How many people?
'Others'
Moroccans
Surin./Ant.
Turks
30%
no one
50%
23%
26%
53%
one person
35%
44%
62%
15%
two people
10%
32%
13%
3%
three and more
5%
1%
N (=100%)
129
72
82
55

l.b

[SEE T A B L E 4.1.2)

How much do you pay net per month on rent (or mortgage)? (Int.: the amount
mean (median)
N

„ 262

11%
4%
121

Can you tell me who contributes the most to the household income? D o you,* is that your (partner/
husband/ wife), or another member of the household?

2.a

Indigenous Dutch
30%
55%

Moroccans
f 570 (J 577)
84

Turks
/597(/600)
142

Surin./Ant.
/647(/630)
54

excl.

rent-subsidies)

'Others'
Indigenous Dutch
/ 607 ( ƒ 5 6 6 ) / 574 ( ƒ 5 3 1 )
84
120
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2.b

Could you provide me with an estimate of your net monthly income? We would like to have an idea as to
h o w much your household has to spend. This means the total of the net income and (eventual) welfare
benefits (of everyone in the home). 1 will show you a number of income categories (Int.: hand over card
14), all you have to say is the number next to the category which includes your (household) income.
| S E E T A B L E 4.3.3]

2.C

At this moment, what is the primary source of your (household) income? Is it income from a paid job or
from some form of welfare (which form)?

| S E E T A B L E 4.3.3]

One last question that you don't have to answer, which we would like to have an answer. For which
political party did you vote by the municipal elections on March 2? [SEE T A B L E 5.6.1]
Thank you so much for this interview, for your time and information. Should you have other experiences
or ideas which may be of importance for this project, feel free to give me a call. My number is . . .

H

GENERAL E V A L U A T I O N (Int.: complete

l.a

In which language

1 .b

How would you rate the respondent's

l.c

And their Turkish/Arabic

wo^ Ihe interview

afterwards)

conducted?

[SEE § 3.3.1 A N D § 7.5.1]

Dutch listening and speaking

skills? [SEE T A B L E 5.2.1]

skills?
deficient
satisfactory
reasonable/ good
N(=100%)

2.a

How long did the interview

2.b

How did the interview

67%
91

Was there anyone else present during
Moroccans
no one
35%
partner
27%
father / mother
11%
other household m e m 25%
others / unknown
2%
N (=100%)
92

3.b

Did the other people
no
yes
N(=100%)

Other comments,

17%
83%
146

66%
152

Surin./Ant.
6%
23%
72%
71

the interview?
[SEE A L S O
Turks
Surin./Ant.
64%
39%
19%
32%
4%
17%
14%
13%
153

72

'Others'
1%
3%
13%
83%
98

Indigenous Dutch
0%
2%
12%
86%
164

T A B L E 3.3.1]
'Others'
Indigenous Dutch
65%
66%
26%
21%
2%
3%
5%
6%
2%
4%
99
165

effect the interview, e.g., by giving an.?wers or making
comments?
Surin./Ant.
Turks
'Others'
Moroccans
Indigenous Dutch
68%
55%
75%
60%
71%
25%
32%
45%
41%
29%
58
25
35
94
52

quotes and

Survey Questionnaire

Turks

[SEE T A B L E 3.3.1]

go? (ambience)
Moroccans
Turks
1%
1%
4%
9%
30%
23%

badly
touch and go
moderately
reasonable to good
N
3.a

last?

Moroccans
3%
34%
63%
59

observations:
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Samenvatting

Het meten van integratie van alloclitonen

In 1994 heb ik, samen met collega's van de Universiteit Utrecht, surveyinterviews gehouden
onder bewoners van de stad Haarlem. De gemeente Haarlem wilde het minderhedenbeleid van
nieuwe impulsen voorzien, en onze opdracht was om daarover ideeën te verzamelen van
allerlei Haarlemmers. Onze bevindingen hebben wij - met veel citaten en cijfermateriaal - als
drie concurrerende visies op de multiculturele stad gepresenteerd (Reinsch e.a., 1995). Naar
onze mening zou de lokale overheid een keuze uit deze visies moeten maken om een consistent
beleid te voeren (Kunst e.a., 1995). Na afloop van het Haarlemse project bleef echter een
aantal vragen aan mij knagen.
Ten eerste zat ik met de vraag of die drie visies wél zo geworteld zijn in de geest van zoveel
Haarlemmers. Hadden wij bijvoorbeeld met andere vragen geheel andere visies waargenomen?
Er bestaat immers een veelheid aan literatuur over de manieren waarop allochtonen en
autochtonen zich wederzijds kunnen aanpassen in een stedelijke omgeving. Een conceptueel
model is echter ver te zoeken, althans een model waarin de integratie van allochtonen aan
lokale doeleinden van culturele diversiteit wordt gekoppeld. Met gebruik van uiteenlopende
theoretische bronnen ontwikkel ik in deze studie een dergelijk model. Daarin zijn bijvoorbeeld
geen drie, maar acht ideaaltypische visies op de integratie van allochtonen onderscheiden.
Ik bleef me ook afvragen of een surveyinstrument mogelijk is waarmee de integratie van
individuele stadbewoners gemeten kon worden. De Haarlemse interviews duurden gemiddeld
100 minuten. In die tijd vertelden stadbewoners vrij veel over hun meningen en ervaringen met
de stad. Hoeveel extra tijd zouden wij nog nodig hebben om hun eigen individuele
integratieprocessen adequaat in kaart te brengen? Welke factoren hadden wij beter kunnen
meten, en welke lenen zich eigenlijk niet voor metingen met surveymethoden? In deze studie
bespreek ik een groot aantal metingen uit de Haarlemse survey. Meer in het algemeen verken
ik de mogelijkheid om de relatie tussen autochtonen en allochtonen met surveyonderzoek te
doorgronden.
Een laatste vraagstuk vloeit min of meer uit de andere twee voort. In ons rapport aan de
gemeente Haarlem konden wij de voor- en tegenstanders van bepaalde visies karakteriseren.
Daarmee hebben wij echter niet aangegeven welke Haarlemmers volgens een bepaalde visie
wél zijn geïntegreerd. Wanneer een lokale overheid een beleidsvisie op de integratie van
allochtonen heeft, hoe kan men de doelgroepen van het beleid lokaliseren en kwalificeren? In
deze studie plaats ik - redenerend vanuit een zogenaamde tolerante visie, waarin culturele
diversiteit eerder toegejuicht dan geproblematiseerd wordt - de Haarlemse respondenten langs
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een enkele integratiemaatstaf. Na deze vooral normatieve daad ga ik vervolgens analyseren
welke factoren de vastgestelde verschillen in integratie het best verklaren.
Kortom, met de Haarlemse survey als empirische verankering, bespreek ik een kluwen aan
theoretische, methodologische en beleidsvraagstukken rondom de integratie van allochtonen.
De studie beantwoordt aldus de volgende probleemstelling:
Wat kunnen gestructureerde (survey) interviews onder allochtone en autochtone bewoners van
een stad onthullen omtrent verschillen in integratie?
Om de reikwijdte van de Haarlemse survey - alsmede ander onderzoek naar de integratie van
allochtone stadsbewoners - te beoordelen, presenteer ik eerst een conceptueel model (zie
figuur 2, pag. 48). Dit model bouwt voort op een model dat door Schermerhorn (1970) is
ontworpen voor het analyseren van etnische verhoudingen binnen een samenleving. Binnen het
model maak ik onderscheid in zes centrale aspecten van integratie. Deze stellen ons in staat het
begrip integratie als het ware te ontleden, waardoor een beter inzicht ontstaat in de
complexiteit ervan. Met deze aspecten kan het integratieproces, zoals dat naar voren komt bij
de secundaire analyse van de Haarlemse survey, kort worden getypeerd:
• In termen van perspectief is het proces bezien vanuit het subjectieve gezichtspunt van de
stadsbewoners zelf Alle volwassenen Haarlemmers maakten kans om geïnterviewd te
worden, hoewel deze kans groter was voor (eerste of tweede generatie) allochtonen van
Marokkaanse, Turkse of Surinaamse/Antilliaanse herkomst dan voor de meer omvangrijke
groepen 'Andere' allochtonen en autochtonen.
• De survey als een momentopname betekent dat het tijdsaspect van integratie onderbelicht
wordt. Door een beroep te doen op het geheugen van respondenten is het procesmatige
karakter slechts ten dele in kaart gebracht.
• Het integratieproces speelt zich op verschillende niveaus af Zo kan binnen de context van
een stad onderscheid worden gemaakt tussen de integratie van individuen, van diverse
groepen, en van de stad als geheel. In deze studie richt ik me vooral op het microniveau van
individuen, om vervolgens ook conclusies te trekken voor de vijf onderscheiden groepen.
• Binnen de survey dienden zes domeinen van integratie als thematiek. Tussen een meer
abstract onderscheid in 'privé' en 'openbare' domeinen, is een onderscheid in 'onderwijs en
opvoeding', 'arbeid en materiele zekerheid', 'welzijn eh gezondheid', alsmede 'woon- en
buurtklimaat' zowel theoretisch als beleidsmatig van belang.
• Het vijfde aspect van het raamwerk betreft de drie centrale dimensies van integratie,
namelijk - op micro niveau - het onderscheid in sociale posities, culturele oriëntaties, en
(gerapporteerd) interetnisch gedrag. Alle drie zijn in de Haarlemse survey gemeten.
• De voornaamste verwijzing naar Schermerhorn betreft de richting die het integratieproces
neemt. Schermerhorn maakt een onderscheid tussen zogenaamde middelpuntzoekende en
middelpuntvliedende processen. Belangrijk is het beginsel dat integratie zich in beide
richtingen kan afspelen (zie figuur 1, pag. 4). Er is sprake van integratie als er consensus
bestaat tussen (in deze studie allochtone en autochtone) groepen wat betreft de gewenste
richting en legitimiteit van het proces. Middelpuntzoekende processen kenmerken zich door
een vermindering van verschillen tussen groepen. Onder stadbewoners betekent dit
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bijvoorbeeld een toenemende gelijkheid in sociale posities, eenstemmigheid van culturele
oriëntaties of inclusiviteit in interetnisch gedrag. Middelpuntvliedende processen duiden
daarentegen op een toenemende verwijdering: individuen verschillen steeds meer in de
sociale posities die ze innemen, in de diversiteit van culturen waarop ze zich oriënteren, of
in de exclusiviteit van hun gedrag jegens 'anderen'. Juist door het onderscheid in drie
dimensies te combineren met twee richtingen van integratie, heb ik (2^ =) acht
ideaaltypische integratie visies onderscheiden, waarvan de tolerante visie er één is (zie tabel
2.6, pag. 41).
Door processen van culturele differentiatie ook als integratie te kenschetsen, geef ik de
beleidsnotie van 'integratie met behoud van eigen identiteit' begripsmatig handen en voeten.
Hiermee komen echter andere - normatieve - problemen aan het licht. Wanneer is er sprake van
consensus met zoveel concurrerende visies? Hoeveel vertegenwoordigers - en van welke
groepen - moeten een tolerante visie onderschrijven om deze legitimiteit te verlenen? In de
Haarlemse survey bleek hierover weinig overeenstemming te bestaan tussen - en binnen - de
onderscheiden groepen. Een belangrijk deel van de Turkse en Marokkaanse respondenten
sprak een voorkeur uit voor (middelpuntzoekende) doeleinden van positionele gelijkheid,
culturele eenstemmigheid, en interetnische contacten. Hun voorkeur staat lijnrecht tegenover
de (middelpuntvliedende) voorkeuren van een (autochtone) meerderheid. Wanneer deze
metingen als legitieme peilingen worden aangezien, betekenen ze dat er in Haarlem - in strikte
zin - geen sprake is van lokale integratie.
Enigszins los van de vraag of er consensus bestaat omtrent de einddoelen van lokale integratie,
heb ik normatieve criteria afgeleid die verschillen in individuele integratie aanduiden. Voor elk
van de acht visies is in theorie een ander geheel van criteria denkbaar. Er blijft echter altijd een
spanning bestaan tussen de einddoelen van lokale integratie, hun vertaling naar criteria van
individuele integratie, en de operationalisering van deze criteria in meetbare surveyitems. Voor
de vergelijking van Haarlemmers heb ik criteria geformuleerd die grotendeels met einddoelen
van een tolerante visie overeenstemmen. In normatieve zin veronderstel ik namelijk dat
geïntegreerde inwoners van een tolerante stad zich door de volgende eigenschappen
kenmerken: ze zijn zelfredzaam, ze tonen instemming met (de legitimiteit van) lokale
processen, en ze staan open voor contacten met 'anderen'. Tevens heb ik enkele aanvullende
voorwaarden gesteld, die in principe voor elke integratievisie gelden:
• Het criterium is op alle volwassen stadsbewoners van toepassing.
• Het criterium weerspiegelt niet zozeer mogelijke middelen of belemmeringen, maar eerder
doelstellingen van lokaal integratiebeleid.
• Er is voldoende (statistische) samenhang tussen de (gemeten operationaliseringen van de)
criteria zodat een enkele samengestelde maatstaf met alle criteria sterk correleert.
Op basis van deze voorwaarden heb ik vijf (samengestelde) metingen uit de surveydata
geselecteerd waaruit een mate van individuele integratie is afgeleid. Die metingen zijn:
• het maandelijks inkomen als lid van een huishouden;
• de onafhankelijkheid van lokale sociale voorzieningen-,
• de geschatte kansen ten opzichte van een 'doorsnee Haarlemmer';
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• de mate van tevredenheid met de persoonlijke situatie binnen de lokale context; en
• de mate van participatie in lokale activiteiten.
De vijf metingen zijn (via principiële-componentenanalyses) gereduceerd tot één
integratiemaatstaf. Op deze wijze wordt de relatie die respondenten hebben met hun stedelijke
omgeving tot uitdrukking gebracht in een enkel (gestandaardiseerd) getal, een rangschikking
gerelateerd aan de nulscore van 'de gemiddelde Haarlemmer'.
De reductie impliceert een zeker verlies - of een zekere abstrahering - van informatie, maar zij
zorgt er ook voor dat de 'mate van integratie' niet bepaald wordt door één enkel criterium. De
maatstaf weerspiegelt de veronderstelling dat individuen op verschillende wijzen - in hun
posities, oriëntaties en gedrag - een relatie met hun stedelijke omgeving hebben. Niettemin is er
een consistente rangorde te bespeuren wanneer gemiddelde groepscores worden vergeleken op
zowel de maatstaf als de vijf deelcriteria: Marokkaanse en Turkse Haarlemmers zijn veel
minder geïntegreerd dan de overige inwoners.
Zonder adequate empirische metingen blijven verklaringen voor integratieverschillen steken in
een speculatieve sfeer. De studie laat zien hoe er een voortdurende spanning bestaat tussen de
theoretische praktijk, waarin de relatie tussen begrippen wordt gelegd, en de survey praktijk,
van communicatie tussen interviewer en respondent. Ter aanvulling op de alom erkende eisen
van geldigheid en betrouwbaarheid heb ik drie criteria gehanteerd om de valkuilen bij
surveymetingen te karakteriseren. Eenvoud verwijst naar vraagstukken die de cognitieve,
morele of expressieve competenties van respondenten overstijgen. Beknoptheid verwijst naar
de interviewtijdsduur die nodig is om een vraagstuk te ontraadselen. Vergelijkbaarheid
(oftewel equivalentie) verwijst naar de mogelijkheden om metingen aan die van andere
individuen te relateren. Met deze vijf criteria zijn de metingen uit de Haarlemse survey
beoordeeld. Meer in het algemeen zijn de (on)mogelijkheden van empirisch onderzoek
besproken, wat betreft het adequaat meten van integratiefactoren.
De praktijk van de survey schets ik als een continu zoeken naar een compromis tussen de
uiteenlopende criteria waarmee de metingen van betekenis worden voorzien. Met name geldige
metingen van culturele oriëntaties impliceren aanzienlijke concessies wat betreft de eenvoud en
beknoptheid van surveyinterviews. In mindere mate geldt deze conclusie voor metingen van
individueel gedrag jegens 'anderen'. Dit neemt echter niet weg dat in Nederlands
surveyonderzoek de mogelijkheden te weinig worden benut om interetnische contacten te
meten.
De integratiemaatstaf maakt een overzichtelijke en systematische vergelijking mogelijk van
factoren die individuele integratie eventueel beïnvloeden. Voor een grote verscheidenheid aan
Haarlemse metingen bespreek ik in de hoofdstukken drie tot zeven hoe ze de variantie in
integratiescores kunnen verklaren (een overzicht is in bijlage I te vinden). De bevindingen
interpreteer ik veelal«met verwijzing naar ander Nederlands onderzoek omtrent het
desbetreffende domein, en het potentieel belang van het domein voor de integratie van
allochtonen.
Bij vier verschillende metingen wordt bijvoorbeeld gesignaleerd dat ze sterk met de integratiemaatstaf samenhangen wanneer Haarlemse allochtonen als één groep worden beschouwd.
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Minstens 20% van de variantie in allochtone maatstaf-scores wordt namelijk 'verklaard' door
verschillen in: opleidingsniveau, religie, Haarlemse wijk waarin men woont, en Nederlandse
taalvaardigheid. Door vooral te kijken naar de verschillen binnen de vijf onderscheiden
groepen heb ik gecontroleerd of een factor daadwerkelijk van belang kan zijn voor de
integratie van individuen van een bepaalde herkomst, of dat de samenhang eerder een
schijnverband aangeeft. Zo is bijvoorbeeld binnen de groep Marokkaanse Haarlemmers geen
verband te bespeuren tussen de wijk waarin men woont enerzijds en de mate van integratie
anderzijds. Evenmin kan binnen de groep Turkse Haarlemmers de variantie in integratiescores
worden verklaard door het verschillende belang dat men aan religie hecht.
Naast opleidingsniveau blijkt de positie van de respondent op de arbeidsmarkt de meest
betrouwbare schatter van verschillen in integratiescores. Betrouwbaar wil hier zeggen dat
(alleen) die twee factoren binnen alle vijf onderscheiden groepen met de maatstaf
samenhangen. Meer opmerkelijk is derhalve de verscheidenheid van factoren die hooguit bij
één of enkele groepen verschillen in integratie weerspiegelen. Ik geef een korte bloemlezing:
• Alleen onder autochtone Haarlemmers zijn vrouwen minder geïntegreerd dan mannen.
• Bij 'Andere' allochtonen hangt de leeftijd bij migratie niet samen met integratiescores.
• Het aantal decennia sinds migratie is alleen onder Marokkanen statistisch van belang; juist
Marokkanen die meer dan 20 jaar geleden migreerden zijn minder geïntegreerd.
• Alleen onder autochtonen zijn bewoners van zogenaamde 'doorsnee' of 'gunstige' buurten
meer geïntegreerd dan bewoners van 'ongunstige' buurten.
• Onder Marokkanen en Turken hangt de erkenning van een recht op (eigen) categorale
voorzieningen samen met minder integratie; onder autochtonen hangt de goedkeuring van
categorale voorzieningen voor allochtonen juist sterker samen met meer integratie.
• Een wens om te remigreren naar het land van herkomst duidt alleen onder 'Andere'
allochtonen op een geringere mate van integratie.
• Allochtonen die een autochtone partner hebben zijn noch meer noch minder geïntegreerd.
• Hoe meer vrienden men heeft buiten de 'eigen' etnische groep, hoe meer geïntegreerd men
is, behalve onder autochtone Haarlemmers.
In de loop van de studie heb ik (met multipele-regressie analyse) tevens de gezamenlijk invloed
op maatstafscores onderzocht van diverse verzamelingen van factoren. Zodoende is voor elk
van de vijf onderscheiden groepen een combinatie van (hooguit zeven) factoren gevonden die
tussen de 35% (onder autochtonen) en 54% (onder 'Andere' allochtonen) van de variantie in
integratiescores verklaart. Naast de bevinding dat enkele factoren binnen de meeste groepen
zelfstandig aan de verklaring van integratieverschillen bijdragen - namelijk verschillen in
onderwijs, arbeid en lokale wijk - is juist de verscheidenheid van verklarende factoren tussen
groepen opvallend.
Wat zeker voor de groep autochtone Haarlemmers geldt, geldt in meer of mindere mate voor
de vier onderzochte groepen allochtonen: een geringere mate van integratie wordt eerder
verklaard door het geheel aan (achterstand)posities die individuen innemen dan door het geheel
aan ('afwijkende') oriëntaties of door een geheel (gebrek) aan interetnische contacten. Deze
conclusie geldt het minst voor de groep Marokkanen, mede omdat de positionele achterstand
van vrijwel alle Haariemse Marokkanen zorgwekkend groot is. De meer geïntegreerde
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Marokkanen kenmerken zich niet zozeer door hun relatief betere posities - en daarmee hun
grotere zelfredzaamheid. Ze kenmerken zich eerder door hun jeugd en hun participatie - en
daarmee hun hogere verwachtingen. In vergelijking met de groep Marokkanen tonen Turken
enerzijds meer variatie in hun zelfredzaamheid, anderzijds meer etnische cohesie. Hierdoor zijn
mijn karakteriseringen van meer geïntegreerde Turken genuanceerder. Velen bevinden zich in
achterstandposities en voelen zich uitgesloten door autochtonen; ze achten zich echter relatief
tevreden en kansrijk binnen Turkse netwerken. De integratie-scores van Surinamers en
Antillianen lijken eerder op die van autochtone Haarlemmers dan op die van andere
'minderheden' voornamelijk omdat hun onderwijsachtergrond die van autochtone
Haarlemmers grotendeels weerspiegelt.
Zo toon ik aan hoe met surveyonderzoek lokale verschillen in individuele integratie gemeten en
vergeleken kunnen worden, en hoe deze verschillen voor een belangrijk deel statistisch kunnen
worden verklaard. Echter de diversiteit aan verklarende factoren, en de moeilijkheid om hun
betekenis eenduidig te interpreteren, roepen twijfels op omtrent de mogelijkheid het proces van
integratie van allochtonen theoretisch te doorgronden. De Haarlemse surveybevindingen
onderschrijven het belang van opleiding en betaald werk voor de verwezenlijking van diverse
integratiedoeleinden. Maar alom geldende voorwaarden - of vastomlijnde fasen - van
individuele integratie worden niet gesignaleerd. Inzicht in integratie onder allochtonen en
autochtonen vereist, in theorie en beleid, een oog voor verscheidenheid.
Het slothoofdstuk presenteert zeer in het kort de diverse aannames en idealen die ik onder de
noemer van de 'tolerante visie' heb gebracht. Daarbij bespreek ik ook de belangrijkste
aannames die nodig zijn om te bepalen wie de geïntegreerde bewoners van een tolerante stad
zijn. Op basis van de bevindingen die in de loop van de studie zijn gepresenteerd, wordt een
onderzoekstraject geschetst waarmee het meten van integratie in dergelijke steden een minder
denkbeeldig en meer duidelijk omlijnd karakter krijgt. Hoewel surveymeettechnieken continu
zijn bekritiseerd, verdienen ze een centrale rol in dit traject. In samenhang met andere
onderzoekstechnieken is de survey cruciaal bij het beoordelen hoe individuen en hele groepen
in relatie staan tot hun stad en hun stadsgenoten. Hij is zelfs onontbeerlijk bij het vaststellen
van lokale doeleinden waarover een zekere consensus bestaat. Door het normatieve karakter
van meettechnieken voortdurend te onderwerpen aan criteria van adequaatheid krijgen 'maten
van integratie' meer draagwijdte voor het beleid en de gehele gemeenschap. Deze studie is een
bescheiden doch resolute stap in dit proces.
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